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PREFACE 

The collection of inscriptions below is based above all on the 
Egyptian section of CIJ (mainly the work of J.-B. Frey and G. 
Kittel, but published in 1952 after both had died), and the 
revised and supplemented texts, translations and comments 
published by D.M, Lewis in CPJ iii (1964); but each 
inscription has been reconsidered and sixteen new entries 
have been added (as well as the inscriptions in Appendices 2 
and 3). 

Much bibliographical and other information in CIJ was 
designedly not repeated in CPJ, and both works together, 
supplemented by other publications, have been needed for the 
study of the inscriptions. For each inscription, therefore, we 
have aimed to bring together in brief the principal 
information, a reconsidered text and translation, and a 
revised and updated bibliography. The text follows a named 
publication, apart from three cases where our reading comes 
from a new photograph, but other editorial work is noted, and 
restorations and translations sometimes vary from those 
adopted in CIJ or CPJ. An opinion is expressed in cases 
where an inscription seems doubtfully Jewish. 

Each entry gives information in the following order: (i) Place 
of origin, so far as known, probable dating, and class of 
inscription; (ii) Museum or other location, as last recorded; 
(iii) Authority for the text; (iv) Text and translation, with 
notes of other important publications in which there are 
readings or conjectural restorations differing from our text; (v) 
chronologically ordered bibliography (a) of publications 
reproducing the whole inscription, with or without discussion, 
and (b) of other publications; (vi) Comment on points of 
interest or difficulty; (vii) Description of the stone where 
possible, with notes on letter forms: the style of alpha, 
epsilon, sigma and omega, the most variable letters, is always 
noted, and other letters are noted if they differ significantly 
from standard forms. 

IX 
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The order of the inscriptions differs from that adopted in CIJ 
and CPJ in following a rather more systematic geographical 
arrangement, starting at Alexandria and moving southwards. 
Inscriptions of uncertain provenance are at the end, followed 
by Appendix 1 of those inscriptions included in CIJ or CPJ 
for which the classification 'Jewish' seems unjustified. 
Appendix 2 of inscriptions from outside Egypt referring to 
Egyptian Jews, and Appendix 3 of Egyptian pagan 
inscriptions containing apparently Jewish names. Appendices 
2 and 3 do not include a full bibliography or critical text. The 
line-breaks of the inscriptions are marked, and the use of 
brackets follows that of CPJ (i.e. the 'Leiden' system). The 
common symbol L is represented in texts by (STOVI;) or (£T©V), 
as appropriate. 

We hope that the Index will go some way to meet an obvious 
need. For Jewish personal names and places of habitation, 
the student can refer to the work of D. Rokeah in CPJ iii 
(1964), but no other indexing is readily available. 
Computerization of the material has helped us to offer many 
further categories. Only those inscriptions which we consider 
to be Jewish (nos.1-134, 141-153) have been indexed, and the 
non-Jewish parts of Jewish inscriptions (the titles and family 
relationships of the Ptolemies) are also excluded from the 
Index, although references to the monarchs themselves are 
included under the heading 'Rulers*. For Appendix 3 (nos. 154-
6), there are entries only in sections I and II.a of the Index. 
We have included for comparative purposes new indexes to 
the Jewish inscriptions of Cyrenaica published by G. Liideritz 
and J.M. Reynolds in CJZC, arranged in the same form as 
the Egyptian indexes. 

The criteria which we have used to identify inscriptions as 
Jewish are: 
i) The presence of names which can be regarded as used 
primarily by Jews. 
ii) The use of Jewish divine titles, formulae, the description 
'Iou6aiO(; and mainly Jewish terminology like ixpoaeox^ 
Apjtu5uvd7(07o<;. 
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iii) The use of Hebrew. 
iv) Provenance from the predominantly Jewish site of Tell el-
Yehoudieh (Leontopolis) - see Introduction, below. 
On these grounds we have included several inscriptions 
whose Jewishness we acknowledge is quite doubtful 
(especially nos. 18, 20, 124-5), but excluded six which were 
accepted by CIJ or CPJ (Appendix 1). References to some 
inscriptions which do not satisfy these criteria but where 
Jewishness is a possibility are given in the commentaries on 
the most closely comparable inscriptions which we have 
included; the names from such inscriptions are indexed in 
sections II-IV in the form '11 (notes)'. 

The limitation of the work to the Graeco-Roman period has 
meant that one group of apparently Jewish inscriptions has 
not been included: nine largely fragmentary tombstones from 
Edfu (later Apollinopolis Magna) which have been tentatively 
dated on palaeographic grounds to the 4th century B.C. (W. 
Kornfeld, 'Judisch-aramaische Grabinschriften aus Edfu'). 
This is the first Jewish community in Egypt which is known 
to have produced inscriptions; none have been discovered 
relating to the 5th century B.C. military settlement at 
Elephantine. 

The authors divided the entries of the inscriptions as follows. 
Dr Horbury prepared entries 1-9, 13-17, 19-25, 27-40, 114, 
125, 127-9, 135: inscriptions from (or originally attributed to) 
Alexandria and the Delta; metrical inscriptions. Dr Noy 
prepared entries 10-12, 18, 26, 41-113, 115-124, 126, 130-4, 
136-156: prose inscriptions from Tell el-Yehoudieh and 
Demerdash; material from the Fayum and further south; 
various inscriptions not entered in CIJ or CPJ\ the 
appendices. Parts (i) and (iii) of the Introduction were 
prepared by Dr Horbury, part (ii) by Dr Noy. Each author has 
read and commented on the other's work. 

The publication derives from the computer database of the 
Cambridge Divinity Faculty Jewish Inscriptions Project, 
funded by the British Academy. A database was built up 
initially by the expertise and enthusiasm of Dr Helen Elsom 
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(Research Assistant, January-March 1989) and Dr D.R. de 
Lacey (Senior Research Associate). The material available on 
line was substantially augmented by Mr J.N.B. Carleton 
Paget (Research Assistant, April-September 1989), who also 
checked, corrected and supplemented the bibliographical data. 
Dr de Lacey has constantly made himself available for 
consultation and action on computing questions, and kindly 
read the final draft of the whole work. The Hebrew and 
Greek fonts used in this book are to his design, based on 
SuperHebrew and Adobe Symbol respectively. Miss J.M. 
Reynolds, a Director of the Project, has most generously 
responded to questions, and has commented on the work. Dr 
G.I. Davies, also a Director, has taken responsibility for 
financial administration as well as responding to questions. 
Dr D.J. Thompson read the whole work and offered advice on 
many inscriptions. Dr M.N.A Bockmuehl kindly commented 
on the final draft. Dr T. Rajak and Dr N.R.M. de Lange and 
his seminar group made suggestions about a number of 
entries. We have not seen a book which is likely to touch 
many of the entries, P.W. van der Horst, Ancient Jewish 
epitaphs (announced as to appear in November, 1991). The 
authors are solely responsible for what is offered below, but 
are glad of this opportunity to express their warm gratitude 
to their colleagues and to the British Academy. 

It remains to present in the Introduction some information 
applicable to various groups of inscriptions. 



INTRODUCTION 

(i) ALEXANDRIAN NECROPOLEIS 

A number of inscriptions are from the eastern necropolis of 
Alexandria, excavated since 1870 east of the ancient 
promontory of Lochias at Chatby (see nos. 1-2 below), El-
Ibrahimiya (nos.3-8), Hadra (9-10) and Mustafa Pasha 
(11-12). Strabo mentions a western suburb of Alexandria 
called Necropolis, but not these eastern cemeteries; the 
Ptolemaic eastern suburb of Eleusis lay inland from them, 
south-east of Hadra, on the canal to Canopus (Strabo, Geog. 
xvii 1, 10 and 16). Ibrahimiya lies east of Chatby on the 
coast, with the ridge of Hadra stretching inland behind them; 
Mustafa Pasha is on the coast further east (see the map at 
the end of this volume, and the description in P.M. Eraser, 
Ptolemaic Alexandria, vol.i, pp.31-3, 200). 

All these areas, as their use for burials and the measurement 
of the city given by Strabo and Josephus suggest, will have 
been outside the eastern walls of the ancient city (Eraser, i, 
pp. 12-13 and ii, pp.26-7 n.64, discussing Strabo, Geog. xvii 1, 
8 and Josephus, B.J. ii 386). They therefore af^oined that 
eastern district of the city itself which in the first century 
A.D. was identified by Apion and Josephus as a long-
established Jewish quarter. Apion had mocked Jewish 
settlement in Alexandria on a harbourless shore, but 
Josephus replied that Alexander himself had granted this 
excellent residential neighbourhood, which was near to the 
royal palaces (Josephus, Ap. ii 33-4; cf. Josephus B.J. ii 487-8 
[right of residence granted by Alexander, special quarter by 
the Diadochi]). The harbour was to the west of the palaces, 
which were at the base of the promontory of Lochias (Strabo, 
Geog. xvii 1, 9), and the Jews must therefore have lived on 
the coast east of Lochias. In the disturbances under Flaccus 
in A.D.38 Jews were driven from their dwellings in all parts 
of the city into a small portion of one quarter - probably that 
regarded by Apion and Josephus as the established Jewish 

xni 
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quarter - and overflowed on to beaches, rubbish-heaps and 
tombs - that is, the necropohs of Chatby (Philo, Flacc. 56, as 
interpreted by T.D. N6routsos, L'ancienne Alexandrie (1888), 
p.34 and Eraser, ii, p. l02 n.236, p.llO n.271). 

Jewish graves have been identified in Chatby, immediately 
a4Joining the ancient Jewish quarter. In 1875 T.D. N^routsos 
described a hypogaeum from the eastern necropolis with 
Jewish graves, and published from j t the inscriptions 1-2, 
below; its location was later given more precisely as Chatby 
by E. Breccia. (See T.D. N6routsos, *M6moire sur les fouilles 
r^centes', pp.228-9, reproduced in L'ancienne Alexandrie, 
pp.82-3; E. Breccia, 'La necropoU dell'Ibrahimieh', p.40, n.2.) 
Finds included glass phials, many earthenware lamps 
decorated with Jewish symbols (seven-branched candlestick, 
grape-cluster, palm-branches or palm-tree) and decorated 
ossuaries comparable with those found in Jerusalem. Further 
ossuaries were found in Jewish tombs excavated by G. Botti 
at Chatby in 1892. (See N^routsos, 'M6moire sur les fouilles 
r^centes', pp.229-30 = L'ancienne Alexandrie, p.83; C. 
Clermont-Ganneau, 'Ossuaire juif provenant d'Alexandrie', 
pp.302-5; G. Botti, Notice des monuments (1893), p.39 (on 
Room E, Case A); id., '£)tudes topographiques dans la 
n^cropole de Gabbari', p.44.) An important group of Greek 
burials at Chatby was described by E. Breccia, La necropoli 
di Sciatbi (1912). 

The numerous burials at El-Ibrahimiya and Hadra belong in 
large part to the period from about 250 B.C. to the earlier 
second century B.C. Cinerary urns include a dated group of 
vases, mainly from the reigns of Ptolemy III Euergetes I (246-
222) and Ptolemy IV Philopator (222-205), and the pottery 
finds and the palaeography of the inscriptions indicate the 
later third and earlier second centuries (see Eraser, i, p.33; ii, 
pp.104-5, nn.248-51). The Ptolemaic burials at Mustafa Pasha 
are probably of a slightly later date (Eraser, ii, p. 106, n.255). 
Post-Ptolemaic burials are found above the Ptolemaic ones in 
a number of places (Fraser, ii, p. 105, n.250). 
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Hypogaeum burials predominate in El-Ibrahimiya, Hadra and 
Mustafa Pasha. IJOCUH in the hypogaea are closed by false-
doors, stuccoed and painted with inscriptions and 
representations of doors, and sometimes also with figurative 
decoration (not found in the Jewish examples entered below). 
The funerary inscriptions from these sites entered below are 
accordingly painted, usually in red. 

The Hellenistic development of loculi tombs at Alexandria and 
in Palestine is sketched, with special reference to the painted 
hypogaea of Mareshah and the tomb of Jason in Jerusalem, 
by M.C. Halpem-Zylberstein in CHJ ii (1989), pp.17-23. 
Jewish use of loculi tombs at Alexandria and LeontopoHs (see 
section ii, below) is connected with Jewish loculi burials in 
Jerusalem and Jericho, in the context of non-Jewish loculi 
burials in Egypt and elsewhere, by Hachlili and Killebrew, 
'Funerary customs', pp.110-112. 

Jews are among the non-Greeks, including Syrians, buried in 
the eastern necropolis, but without the degree of segregation 
which would allow the description 'Jewish cemetery* (see no.3, 
below). The content of the inscriptions is therefore the main 
guide to their identification as Jewish. Some are in Semitic 
characters, and in one of these (no.3) two Hebrew names are 
clearly legible. 

In ancient times the sites were used for rubbish as well as 
burials, and habitation probably encroached on them (Philo, 
Flacc. 56, cited above, and Fraser, i, p.32). Mounds of pottery 
and rubbish were prominent on the surface in the nineteenth 
century (N6routsos, Alexandrie, p.34; Breccia, Sciatbi, p.ix; 
Fraser, i, p.9; ii, p.22, n.38). For a description of the layer of 
rubbish above the Ibrahimiya tombs, see E. Breccia, *La 
necropoli dell'Ibrahimieh', pp.36, 69-71. Finds in sites best 
known as cemeteries accordingly include non-funerary 
inscriptions, such as the fragment of the dedication of a 
proseuche found in rubbish at Hadra (no.9). 

The Ptolemaic and Roman cemetery site of Gabbary, 
corresponding to part of the ancient western suburb of 
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(ii) TELL EL-YEHOUDIEH AND DEMERDASH 

Tell el-Yehoudieh is situated about 35 km. north of Cairo, and 
corresponds to the Ptolemaic and Roman settlement of 
Leontopolis, where Ptolemy VI Philometor (reigned 180-145 
B.C.) allowed Onias to build a Jewish temple. The temple 
remained in operation until closed on Vespasian's orders in 
A.D.73/4. It is possible that a Jewish community existed at 
the site before the foundation and after the closure of the 
temple. The literary evidence about the site is discussed by 
M. Delcor, 'Le temple d'Onias en 6gypte', pp.188-205 and R. 
Hayward, The Jewish temple at Leontopolis: a 
reconsideration', pp.429-43. The archaeological history is 
summarised by E. Bemand, 'Au Dieu tr6s haut', pp.107-11. 
The Leontopolis where Onias settled was not the same as a 
larger city of the same name further north, corresponding to 
modem Tell el-Moqdam. An example of the possible confusion 
is the inscription SB i 3941, which F. Preisigke attributed to 
Tell el-Yehoudieh but the original publication by G.C. Edgar 
(ASAE 11 (1910/11), p.l) shows came from Tell el-Moqdam. 

European archaeologists began to investigate Tell el-
Yehoudieh seriously in 1870, by which time the site had 
already suffered much depredation. The cemeteries were 
studied principally by E. Naville in 1887. He discovered many 
of the epitaphs which are presented here; most of the others 
were not found by systematic excavation but acquired from 
villagers living near the site. Inscriptions 29-105 were either 

XVI 

Necropolis, is similarly represented here by a proseuche 
dedication (no. 13). Again, Kom el-Shukafa, south-west of the 
ancient Serapeum, is best known for tombs of the Roman 
period, but is represented (no. 14) by a fragment of a probably 
non-funerary inscription. For these sites, see the map at the 
end of this volume, and Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria ii, 
pp.81-3, 107-8, nn.l86 & 261-2). 
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found in excavations at Tell el-Yehoudieh or plausibly 
attributed to the site. 

The identity of Tell ell-Yehoudieh with Onias' settlement at 
Leontopolis was established conclusively by Naville and by 
W.M. Flinders Petrie {Hyksos and Israelite cities (1906), pp.2, 
20-24), although the latter's claim to have discovered the 
temple has not been widely accepted (Hayward, p.431; R. de 
Vaux's 'Post scriptum* to Delcor's article, pp.204-5); R. du 
Mesnil du Buisson CLe temple d'Onias et le camp Hyks6s h 
Tell el Yahoudiy^', p.64) described the remains as 'le 
miserable edifice de M. Petrie'. In what he thought were the 
temple foundations, Petrie found an ostrakon with demotic 
writing, probably from the time of Ptolemy VI Philometor or 
earlier, listing suppliers of bricks including someone named 
Abrm, indicated to be a foreigner (pp.26-7, pi. XXIV & 
XXVII). He also opened some more tombs, and noted their 
similarity to rock-tombs at Alexandria; the standard plan, of 
a number of body-length niches radiating from an entrance at 
the foot of a stairway, is shown in his pl.XII (similar 
arrangements have been found for non-Jewish burials at 
Alexandria: A Adriani, Annuaire du Mus^e Greco-Romain ii 
(1935-9) pp.87-90 and iii (1940-5) pp.12-16). He found a bowl, 
jugs, a bronze lock-plate and ornaments from a box 
(pLXXVII), but mentioned no further inscriptions. 

Another attempt to open tombs on the site was made by the 
Egyptian Antiquities Service in 1919, but those opened were 
found to be full of water (C.C. Edgar, Tomb-stones from Tell-
el-Yahoudieh', p.216). Further epitaphs were found during a 
brief excavation in 1929 (R. du Mesnil du Buisson, 'Compte 
rendue sommaire d'une mission k Tell el Yahoudiy^e', p. 157), 
but only one was published (no.97, below). Another excavation 
took place for fifteen days in January 1951 (S. Adam, 'Recent 
discoveries in the eastern Delta*, pp.308-14), during which 
more tombs were opened in the South Cemetery and some 
skeletons discovered, but no further inscriptions. 

The vast majority of the epitaphs at Tell el-Yehoudieh were 
inscribed on rectangular stelae, usually within a narrow 
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frame surmounted by a pediment. Over 50% of the preserved 
names in the epitaphs are distinctively Jewish: Biblical 
names (sometimes in a graecized form), theophoric names like 
Dositheos (see no.71) and 'Sabbath' names like Sabbataios 
(see no.58). Among the others are many names like Eirene 
and Agathokles which were much used by Jews without being 
distinctively Jewish. It is clear that the same family could 
include one member with a Jewish name and another with an 
Egyptian or Greek name (see Index Il.d), and that the 
phraseology used in the epitaphs at the site was broadly 
similar to that used elsewhere in Egypt. It is therefore 
impossible to identify a non-Jewish element in the 
Leontopolis population on the basis of names or vocabulary; 
neither are there any indications of different burial customs. 
The community may not have been exclusively Jewish, but 
there are no reliable grounds for identifying any non-Jewish 
minority which may have been buried at the site. 

All the surviving inscriptions are in Greek, but an early 
investigator of the site. Prof. Lanzoni, claimed to have found 
a Hebrew inscription on part of a column; this was lost when 
a boat overturned in the Nile, and no copy had been made (T. 
Hayter Lewis, Tel-el-Yahoudeh (The Mound of the Jew)'; S. 
de Ricci, CRAI (1908), p.797). Another supposedly Hebrew 
inscription is described, with a facsimile, by G.J. Chester, *A 
journey to the biblical sites in Lower Egypt, etc.', PEFQS 
(1880), pp.136-8; it was found by Prof. Sayce, and was 
described as a fragment of stone which had been covered with 
stucco, bearing the letters heth and 'ayin in old Hebrew 
characters with a pattern below them. 

Inscriptions 106-114, included in the Tell el-Yehoudieh 
section of CIJ, were actually found at Demerdash, probably a 
suburb of ancient Heliopolis, and are more likely to indicate 
the existence of a separate Jewish settlement there than to 
have been moved from Tell el-Yehoudieh (see C.C. Edgar, 'A 
group of inscriptions from Demerdash*, pp.32-3; V.A. 
Tcherikover, The Jews in Egypt, p.24). In Jewish scripture 
and tradition, Heliopolis was the home of Joseph's Egyptian 
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wife (the mother of Ephraim and Manasseh) and father-in-
law (Gen. xli 45, 50; xlvi 20; Joseph and Asenath i-iii); Joseph 
settled his own father and brothers there (Artapanus, frag.2, 
23.3; Josephus, Ant. ii 188); and it was one of the three cities 
which the children of Israel were later compelled to (re-)build 
(Exod. i l l , LXX). In part of the textual tradition of Is. xix 18 
(including IQ Isa*) Heliopolis is one of the five Egyptian 
cities where the Lord of hosts will be worshipped. Biblical 
oracles against Heliopolis (Jer. xlvi (LXX 1) 13, Ezek. xxx 17) 
are balanced by partly hostile Heliopolitan observations on 
Jewish history (related by Artapanus, frag.3, 27.8 & 35). 
According to Manetho, followed by Apion, both quoted by 
Josephus (Ap. i 238, 250 and ii 10-11, respectively), Moses 
was a Heliopolitan priest who had gone over to the Jews. The 
place called 'Jews' Camp' where Mithridates and Antipater 
together fought in aid of Caesar (their march is ambiguously 
described by Josephus, B.J. i 191 = Ant. xiv 133) is located 
with fair probability on the eastern side of the Nile, not far 
from HeHopolis (A. Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and 
Roman Egypt, pp. 121-2, adding an identification of the 'Camp' 
with the Egyptian Babylon [see no.145, below]; the 'Camp' is 
put to the west of the Delta by Schurer and his revisers. 
History iii.i (1986), pp.48-9). At the beginning of the Roman 
period Strabo found the ancient city of Heliopolis on its 
mound deserted, but the cult of its temple of the sun and the 
bull Mnevis continuing, and he saw temple personnel there 
(Geog. xvii 1, 27 & 29). The Demerdash finds show continued 
or renewed residence of Jews on the outskirts of the old city 
in the later Ptolemaic or early Roman period. Christian 
legend (as in the Arabic Infancy Gospel, xxiv) makes the holy 
family on their journey pause at Matarieh, also near the old 
city; and this tradition too is in harmony with the indications 
of Jewish residence in the neighbourhood, as noted by Edgar, 
'Demerdash', p,33. 
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(iii) THE METRICAL INSCRIPTIONS 

The Leontopolis and Demerdash metrical inscriptions (29-40, 
114, below) form the largest known group of Jewish metrical 
epitaphs. To these must be added two further epitaphs of 
Egyptian Jews, 23, from Schedia (not in CIJ or CPJ, but 
treated as Jewish by E. Bemand), and 141 (Appendix 1), 
probably Jewish as well as Egyptian, from Rome. Surviving 
metrical epitaphs of Jews from communities outside Egypt 
are relatively few: in Greek, two from Beth She'arim 
(Schwabe & Lifshitz, Beth She'arim, ii, nos. 127, 183) and one 
of two lines from Larissa in Thessaly {CIJ 701), and in Latin, 
the hexameter epitaph of Regina, from Rome {CIJ 476). 

In the relevant Leontopolis and Demerdash entries below, the 
translations owe much to the felicitous renderings by D.M. 
Lewis in CPJ, but the English given has been freshly 
considered in each case. The commentary by E, Bernand, 
Inscriptions mUriques de I'Egypte gr4co-romaine (1969), has 
been gratefully used, especially for information on the stones 
and for the author's scrutiny of readings and publications. In 
the comments here special attention has been given to the 
verses as Jewish inscriptions. 

These funerary epigrams were accepted by Jewish patrons; 
there is usually nothing to show whether they are of Jewish 
or non-Jewish authorship, but they stand in the Greek 
literary tradition, which as a whole was admired and shared 
by Egyptian Jews. It is true that much Jewish verse in Greek 
from this period is not in the classical quantitative metres. 
Greek lines resembling the stressed Hebrew verse of the 
biblical tradition are the norm in the Greek versions of 
poetical passages in the Pentateuch, and of the Psalms and 
other poetical books, notably the translation of Ben Sira 
(Ecclesiasticus), produced for circulation in Egypt probably 
about 132 B.C. l l i ey also appear in work probably originally 
written in Greek, such as the later chapters of the Wisdom of 
Solomon. The acceptability of this non-quantitative Greek 

XX 
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verse was probably aided by the loss in speech of the 
quantitative distinction between long and short vowels, a 
change which had taken place by the end of the Ptolemaic 
period, as unusual prosody in some of the metrical 
inscriptions attests. On the other hand it was Jewish practice 
(later followed by Christians) to describe biblical verse as if it 
were written in quantitative metre, partly perhaps to rebut 
any charge of barbarity (Philo, V.Contempl. 80; Josephus, A.J. 
ii 346 (Moses), iv 303 (Moses), vii 305 (David)). Further, Jews 
themselves also wrote according to the classical poetic norms; 
Greek Jewish verse current in Ptolemaic Egypt includes work 
in the quantitative metres, notably the hexameters of Sib. iii 
and the iambics of Ezekiel Tragicus. Philo was therefore 
probably typical of more educated Jews in his high regard for 
Homer, Hesiod and the tragedians. The metrical inscriptions 
fill a gap in knowledge of Jewish appreciation of Greek 
poetry, for they show that Jews also shared the current 
esteem for (and possibly shared the practice of) the tradition 
of epigrammatic verse. 

Epigram fiourished notably in early Ptolemaic Egypt, but 
imder the later Ptolemies it is more fully represented on 
stone than in literature, and best represented by funerary 
epigrams (Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria, i, 617). The Jewish 
metrical epitaphs therefore fit the pattern of attestation of 
Egyptian epigram in general. Despite the shortage of literary 
witness, the epigram as literature will have continued to 
attract interest in Egypt, as papyri confirm; a copy of verse 
made in the Memphis Serapeum by the detainee Ptolemaeus 
about 160 B.C. includes two epigrams of Poseidippus (Fraser, 
ibid., ii, n.l29; D.J. Thompson, Memphis, pp.260-1), and 
P.Oxy. 662 is an anthology of epigrams copied in the first 
century A.D., including one by Leonidas of Tarentum echoed 
in 38, below (Gow & Page, Hellenistic epigrams, ii, p.73; 
Zuntz, JSS 10, p.292). At this later period the court poet 
Leonides of Alexandria was a leader in the Roman vogue for 
epigram of ingenuity and polish, but this verse-form will no 
doubt also have continued to attract a public 'in the middle 
and humbler walks of life' (as urged by Gow & Page, Phiiip, i. 
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p.xxxv). The variety of style and finish in the non-Jewish 
funerary epigrams of Egypt might correspondingly suggest 
differences of education as well as taste within the ranks of 
those who could afford this more elaborate form of epitaph. 

The epigrams accepted by Jewish patrons in Egypt vary in 
style and finish as widely as those commemorating non-Jews. 
Almost all the surviving Jewish metrical epitaphs are in 
elegiac distichs, the most popular metre for funerary 
epigrams in general, but in 141 (Appendix 1) the first of two 
epigrams which form the epitaph is in iambics, giving a 
combination of metres which is also found elsewhere. At a 
very much lower level of composition, 37 and 40 consist of 
metrical tags which have not been shaped into verse proper. 
These, though short, are to some extent comparable with a 
series of somewhat longer non-Jewish epitaphs of the Roman 
period, which may contain no more than one or two fully 
metrical lines within an assemblage of tags (E. Bernand, /M, 
nos.l3, 57, 81, 100); outside Egypt the Jewish epitaph Beth 
She'arim 183 is of this type. 

The fully metrical Jewish epitaphs range from poems with 
much of the polish of literary epigram (Zuntz, JSS 10, pp.292-
3 puts 38 and 31 in first and second place, respectively) to 
verse which can only be heard as such when account is taken 
of the phonetic changes of the Hellenistic period, and of the 
likelihood that elision was often used in speech but not 
represented in writing (Gignac, Grammar, i, pp.315, 319). 
Examples towards this end of the range are 29 and 34-6, 
broadly comparable within Egypt with the non-Jewish 
metrical epitaphs of Heraclitus and Telesion from the 
Ptolemaic period, or Politta from the imperial period (E. 
Bemand, IM, nos. 12, 36 and 96). These more awkward 
compositions among the fully metrical Jewish epitaphs are 
not, however, so very far removed from metrical norms as is 
the late non-Jewish funerary epigram of Serapias, whose 
name seems simply to be inserted extra metrum (E. Bemand, 
ibid., no.52). Jewish metrical epitaphs from Egypt, therefore, 
with all their variety, seem not to differ significantly in form 
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and execution from their non-Jewish counterparts. 

The verse of the Jewish epitaphs, then, is unlikely for the 
most part to have grated on the passers-by who answered 
their requests for notice. Only one or two excel as 
compositions (Zuntz, as cited above), especially when viewed 
against the backgroimd of literary epigram; but most come 
much closer to the standards of the literary tradition than do 
the tag-epitaphs of the Roman period noted above, and when 
they are set in this context of the body of inscribed epigrams, 
it can be affirmed that 'they are not without considerable 
technical accomplishment' (D.M. Lewis in CPJ iii, p. 145). 
Moreover, they are often adorned and dignified by lively 
detail and feeling. To take examples from the middle range, 
four lines suffice to relate how Arsinoe lost her mother as a 
child, to be arrayed as a bride by her own flowering prime, 
and how, married to Phabeis, she died bearing her first-born 
(no.33); and the reiterated call to mourn the hapless Jesus is 
harshly impressive (no.34). The pieces accepted by Jewish 
patrons well deserve attention as funerary poems. 

They have in fact been scrutinized mainly for signs of Jewish 
assimilation to or distinction from Greek religion and custom. 
Such inquiry is justified because, whether the epitaphs are of 
Jewish or non-Jewish authorship, they were accepted by 
Jewish patrons (see no.38, below). To summarize positions 
reached in the comments below, the epitaphs are unlikely to 
attest cremation (no.32); their mythological allusions reflect 
literary convention, but the hold of the myths on Jewish 
imagination should not be underestimated, particularly as 
they converge with the Jewish scriptures at a central point, 
the personification of Hades (no.31); and their passages on 
the afterlife belong to an area in which opinion among Jews 
and Greeks largely overlapped, and was similarly divided 
within each national tradition (no.38). Thus the many 
allusions in the epitaphs to a shadowy and mournful Hades 
have ample antecedent in the scriptures, and the relatively 
rare traces of future hopes have non-Jewish as well as Jewish 
analogies; distinctively biblical language expressing hope 
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appears only in the epitaph of Rachelis (no.36). On the whole 
the epitaphs suggest the continuing acceptability among Jews 
in Egypt of what may broadly be called Sadducaic views on 
these matters; the verses often recall attitudes expressed in 
the Wisdom tradition, especially in the books of Job, 
Ecclesiastes and (with a little variation) Ecclesiasticus, in 
their Greek as well as Hebrew form, and the hope of 
immortality found in the Wisdom of Solomon and Philo is 
much less strongly represented. The range of views expressed, 
therefore, can properly be located within the Jewish as well 
as the Greek inheritance; there is no reason to see the 
metrical epitaphs as reflecting a distortion of Jewish 
tradition. 
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1 (CIJ ii no. l427): Chatby, Alexandria; necropolis: perhaps late 
Ptolemaic. Epitaph painted in red ochre on plastered wall. 
Unknown. 
Text follows T.D. N^routsos, BIE 13 (1874-5), p.229. 

•I(5xrnjiO(; K N E M (£TSV) W. 

NerouUos expanded the L symbol as (ITTI) 

Joseph KNEM, 34 years old. 

TD. Neroutsos, 'M6moire sur les fouilles r^centes faites k Alexandrie', BIE 
13 (1874-5), p.229 (from the original); TD. Neroutsos, L'ancienne Alexandrie 
(1888), p.82; CIJ ii (1952), pp.357-8 no.l427; CPJ iii (1964). p.l38 no.l427. 

L. Zunz, BIE 14 (1875), p.27; S. de Ricci, 'Paleograph/, JE ix (1905), p.473; 
P.M. Fraser, 'Greek inscriptions (1952-3)', JEA 40 (1954), p.l24; B.SJ. 
Isserlin, The names of the 72 translators of the Septuagint', JANESCU 5 
(1973), p.192; S.M. Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum semiticorum (1974), p.22; 
G. Delling, 'Biblisch-jildische Namen im hellenistisch-rfimischen Agypten', 
BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.l6 n.3; M, Hengel, Jews, Greeks and barbarians (1980), 
p.91 n.34; J. M^l^ze-Modrzejewski, 'Splendeurs grecques et mis^res 
romaines', in Les juifs du Nil, ed. J. Hassoun (1981), p.25; Schtlrer revised 
iii.i (1986), p.47; M. Hengel, The interpenetration of Judaism and 
Hellenism', CHJ ii (1989), p.l93 n.3; J. M6l6ze-Modrzejewski, Les juifs 
d'&gypte (1991), p.69. 

On Chatby, see Introduction, pjtiv, above. So little is known of the 
excavations in which nos.l and 2 were discovered that dating is uncertain; if 
the inscriptions can be associated with the finds of ossuaries, the latter 
would point to a date not before the late first century B.C., in view of the 
dates usually assigned to the practice of ossuary burial, but these dates are 
themselves far from fixed (Pigueras, Ossuaries, p.l). 

Joseph was reckoned by Tcherikover to be the third moat common Jewish 
name in the papyri, appearing most frequently with this spelling 
(Tcherikover, Jews in Egypt, p.l82); in the material surveyed in CPJ, 
including ostraca and this inscription, D. Rokeah identifies eighteen bearers 
of the name spelt exactly as here, from the third or second century B.C. to 
the early second century AD., as opposed to three whose name is spelt with 
<P (add no.l2, below) (CPJ iii, pp.182-3). The Greek letters KNEM here and 
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2 (C/y ii 110.1428): Chatby, Alexandria; necropolis: perhaps late 
Ptolemaic. Epitaph painted in red ochre on plastered wall. 
Unknown. 
Text follows T.D. N6routsos, BIE 13 (1874-5), p.229 (see no.l, above); 
his conjectural restoration is given in the note. 

<&iXo)v •Ijm[ ] KNEM (Mv) v'. 

Neroutsos expanded the L symbol as (Erri) 
'Inn[ ]: Neroutsos, followed by CIJ '\nn{QK<yzQ\i\ 

Philon son of Hipp... KNEM, 50 years old. 

T.D. Neroutsos, 'M^moire sur les fouilles r^centes faites k Alexandrie', BIE 
13 (1874-5), p.229 (from the original); T.D. N6routsos, L'ancienne Alexandrie 
(1888), p.82; CIJ ii (1952), p.358 no.l428; CPJ iii (1964), p.l39 no.l428. 

B.S.J. Isserlin, The names of the 72 translators of the Septuagint', 
JANESCU 5 (1973), p.l92; M. Hengel, Jews. Greeks and barbarians (1980), 
p.91 n.34; J. M616ze-Modrzejewski, 'Splendeurs grecques et misdres 
romaines', in Les juifs du Nil, ed. J. Hassoun (1981), p.25; Schtirer revised 
iii.i (1986), p.47; M. Hengel, The interpenetration of Judaism and 

in no.2 have been thought to abbreviate a formula like those common in 
later Hebrew epitaphs; L. Zunz suggested KeiTat NBv *Ev MawxptoK; on the 
analogy of similar formulae surveyed in his Zur Geschichte und Literatur 
(1845), pp.304-7, but Fraser, p.l24, classes this among unconvincing 
solutions. This judgement seems right, for if such formulae were current, 
they might have been expected to appear more often, and in general the 
surviving Egyptian Jewish epitaphs show little sign of the tendency to 
biblical allusion with which many later formulae are connected. Mr J.D. Ray 
kindly informs us that the letters do not readily suggest a Demotic word or 
phrase. An unexplained abbreviation or symbol occurs after the number of 
years in no.l06, below. 

Neroutsos reproduced this inscription and no.2 in his Alexandrie, p.82, with 
the ages transposed by comparison with his first publication in BIE 13; 
Philon is now given the age 34, and Joseph that of 50. The entries here 
follow N^routsos's first publication. 
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3 (Plate ni; CIJ i i no. l424): El-Ibrahimiya, Alexandria; necropolis: 
early Ptolemaic. Painted stucco; epitaph; Aramaic with Hebrew 
proper names. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows C. Clermont-Ganneau, RAO viii, pp.61-5. 

Akabiah son of Elioenai. 

C. Clermont-Ganneau, Tj'antique n^cropole juive d'Alexandrie', CRAI (1907), 
pp.236-9 (photograph on p.237) and pp.375-6 = RAO viii (1907), pp.61-5 and 
pl.ii (from tracing and photograph); E. Breccia, 'La necropoli dell' 
Ibrahimieh', BSAA 9 (1907), pp.38-41, fig.lO; M. Lidzbarski, Ephemeris iii 
(1915), p.49; CIJ ii (1952), p.356 no.l424; CPJ iii (1964), p.l38 no.l424; J. 
M^l^ze-Modrzejewski, Les juifs d'^gypte (1991), pp.67-8 (facsimile). 

E. Schtirer, Geschichte iii (1909), pp.41f.; L. Fuchs, Die Juden Aegyptena 
(1924), pp.7-8; H. Leclercq, 'JudaTsme*, DACL viii.i (1932), cols.235-6; E.M. 
Forster, Alexandria: a history and a guide (1938), p. l l l ; S. Calderone, "Per la 
storia dell'elemento giudaico nella Sicilla imperiale', RAL (1955), p.493 n.4; 

Hellenism', CHJ ii (1989), p.l93 n.3; J. M^lfeze-Modrzejewski, Les juifs 
dtgypte (1991), p.69. 

The name Philon, conventionally transliterated as Philo, was borne by Jews 
including the epic poet who wrote on Jerusalem (quoted by Alexander 
Polyhistor in the first century B.C.; see SchUrer revised, iii.i, pp.559-61), the 
Alexandrian philosopher of the first century A.D., and two persons named in 
ostraca of the first century A.D. (Rokeah in CPJ iii, p.195); the related 
names Philous and Philoution were also used by Jews (no.80, below). The 
restoration of the second name as Hippolytus would give a name found in 
the Roman Christian community at the beginning of the third century A.D., 
but not attested among Jews in Egypt; M^ldze-Modrzejewski, Les juifs 
d'^gypte, p.69 notes that Hippostratus is also possible; Hippodamus, a third 
possibility, does occur as a Jewish name (CPJ 30.i,2; second century B.C.). 
See no.l, above, for comments on the date and the letters KNEM. 
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A. Kasher, Three Jewish communities of Lower Egypt', SCIsr 2 (1975), p.ll5 
n.9; M. Hengel, Jews, Greeks and barbarians (1980), p.91 n.34; J. M6l6ze-
Modrzejewski, 'Splendeurs grecques et misferes romaines', in Les juifs du Nil, 
ed. J. Hassoun (1981), p.25; A. Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and Roman 
Egypt (1985), p.l08 n.4a; SchUrer revised iii.i (1986), p.47; M. Hengel, 'The 
interpenetration of Judaism and Hellenism', CHJ ii (1989), p.193 n.3. 

On El-Ibrahimiya, see Introduction, pp.xiv-xv, above, and P.M. Fraser, 
Ptolemaic Alexandria i, p.33 (literature). The dating of nos.3-8 derives 
mainly from the dating of the cemetery as a whole, which is bound up with 
that of the eastern necropolis (Chatby, Hadra, Ibrahimiya) in general (see 
Introduction, p.xiv, above). In 1907 Breccia noted that in this El-Ibrahimiya 
cemetery two coins of Ptolemy I were found in one loculus, and others of 
Ptolemy I and II in the sand outside the tombs; further, the palaeography of 
the Greek inscriptions and the form of the stelae suit an epoch not too far 
advanced in the Ptolemtdc period, and Roman features are entirely lacking. 
Breccia concluded that this cemetery was in full development not long after 
Ptolemy I, if not already during his reign, and that the latest parts were not 
later than the middle of the first century B.C. (Breccia, 'Ibrahimieh', pp.65-
7). The general likelihood of an early Ptolemaic date for part of the 
necropolis is confirmed by discoveries at Chatby and Hadra (see 
Introduction). Jewish inscriptions were found among those of non-Jews, as in 
later discoveries at Hadra and Mustafa Pasha (nos.10-12, below). Ibrahimiya 
is therefore less likely to be the ancient 'Jewish necropolis' of Alexandria, as 
suggested by Clermont-Ganneau, than a place where Jews and non-Jews 
with some common link were buried. Breccia accordingly suggested that the 
Ibrahimiya Jewish graves were those of mercenaries (Breccia, 'Ibrahimieh', 
pp.40.2, 67-8; id., Egitto greco e romano (3rd ed., Pisa, 1957), pp.173-4). 

Clermont-Ganneau judged that the script of no.3 closely recalled Jewish 
Aramaic documents of the fifth century B.C, but that, given the location of 
the find, the grave must be early Ptolemaic; Lidzbarski opted for the third to 
the second century B.C. (Clermont-Ganneau, CRAI (1907), pp.237-9 = RAO 
viii, pp.62-4; Lidzbarski, Ephemeris iii, p.49). Even apart from arguments 
fi-om palaet^aphy, however, there is a fair probability, since a Ptolemaic 
dating for the cemetery as a whole is likely, that a Jewish epitaph in Semitic 
script would be early Ptolemaic. The great majority of known Ptolemaic and 
early Roman Jewish epitaphs from Alexandria and Egypt are Greek, and 
this Semitic inscription would then reflect the circumstances of immigrants 
who were not yet linguistically assimilated. Comparably, the handful of 
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Jewish papyri and ostraca written in Aramaic but including Greek names 
are usually assigned to the early Ptolemaic period (Cowley, Aramaic papyri, 
nos.81-2; Lidzbarski, Ephemeris, ii, pp.243-8, iii, pp.22-6; comment in C.C. 
Torrey, Aramaic graffiti, pp.4-5). It might similarly be suggested tentatively 
that, if an inscription from Tell el-Yehoudieh was rightly identified as 
Semitic (Introduction, p.xviii, above), it would reflect a stage when some 
members of that particular Jewish immigration were not yet using Greek for 
preference; the date in this instance would be the 2nd century BC., given 
the identification of the community with the followers of Onias. The 
probability of this line of argument is only fair, however, for the total 
number of epitaphs known is relatively small, and Aramaic or Hebrew 
speakers might have formed a group within an immigrant community for 
some time after arrival. Aramaic-speaking Jews were probably known in 
Alexandria in Philo's time (the satirical Greek cries of Marin' during 
Agrippa I's visit in A.D.38 (Philo, Flacc. 39) would otherwise have lost part 
of their point, although Philo himself connects them only with Agrippa's 
reputation as a Syrian king); once again, recent immigrants may be in 
question. Similarly, Torrey emphasized that in Acts xxi 37-8 the tribune 
Claudius Lysias is represented as assuming that the Egyptian* who stirred 
up unrest in Judaea will not know Greek (Torrey, Demanhur, p.6). The Nash 
Papyrus attests use of the Decalogue and Shema' in Hebrew in the later 
Ptolemaic period (W.F. Albright, 'A biblical fragment from the Maccabaean 
age: the Nash Papyrus', JBL 56 (1937), pp.143-76; G. Vermes, Post-Biblical 
Jewish studies (Leiden, 1975), pp.169-177). 

For the retention of names in Hebrew form in an Aramaic text, compare 
Aramaic papyri, for instance Cowley, Aram. Pap. 82 1.2 (Delaiah bar 
H[aggaj], Shib'ah bar Obadiah); an Aramaic ossuary inscription of the first 
century A.D. from Judaea can also include a short Hebrew formula (D. 
Barag & D. Flusser, 'The ossuary of Yehohanah, granddaughter of the High 
Priest Theophilus', lEJ 36 (1986), pp.39-44 (41)). 

The name Akabiah occurs in Aramaic form with final M as the name of a 
son of the high priest Ha[nania}h in a Masada jar inscription in Aramaic 
(Barag & Flusser, Tehohanah', p.41 n.8), and (with initial as well as final ») 
as the second component of the double name Jehoezer Akabia, on two 
ossuaries from the first-century A.D. Goliath sepulchre at Jericho (Hachlili, 
'GoUath family*, pp.48, 54). In literature, Akabiah is found in post-bibUcal 
sources (e.g. Mishnah, Eduyoth v 6-7; the related name Akiba, e.g. 
Berakhoth iv 3), but the related name Akkub is biblical; note I Chron. iii 24, 
Akkub, one of the sons of Elioenai. Biblical Eliehoenai or Elioenai (e.g. I 
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4 (C/y ii no. l425): El-Ibrahimiya, Alexandria (see no.3); necropolis: 
early Ptolemaic. Painted stucco; epitaph (?); Aramaic or Hebrew. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows C, Clermont-Ganneau, RAO viii, pp.69-71. 

[ ]1'3D» 

On the tenth day .... Apollo(dorus?) 

C. Clermont-Ganneau, *L'antique n^cropole juive d'Alexandrie', CRAI (1907), 
pp.378-9 K jRAO viii (1907), pp.69-71 and pl.v (from tracing and photograph); 
M. Lidzbarski, Ephemeris iii (1915), p.50; CIJ ii (1952), pp.356-7 no.l425; 
CPJ iii (1964), p.l38 no.l425. 

B.S.J. Isserlin, "The names of the 72 translators of the Septuagint', 
JANESCU 5 (1973), p.l92; A. Kasher, Three Jewish communities of Lower 
Egypt', SCIsr 2 (1975), p.ll5 n.9; M. Hengel, Jews, Greeks and barbarians 
(1980), p.9l n.34; J. M^l6ze-Modrzejewski, 'Splendeurs grecques et nus&res 
romaines', in Les juifs du Nil, ed. J. Hassoun (1981), p.25; A Kasher, The 
Jews in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), p.l08 n.4a; SchUrer revised iii.i 
(1986), p.47; M. Hengel, The interpenetration of Judaism and Hellenism', 
CHJ ii (1989), p.l93 n.3; J. M6l6ze-Modrzejewski, Us juifs dtgypte (1991), 

Chron. iii 23-4, Ezra viii 4, Neh. xii 41) recurs as the name of a high priest 
in Josephus, Ant. xix 342 (BUonaeus); Mishnah, Parah iii 5 (Eliehoenai). 
Elienai is attested on a Hebrew seal of the first century A.D.; see N. Avigad, 
'The seal of Elienai', Eretz-Israel 16 (1982), pp.1 flf. and pl.A. 

If the Akabiah of this inscription was of priestly descent, a possibility 
suggested by the attestations of the two names, that would not be 
incompatible with Breccia's suggestion that these Jews were military 
settlers; the sons of the high priest Onias IV were generals of Cleopatra III 
(Josephus, Ant. xiii 285-7, 348-55; cf. no.l29 below). 

The inscription is painted in red, in large characters, within a border in the 
shape of an undivided portal, rectangular at the base and irregularly 
rounded towards an obtuse-angled point at the head, 89 cm. high in all 
(Clermont-Ganneau, CRAJ (1907) p.236 = RAO viii, pp.61-2; Breccia, BSAA 
9, pp,38 & 40). 
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5 (Plate IV; CIJ ii no. l426): El-Ibrahimiya, Alexandria (see no.3); 
necropolis: early Ptolemaic. Painted stucco; Aramaic letters and 
numerals. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows M. Lidzbarski, Ephemeris iii, p.50 (see final paragraph 
of comment). 

D n f 3 

3 3 

[Right-hand column] 20 1000 

20 20 

[Left-hand column] dmtr (?Demetrius) 

p.69. 

The inscription is painted in red on stucco applied to the rock face. On the 
dating, see no.3, above. In 1.2, a letter resembling n can be seen after i in the 
copy as reproduced by Clermont-Ganneau, RAO viii (1907), p.69. He 
emphasizes the poor quality of the copy and the uncertainty of the 
transcription. The restoration Apollo[dorus] assumes that the letter after i is 
indeed n, but gives a name otherwise unattested among Egyptian Jews. 
M l̂feze-Modrzejewski, Les juifs d'&gypte, p.67, well suggests ApoUonius, 
noting that it occurs as a Jewish name at least four times in Greek papyri, 
although at a later date. To these may be added, however, the attestation of 
Apollonius in the possibly contemporary Aramaic Jewish papyrus, Cowley, 
Aram. Pap. 81, 1.64 O'J'SBH. If this suggestion is right, the spelling of the 
name in the epitaph will have been fuller than in the Aramaic papyrus. It is 
therefore advisable to keep open the possibility of another name, perhaps 
reading '"SDR = Aphuli; the Hebrew proper names 'ply and 'pwli (?Aphli, 
Aphili, Aphuli) are attested respectively in a pre-exilic seal and in an 
Aramaic Elephantine papyrus of 437 B.C. (G.I. Davies, Ancient Hebrew 
inscriptions, s.w.; E.G. Kraeling, Aramaic Papyri, p.l55 no.3 1.4 and 1.21). 
Nevertheless, given the popularity of the name Apollonius over a long period 
beginning with the probable time of this inscription, it is a strong 
suggestion. 
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C. Clermont-Ganneau, "L'antique n6cropole juive d'Alexandrie', CRAI (1907), 
pp.242-3 (photograph on p.241) a RAO viii (1907), pp.66-7 and pl.iii (from 
tracing and photc^aph); M. Lidzbarski, Ephemeris iii (1915), p.50; CIJ ii 
(1952), p.357 no.l426; E.R. Goodenough, Jewish symbols ii (1958), p.62; iii 
fig.864 (photograph); CPJ iii (1964), p.l38 no.l426. 

A. Kasher, Three Jewish communities of Lower Egjrpt', SCIsr 2 (1975), p.ll5 
n.9; M. Hengel, Jews, Greeks and barbarians (1980), p.91 n.34; J. M l̂feze-
Modrzejewski, 'Splendeurs grecques et mis6res romaines*, in Les juifs du Nil, 
ed. J. Hassoun (1981), p.25; A. Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and Roman 
Egypt (1985), p,108 n.4a; SchUrer revised iii.i (1986), p.47; M. Hengel, The 
interpenetration of Judaism and Hellenism', CHJ ii (1989), p.l93 n,3; J. 
M^l&ze-Modrzejewski, Lea juifs d'^gypte (1991), p.69. 

In the original (see Plate IV) the script is uniform in both columns, but in 
the transcription above characters representing the forms in the original 
appear in the right-hand column, here interpreted as presenting numerals, 
and conventional Hebrew square characters in the left-hand column, here 
interpreted as presenting letters. 

The characters were 'executed with care and very well presented' 
(Clermont-Ganneau, RAO viii, p.66), but the reading is uncertain partly 
because the general sense of the inscription is unclear. Clermont-Ganneau 
held that it was likely to be an epitaph, but because of the difficulty of 
discerning a name in the right-hand column he very tentatively suggested 
that some of the characters in this column might read as numerals rather 
than letters, the left-hand column as the name Demetr[ius1, and that the 
whole might then be understood as indicating the particular position of 
Demetrius's burial. He brought into this interpretation a mark (read as 
aleph, ibid., p.67, n.l) which appeared to the right of the upper line of the 
right-hand column in the tracing but not the photograph, and which he 
regarded as only very doubtfully a character, especially as a character in 
that position would have disturbed the symmetry of the arrangement (ibid., 
p.66, n.l); this mark on the copy should probably be disregarded, as he 
himself suggests, but some form of his interpretation could stand without it. 

Lidzbarski affirmed that the right-hand column should be read as 
numerals, that there seemed to be no character to the right of the upper line 
of this column, and that the four characters on the left might represent the 
name Demetrius; but he did not think it possible that, as Clermont-Ganneau 
held, the left-hand character of the upper line of numerals could be mem 
Oike the somewhat similar second character in the upper line of letters)', it 
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was more likely to be the numerical sign for 1000. If Clermont-Ganneau's 
reading were to be allowed, however, the values in the first line of numerals 
would be 20 40. 

In view of the care given to the inscription and its outline, in which it is 
comparable with the nearby inscription of Akabiah (no.3) and that of Psyllas 
(no.8, where the painted outline is similarly elaborated at the top), it seems 
likely that it is indeed meant to indicate a particular burial place, in the 
same way as those inscriptions which clearly give names. 

The division of the name Psyllas (no.S, Plate IV) into two lines within 
one of two columns formed by the outline suggests that here too the 
characters may be read consecutively within each column, but no name can 
readily be discerned in the right-hand column (sm(?)8s), and it therefore 
seems best provisionally to accept the interpretation of these characters as 
numerals, perhaps indicating a particular position or positions within the 
tomb, and the interpretation of the left-hand column as dmtr = Demetrius 
(found as a Jewish name in a second-century B.C. papyrus, CPJ 28.19). 

It is perhaps just worth noting one further possibility, that of reading 
across the two columns from right to left, taking the first column as two sets 
of numerals and the second as two abbreviated names, to give (1.1) 20 40 
(?) Dem(etrius) (?); (1.2) 20 20 Theod(orus) (?) (Clermont-Ganneau gave 
n as an alternative reading of the letter transcribed *i above; for Theodorus, 
see the ostracon published by Lidzbarski, Ephemeris ii, p.243, and Sachau, 
Elephantine, i, pp.230-3 [there spelt ô l̂Jl; here the defective spelling onnn is 
presupposed]; it is often a Jewish name in Greek ostraca and papyri, from 
the first half of the second century B.C. onwards [CPJ iii, p.l77]). 

The general likelihood that this is a Jewish inscription stems from its 
position close to no.S, but confirmation is lacking because of the uncertainties 
of interpretation. 

Eight characters corresponding to Aramaic letters and numerals 
symmetrically arranged in two painted columns formed by an outline in the 
shape of a portal or framework, each column containing four characters. 
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6 iCU i i no. l429): El-Ibrahimiya, Alexandria (see no.3); necropolis: 
early Ptolemaic. Epitaph painted in large red characters on outer 
wall of loculus. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows E. Breccia, Iscrizioni no.253, p. 136. 

'Io)dcv|va E6<p|poo6vTi. 

Joanna Euphrosyne. 

E. Breccia, 'La necropoli dell' Ibrahimieh', BSAA 9 (1907), pp.38-42 and 53-6 
(from the original); C. Clermont-Ganneau, "L'antique n^cropole juive 
d'Alexandrie', CRAI (1907), p.235 « RAO viii (1907), pp.60-1 (from copy 
supplied by Breccia); J. Oehler, 'Epigraphische Beitrflge zur Geschichte des 
Judentums', MGWJ 53 (1909), p.450 n.223; E. Breccia, Iscrizioni (1911), 
p.l36 no.253 (from the original); SB i (1915), p.43 no.457; L. Fuchs, Die 
Juden Aegyptens (1924), p.68 n.l8; CIJ ii (1952), p.358 no.l429; CPJ i (1957), 
p.28 n.70; CPJ iii (1964), p.l39 no.l429. 

A Neppi Modona, 'La vita pubblica e privata degli ebrei in Egitto', Aegyptus 
3 (1922), p.40; H. Leclercq, 'Judalsme', DACL viii.i (1932), cols.234-5; S.M. 
Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum semiticorum (1974), p.2l; G. Delling, 
'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im hellenistisch-rOmischen Agypten', BSAC 22 
(1974-5), p.l4; M. Hengel, Jews, Greeks and barbarians (1980), p.91 n.34; J. 
M^l^ze-Modrzejewski, 'Splendeurs grecques et mis^res romaines', in Les juifs 
du Nil, ed. J. Hassoun (1981), p.25; Schflrer revised iii.i (1986), p.47; G. 
Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-rOmischen Antike (1987), p.33, 
p.l25 no.729; M. Hengel, The interpenetration of Judaism and Hellenism', 
CHJ ii (1989), p.l93 n.3; J. M^lfeze-Modrzejewski, Les juifs d'&gypte (1991), 
p.69. 

The originally Hebrew Jo[h]anna, a feminine form of the widespread Hebrew 
J(eh)ohanan, John (Neh. xii 13, etc.), was not uncommon in Greek in Egypt 
(three instances including this in Rokeah, 'Prosopography', CPJ iii, p.lS2); 
the female name Jehohan (jn̂ nO was current in the Persian period among 
the Jews of Elephantine (e.g. Cowley, Aram, Pap., no.20,11.2, 21, 23), and in 
the Greek and Roman period Jehohannah and Joanna were quite widely 
used in Palestine (eight instances in Ban, "Women's names', p.195, 
noJCXXIV). The Greek Euphrosyne could have been taken as nominal 
CMirth' or 'Joy*), or ac^ectival CMeny or 'Joyful'). A<yectival understanding 
here is suggested by the later occurrence of the male atljectival form 
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7 (C/y ii no. l430): El-Ibrahimiya, Alexandria (see no.3); necropolis: 
early Ptolemaic. Epitaph painted on slab closing loculus. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows C. Clermont-Ganneau, RAO viii, p.60. 

Si^OT^pa I *HXio56pou I £i6Qivta. 

Simotera daughter of Heliodorus, a woman of Sidon. 

E. Breccia, "La necropoli dell'Ibrahimieh', BSAA 9 (1907), p.58 (facsimile 
p.54); C. Clermont-Ganneau, 'L'antique n^cropole juive d'Alexandrie', CRAI 
(1907), pp.234, 241-2 = RAO viii (1907), pp.60, 65 (from copy supplied by 
Breccia); J. Oehler, 'Epigraphische Beitrfige zur Geschichte des Judentums', 
MGWJ 53 (1909), p.450 no.224; E. Breccia, Iscrizioni (1911), p.l35 no.251 
(facsimile; misprint in minuscule transcription); L. Fuchs, Die Juden 
Aegyptens (1924), p.67 n.l6; CIJ n (1952), p.359 no.l430; CPJ iii (1964), 
p.l39 no.l430. 

A Neppi Modona, *La. vita pubblica e privata degli ebrei in Egitto', Aegyptus 
3 (1922), p.40; H. Leclercq, 'JudaSsme', DACL viii.i (1932), col.235; G. Delling, 
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Euphrosynus in Jewish use (Lifshitz, Donateurs, no.24 [Sardis]); compare the 
adjectival Simotera and Horaia (7 and 32, below). 

Double names were widely used by Jews in Egypt '(over twenty instances, 
including this and 127, below, in Tcherikover, CPJ i, p.28 n.70) and 
Cyrenaica (see Index), as elsewhere (e.g. Jehoezer Akabia in Jericho 
[Hachlili, 'Goliath', p.53]). Occasionally Hebrew and Greek names were 
combined with intentional correspondence of meaning, but this practice 
implies knowledge of both languages, and most Egyptian Jewish double 
names show no sign of inner connection (Tcherikover, Jews in Egypt, pp.l92-
3 and CPJ i, p.28). In this case the possibility of an intentional 
correspondence between Greek 'Joy* and the Hebrew name suggesting the 
thought of divine 'Grace' i s noted by M^l^ze-Modrzejewski, 'Splendeurs', 
pp.24-S; this could be supported from the biblical association of euphrosyne 
with redemption, seen e.g. at Deut. xxx 9, Ecclus ii 9 and Ps.Sol. xiv 6 (all 
quoted in comment on 36, below). It seems more likely, however, that the 
Greek name i s adjectival. Probably this double name i s one of the mEgority 
which have no inner link of meaning. 

Plaster slab, 70 x 84 cm. Letter forms: A € C CO. 
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8 (Plate W; CIJ li i io.l431): El-Ibrahimiya, Alexandria (see no.3); 
necropolis: early Ptolemaic. Epitaph painted in upper part of left-
hand division of painted outline of double portal. 
Alexandria Museum. 

Text follows C. Clermont-Ganneau, RAO viii, p.68. 

Psyllas. 

E. Breccia, 'La necropoli dell'Ibrahimieh', BSAA 9 (1907), p.56; C. Clermont-
Ganneau, 'L'antique n6cropole juive d'Alexandrie', CRAI (1907), pp.377-378 
(photograph on p.376) * RAO viii (1907), pp.68-9 and pl.iv; E. Breccia, 
Iscrizioni (1911), p.l36 no.255 (from the original); SB i (1915), p.43 no.458; 
CIJ ii (1952), pp.359-360 no.l431: CPJ iii (1964), p.l39 no.l431. 
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'Biblisch-jtidische Namen im hellenistisch-rbmischen Agypten', BSAC 22 
(1974-5), p.l2; M. Hengel, Jews, Greeks and barbarians (1980), p.91 n.34; J. 
M^Uze-Modrzejewski, 'Splendeurs grecques et mis^res romaines', in Les juifs 
du Nil, ed. J. Hassoun (1981), p.25; SchUrer revised iii.i (1986), p.47; M. 
Hengel, The interpenetration of Judaism and Hellenism', CHJ ii (1989), 
p.193 n.3; J. M616ze-Modrzejewski, Les juifs d'tgypte (1991), p.69. 

On the dating, see no.3, above. The name Simotera, 'snub-nosed' (Bechtel, 
Personennamen, p.490), is here borne by a Syrian woman who was perhaps 
also Jewish. She was viewed as probably Jewish by Frey, especially on the 
strength of other Jewish burials here, notably nos.3 and 6; but as Sjrian, 
perhaps representing a community living on neighbourly terms with the 
Alexandrian Jews, by Clermont-Ganneau, CRAI (1907), p.242 = RAO viii 
(1907), p.65. The name Heliodorus is not attested in Syrian Jewish 
inscriptions (CIJ 803-81, amplified in SchUrer revised, iii.i, pp.13-15, and by 
D. Bloedhom in M. Hengel, "Der alte und der neue "SchUrer'", JSS 35 (1990), 
pp.65-6). It remains fairly probable, if uncertain, that Simotera represents 
the strong Sidonian Jewish community (see Josephus, B.J. ii 479, SchUrer 
revised, ibid., pp.14-15, and Bloedhorn in Hengel, ibid., p.66); for the 
phrasing, compare Beth She'arim no.l72: 1\ \i6.Kpa 'Apimiov ZiSoiviou, 'the 
sepulchre of Aristeas of Sidon'. 

Plaster slab, 79 x 58 cm. Letter forms: A E » C 00. 
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9 (C/y ii no. l433): Hadra, Alexandria: 2nd century B.C. (?). Plaque; 
dedication of proseuche. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no.l433, p.l39 (based on CIJ 
photograph), with a query added to the restoration in 1.4 and with 
vacat after 1.5 omitted. 

[ . . . ] I [ - - eeJSi uyiotwi I [ - - x]6v lepdv | [jiepipoXov (?) 
Kol] T^v npoG\[£Mxi\v Kol xQ. ouylicfipovTa. 

[ - - T] (1.3): restored to I£7niic6ffli t] by CIJ 

.... to God, the Highest .... the sacred precinct and the 
proseuche and its appurtenances .... 

E. Breccia, 'Cronaca del Museo e degli scavi e retrovamenti', BSAA 9 (1907), 
pp.100-101 no.S; E. Breccia, Iscrizioni (1911), p.72 no.ll6 (from the original); 
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B.S.J. Isserlin, 'The names of the 72 translators of the Septuagint', 
JANESCU 5 (1973), p.l92; A. Kasher, 'Three Jewish communities of Lower 
Egypt', SCIsr 2 (1975), p.ll5 n.9; M. Hengel, Jews, Greeks and barbarians 
(1980), p.91 n.34; J. M^ldze-Modrzejewski, 'Splendeurs grecques et mis^res 
romaines', in Les juifs du Nil, ed. J. Hassoun (1981), p.25; SchUrer revised 
iii.i (1986), p.47; M. Hengel, 'The interpenetration of Judaism and 
Hellenism', CHJ ii (1989), p.l93 n.3; J. M^lfeze-Modrzejewski, Les juifs 
d'igypte (1991), p.69. 

On the dating, see no.3, above. The pEiinted outline is comparable with that 
of no.5, above. Clermont-Ganneau suggested that the Greek name (probably 
formed from i|ri)Uct, *flea') might here be the equivalent of the Hebrew proper 
name riuiB, 'flea' (Neh. vii 8, x 14, etc.; cf. G.I. Davies, Ancient Hebrew 
inscriptions, s.v.). If so, the name might be a deliberate attempt to represent 
Hebrew nomenclature in Greek, presupposing circumstances in which both 
languages were known (compare the notes on 7, above). Otherwise, proximity 
to definitely Jewish burials is the only argument for taking this inscription 
as Jewish. 

Plaster slab, 89 x 63 cm. Letter forms: A Z. 
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SB i (1915), p.47 no.589; CIJ ii (1952), pp.360-1 no.l433 (photograph); CPJ 
iii (1964), pp.139-140 no.l433; B. Lifshitz, Donateurs (1967), p.76 no.87; P.M. 
Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria i (1972), p.284; ii, pp.164 n.l36, 441 n.766; 
Schiirer revised ii (1979), pp.425-6, n.5(h). 

L. Fuchs, Die Juden Aegyptens (1924), p.131; A. Kasher, 'Three Jewish 
communities of Lower Egypt', SCIsr 2 (1975), p.ll6 n.l9, p.118 n.27, p.l21 
n.45; P.E. Dion, 'Synagogues et temples', Science et Esprit 29 (1977), pp.55, 
60; M. Hengel, Jews, Greeks and barbarians (1980), p.95 n.l5; A. Kasher, 
The Jews in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), pp.110 n.6. 111 n.lO, 115 
n.23, 138 n.95, 223 n.63, 258 n.93; G.H.R. Horsley, New documents iii (1986), 
p.121; M. Hengel, 'The interpenetration of Judaism and Hellenism*, CHJ ii 
(1989), p.l97 n.6; P. Trebilco, Jewish communities in Asia Minor (1991), 
p.133 & n.27. 

On Hadra, see Introduction, p.xiv, above, and P.M. Fraser, Ptolemaic 
Alexandria i, p.33 (literature). This fragment was found among rubbish (see 
Breccia, Iscrizioni, no.ll6). luepipoXov, if it is the correct supplement, is likely 
to refer to the surrounding wall. ovyK^povxa, here and in no.25, probably 
include adjuncts such as the gateway (no.24) (Hengel, 'Stobi', p.165 and 
n.68), but the term often refers to holdings of land (Fraser & Rumpf, 'Two 
Ptolemaic dedications', p.68). 

The use of proseuche to mean a building makes Jewishness virtually 
certain, especially in conjunction with a common Jewish epithet for God, 
-uvciotô . The word proseuche is used in this sense in nine other Egyptian 
inscriptions, of which nos.22, 24, 25, 27 and 117 are explicitly Jewish; in 
no.l05, below, proseuche is a possible restoration in an inscription from Tell 
el-Yehoudieh. Proseuche was the usual term for a Jewish place of prayer 
throughout the Diaspora until at least the 1st century A.D., both in 
inscriptions (e.g. Lifshitz, Donateurs no.3 (Delos), 11 (Black Sea), 35 
(Paphlagonia)) and literature (e.g. Juvenal iii 296; Acts xvi 13, Josephus, 
Vita 54). It was gradually replaced by owaywYf|, but was still in use in the 
4th centuiy (CIRB 64; Epiphanius, Pan. Ixxx 1; Hengel, "Proseuche und 
Synagoge', pp.172-3, 179). In Egypt, it survived until at least the 3rd century 
(CPJ 432 col.in.57 (113 A.D.), 129 (281 A.D.)). In the few cases where its 
Jewishness has been questioned, it is likely that it is used in the sense of 
'prayer' rather than to denote a building (I. Levinskaya, 'A Jewish or gentile 
prayer house? The meaning of HPOZEYXH', Tyndale Bulletin 41 (1990), 
pp.154-9). 

http://col.in.57
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Fragmentary marble plaque, 15 x 21 cm. Letter forms: A E P Z ii. 

10: Hadra, Alexandria; necropolis: late Srd-mid 2nd century B.C. 
Epitaph painted in red. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows E. Breccia, BSAA 25 (1930), p. 108 (majuscule text). 

"HStvva I "H8iwa fi MapSoxociou. 
Hedinna. Hedinna the (daughter) of Mordecai. 

E. Breccia, 'Nuovi scavi nelle necropoli di Hadra', BSAA 25 (1930), pp.108, 
131 (from the original); SEG viii (1937), p.65 no.418; SB v (1955), p.ll7 
no.7775; W. Horbury, 'The name Mardochaeus in a Ptolemaic inscription', VT 
41 (1991), pp.220-6. 

E. Bickerman, The Jews in the Greek age (1988), p.87. 

This inscription was found during excavations at the Hadra necropolis in 
1926-6. It was in an area which had been damaged considerably by 
movements of the ground, and where the burials were in loculi arranged in 
rows and closed by pseudo-portals ('A* on Breccia's map of the site, pLXXIII; 
the pseudo-portals were taken to the Alexandria Museum). Breccia dated the 
burials to the end of the 3rd centuiy B.C. or first half of the 2nd century. 
The name Hedinna alone was written over a loculus, and the name with the 
patronymic was painted in small red letters above a painted cornice on the 
pseudo-portal. The decoration also included a column with a rough capital, 
painted in reddish-brown and blue, surmounted by a funerary urn in red. 

Breccia read the first name "HSiwa; compare the feminine name "ESva, 
LXX Tobit vii 2 etc. It is taken above as a formation from i^Sfii; on the 
analogy of Philinna; compare CIJ 1324 *H5f̂ a, on a Jerusalem ossuary. 
Another interpretation, suggested to Breccia (p.131) by Rabbi D. Prato, is 
that it is a form of the Hebrew Dinah (nn), the name of Jacob's daughter 
(Gen. xxx 21, etc.). Neither the deceased woman's name nor that of her 
father is otherwise attested in Egypt. The father's name is a Greek version 
of Mordecai, which was the name of a companion of Zerubbabel (Hebrew text 
of Ezra ii 2 = Neh. vii 7) and of Esther's cousin, a leading Jewish exile at 
Susa (e.g. Est. ii 5). The Greek name is spelt as here in many of its LXX 
occurrences (I Esd. v 8 and elsewhere). The Hebrew name derived from the 
Accadian divine name Mtu'duk, Aramaic forms of which were used as 
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11 (Plate V); Mustafa Pasha, Alexandria; necropolis; late Ptolemaic 
or A.D. 3/4 (?). Sarcophagus; epitaph painted in red. 
Alexandria Museum. 

Text follows E. Breccia, Le mus4e gr^co-romain, p.22 (majuscule text). 

Moipui(iTi I XP'HOTfl Xft̂ lpc (Stouq) [or (tiQv)] hf' KI^AP. 

Mapidt̂ i] xpr\<3i^ (11.1-2): SB Mapidn f| XPĤ Î 

(Itov;) [or (feTwv)] ^Y ' K I ^ A P (1.3): SEG (JTOU;) 7' . icy' (?) Aeijp 
Mariame, excellent woman, farewell. In the 33rd year [or 
aged 331... . 

E. Breccia, Le mus4e gr4co-romain 1925-1931 (1932), pp.21-2, pl.X.36 
(photograph; from the original); SEG viii (1937), p.66 no.433; SB v (1955), 
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personal names by non-Jews in the Persian period. The known associations 
of the Hebrew name are with Palestine and the east, and Hedinna's father 
may have been an immigrant; but note that probably already in the 2nd 
century Jews kept 'the Mardochaean day* (II Mace, xv 36), perhaps also in 
Egypt, and the feast might have fostered currency of the name (Horbury, 
pp.221-4). 

Breccia (p.107) noted another nearby inscription, only partially legible, 
with what he took as a reference to or an ethnic derived from the 
Palestinian city of Arimathaea: the letters APIMAQA could be read, and he 
thought there might also be Semitic names. He interpreted another epitaph 
from the same site (pp.102-3) as that of an Etruscan, and thought that the 
mixture of races implied that the people buried in the necropolis were 
mercenaries and their families (cf. no.3, above, for the similar view he 
expressed about burials at el-Ibrahimiya). 

Breccia also published in an earlier article (BSAA 20 (1924), p.272 no. 14) 
another text from Hadra with the feminine form of a name much used by 
Jews: 'ApioToporiXTi, painted in black on a white limestone stele with a small 
pediment and a tympanum above the field and a crown within it below the 
name. 

Hedinna inscription: Epitaph painted in small red characters on pseudo-
portal closing loculus. L#etter forms: A. 
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p.l90 no.8100. 

H. Solin, 'Juden und Syrer in der romischen Welf, ANRW 11.29.2 (1983), 
p.678. 

This partially painted sarcophagus, of the size for an adult, was found at the 
Rue Peghini on the site of the necropolis of Mustafa Pasha, to the east of 
Alexandria, before the site was excavated seriously in the 1930s. The main 
part of the cemetery has been dated to the early 2nd century B.C. (Adriani, 
La necropole de Moustafa Pascha, pp.169-73; Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria ii, 
p.106 n.255). The name of the deceased was painted in red on one of the 
shorter sides, facing west. 

Mariame is clearly a Jewish name, deriving from the name of Moses' 
sister ono: Mapid̂ , in the LXX but sometimes given in the form Mapidjin t>y 
Josephus (Ant. ii 221, 226); cf. Solin, p.678. Six members of Herod's family 
were called Mariamme. The proposed reading Mapiâ i fi xp^arf\ suggested by 
SB would give an exceptional use of the definite article in iront of the very 
common xpil'^f^ Z"*P£ formula, and is unnecessary; however, the form Mapiiiji 
is given for this inscription in Foraboschi's Onomasticon. It also occurs in 
CPR xiii 4.171 and 10.8 (3rd century B.C.). A masculine form of the name, 
Mapiajifiq, occurs as the name of a Jew in CPJ 195.1 (Edfu, A.D.100). In 1.3, 
the upsilon is written above and the omega below the letters KIAP. Breccia 
suggested that a regnal year of Commodus or Caracalla was intended, but he 
later proposed (p.23) that the burials were from the last century of the 
Ptolemaic period. If the letters do represent a ruler's name, it is surely more 
likely to be Katoapoi;. The reading suggested in SEG, 25th Hathyr, would 
produce a very unusual conjunction of numerals. 

Next to Mariame, two more sarcophagi were found with a painted stele 
which read: *OX\)(n)jn&̂  &(i)|pe XPn('')'ril X"(̂ )pE- | ntoX£pat(c) | &o)pe xP ôrJ 
Xa(i)|p£. CExov̂ ) Ti' Mcoopfl e'. | A8e(X)<poi xatpe|Te jiaoi(piXoi (Breccia, pl.X.38; 
A. Adriani, Annuario (1932-3), pl.XVII.2; SEG viii 434; SB v 7837). There is 
nothing necessarily Jewish about this, since the names were both common 
ones in Ptolemaic Egypt, but Ptolemy occurs in two other Jewish inscriptions 
and nine papyri, and the adjective 7iaot<piXo<; is found most often in Jewish 
epitaphs (see no.41). Herod's daughter Olympias married her cousin Joseph 
and had a daughter named Mariamme. 

On the same alignment as Mariame's sarcophagus was another tomb 
with the inscription (Krou;) i' 4>ac5(pi NiK6Xae MO KY x^pe (Breccia, 
pl.X.37; SEG viii 435; SB v 8101). SB suggested reading the letters after the 
name as ve((&tepE) xp(noT^); SEG read them differently and interpreted them 
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12 (Plate V): Mustafa Pasha, Alexandria; necropolis: late Ptolemaic 
or 21 B.C. (?). Sarcophagus; epitaph painted in red. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows E. Breccia, Le musie gr4co-romain, p.22 (majuscule text). 

'IdxretpE Stupe I xcape- (jtio\}(^ i' I 'Aei>p [.]ti'. 

(Etov;) i' "AWp (11.2-3): SEG (Exou;) (?) 'Mhp n' 

Joseph, untimely dead, farewell. In the 10th year, Hathyr 
8/18/28. 

E . Breccia, Le mus4e gr^co-romain 1925-31 (1932), p.22, pl.X.35 (photograph; 
fi-om the original); SEG viii (1937). p.66 no.436; SB v (1955), p.l90 no.8102. 

The tomb of Joseph was on the same alignment as those of Mariame and 
Nikolaos (see no.ll). The sarcophagus was partly painted, and the sides were 
decorated with a pattern like a brick wall. The inscription was painted on a 
tessera on one of the shorter sides, facing north. 

There is a passing reference to another Jewish epitaph from Alexandria 
by H.M. Adler, 'The Jews in southern Italy*, JQR 14 (1902), p.ll3. 
Discussing the spelling of the name Susanna, he wrote: 'in Alexandria I 
found a Jewish tombstone with a Greek inscription in which the name occurs 
spelt loOoava'. No further details of this stone seem to have been published 
by Adler, and it is likely that he was referring to the inscription published as 
no.571 by G, Lef^bvre, Recueil (1907) and as no.88 by G. Botti, Bessarione 5 
(1900-1), p.240. This stele, in the Alexandria Museum, came from Aswan. 
The text consisted of the name and, according to Botti, an alpha and omega 
which classified the inscription as Christian; these letters were not 
mentioned by Lef^bvre, although he also assumed that it was a Christian 
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as a patronymic, N(iK)ofi(6)x(o)v. In this case too there is nothing clearly 
Jewish, but in view of the proximity to two clearly Jewish burials (see also 
no.l2 below) there is at least a possibility that Nikolaos was Jev/ish. There 
are two other examples of the name used by Jews in Egyptian inscriptions, 
and it also occurs in CIJ 707, from Macedonia; it is the name of a proselyte 
in Acts vi 5. 

Letter forms (Mariame sarcophagus): A 6 C CO. 
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13 (Plate VI; CIJ ii no. l432): Gabbary, Alexandria: 37 B.C. (?). 
Plaque; honorific dedication of proseuche. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no. 1432, p. 139 (based on 
photographs in CIJ and Breccia, and Breccia's restorations). 

[^Tilp] pac[i>.ia|<JNK Kttl P[aoi|X]£o>; Gecoi [ne]|76>.a)i i[miK:6]|mt 

(?), 'A>,\)7i[o(; TJ^v] 11 7tpoae[i)xi1v] | te6ei V?vacat} \ (^io\}<^ le' 

Me[xeip ..] 

Ivacat (1.7): not suggested by CIJ; Lewis notes that the preserved 
part of the inscription is in strict stoichedon style, which should 
mean that every line has the same number of letters, but that this is 
not the case on this restoration or any other he can devise. For 
similarly worded inscriptions, see nos. 22, 24, 25, 27, 28, 117. 

On behalf of the queen and king, for the great God who 
Hstens to prayer, Alypus made the proseuche in the 15th 
year, Mecheir .. 

M.L. Strack, 'Inschriften aus ptolemaischer Zeit', APF 2 (1903), p.559 n.41; 
OGIS ii (1905), p.484 no.742; E. Breccia, Iscrizioni (1911), p.23 no.41 and 
tav.xi.29 (photograph); A. Neppi Modona, 'La vita pubblica e privata degli 
ebrei in Egitto', Aegyptus 2 (1921), pp.264-5; CIJ ii (1952), p.360 no.l432 
(photograph); CPJ iii (1964), p.l39 no.l432; B. Lifshitz, Donateurs (1967), 
p.76 no.86; SchUrer revised ii (1979), pp.425-6, n.5(j). 

G. Botti, 'Bulletin ^pigraphique', BSAA 4 (1902), p.86 n.4; U. von 
Wilamowitz-Mttllendorf, 'Alexandrinische Inschriflen', SPAW 49 (1902), 
p.1094; K. Buchheim, 'Judische Synagoginschriften in Alexandria', AZJ 67 
(1903), p.487; S. de Ricd, 'Paleography*, JE ix (1905), p.473; E. SchUrer, 
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inscription. The name in the form Io<iaawa occurs in two other Christian 
inscriptions in the Alexandria Museum, Leftbvre nos.363 from 
Lepidontopolis and 577 from Aswan; it is also well attested in papyri from 
the 5th century AD. onwar<k. 

Letter forms (Joseph sarcophagus): A G C CO. 

http://tav.xi.29
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Geschichte iii (1909), p.43; C. Roberts, T.C. Skeat & A.D. Nock, 'The gild of 
Zeus Hypsistos', HTR 29 (1936), p.69 n.80; V. Tcherikover, Hellenistic 
civilization and the Jews (1959), p.303 n.28; A. Adriani, Repertoria d'arte 
Serie C i-ii (1966), p.7242 s.v. Sinagoghe; P.M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria 
ii (1972), pp.140 n.l52, 164 n.l36, 441 n.766; B.S.J. Isserlin, The names of 
the 72 translators of the Septuagint', JANESCU 5 (1973), p.l92; J.N. 
Sevenster, The roots of pagan anti-semitism (1975), p.l60 n.80; P.E. Dion, 
'Synagogues et temples'. Science et Esprit 29 (1977), p.55; M. Hengel, Jews, 
Greeks and barbarians (1980), p.95 n.l5; A.T. Kraabel, 'Social systems of six 
Diaspora synagogues', in Ancient synagogues, ed. J. Gutmann (1981), p.90 
n.l5; A. Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), pp.248 
n.50, 257-8 n.92; Schilrer revised iii.i (1986), p.49; G.H.R. Horsley, New 
documents iii (1986), p.l21; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and 
Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.699 n.l76; M. Hengel, 'The interpenetration of 
Judaism and Hellenism', CHJ ii (1989), p.197 n.6; J. Meleze-Modrzejewski, 
Les juifs d'^gypte (1991), pp-80, 82, 83; P. Trebilco, Jewish communities in 
Asia Minor (1991), p.260 n.38. 

On Gabbary, see Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria i, p.27 and n.l86, p.34 and 
nn.259-60 (literature), hnip (1.1), 'for' or 'on behalf of, verges on hnkp oomipia ,̂ 
'for the well-being of (no.l5, below), but also has overtones of in honour of 
(revised Schttrer iii.i, pp.104-5; G. Delling, Bewdltigung p.51, n.341). Fraser, 
Ptolemaic Alexandria i, pp.116, 282-3, renders *on behalf of, and notes that 
it is a regular loyalty formula in dedications by Greeks to deities both Greek 
and Egyptian, avoiding the direct ascription of divinity to the sovereign. In 
Josephus' account {Ant. xiii 67), Onias promises to Ptolemy VI Philometor 
that he will build a temple hnlp oou mi IT\<; ofit; y v v a i K d ; mi iGv tfKvwv. The 
restoration of tm]K6oc; gives an epithet in common use by pagans; Reynolds & 
Tannenbaum, Jews and godfearers, pp.136-7 (no.9) & nn.25-7, on this word 
in a possibly Jewish inscription from Aphrodisias, found no unequivocally 
Jewish instance, but noted the use of the epithet (of the ears of God) in II 
Chron. vi 4, vii 15 (LXX). 

Alypus occurs here only in Egyptian evidence as a name used by Jews, 
but for 'AXum; * Alypius see Beth She'arim 196 and CIJ 502 (twice; a father 
and son from Tiberias, in Rome). "Made', that is, paid for; for noieiv in this 
sense, see CIJ 774 (a heroon in Phrygian Apamea, third century A.D.); 
Lifshitz, Donateurs nos.39-49, 52-55 (synagogue in Syrian Apamea, end of 
fourth century A.D.; e.g. 55 Etiniet̂  tiifyiyitvr] ... t6v i6i:ov btoi^av/); Dothan, 
Hammath Tiberias, p.61 npotporoBpoq ... £jiotTioev xi\v CTTO&V toi.<rn\v TOB drfioM 
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14 (C/y ii no.1434): Kom el-Shukafa, Alexandria; necropolis: 
Ptolemaic (?). Fragmentary; honorific dedication (?). 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows F. Preisigke, SB i no.5072, p.472 (based on Breccia's 
reading). 

[ - - 1 paoatooTi^ I [ - - lî "! ] I I ] 1 [ - - ]V 
AnoX.Xo)|[ - - JTLTOU II [ - - ]o[.]a[.]TOt; | [ - - ]i( 1 | [ -

[ - - ]v Kai 
- M.M ] I ( - - M . . . ] 
- *Iou]5aToi. 

.... of the queen Jews. 
E. Breccia, Iscrizioni (1911), p.272 (from the original); SB v (1915), p.472 
no.5072 (follows Breccia, with restorations); CIJ ii (1952), pp.361-2 no.l434; 
CPJ iii (1964), p.l40 no.l434. 
A. Neppi Modona, 'La vita pubblica e privata degli ebrei in Egitto', Aegyptus 
2 (1921), p.270. 
On Kom el-Shukafa, see P.M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria i, p.34 and 
nn.261-3. Breccia associated this fragment with inscriptions concerning the 
Ptolemaic family; it might be a dedication on their behalf by 'Jews' 
collectively, as at 22, 24, 25, 27, 177, below. 

Red granite fragment, 21 x 14 cm. Letter forms: A Z £2. 
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T6JIOV ... (early fourth century A.D.); also the Hammath Tiberias inscription 
Lifshitz ibid, no.76 (seven times), although Dothan, ibid, pp.55-6, renders 
'fulfilled' (sc. a vow); and 154, below. It seems less likely that Alypus here 
was the architect (an interpretation envisaged as possible by M l̂̂ ze-
Modrzejewski, ^gypte, p.83). The tentative date is given by identification of 
the queen and king with Cleopatra VII and Ptolemy XIV (Caesarion). 

Limestone fragment, 33 x 24 cm. Letter forms: A E Z il. 
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15 (C/y ii no. l438): Roman Tower, Alexandria: late Roman. Column 
base; votive; bilingual (Greek and Hebrew). 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no.l438, p.l41 (based on CIJ 
photograph). 

[^n]lp ocornptou; icupoi; 'Poua<; BuyaTpd^ [toO pxx) | KOtpioTdtou 

'EvToX.100 Bopoux Bapaxia. DibtO 

(i) For the safety of the lady Roua, daughter of Borouch the 
most blessed, the law-abiding, son of Barachias. Peace. 

or (ii) For the safety of the lady Roua, daughter of the most 
blessed EntoHos, the son of Borouch son of Barachias. 
Peace. 

or (iii) Borouch son of Barachias, for the safety of the lady 
Roua, daughter of the most blessed Entolios. Peace. 

or (iv) For the safety of the lady Roua, daughter of the most 
blessed Entolios, 'Borouch Barachia'. Peace. 

G. Botti, RQ 4 (1892), p.l30; G. Botti, Catalogue des monuments (1900), pp.3-
4 no.7; S. de Ricci, 'Lettre M. le secretaire perp^tucl', CRAI (1905), p.l58 
(from the original); C. Clermont-Ganneau, RAO vii (1906), pp.144-5; E. 
Breccia, Iscrizioni (1911), pp.82-3, no.l42a; SB i (1915), p.208 no.2654; M. 
Schwabe, 'On the interpretation of a Jewish inscription from Alexandria', 
BEHJ 1 (1946), pp.101-3; J. & L. Robert, BE (1948), p.208 no.258; CIJ ii 
(1952), pp.364-5 no.l438 (photograph); CPJ iii (1964), p.l41 no.l438; B. 
Lifshitz, Donateurs (1967), pp.77-8 no.91; B J. Brooten, Women leaders in the 
ancient synagogue (1982), p.165 no.3. 

S. de Ricci, 'Paleography*, JE ix (1905), p.473; L. Robert, Nouuelles 
inscriptions de Sardes (1964), p.49 n.2; B.S.J. Isserlin, The names of the 72 
translators of the Septuagint', JANESCU 5 (1973), p.l92, p.l94 n.20; G.H.R. 
Horsley, New documents i (1981), p.ll7. 

This dedication attests synagogue building or rebuilding in later Roman 
Alexandria, as do 16, 17 and perhaps 19 (another column-dedication) and 
127-8, below. {)Tt£p aomiptai; is common in dedications of (parts of) buildings, 
e.g. Lifshitz, Donateurs no.55 (see 13, above) or 67 (Theodorus gives a 
column at Caesarea itnip ooneptcK; (sic) MaTpifivaq evyaTp6^. 

Out of the four possible translations given above, (i) is unlikely because 
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16 (CIJ i i X10.1436): Alexandria: late Roman. Stele; votive. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text, but not expansion in 1.1, follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no.1436, 
p. 140 (based on CIJ photograph). 

9(e65) p(otie6<;) eî X^v t - - ] | AOIOYXINA [ - - 1 | T S Ayto) [ - -

] I [vacat] 
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Entolios is probably a proper name, as in a comparable column-dedication 
from Lapethos in Cyprus and a tomb inscription from Caesarea, both 
probably Jewish (Lifshitz, Donateurs, no.84 (Lapethos), with discussion; 
Schwabe, 'Budget', pp.159-60 & pl.V.4); and (iv) seems unlikely because 
'Borouch Barachia' is understood as a Hebrew benediction in Greek letters (? 
= 'Blessed be Barachiah*), but presupposes an abrupt transition in the 
wording, and might be expected to be in Hebrew characters, like the 
concluding shalom Peace. Further, (i) and (ii) lack the article which would 
be usual before Borouch (ii) or Barachias (i). Lifshitz prefers a translation 
mainly corresponding to (ii), but concluding fils de Borouch Barachia*. CIJ 
translates mainly in accord with (iii), probably the best choice, since the two-
line inscription then includes the name of the dedicant. For the spelling 
Borouch, cf Jer. l(xliii) 6 (S*); with Barachia, compare Barchias (no.43). 

Schwabe suggested that the woman's name Roua was a form of Ruth, 
and might be restored as 'Po-C8ai;. ^aKopK&raxo; (the spelling with omicron is 
found only in the title of a letter attributed to Athanasius, PG xxviii 849) 
was used as a term of great respect by both Christian and non-Christian 
writers. Christians applied it particularly to bishops (e.g. Basil, Ep. 70.1; 
Eusebius, H.E. v 19.2) and to the apostles (e.g. Athanasius, PG xxvii 1352, 
Greg.Naz., Ep. 249.5). More generally, it referred to anyone or anything 
considered 'very happy or 'most blessed'. It did not imply in literary Greek, 
as it may do here, that the person so described was dead. D. Hagedom, 'Zur 
Verwendung von vtfii; und QMy&xr\p vor dem Vatersnamen in Urkunden 
rSmischer Zeit', ZPE 80 (1990), pp.277-82 argues that the use of the word for 
'son' or 'daughter' before the father's name in a patronymic usually indicated 
that the father was a man of some social standing, often the holder of a 
magistracy; thus naxaptdiiaxo^ may also be an indication of status here. 

Height 90 cm. Letter forms: A E C Y CO. 
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e(E6(;) PCoTied̂ ) (1.1): CIJ, CPJ e(£coi) p(oiieouvxi); Lifshitz 6(£6q) p(oiieex) 
AOZOYXINA (1.2): CIJ ]Xo<; o^x'iva (?) 
T5 &yi({) 0-3): Lifshitz [x^ ee^ KOI] | XG &ŷ *P [T6TKP...] 

God is the helper. As a vow .... to the holy .... 

G. Botti, 'Inscriptions grecques et latines trouv6es en figypte en 1897-98', 
BSAA 1 (1898), p.43 no.l4; G. Leffebvre, Recueil (1907), p.9 no.41 (from the 
original); S. de Ricci, 'Notes d'6pigraphie ^gyptienne', BSAA 11 (1909), p.326; 
CIJ ii (1952), p.363 no.l436 (photograph); CPJ iii (1964), p.l40 no.l436; B. 
Lifshitz, Donateurs (1967), p.77 no.89. 

G. Botti, "Le iscrizioni cristiane di Alessandria d'Egitto', Bessarione 7 (1900), 
p.271 n.3; H. Leclercq. 'Alexandrie (archeologie)', DACL i (1932), col.1120; 
L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), 
p.699 n.l75. 

This fragment was found in 1898 in Alexandria (Government Hospital); the 
full inscription probably recorded a donation to a synagogue building (see 15, 
above). Botti, presumably from the lettering, assigned it to the Byzantine 
period, a date confirmed by similarities with CIJ 964 (A.D.604). The formula 
ep also begins CIJ 964, a comparable dedication from Ascalon, and Lifshitz, 
Donateurs no.84 (see 15, above), and it ends the Greek in 17, below; QEb<; 

^or\e6<; in full begins face a of the third-century A.D. Aphrodisias inscription 
(Reynolds & Tannenbaum, Aphrodisias, p.5), and three Christian inscriptions 
in a late fourth- or early fifth-century mosaic in Cyrene (J.M. Reynolds, 'The 
Christian inscriptions of Cyrenaica', JTS n.s.ll (1960), p.286). Similar 
abbreviations with K^pioi; or K'Opie begin Lifshitz, ibid., nos.64 (Caesarea), 77 
(Scythopolis); and dc, Q£6<; is followed by (6) po(ii)ecov or (&) P(o)iid6^ at the 
beginning of CIJ 848, 864 (both Syrian), respectively. This material suggests 
expansion of both abbreviations in the nominative rather than the dative, 
and of the second with a noun rather than a participle, although the latter is 
certainly possible {CIJ 848); further, de Ricci notes that eE6(; pon86(; has the 
numerical value 653, like the Christian formula x^Yj and he prefers this 
expansion here for that reason. The formula perhaps echoes Ps. xvii (xviii) 3 
6 6e6̂  ôu Poiidd̂  |iov and, more generally, such verses as Gen. xlix 25, I 
Kingdoms vii 12, Ps. liii (liv) 6, Ixix (Ixx) 6; on other associations of poiie6(; 
see 30,1.4, below (note). 

'As a voV presupposes wording with main verb understood, like 'Y\|/ioxip 

24 
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17 {CIJ ii no.l437): Alexandria: Roman. Part of a lintel; votive; 
bilingual (Greek and Hebrew). 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text, but not restoration or expansion, follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii 
no. 1437, p. 140; restoration proposed by L. Robert, RPh 32 (1958), 
p.43, n.4. 

[ - - Ipiou t)loi5 j [ - - 1 K£ aro &7ia) T6[[7IQ> .... 'IJapdriX. 6(E6<;) 
P(oTie6^. Di'?D 

Ipiov (1.1): CIJ [...]iou 
T6|[TC<p 'IlopanX (11.2-3): C / J to[..'Ia]8pafiX, CPJ zo\{\> 'IJcrpafiX, Lifshitz 

KJ fiXXoi^ T^Jtoiq xov 'loJSpal̂ X 
e(e6(;) p(0Tie6̂ ) (1.3): CIJ, CPJ e(e5) p(oTieovvTi); Lifshitz e(e6;) p(otieeT) 
DISD (1.3): CIJ Di'50'7 

.... of ...rios son of (?) ... and to the holy place ... Israel. God 
is the helper. Peace. 

S. de Ricci, 'Notes d'6pigraphie 6gyptienne*, BSAA 11 (1909), pp.326-7, fig.75 
(facsimile); SB i (1915), p.52 no.617; CIJ ii (1952), p.364 no.l437 
(photograph); CPJ iii (1964), p.l40 no.l437; B. Lifshitz, Donateurs (1967), 
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e-uxilv MapKia {CIJ 730, Delos; cf.727-8); the wording could also have 
continued with a main verb meaning 'I fulfilled', as in Lifshitz, Donateurs, 
no.l7 e^x^v h£^oa (Sardis); lastly, v might begin a name, leaving ê x̂ l in the 
nominative, in a phrase such as 'Vow of N[onnus]'; compare 19, below. 

The last six letters of AOIOYXINA can be resolved as o^x ^va, 'not in 
order that', which seems unlikely to be right {CIJ adds a query); note that 
the letters SINA occur after a break immediately before t^x'^^°'^{'^)^ i" CIJ 
966, 1.2, another comparable dedication (region of Gaza) (Lifshitz, Donateurs 
no.72, restores [Mapltlva). The restoration '[to God and] to the holy [place]' 
(1.3) (see L. Robert as cited in 17, below) is supported by CIJ 964, 1.3; for the 
synagogue as the 'holy place', see passages quoted on 13, above, and Dothan, 
Hammath Tiberias, p.54, on the corresponding Aramaic nonp nili«. 

Marble stele incomplete on right-hand side, 36 x 16 cm. Letter forms: A E N 
CO). 
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p.77 no.90. 

L. Robert, 'Inscriptions grecques de Sidfe en Pamphylie', RPh 32 (1958), p.43 
n.4; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 
(1987), p.699 n.l75. 

LI.3-4 as restored by L. Robert show that this is a dedication of (part oi) an 
Alexandrian sjmagogue, like 15 and 16, above. The name of which the last 
four letters survive might be Paregorios (143, below). In CPJ the CIJ text 
was corrected from the photograph, but L. Robert's proposal x67î  (compare 
no.l6) was not noted. The CPJ restoration envisages short lines, on one side 
of the lintel only, but the restoration in Lifshitz, Donateurs (adding to 
Robert's proposal a Greek version of a formula found in Hebrew in CIJ 973) 
requires a long line, with correspondingly large lacunae in 11.1-2; the 
inscription on this view would have run right across the lintel, as seems not 
unlikely. 

Letter forms: K -9- 6 X 00. 

18 (Plate VII): Alexandria: A.D.3. Plaque; honorific decree (?). 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows copy by G. Botti reproduced in IGRR i no. 1077 (pp.371-
2), but not all of the restorations suggested there; 1.4 follows P.M. 
Eraser's restoration. 

[ - -
[ - -

[ - -
[ - -
[ - -

[ - -

[ - -
[ - -
[ - -

- - 1 

- i I 
- 1 I 
- - ] 

'Ale^p IT)' inX rr[(; n{ 

]c, trav dnd rfii; T[ -
]<i)v dtpxwjuvaycol -
dp]xutpoaTdTri<; 8io[ 

^£i5f| B]paat5aq' HpaKX£[t5o'u 
1 yX' (Sxout;) Kodoopo^ t - - 1 
] iv ftjiooi dvocotf - - 1 I 
]<; xai fryiSi; ̂ 7i[ - - ] 
1 xflv SanAvTiv n[ - • ] 
IO^TIVUXKA^ ^^^[pai; - - ] 

- - ] 

26 
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[ - - ^ImaKEudw; &KQX[ - - ] 

[ - - ]oM \.6y(a M TO[ - - ] 
[ - - ]o5e^dft£vov i[ - - ] I 

[ - - ] oxeqidvq) £n[ - - ] | 

[ - - IXoiq 6x)al [ - - I 

t[ - - ] (1.2): de Ricci n[6Xc(oq] 
6pXiauvayco[ - - ] (1.3): de Ricci and Arvanitakis dpxio\)va7(&[Y(i)v]; 
Breccia Apxio-uvdY(o[yo5] 
[dpJxmpooxdTti^ 5io[ - - ] (1.4); de Ricci ]i Tzpd<; l a xf\<; 6ioi[icfioE(i)(;]; 
Breccia )pi npoatdTTi^ 8ioi[icfiaEC05 ETJIEV]; IGRR ]pi Jipocndtn^ 5io[ 
ETTIEV) 
[BlpaoiSa^ 'HpaK\£[t5ou] (1.5): Arvanitakis [n]paol5a<; 'HpaKXEi[6T|q] 
Kaiaapo(; [ - - ] (1.6): Arvanitakis Kaiaapo^ o[ 
dvaax[ - - ] (1.7): Arvanitakis dvamld; ] , Breccia dvaoT[pE<p6nevo]<; 
(11.7-8) 
[ - - ]i; KQi (1.8): de Ricci [T]e ral; Arvanitakis [KaX]co^ xal 
[ - - ] -rfiv 5ajtdvTiv jc[ - - ] (1.9): de Ricci ]c, ttiv Sandvi^v i( 
[ - - lotiTiviaKdi; (1.10): de Ricci [vElo^TiviaKdi;; Arvanitakis 
(eEJonvTiiaKdi;; Breccia [Up]o(iTiviaicdq 
d.Ko\[ - - ] (1.11): de Ricci, Arvanitakis, IGRR, Breccia dKoX[o6ecô ?] 
[ - - ]o\) X6y(i) (1.12): Arvanitakis {c]\i'KK6y(a; Breccia ou Tv^yov (but 
omega is clear in his photograph) 
[ - - JoSê dfiEvov (1.13): Arvanitakis td^]o5e^d^£vo[vJ; Breccia 
[?{)]no6E^fi^Evov; de Ricci, IGRR [?i)n]o6£^dn£vov 
£n[ - - 1 (1.14): Arvanitakis ev[ 
{ - • l ^ i q 5ual (1.15): Arvanitakis loXoi; 5oio[ ; de Ricci, IGRR, 
Breccia [ m l &>.]Xoi; &uo< 
Meyer suggested the following for 11.1-5: iiA xfl̂  ^[EVTieEimi]; TWV dnd 
TTiq n6[Xe<oq owaYOjyil]?, wv dpxioDvdYeyYo[5 m l dplxinpoordTn*; 
Aio|i[f\5nq]... 
Crfinert suggested the following for 11.7-12: h Unaai &vaot[pa<fe\<; 
TIE m l tyica; £n[i8£̂ 6nEvoK ""Iv 6a«dviiv T[-̂ V elg tdq vElopiiviaicdi; ^ £̂[paq 
Kol Jtdoon; xd^ felmoKewd^ dKoX[oC0(oq xSi xov ...jov Xdyf?... 

.... HATHYR 18 , IN THE .... OF THOSE FROM THE .... 
archisynagogos (OR -oi) .... CHIEF OFFICER .... SINCE BRASIDAS 

27 
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son of Herakleides .... 33rd year of Caesar .... in all .... and 
soundly, .... the expense .... days .... repair .... by word in .... 
crown .... with two .... 

S. de Ricci, 'Bulletin ^pigraphique de I'figypte romaine', APF 2 (1903), p.430 
no.S (from notes by J.G. Milne); M. Arvanitakis, 'Quelques inscriptions 
grecques in^dites', BIE 4 (1903), pp.41-3 no.6 (from the stone); IGRR i 
(1908), pp.371-2 no.l077 (from a copy by G. Botti); E. Breccia, Iscrizioni 
(1911), p.31 no.47, tav.xiii.36 (photograph; from the stone); SB i (1915), p.657 
no.5959; ii p.464 (follows Arvanitakis); SB v (1955), p.327 no.8787, p.549 
(follows IGRR). 

G. Botti, Catalogue des monuments (1900), p.272 no.76; F. Poland, Geschichte 
des griechischen Vereinswesens (1909), pp.356, 575 no.B455C; W. CrOnert, 'Zu 
griechischen Inschriften aus Agypten', JOAI 12 (1909), Beiblatt col.207; P.M. 
Meyer, Review of Breccia, BPW 33 (1913), col.741; A. Neppi Modona, "La vita 
pubblica e privata degli ebrei in Egitto', Aegyptus 2 (1921), p.264; S. Krauss, 
Synagogale Altertumer (1922), p.163; H.I. Bell, Juden und Griechen im 
romischen Alexandreia (1926), p.50; S. Krauss, 'Synagoge', RE iv (1932), 
col.1306 no.l25; P.M. Fraser, "ApxmpoaTd-ni.;, dpxinpootaTlw', CE 26 (1951), 
pp.162-3; P.M. Fraser, "ApxiitpooTdTn;, a correction', CE 27 (1952), p.290; J. & 
L. Robert, BE (1953), p.l93 no.234; M. San Nicol6, Agyptisches Vereinswesen 
i (1972), p.211 n.8; ii p.46 n.5, p.62, p.l72 n.l; E. Bemand, Recueil des 
inscriptions grecques du Fayoum i (1975), p.52; E. Bemand, Repertoire 
bibliographique des IGRR (1983) p.23, no. 1077. 

The stone appears to be complete at the top, but an unknown amount of text 
is lost on each side and at the bottom. Because of the irregular shape of the 
surviving fragment, the amount lost decreases slightly on the left and 
increases on the right from top to bottom. It appears that Brasidas son of 
Herakleides is being honoured for his generosity to an unspecified 
association with, among other things, a crown or garland; the officers of the 
association (its title would have been in 1.2) are mentioned in 11.3-4, perhaps 
as a dating formula. Although Arvanitakis and de Ricci thought th6 
inscription was Jewish, all other commentators have dismissed the idea. 
There is no proof that the association was a Jewish one, but neither is there 
any strong evidence against it; the parallels for the terminology, cited below, 
suggest that Jewishness is at least a serious possibility. The text WEIS 
published four times in eight years from different readings, and there have 
been many variations in the restorations suggested. 
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The clear reference to an archisynagogos (or perhaps more than one) in 
1.3 provides the main reason for supposing that this inscription might be 
Jewish. The only other supposed occurrence of the word in Egypt is in a 
dedication most recently published by E. Bernand, Inscriptions grecques du 
Fayoum i no.9 from Arsinoe-Crocodilopolis, where it is applied to a cavalry 
officer. In fact, the word there is a restoration, and the surviving text is only 
-Ywyo;. There are at least 24 words with this ending (P. Kretschmer, 
Ruckldufiges Worterbuch der griechischen Sprache (Gfittingen, 1944), p.382). 
Thus there is no clear evidence for the use of the word in Egypt in either a 
Jewish or non-Jewish context. Both Jewish (no.20, below, if it is really 
Jewish) and non-Jewish (e.g. SB v 8267, an association of farmers) groups in 
Egypt called themselves synagogai, even if proseuche was the normal term 
for the building in which Egyptian Jews met. Epigraphic references to non-
Jewish archisynagogoi are in fact very few. Horsley, New documents iv 
(1987), pp.214-6, collects forty 'certain/very probable examples' of the 
occurrence of the word, of which only six (nos.l4—18 and 21) are clearly 
pagan: there are some dubious cases including no.l9 and this inscription, but 
the overwhelming majority are undoubtedly Jewish. When Alexander 
Severus was pejoratively called Syrus archisynagogus by Alexandrians 
among others (S.H.A. Alex.Sev. 28), it is likely although not certain that he 
was being derided for supposed Jewish tendencies. 

Archiprostates (1.4) occurs only here (if it is the correct reading); a verb 
dpXinpoaraTgo) is found in SB i 626. Prostates was used as a title by Jews in 
Egypt; cf. no.24, below, and CPJ i p.lOl, referring to a Byzantine papyrus 
with the word written in Hebrew characters; it is also the probable 
resolution of an abbreviation in no.20, below. However, it was a common 
term for the officer of any association, e.g. SB i 984 (bakers and pastry
cooks), 4623 (corn-dealers), 4980 (citizens of Naucratis), v 8267 (farmers). 

Of the restored names (1.5), Brasidas does not seem to be used by Jews 
elsewhere, but Herakleides was the name of one of the contributors towards 
the renovation of the Berenice synagogue in A.D.55/6, and also of his father 
(CJZC 72). There are also references to three Egyptian Jews called 
Herakleides: CPJ 144.5 (Alexandria, 13 B.C.), 209.2 (Edfu, A.D.107), 455.3 
(Theadelphia, A.D.137). Brasidas was not necessarily a member of the group 
(whether Jewish or not) himself; he is honoured as its benefactor. The 
restoration of lntibf\ at the beginning of the line is justified by the standard 
wording of honorific decrees, where it preceded the name of the person to be 
honoured, e.g. SB iii 7246, v 8854; tnei was sometimes used instead, e.g, SB 
v 8929, CJZC 71. 
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19 (C/y ii no. l446): Alexandria (?) (exact provenance unknown): 
Roman. Fragment of marble column; votive. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows S. de Ricci, CRAI (1905), p.l57 (majuscule text), with 
corrections by F. Preisigke {SB i, no. 1156), as transcribed by D.M. 
Lewis, CPJ iii no. 1446, p. 143. 
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The word ending with sigma at the beginning of 1.8 may be mctwq, since 
the phrase <)Yi<5q ml moxw^ was often applied to the performance of a duty or 
service (Preisigke, Worterbuch, s.w.), and may have been used in reverse 
here. 

SandvTi (1.9) is a standard word for a benefactor's financial contribution; 
e.g. SB i 4227 (IStaî  SaioSvaî ), iii 7127 (noXXfl̂  avxSn ban&vT\i; yvtEvr\^^tv^t;), v 
8267 (dq tfiv Twv npoKEiplvwv 8an6vnv), cf. CJZC 70.24-5 (toiq l8toi<; 
Sanavfjiiamv). It is completely unclear what Brasidas paid for; Arvanitakis' 
suggestion that he repaired a building after an earthquake rests on a very 
questionable restoration of 1.10. 

All the proposed restorations of [ - - JonTiviaKd̂  (l.lO) would produce 
otherwise unknown words. At Berenice {CJZC 70, 71), people honoured by 
the Jewish community were crowned at each meeting and new moon (m9' 
£K(iotTiv criivoSov mi vounTiviav), and lvE]onT|viaK6(; here would imply something 
similar; see also T.C.G. Thornton, 'Jewish new moon festivals', JTS n.s.40 
(1989), pp.97-100. This restoration, suggested by de Ricci, was accepted by 
San NicolO (ii, p.l72 n.l), Cronert and (with a question-mark) Preisigke in 
his Worterbuch. 

oTCfpdvw (1.14) suggests that Brasidas (or his statue) is to be crowned. 
This was a standard way of honouring a benefactor; there are many non-
Jewish Egyptian examples, and the Berenice inscriptions {CJZC 70, 71) 
promise that the benefactors of the Jewish community there will be 
honoured with crowns of olive (orepdvon ^Xaivcoi). No.l29, below, appears to 
refer to a gold crown, xp̂ *o3i ote<pdv(m., but the context is unclear. Other types 
of crown mentioned include palm {SB iii 7246, oTe(pavo\)v eaXWBi orctpdvon), ivy 
{SB V 8853-5 KIOOOU oxe<pdvwi) and 'various' {SB v 8267 and 8929, i%&khai 
OTEcpdvmi). Crftnert thought Brasidas' crown might be gold, oieqdvw 

Fragmentary marble plaque, 27 x 15 cm. Letter forms; A E Z / \ . 
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'louXiavou (1.2), e(>XoyriToB (1.5): sigma in majuscules corrected to 
omicron 

Vow of Julianus Isaac, son of the lamented Abbiba. 
S. de Ricci, CRAI (1905), p.l57 (from the original); C. Clermont-Ganneau, 
RAO vii (1906), p.l44; M. Lidzbarski, Ephemeris iii (1915), p.49; SB i (1915), 
p.ll42 no.ll56; CIJ ii (1952), p.372 no.l446; CPJ iii (1964), p.l43 no.l446; 
B. Lifshitz, Donateurs (1967), p.80 no.97. 

A. Neppi Modona, "La vita pubblica e privata degli ebrei in Egitto', Aegyptus 
3 (1922), p.41 n.2; B.S.J. Isserhn, 'The names of the 72 translators of the 
Septuagint', JANESCU 5 (1973), p.l92; S.M. Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum 
semiticorum (1974), p.l; G. Delling, 'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im 
hellenistisch-romischen Agypten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), pp.15, 28; A. Kasher, 
The Jews in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), p.85. 

For other donations of parts of synagogue buildings, see 15, above (another 
column-dedication). Here the first four lines are set within a tabula ansata, 
compared by Clermont-Ganneau with that enclosing the Gaza column 
inscription later CIJ 967 (drawing). The names can be divided as in the 
translation above (following CIJ and CPJ), for the gentile name JuHanus 
might well have been complemented by a Hebrew name, as in 6, above; but 
Julianus occurs on its own in 21, below, and 'Julianus son of Isaac Abiba' is 
also a possible rendering; compare CIJ 968 'lodwii; *IoD[>.xavov?] (Gaza). Abiba 
appears to correspond to Aramaic Habiba ['Beloved'], a name borne by 
several rabbinic teachers (b Yoma 10a and other passages cited by Jastrow, 
s.v. (III)). On double names, see 6, above; on Aramaic in Graeco-Roman 
Egypt, 13, above. On the name Isaac, see no.l07, below. 

The Roman dating is given by the name Julianus (see no.21). For the 
form 'Vow of X', see CIJ 736 = Lifshitz, Donateurs no.83, ê oxî  ôppt) AXTVKOU 
(ascribed to the third century A.D.), also on a column, and compare 16, 
above. R. Tannenbaum, discussing the restoration of the word navzcv'Koy.... in 
the Aphrodisias 'Godfearers' inscription (Reynolds & Tannenbaum, Jews and 
godfearers, pp.34-6), notes that ea^xr(r\x6(; refers to God rather than man, 
usually in the LXX and always in the N.T. He refers to two other Jewish 
inscriptions where it applies to God, and one where the restoration is 
disputed, but does not mention this one. Here it could only with 
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eu^fi I 'IOUXLOVOG EUJ&K | 'Appipov I EuXoyTTtot). 
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20 (Plate VIH; CIJ ii no. l447): Alexandria (?): late Ptolemaic or 
Roman (?). Statue base; dedication. 
Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg. 
Text follows S. de Ricci, RevEp n.s. 1 (1913), p.l54, as transcribed by 
B. Lifshitz, Donateurs, no.98. 

Apt̂ Hcov I NiKcovô  np{om6.'n\<^ | id la' (jiio<;) TT] j auvayaxyfi 
[..JVTTlKlll. 

7tp(ooT(3('ni5) (1-2): CJJ, CPJ np(oazaTf\aa<;); A. Bemand npitafivrtpov) 
Artemon son of Nikon, prostates for the 11th year, to the 
synagogue .... 

S. de Ricci, 'Inscriptions grecques d'figypte conserv6es k Saint-P^tersbourg', 
RevEp n.s. 1 (1913), p.l54 (facsimile; from the stone); CIJ ii (1952), pp.372-3 
no.l447; CPJ iii (1964), pp.143-4; B. Lifshitz, Donateurs (1967), p.80 no.98; 
A. Bemand, Le delta igyptien iii (1970), pp.930-1. 

J. Juster, Les juifs dans I'empire remain i (1914), p.497; S. Krauss, 
'Synagoge', RE iv (1932), col.1286; B.S.J. Isserlin, The names of the 72 
translators of the Septuagint', JANESCU 5 (1973), p.l92; A. Kasher, The 
Jews in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), p . l l l n.ll , p.ll2, p.ll4; L.H. 
Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.697 
n.l63; G.H.R. Horsley, New documents iv (1987), p.225; J. M l̂feze-
Modrzejewski, Les juifs d'^gypte (1991), p.83. 

This dedication by the patron or president of an association employs proper 
names and terms of communal organization which were used by Jews (as 
well as others); but it appears to have been cut in conjunction with the 
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awkwardness serve as the equivalent of ê Xoyxa avt0 at the end of a record 
of donation (Lifshitz, Donateurs no.76; Dothan, Hammath Tiberias, pp.59-61). 
It seems rather to be used in the sense of the more usual ^aKdpio;, of the 
departed as Tjlessed' (Beth She'arim 176; usage discussed by Schwabe & 
Lifshitz on Beth She'arim 183, 1.5); Lewis's rendering lamented' is 
accordingly repeated above, in the sense of a polite reference to the departed. 

Letter forms: A C £ Y CO. 
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erection of a statue, which would have been decidedly unusual as a Jewish 
dedication. The tentative dating follows the period when the names are 
known to have been in use. For Artemon, compare CPJ no.481c (son of 
Sambathion, but not otherwise identified as Jewish; Philadelphia in the 
Fayum, early first century A.D.) and Artemion, leader of the Jewish uprising 
in Cyprus under Trajan (Cassius Dio Ixviii 32.2) (perhaps also Artemas, 
Titus iii 12). Nikon is attested as a Jewish name at Leontopolis (4 B.C.) and 
Apollinopohs Magna (Edfu) (1st century B.C. and A.D.66--81) {CPJ iii, 
pp.185-6; no.75, below). Prostates was a Jewish as well as non-Jewish title 
(see on 24, below, and 18, above, and Kasher, Egypt, pp.111-4); the 
expansion of the abbreviation as a participle 'having presided over* {CIJ, 
CPJ) gives wording closer to that of 24, below. 'Elder' (A. Bernand's 
expansion of the abbreviation) gives Nikon a title known to Egyptian Jews 
from Palestinian usage (LXX, Letter of Aristeas 310, III Mace, i 8) but rarely 
attested among them (III Mace, vi 1; not in CPJ). 

aDvaymyl^ occurs here only in Egyptian Jewish inscriptions, but was in 
Jewish use in Cyrenaica {CJZC 72, Berenice). Both non-Jews and Jews used 
oDvaytoyfi in the sense of 'association', probably the meaning here as in CJZC 
72; regular application of the word to a Jewish meeting place began only in 
the Roman period in the Diaspora, and Philo explains it with care on the one 
occasion when he so uses it {Quod Omnis Probus 81, on the Essenes, 
discussed with other evidence in SchOrer revised, ii, pp.439-40 & n.60). The 
last word will have been an adjective describing the place or character of the 
association. 

The wording more naturally suggests that Artemon made a donation to 
the association than that he 'was prostates to the association'; for the latter, 
the genitive xfii; owayajy^? would have been expected (Lewis in CPJ). The 
statue which this base seems to imply would be surprising in a Jewish 
context; Philo's argument {Leg., especially 133-8) that Jews were never 
compelled to set up statues to kings in their meeting-places would have been 
jeopardized if Jewish associations regularly accepted statues of any kind, and 
inscriptions confirm the honours which he says that Jews did grant (shields, 
gilded crowns, stelae and inscriptions, ibid. 133; see 18 above (crown), CIJ 
766 (shield; Acmonia, first century A.D.)). It is therefore hard to envisage the 
'synagogue' here as Jewish (with Lifshitz no.98 and M^l^ze-Modrzejewski, 
^gypte, p.83). 

Probably, then, the association was not Jewish, but the overlap of the 
names with names in Jewish use suggests the possibility that Artemon was 
a Judaizer, perhaps of partly Jewish descent, and the donation of a statue 
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21 (C/y ii no.1439): Alexandria: Roman. Amphora with owner's 
name. 
British Museum. 

Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no.l439, p. l41. 

'louXiavoO. 
Of Julianus. 

The name is surrounded by a menorah 

C. Smith, 'Amphora stopping from Alexandria', JHS 4 (1883), p.l59; S. de 
Ricci, 'Lettre k M. le secretaire perp^tuel', CRAI (1905), p.l58; SB i (1915), 
p.l03 no.ll57; CIJ ii (1952). pp.365-6 no.l439; CPJ iii (1964), p.l41 no.l439. 

S. de Ricci, 'Paleography*, JE ix (1905), p.473; A. Dain, Inscriptions grecques 
du music du Louvre (1933), pp.130-1; A. Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and 
Roman Egypt (1985), p.85. 

The Roman dating is given by the name Julianus, also found in no.l9 (see 
Kasher, pp.85-8). An Alexandrian instance of the name is SEG viii 430, 
'H(Tn56poy Flivdpa ical *Iot)X,iavot) ^p6vTMv; Dain, Inscriptions grecques pp.l30-
1, argues that it is Christian because it contains an amphora between two 
palms, but the amphora is also used as a Jewish symbol (Goodenough, 
Jewish symbols i, p.96; iii, figs.36 & 43). In the Hebrew form, Lulianus, 
Luliani, the name was current among Palestinian Jews, for example the 
early fourth-century rabbi Luliani ben Tabrin (its use is criticized, Midrash 
Cant.R. iv 12, parallel with Lev.R. xxxii 4); a Lulianus, mentioned with 
Pappus as one of two Jews of great influence, is described as Alexandrian 
(Sifra, B^uqqotay, pereq v 2, on Lev. xxvi 19; the passage is discussed by 
writers including Smallwood, Roman rule, pp.425f., and see no.l26, below). 

Letter forms: A. 

might then be compared with that probably made to the Sambathic 
associaton at Naucratis (26, below). 

Black granite statue base, 7.3 x 8.4 x 7.9 cm. It was one of three inscriptions 
brought to Russia in 1898 by V.G. Bock, and is the only one still in the 
Hermitage Museum, inv.no.7362 A 770. In the last line, de Ricci thought 
that the letters THK were written over KOA. L#etter forms: A E ° Z fi. 
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22 (Plate DC; CIJ i i no. l440): Schedia (Nashwa (en Nashw), near 
Kafr ed-Dauwar): 246-221 B.C.. Plaque; honorific dedication of 
proseuche. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows A. Bernand, Le delta igyptien i no.3, p.414. 

uTî p paotXIox; | IlToXc^aiou Kol I pooiXtacnii; I Bepevtiaii; 
6.hzK <pfi(; xal yuvoaKdi; m l -cffiv tfeicvtov Tf|v jtpooeuxilv ol 
'louSoLOL. 

<)Ti&P (1.1): CIJ [{)]nip 
•louSoioi (1.8): CIJ •IoD8a(x)oi 

On behalf of king Ptolemy and queen Berenice his sister 
and wife and their children, the Jews (dedicated) the 
proseuche. 

G. Botti, "Les inscriptions de Schedia', BSKG 10 (1901), p.614 (from the 
stone); G. Botti, 'Studio sul III Nomo dellEgitto inferiore', BSAA 4 (1902), 
p.49, cf. pp.46-7; T. Reinach, 'Sur la date de la colonie juive d'Alexandrie', 
REJ 45 (1902), pp.161-4 (from the stone and a squeeze); P.M. Meyer, "Neue 
Inschriften und Papyrus', Klio 2 (1902), pp.478-9 no.7; U. von Wilamowitz-
MOllendorf, 'Alexandrinische Inschriften', SPAW 49 (1902), p.l094; M.L. 
Strack, 'Inschriften aus ptolemaischer Zeit', APF 2 (1903), p.541 no.l5; E. 
SchUrer, 'Eine neue judisch-griechische Inschrift', TL 28 (1903), p.l56 
(announcement of find); OGIS ii (1905), p.467 no.726; A. Bludau, Juden und 
Judenverfolgungen (1906), p.8; J. Oehler, 'Epigraphische Beitrftge zur 
Geschichte des Judentums', MGWJ 53 (1909), p.451 n.227; E. Breccia, 
Iscrizioni (1911), p.6 no.ll, pl.III no.9 (photograph; from the stone); A. Neppi 
Modona, 'La vita pubblica e privata degli ebrei in Egitto', Aegyptus 2 (1921), 
pp.261, 267; S. Krauss, Synagogale Altertumer (1922), p.263; L. Fuchs, Die 
Juden Aegyptens (1924), p.8; S. Krauss, 'Synagoge', RE iv (1932), col.1306 
no.l25; CIJ ii (1952), pp.366-7 no.l440 (photograph); SB v (1955), p.551 
no.8992; E. Gabba, Iscrizioni greche e latine (1958), p.l7 no.l; CPJ iii (1964), 
p.l41 no.l440; B. Lifshitz, Donateurs (1967), p.78 no.92; A. Bernand, Le delta 
igyptien i (1970), pp.414-5 no.3, pl.ll no.5 (photograph; from the stone); A. 
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Kasher, Three Jewish communities of Lower Egypt', SCIsr 2 (1975), p.114; 
SchUrer revised ii (1982), p.425 n.5; iii.i (1986), pp.46, 87; G.H.R. Horsley, 
New documents iii (1986), pp.121-2 no.94. 

U. Wilcken, 'Bibliographische Notizen', APF 2 (1903), p.467; S. de Ricci, 
'Paleography', JE ix (1905), p.473; E. SchUrer, Geschichte ii (1909), pp.499f.; 
iii, p.41; E. Breccia, Alexandrea ad Aegyptum (1922), p.l49; H.I. Bell, Juden 
und Griechen im rdmischen Alexandreia (1926), p.50; V.A. Tcherikover, 
Hellenistic civilization and the Jews (1959), p.297 n.3, p.303 n,28, p.349 n.23; 
P.M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria ii (1972), pp.141 n.l64, 441 n.776; S. 
Applebaum, The legal status of the Jewish communities in the Diaspora', in 
Safrai and Stem i (1974), p.424 n.4; E. Bernand, Recueil des inscriptions 
grecques du Fayoum i (1975), p.17 and n.57; J.N. Sevenster, The roots of 
pagan anti-semitism (1975), p.160 n.80; P.E. Dion, 'Synagogues et temples', 
Science et Esprit 29 (1977), p.55; H. Shanks, Judaism in stone (1979), p.21; 
M. Hengel, Jews, Greeks and barbarians (1980), p.95 n.l4; A.T. Kraabel, 
'Social systems of six Diaspora synagogues', in Ancient synagogues, ed. J. 
Gutmann (1981), p.90 n.l5; J. Mel^ze-Modrzejewski, 'Splendeurs grecques et 
misferes romaines', in Les juifs du Nil, ed. J. Hassoun (1981), p.27; E. 
Bemand, Repertoire bibliographique des OGIS (1982), pp.57-8 no.726; A. 
Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), pp.107 n.3, 110, 
189, 258 n.92; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW 
n.20.2 (1987), p.700 n.181; J.G. Griffiths, "Egypt and the rise of the 
synagogue', JTS n.s.38 (1987), pp.2-3; H. Hegermann, 'The Diaspora in the 
Hellenistic age', CHJ ii (1989), p.l37 n.6, p.l51 n.3; M. Hengel, "The 
interpenetration of Judaism and Hellenism', CHJ ii (1989), p.197 n.5; J. 
M6l6ze-Modrzejewski, Les juifs d'J^gypte (1991), p.76; P. Trebilco, Jewish 
communities in Asia Minor (1991), p.260 n.38. 

Schedia (Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria i, p.26 and n.l86, p.149 and n.l34), 
an important customs post on the Nile, reached by canal from Alexandria, 
about fourteen miles away (Strabo, Geog. xvii 1.16 and 22), is envisaged in 
III Mace, iv 11 as the port to which Jews removed from the Egyptian 
communities by Ptolemy IV Philopator are shipped for Alexandria. The 
Jewish community here will have been connected with the river guard, 
which was entrusted to Jews (Josephus, Ap. ii 64; Kasher, Egypt, p.l08). The 
king referred to here must be Ptolemy III Euergetes I, who married Berenice 
II in 246; the reference to 'children' dates the inscription to some years after 
the marriage. This inscription and no.ll7 below form the earliest Greek 
documentation of proseuchae built by Jewish communities; such a building 
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23: Schedia (Nashwa (en Nashw), near Kafr ed-Dauwar): late 
Ptolemaic (?). Stele; epitaph; metrical. 
Alexandria Museum. 

Text follows E. Bernand, IM no.37, p. 185. 

nmb& |j.E AoxjiSeav xfiv Oi.K[ - - - ] 
Xeuoacov ei^ êa'rfi(; Yp(5ifi[p.aTa lavxa (?) n^xprî ]. 

6a\Xoij); ep. ^eydpoKjiv eyrm[6 (?) fxe - - - ] | 
Xcapf|[|i]o)v, BvfiaKtt) 6' 6XyEG[i TaxpoTdTOK; (?) ], | 

Gj5iva<; npo(pvyouaa, ai)vai|4.ou [ - - - ] 11 5 
nevTeKotieiKoo^TTii; iwelupa XinoOaa piou (?) 1 | 

[K]ai vouacot, xfii 7ip6a9Ev e[ - - - ] | 
Keiiiai 5' l,xzbiT\i, csT\\ia >.[axo\>oa T65E ( ? ) ] . | 

dXXd napaGteixovtei; 65[6v -riivSe (?) eiTtate ndvTEi; (?) ]• | 
AoxjiGea xpTjOTfi, xdipz K[a\ tv (pGip^voii; (?)]. 10 

Oik[ - - 1 (1.1): Botti, Breccia oiKjaSe - - ]; SB Oik[ov6^io\)] or 
OiK[oT£Xouq |jd6E <puvai]; Vogliano olK[Tpav ^eiv' £X£aipEl; Peek (1931) 
oiKftpoTdrnv, %tv\ dicoixjov]; SEG olK[xpoTdTTiv, Îve, x^avaov]; Peek 
(1955) OiK[u u - , êve, k^Boov] 
yp6\i[paitt. layTa (?) nfixpTi^] (1.2): SB Ypd(i[|iaTa -riiaSE (?) nXaK65]; 
Vogliano -ypfintjiaxa J t a i i p a (or ^vypd) nfipTii;] 
tymiit (?) jit - - ] (1.3): SB lrr\\i', [b Ye «pt>.TaTo; V noi]; SEG lyx\\i[t \i£ 
naiq eeoSdSpou] 
dXYEt̂ h TiiKpoxdioi^ (?)] (1.4): Vogliano dXYeo[i KujiordKonJ or 
KO^xpotdtoii;] 
cuvalnou ( ? ) [ - - ] (1.5): Botti m)vaî o\)[5 - - ]; Peek (1931) owaipov 
[n6t\iov htianov]; SEG ovvainov [5' dtaav tnianov]; Peek (1955) 
o\)V(rfnou [8' oTtov inl<mov] 
e[ • - ] (1.7): Wilhelm, SEG £[Kewo^ &n6Ux' dcopoq]; Peek (1955) 
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at Schedia impHes yet earHer proseuchae in Alexandria. On <}nlp, see no.l3. 

Limestone plaque, 37 x 29 cm. Letter forms: A E ° P Z ii. 
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[̂axoGaa t6Bz (?)] (1.8): SB X[a.xovaa KXUX6V]; SEG X[axovoa npinov] 
AS[dv Tfiv8e (?) eircaxe ndvTe^ (?)] (1.9): SB & SEG 65[otTtopoi dmxe 
tiinPov}; Peek (1955) 66[oi7ropoi, eimte roivxE^] 

.... I am Dosithea, child of Oik.... looking at this inscription 
on polished stone. In the house of Thallo, Chairemon .... 
married me, but I died in grievous (?) pain after fleeing 
beforehand from the pangs of childbirth, .... of a kinsman 
(?) .... at the age of twenty-five, losing the breath of life (?), 
and by an illness by which previously .... I lie in Schedia 
[with this] tomb [as my lot (?)]. But, passers-by [on this 
road, say, all of you (?)]: Dosithea, excellent woman, 
farewell, [even among the dead (?)]. 

G. Botti, "Les inscriptions de Schedia', BSKG 10 (1901), p.617 (from the 
stone); G. Botti, "Studio sul III nomo dell'Egitto inferiore', BSAA 4 (1902), 
p.48; E. Breccia, Iscrizioni (1911), pp.166-7 no.323 (from the stone); SB i 
(1915), pp.320-1 no.43l2; A. VogHano, 'Analecta epigraphica graeco-latina', 
RIL 48 (1915); W. Peek, 'Zu griechischen Epigrammen aus Aegypten', 
Hermes 66 (1931), pp.321-2 no.5; SEG viii (1937), p.78 no.469; W. Peek, GV 
(1955), no.l233 (from the stone and a squeeze); E. Bernand, IM (1969), 
pp.184-9 no.37, pl.XIV (photograph; from the stone). 

A. Bludau, Juden und Judenverfolgungen (1906), p.8; W. Peek, 
'NachtrSgliches zu den Epigrammen aus Aegypten', Hermes 67 (1932), p.l31 
no.4; F. Bilabel, Bericktigungsliste ii.2 (1933) no,43l2; A. Bernand, Le delta 
igyptien i (1970), pp.412, 438. 

The lettering is the only evidence for dating; Bernand thought it was late 
Ptolemaic. A similar combination of letter forms is found in no.65, below, 
which is probably to be dated to A.D.I. The inscription is given the heading 
'6pitaphe juive' by Bernand, and Bludau (1906) treated it as part of the 
evidence for Jews in Schedia. Botti (1902) printed paragraphs about the 
Jews of Schedia before and after it, but did not actually say that he thought 
it Jewish. The name Dosithea, found in CPJ i no.47 (Jewish payer of land-
tax, 2nd century B.C., in the Arsinoite nome) is the principal reason for 
thinking that the deceased was Jewish; V.A. Tcherikover {CPJ i, p.19) notes 
that in the Hellenistic period the masculine form of this name was used 
almost exclusively by Jews (as in no.34, below). Furthermore, the lack of 
decoration on the stele is unusual in Alexandria and the Delta, but normal 
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for Jewish epitaphs (E. Bernand), notably those of Tell el-Yehoudieh 
(compare Bernand's comments noted on nos.39 and 40, below). The existence 
of a Jewish community at Schedia is known from the proseuche dedication 
above, no.22. These considerations seem to justify the inclusion of the 
inscription here, although it is no more than a probability that it is Jewish. 
As with most of the metrical epitaphs from Leontopolis, there is nothing 
particularly Jewish about the content of the inscription. 

1 rtoiSa requires a patronymic, for which OIK... is presumably the 
beginning (see the restorations suggested in SB), although no suitable names 
are listed by I^eisigke or Foraboschi. A verb of mourning (or perhaps finding 
out) in the imperative (addressed to passers-by) is needed at the end of the 
line: "Weep for me, Dosithea the child of ....', or 'Know that I am Dosithea 

2 Bernand regards the restoration of nl-tpiit; as sure because of other 
epitaphs using some form of the phrase nixpr\ ^eoTfj. 

3 Several commentators thought that the first word was a shortened 
form of the participle edXAotwa flourishing", but a feminine nominative is 
difficult to fit into the rest of the Une. It could be the genitive of the feminine 
name QaXKio, presumably Dosithea's mother, but Bemand also notes that 
6aAAo\>̂  is attested as a nominative form in Egypt, which would suggest the 
restoration EYrm[at6 ^c], Thallous married me off. The Homeric idyapa, 
"halls', is used in SB v 7540 = E. Bernand, IM no.86 1.5 (2nd century A.D.) of 
the underwater palace of the Nile-god; for an application of similarly grand 
poetic language rather to the deceased's family house, as here, compare 
no.311.1, below, Iv p[zy6.]Koiaiv ... (i£Wt[e]poioi. in for tv; assimilation of final v 
to an intitial ^l is much more frequent in Ptolemaic than later papyri, but 
continues to be found in the Roman period (Thackeray, Grammar, §9,4; 
Gignac, Grammar, i, p.l06). 

4 Bernand notes tv Xoxtoiq as another possible restoration Cin the pain of 
childbirth'), since aXyeoiv iv Xo;̂ oi5 occurs in AP. vii 165,4 and 164,5. In 
Egypt, recording death in childbirth seems to be a feature of Jewish epitaphs 
(see no.l06, below). Chairemon, apparently the husband's name, was very 
common in Egypt, although not among Jews. It was the name of an 
Alexandrian philosopher and anti-Jewish writer who was one of Nero's 
teachers (see JE, s.v. Chaeremon). 

5 Bemand sees this line as meaning that Dosithea died without having 
given birth, perhaps during pregnancy. The significance of npo<puYouoa might 
be 'fleeing from' labour-pains in the same way that SB i 4229 (Saqqara, 
3rd/4th century A.D.) refers to someone ovXdnevov Yfjpâ  npo<pvY&v, 'fleeing 
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24 (C/y ii no.1441); Xenephyris (Kom el-Akhdar, near Damanhur): 
140-116 B.C. Stele; honorific dedication of proseuche. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows A. Bernand, Le delta 4gyptien i, p.929. 

uTifep paovXfiox; FltoXeiiaiou | Kal paoiX-iaoriq KX£07i(iTpa(; Tt\<, | 

(i6eX(pfi(; KOI paoiAiocnii; KXf | oTidTpoti; Tfii; 7uvaiK6i;, oi djid [ 

Hevetpupeoi; 'louSoaoi ihv 11 nuXmva TTIC; npo<5t\>yT[<^, | TipooTfivKOv 

©eoStbpou ] Kcd 'AyyKX^iSNQ^ 

On behalf of king Ptolemy and queen Cleopatra the sister 
and queen Cleopatra the wife, the Jews of Xenephyris 
(dedicated) the gateway of the proseuche when Theodore 
and Achillion were presiding. 

E. Breccia, Rapport sur la marche du service du music dAlexandrie en 1912 
(1912), pp.36-7 no.88 (facsimile; from the stone); T. Reinach, 'Les juifs de 
X^n^fyris', REJ 65 (1913), pp.135-7; SB i (1915), p.e45 no.5862; F. 
Bleckmann, 'Berichte Uber griechische und lateinische Epigraphik far 1913-
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from deadly old age*, with the npo- prefix indicating "fleeing beforehand'. 
^ v a < ; npo<pDYouaa is a phrase of double meaning: (i) dying before she could 
have children, a lament characteristically made for the 'untimely dead' (cf. 
nos.38 1.8 and 50, below) - in an epigram by Leonides of Alexandria, Niobe's 
children are called tnzd. hl<; (̂ Svvwv (AP. vii 549); (ii) but thereby avoiding the 
pangs of childbirth, part of life's burden (cf A.P. vii 261, Diotimus, perhaps 
3rd century B.C. ti nXtov ziq diSiva novEiv;), a consolation on death as release 
from life's ills, a theme also often found in connection with untimely death 
(e.g. Sophocles, Ant. 462-4, cf Phil, i 21 (early death as K^pSo;); Job iii 11-23 
LXX (early death as dvdjrau^a). See E. Griessmair, Das Motiv der Mors 
immatura, pp.75-7 on (i), 97-101 on (ii); Gow & Page, Hellenistic epigrams, ii 
(1968), pp.271, 275 (on the dating and themes of AP. vii 261). Bemand notes 
that ovvai^oi) might indicate that Dosithea had a brother who died at the 
same time or shortly before (as in Peek's 1955 restoration), but it is also 
possible that the word comes from the name Synaimous. 

Rectangular limestone stele with damaged edges, 27 x 19 cm., with inscribed 
frame, and a guide-line above each line of lettering. Letter forms: A E O Z fi. 
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14', ZDPV 38 (1915), p.232; A. Neppi Modona, 'La vita pubblica e privata 
degli ebrei in Egitto', Aegyptus 2 (1921), pp.268, 270; L. Fuchs, Die Juden 
Aegyptens (1924), p.l4; CIJ ii (1952), pp.367-8 no.l441 (photograph); P.M. 
Fraser, 'Some Alexandrian forgeries', PBA 47 (1961), pp.246-7, pLXLIIIa 
(photograph); CPJ iii (1964), p.141-2 no.l441; B. Lifshitz, Donateurs (1967), 
p.78-9 no.93; A. Bernand, Le delta igyptien i (1970), p.928-931, pl.50 nos.l 
and 2 (photograph; from the stone); P.M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria 
(1972), i p.84, ii pp.164 n.316, 215-6 n.232, 441 n.766, 443 nn.773-4, 476 
n.l21. 

E. Breccia, 'Una nuova comunit^ israelitica nelTEgitto tolemaico', RIsrE 16 
(1912); J. Offord, 'A new inscription concerning the Jews in Egypt', PEFQS 
(1914), pp.45-6; J. Juster, Les juifs dans I'empire romain i (1914), pp.348; S. 
Krauss, Synagogale Altertiimer (1922), p.264; H.I. Bell, Juden und Griechen 
im romischen Alexandreia (1926), p.50; S. Krauss, 'Synagoge', RE iv (1932), 
col. 1307 no.130; V.A. Tcherikover, Hellenistic civilization and the Jews 
(1959), p.297 n.3, p.303 nn.24 and 28, p.349 n.23; G. Delling, "Biblisch-
jiidische Namen im hellenistisch-rOmischen Agypten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.11 
n.2; A. Kasher, Three Jewish communities of Lower Egypt', SCIsr 2 (1975), 
p.116 n.l5, p.l21 n.47; E. Bemand, Recueil des inscriptions grecques du 
Fayoum i (1975), p.17 n.57; J.N. Sevenster, The roots of pagan anti-semitism 
(1975), p.l60 n.80; E.M. Smallwood, The Jews under Roman rule (1976), 
p.224 n.18; P.E. Dion, 'Synagogues et temples'. Science et Esprit 29 (1977), 
pp.55, 62, 65; A.T. Kraabel, 'Social systems of six Diaspora synagogues', in 
Ancient synagogues, ed. J. Gutmann (1981), p.90 n.l5; SchUrer revised ii 
(1982), pp.425-6 n.5; iii.i (1986), p.49; A. Kasher. The Jews in Hellenistic and 
Roman Egypt (1985), pp.111-4, 115 n.23b, 257-8 n.92; G.H,R. Horsley, New 
documents iv (1987), p.201; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and 
Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.700 n.l81; J.G. Griffiths, 'Egypt and the rise 
of the synagogue', JTS n.s.38 (1987), p.lO; J. M^ldze-Modrzejewski, Les juifs 
d'^gypte (1991), pp.81, 83; P. Trebilco, Jewish communities in Asia Minor 
(1991), p.229 n.28, p.260 n.38. 

On <)n£p, see no.13. Frey plausibly sets the inscription in the later part of the 
reign of Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II (Physcon), after his attack on Philometor's 
supporters, including Jews, following the death of Ptolemy VI Philometor in 
145 (see Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria i, pp.121-2, and ii, n.232). His 
marriage to Cleopatra III took place between Sep.140 and Feb.139 (L. 
Mooren, 'The wives and children of Ptolemy VHP, p.437), but both she and 
Cleopatra II were still alive at the time of his death in 116. In two other 
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25 (CIJ ii no.1442): Nitriai (probably el-Barniigi, about 9 miles s.w. 
of Damanhur): 140-116 B.C. Stele; honorific dedication of proseuche. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text f o l l o w s A. Bernand, Le delta 4gyptien i, p.960. 

uTt^ PaotX^cix; nToXepaiou | Kal PaoiXtocnit; KAeondtpo^ j Tr\c, 

d-hzh^c^ Kol paoiXioCTTii; | KX^OTwiTpa*; -ni^ YwaiKdi; I EuEpyetSv, 

ol t\ Nnplaii; 11 'louSaioi xf̂ v npooeuxi^v I Kai i d ovvK^povict. 

auvtcCpovxa (1.7): CIJ ovyKupovxa 

On behalf of king Ptolemy and queen Cleopatra the sister 
and queen Cleopatra the wife, Benefactors, the Jews in 
Nitriai (dedicated) the proseuche and its appurtenances. 

E. Breccia, 'Note epigrafiche', BSAA 24 (1929), pp.61-2 no.2 (facsimile; from 
the stone); SB iv (1931), p.92 no.7454; SEG viii (1937), p.58 no.366; CIJ ii 
(1952), p.369 no.l442 (photograph); CPJ iii (1964), p.l42 no.l442; B. Lifshitz, 
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inscriptions where the three monarchs were honoured in the same wording, 
the names of Cleopatra 'the wife* and, in one case, of Ptolemy himself were 
erased, presumably during the revolt of Cleopatra II in 131-130 (SB i 1162, 
APF 5 p.416). With the 'gateway*, compare the 'exedra' (28, below), also 
probably an annexed structure. Propylon is more common in non-Jewish 
Egyptian dedications; pylon here, less characteristically Egyptian, suits a 
Jewish building (A. Bernand). 

npootdvxcov, 'when [Theodore and Achillion] were presiding', probably 
implies that they held the office of prostates (Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria ii, 
p.476, n.l21 (referring to this inscription as SB v 862); revised SchUrer iii.i, 
p.102, n.54; Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt pp.111-4). 
The theophoric name Theodore was popular among Jews in Egypt and 
elsewhere (Tcherikover, Jews in Egypt, p.l90; twelve instances including this 
listed by Rokeah, CPJ iii p.177). Achillion occurs here only as Jewish, but 
much later Achillas (A.D.151, 156, 158-65) and Achilleus (c.A.D.295) are 
found as names used by Jews. 

Undecorated limestone stele, 20 x 26 cm. Letters painted in black. Letter 
forms: ABQZQ. 
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26: Naucratis: 30 B.C.- A.D,14. Statuette base (?). 
Unknown. 
Text follows A. Bernand, Le delta igyptien ii no.28, p.760. 

[ - - 'AJmiowiou awayorfbt; [ - - a]uv66a) Iafi[kx8iKf| [(^TOU^ .. 

Kodjcopoi;, Oan£vcb8 

[ - - o]uv65(ji) (1.2): Gardner [Iv a]w65^, de Ricci [AvCeî icev xfi C]DV68^ 
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Donateurs (1967), p.79 no.94; A. Bemand, Le delta igyptien i (1970), p.959' 
961, pl.49, no.S (photograph; from the stone); A. Kasher, Three Jewish 
communities of Lower Egypt', SCIsr 2 (1975), p.ll6 n.l5, p.l21. 

E.R. Goodenough, Jewish symbols ii (1958), pp.84-5; V.A. Tcherikover, 
Hellenistic civilization and the Jews (1959), p.297 n.3, p.303 n.28, p.349 n.23; 
P.M. Eraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria ii (1972), pp.164 n.316, 441 n.766; J.N, 
Sevenster, The roots of pagan anti-semitism (1975), p.l60 n.80; E.M, 
Smallwood, The Jews under Roman rule (1976), p.224 n.l8; P.E. Dion, 
'Synagogues et temples'. Science et Esprit 29 (1977), pp.55, 57, 60; A.T. 
Kraabel, 'Social systems of six Diaspora synagogues', in Ancient synagogues, 
ed. J. Gutmann (1981), p.90 n.l5; A. Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and 
Roman Egypt (1985), pp.57, 114-6, 213, 257-8 n.92; Schttrer revised iii.i 
(1986), p.49; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW 
II.20.2 (1987), p.700 n.l81; G.H.R. Horsley. New documents iv (1987), p.201; 
J. M l̂feze-Modrzejewski, Les juifs d'i^gypte (1991), pp.81, 83; P. Trebilco, 
Jewish communities in Asia Minor (1991), p.260 n.38. 

Ancient Nitriai, reached from Alexandria by crossing Lake Mareotis 
(Palladius, Lausiac History vii 1, quoted by Bernand, p.935), probably 
corresponds not to the modern Wfidi'n Natrun (Breccia, followed by CIJ, CPJ 
and Kasher, pp.114-6) but to el-Barnugi (as later shown by H.G. Evelyn 
White, The monasteries of the Wadi'n Natrun ii (New York, 1932), pp.17-24 
(translated and followed by Bemand, p.948); so D.J. CMtty, The desert a city 
(Oxford, 1966), pp.11-12 and map facing p.89. On vnip, see no.l3; on the 
date, see no.24; on <ruvKDp6vTa, see no.9. 

Undecorated limestone stele, 39 x 60 cm. Letter forms: A E P fi. 
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son of Ammonios, president .... to the Sambathic 
association, in the ... year of Caesar, Phamenoth 7. 

EA. Gardner, Naucratis ii (1888), p.68 no.15, pl.XXII no.l5 (facsimile; from 
the stone); IGRR i (1908) no.ll06; S. de Ricci, "Lettre k M. le secretaire 
perp^tuel', CRAI (1909), p.l45 (irom the stone); SB i (1915), p.4 no.l2; A. 
Bemand, Le delta igyptien ii (1970), pp.759-60 no.28, iii pl.41 fig.3 
(facsimile). 

E. Ziebarth, Das griechische Vereinswesen (1896), p.61; P. Poland, Geschichte 
des griechischen Vereinswesens (1909), p.575 no.B459; S. Krauss, Synagogale 
Altertumer (1922), p.26; L. Fuchs, Die Juden Aegyptens (1924), pp.128-9; C. 
Roberts, T.C. Skeat & A.D. Nock, The gild of Zeus Hypsistos', HTR 29 
(1936), p.74; H. Youtie, 'Sambathis', HTR 37 (1944), p.213; V.A. Tcherikover, 
CPJ iii (1964), pp.43-56; E. Bemand, Les inscriptions grecques et latines de 
Philae ii (1969), p.71; M. San Nicol6, Agyptisches Vereinswesen ii (1972), 
p.62; G. Delling, 'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im hellenistisch-rSmischen 
Agypten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.26 n.l; E. Bemand, Repertoire bibliographique 
des IGRR (1983), p.30 no.ll06. 

The text was first published by Gardner, who thought that the inscription 
was probably complete at the top; there is a clear margin on the right-hand 
side. He noted (pp. 19-20) that most of the finds from Naucratis were sent to 
museums in Britain, and de Ricci said this one was in the British Museum, 
but it has not been listed in any of the museum's catalogues. The reading of 
oM\iay(£rf6c, in 1.1 is due to de Ricci (and was previously restored in the IGRR 
text, which otherwise followed Gardner); Gardner noted only parts of letters, 
without suggesting how they should be interpreted. 

The Sambathic association mentioned in the inscription is likely to take 
its name either f r o m the sabbath (with the change of -pp- to -up- which is 
also found in sabbath names) or from the Jewish sibyl (and putative goddess 
of the sabbath) Sambathis. The theory maintained by Ziebarth and Youtie 
that it worshipped the goddess Sambethe from Asia Minor is refuted by 
Tcherikover's arguments that such a goddess never existed {CPJ iii, pp.47-9). 
The title is analogous to AnoXXoviaicfi ai}vo5o^ in SB i 312 and 'EoEYX^lpiocKf^ 

o-GvoSo^ in SB 1 4211; there are many other references to o G v o S o i ; as the title 
of religious associations in Egypt. It is possible that the Sambathic 
association consisted of Jews, but since there are no other records of a 
Jewish community at Naucratis it is more likely that the members were 
sabbath observers and not full Jews - perhaps the sort of people like the 
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27 (CIJ ii no. l443): Athribis (Benha): 2nd or 1st century B.C. 
Plaque; honorific dedication of proseuche. 
Unknown. 
Text follows S. Reinach, REJ 17 (1888), pp.236-7 (see below). 

itnkp ^CKfxXtox; riToXefxaiou [ xal pamWoari^ KXeondTpou;, j 

nTOX£|j.ato(; 'EjntdiSou, | 6 tiaaT&vr]q xmv (puXxxtaTcov, [ xal ol iv 

'AGpipei 'Iou5aToi, ] | Tfjv npooeuxV | •C)\)rtoxcoi. 

On behalf of king Ptolemy and queen Cleopatra, Ptolemy 
son of Epikydes, chief of police, and the Jews in Athribis 
(dedicated) the proseuche to the Most High God. 

S. Reinach, 'La communaut^ juive d'Athribis', REJ 17 (1888), pp.235-8 (from 
a copy as reproduced in print by E.E. Roupas, reojypotfpiKal liifi£i<&oei?, in the 
journal Homeros (Smyrna, 1876), pp.365-6, 407); S. Reinach, *La communaut^ 
juive d'Athribis dans la Basse-figypte', BCH 13 (1889), p.l79 (identical with 
the foregoing apart from additional introductory paragraphs in REJ); OGIS i 
(1903), pp.170-1 no.96; K. Buchheim, 'Jiidische Synagogeninschriften in 
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man described by Juvenal (xiv 96-101) as "metuentem sabbata', whose son 
becomes a proselyte. The evidence about sabbath observers is discussed by 
Tcherikover (esp. pp.45-7, 51-4), and that on 'godfearers' by Reynolds & 
Tannenbaum, Jews and godfearers, pp.48-66. If the stone is really a 
statuette base, which has been supposed because of two holes in the upper 
and lower sides, it might suggest that the Sambathic association did not 
share the sensibilities of some Jews about images (see comments on no.20, 
above). 

An inscription from Cilicia (OGIS ii 573) refers to a group of lappaTiotat 
with an officer called a owaYmyfit;; it is unclear in that case too whether the 
people are Jews or judaizers. ovvaYfoyd̂  is also the title of the officer of the 
Isis-worshipping association in SB i 5022. 

Ammonios is found as a name used by Jews in Syria (CIJ ii 852) and 
Cyrenaica (CJZC 72.9, app.l2h), but was of course very common among 
pagans. 

Limestone block, 7.6 x 18 x 18 cm., one side damaged, holes on upper and 
lower faces. Letter forms: A G C CO. 
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Alexandria*, AZJ 67 (1903), p.487; U. Wilcken, Review of OGIS, APF 3 
(1906), p.322; J. Oehler, 'Epigraphische Beitrfige zur Geschichte des 
Judentums', MGWJ 53 (1909), pp.451-2 no.230; M. Engers, 'Observationes ad 
Aegypti pertinentes administrationem', Mnemosyne 45 (1917), p.260; A. 
Neppi Modona, "La vita pubblica e privata degli ebrei in Egitto', Aegyptus 2 
(1921), pp.261, 267, 270; 3 (1922), p.25; L. Fuchs, Die Juden Aegyptens 
(1924), pp.11, 128; A.B. Cook, Zeus. A study in ancient religion ii.ii (1925), 
p.889; CIJ ii (1952), pp.370-1 no.l443; W. Peremans and E. van 't Dack, 
Prosopographica Ptolemaica ii (1952), p.244 no.4537; viii, p.227 no.4537; E. 
Gabba, Iscrizioni greche e latine (1958), pp.24-5 no.6; CPJ iii (1964), p.l42 
no.l443; B. Lifshitz, Donateurs (1967), p.79 no.95; A. Kasher, Three Jewish 
communities of Lower Egypt', SCIsr 2 (1975), pp.117, 119; SchUrer revised 
iii.i (1986), pp.49, 136 n.41; G.H.R. Horsley, New documents iv (1987), p.201 
no.110.2. 

S. Reinach, 'Chronique d'Orient', RevArck 14 (1889), p.l38; H. Willrich, 
Juden und Griechen (1896), pp.151-2; M.L. Strack, Die Dynastie der 
Ptolemder (1897), p.274 n.l66; A. BOchler, Die Tobiaden und die Oniaden 
(1899), p.234 n.59; S. de Ricci, Taleography', JE ix (1905), p.473; A. Bludau, 
Juden und Judenverfolgungen (1906), p.34; E. Schttrer, Geschichte iii (1909), 
p.43, cf. p.l32 n.40; P. Wendland, Die hellenistisch-romische Kultur (1912), 
pp.107-8; S. Krauss, Synagogale Altertumer (1922), pp.264, 349; J. Gutmann, 
'Athribis', EJ iii (1929), cols.624-5; S. Krauss, 'Synagoge', RE iv (1932), 
p.1306 no.l28; A. Calderini, Dizionario dei nomi geografici e topografici 
dell'Egitto romano i.i (1935), p.32; C. Roberts, TC. Skeat & A.D. Nock, 'The 
gild of Zeus Hypsistos', HTR 29 (1936), p.69 n.80; CIJ i (1936), pp.8, 17 & 
n.46 (as OGIS 96); V.A. Tcherikover, Hellenistic civilization and the Jews 
(1959), p.297 n.3, p.303 n.28, p.340 n.34, p.349 n.23; P.M. Fraser, Ptolemaic 
Alexandria ii (1972), p.441 n.766 (IV); p.476 n.l21; S. Applebaum, The legal 
status of the Jewish communities in the Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i 
(1974), p.424 n.4; J.N. Sevenster, The roots of pagan anti-semitism (1975), 
p.l60 n.80; P.E. Dion, 'Synagogues et temples'. Science et Esprit 29 (1977), 
pp.55-6; M. Hengel, Jews, Greeks and barbarians (1980), p.95 n.l5; A.T. 
Kraabel, 'Social systems of six Diaspora synagogues', in Ancient synagogidcs, 
ed. J. Gutmann (1981), p.90 n.l5; J. M^Uze-Modrzejewski, 'Splendeurs 
grecques et misfires romaines', in Les juifs du Nil, ed. J. Hassoun (1981), 
p.27; E. Bernand, Repertoire bibliographique des OGIS (1982), p.26 no.96; A. 
Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), pp.116-8, 202 n.50; 
L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW n.20.2 (1987), 
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28 {CIJ ii no. l444); Athribis (Benha): 2nd or 1st century B.C. 
Plaque; honorific dedication of part of proseuche. 
Unknown. 
Text follows S. Reinach, REJ 17 (1888), p.236 (majuscule text; see 
no.27), as transcribed and corrected by D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no. 1444, 
p. 143. 
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p.700 nn.181-2; M. Hengel, The interpenetration of Judaism and Hellenism', 
CHJ ii (1989), p.l97 n.6; J. M^lfeze-Modrzejewski, Les juifs d'tgypte (1991), 
p.81; P. Trebilco, Jewish communities in Asia Minor (1991), p.133 & n.27, 
p.260 n.38. 
The inscriptions 27 and 28 and the fragmentary 135 were discovered at 
Benha c.l876, bought by T. Kovatchevitch, and sold by him towards the end 
of June 1876 *k un anglais dont on ne donne pas le nom* (S. Reinach, REJ 
17, summarizing E.E. Roupas, and republishing from Roupas the copies of 
the inscriptions made by TI. Stavrinides). 

On imtp, see no.13. The king is named first, and the date is therefore 
unlikely to be a time when a Cleopatra acted as regent for her son or 
brother; but eligible periods include parts of the reigns, while married to a 
Cleopatra, of Ptolemy V Epiphanes (194-180), Ptolemy VI Philometor 
(175-170, when his brother Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II became co-ruler), 
Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II (145-140, after which date he was simultaneously 
the husband of two Cleopatras; see L. Mooren, 'The wives and children of 
Ptolemy VIIF), Ptolemy X Alexander I (101-88), Ptolemy XI Alexander II 
(80) and Ptolemy XII (Auletes) (79-68). 

Ptolemy was a common name among Egyptian Jews: the prosopography 
of CPJ has nine examples from papyri, and see also no.l22 below. A Jewish 
(puXuKiTTiq witnessed a document of 173 B.C. at Hephaistias in the Fayum 
{CPJ i, pp.167-8 no.25). For the pagan and Jewish divine title tiiirto-roi; see 
Gen. xiv 18-19, 22 (comments on the LXX by M. Harl, La genese (Paris, 
1986), pp.160-1). Num. xxiv 16, Deut. xxxii 8, etc; Fraser, i, p.282 & nn.764-
5; M. Simon, 'Theos Hypsistos', Ex orbe religionum (Melanges G. Widengren) 
(Leiden, 1972), i, pp.372-85; Reynolds & Tannenbaum, Jews and godfearers, 
pp.138-40 nos.11-12 (possibly Jewish inscriptions from Aphrodisias). 

Marble plaque. Letter forms: A E Z CI. 
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dnXoTgpa 0.4): CIJ <t>iX(w>ilpa 
Ttpooe\)xfi(i> (1.6): iota for nu on the stone (Reinach, pp.236-7) 

On behalf of king Ptolemy and queen Cleopatra and their 
children, Hermias and his wife Philotera and their children 
(gave) this exedra to the proseuche. 

S. Reinach, 'La communaut^ juive d'Athribis', REJ 17 (1888), pp.235-8; S. 
Reinach, 'La communaut^ juive d'Athribis dans la Basse-6gypte', BCH 13 
(1889), p.179 (identical vnth the foregoing apart from additional introductory 
paragraphs in REJ); OGIS i (1903), p.l77 no.lOl; A. Neppi Modona, 'La vita 
pubblica e privata degh ebrei in Egitto', Aegyptus 2 (1921), pp.267, 270; L. 
Fuchs, Die Juden Aegyptens (1924), p.ll; CIJ ii (1952), p.37l no.l444; SB v 
(1955), p.550 no.8875; CPJ iii (1964), p.l43 no.l444; B. Lifshitz, Donateurs 
(1967), pp.79-80 no.96; A. Kasher, Three Jewish communities of Lower 
Egypt', SCIsr 2 (1975), p.ll7, p.l21 n.46; SchUrer revised iii.i (1986), pp.49, 
136 n.41; G.H.R. Horsley, New documents iv (1987), p.201 no.110.1. 

H. Willrich, Juden und Griechen (1895), p.l52; A. BUchler, Die Tobiaden und 
die Oniaden (1899), p.234; S. Krauss, Synagogale Altertumer (1922), p.349; J. 
Gutmann, 'Athribis', EJ iii (1929), p.625; S. Krauss, 'Synagoge', RE iv (1932), 
col.1307 no.l28; A. Calderini, Dizionario dei nomi geografici e topografici 
dell'Egitto romano i.i (1935), p.32; E.R. Goodenough, Jewish symbols ii 
(1958), p.85; V.A. Tcherikover, Hellenistic civilization and the Jews (1959), 
p.303 n.28, p.349 n.23; P.M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria i (1972), pp.84, 
282; ii, pp.164 n.316, 441 n.766 (IV), 443 n.773; J.N. Sevenster, The roots of 
pagan anti-semitism (1975), p.160 n.80; P.E. Dion, 'Synagt^ues et temples', 
Science et Esprit 29 (1977), pp.55, 62 n.78; A.T. Kraabel, 'Social systems of 
six Diaspora synagogues', in Ancient synagogues, ed. J. Gutmann (1981), p.90 
n.l5; E. Bemand, Repertoire bibliographique des OGIS (1982), p.27 no.lOl; 
A. Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), pp.115-7; G. 
Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.ll7 
no.493; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 
(1987), p.700 n.l81; J.G. Griffiths, 'Egypt and the rise of the synagogue', JTS 
n.s.38 (1987), p.9; J. M^lfeze-Modrzejewski, Les juifs d'tgypte (1991), p.81; P. 
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\)Tcfep fk«yiW<d9 n-ioXenalou | KOI paotXtaariq KX^ondxpou; | KOI 

Twv T&KVCOV j 'Epixlou; KOI ^iXortpa f| yuvf) | KOI i d noaSia Tfiv5e 

^4^5pav Tqi npooz\)xr[{i). 
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Trebilco, Jewish communities in Asia Minor (1991), p.260 n.38. 

No.28 is dated a little later than no.27 in CIJ and CPJ, but Kasher (1985), 
pp.116-7, urges that both are of the same time, their object being to 
distinguish the different donors and contributions; the latter view seems 
more probable, for it is likely that the plan of the proseuche would have 
included a main hall and subsidiary structures (cf. ti^v npooewx̂ v̂ KQI T& 
o w K u p f i v T O at Nitriai in no.25, above, and the same phrase, partly restored, 
in no.9). 

Exedra (1.5) had a wide range of meaning in the Hellenistic and Roman 
periods; a loan-word in Latin, Hebrew and Aramaic (including Syriac and 
Palmyrene), it is applied to structures ranging from free-standing outdoor 
sitting-places to sub-divisions of or annexes to private houses and public 
buildings, including gymnasia, temples and churches (see S. Krauss, 
Griechische und lateinische Lehnworter in Talmud und Midrasch (2 vols, 
Berlin, 1898-9), ii, pp.44-5; G. Starra Tedde in E. de Ruggiero, ed., 
Dizionario epigrafico, ii (1961), pp.2182-9; and F.W. Deichmann, 'Exedra', 
RAC vi (1966), cols.1165-74). Here it seems likely to be a room with one open 
side, annexed to the main hall, provided with seating, and used for meeting 
and discussion, perhaps including judicial and teaching sessions. 

(i) Although sometimes free-standing, in both private and public 
buildings the exedra was commonly annexed to another structure. Vitruvius 
(v 11.2) recommends the formation of exedrae in the porticoes of a palaestra, 
so that philosophers, rhetors and others who are studiously inclined may sit 
and dispute, and the curia of Pompey, where the senate met on the Ides of 
March, was an exedra belonging to a portico (Plutarch, Bru. xiv 2, xvii 1). 
Comparably, the exedra of Midas (107/6 B.C.) in the Syrian sanctuary at 
Delos, one of a number of exedrae there, had an opening into a portico 
(Inscr. Delos 2253-4, and P. Roussel, Dilos colonie athinienne (Paris, 1916), 
pp.259-60); and lofty exedrae opened off the gates of Herod's temple in 
Jerusalem (Josephus, B.J. v 203). Accordingly, with reference to private 
houses, in rabbinic texts an exedra is sometimes mentioned together with a 
gatehouse (cf no.24) and a gallery, structures which could be annexed to a 
house; so in Mishnah, Sotah viii 3 it is laid down that building an exedra, 
etc., is not covered by the reference to building 'a house' in Deut. xx 5, and 
the question is discussed at Sifre Deut. 194, and in Targ. Judg. iii 24 an 
exedra is the room separating Eglon's upper chamber from the outside world. 

(ii) Many occurrences of the word, including those noted in (i), would be 
suited by the meaning impHed (with reference to a private house) in 
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Mishnah, Oholoth vi 2, a room with three walls and a roof-covering, but open 
on one side (revised SchUrer, ii, p.57, n.l66; E. Ben Yehuda, Lexicon Totius 
Hebraitatis, i, p.216); compare Vitruvius vii 9.2 loci aperti'. 

(iii) Exedrae in public buildings provided seating for philosophic or 
communal debate (Vitruvius and Plutarch, as cited in (i)). Similarly, the 
Alexandrian Museum had ncplnatov mX î Kpav ml OIKOV \it/wi (Strabo, Geog, 
xviii 1.8; a visitor would perhaps encounter the three items in the order of 
his Ust); as the "house* was used for dining (Strabo, ibid.), the walk and the 
exedra probably served respectively for peripatetic and seated discussion. An 
exedra is envisaged as a judgment-hall by Josephus, when he describes 
Solomon's aiKd^i TUV ep6vwv 'porch of the seats' (III Kingdoms vii 44 s= I Kings 
vii 7) as 'a meignificent exedra' (Josephus, Ant. viii 134). In the temple of 
Ezekiel's vision, some exedrae were approached by a nepinato<; (compare the 
Museum); others were used by the priests for keeping their garments of 
ministry (Ezek. xiii 1, xliv 19 LXX), and included a place for boiling or 
baking the offerings (Ezek. xlvi 19-20 LXX). In Alexandria the Serapeum 
likewise had many exedrae, for use by sacristans and those undergoing 
purification, according to Rufinus, H.E. xi 23. 

Two principal identifications of the Athribis exedra are current: (a) 
vestibule (S. Reinach), Vorhalle (np6vao(;, as in the Mantinea sunagogue (CIJ 
720, fourth cent. A.D.)) (S. Krauss, Altertumer, p.349, followed by CIJ), 
portique (B. Lifshitz); (b) (from the function of an exedra as a sitting-place) 
wall-bench (E.R. Goodenough), a raised podium or pfjua inside the proseuche 
(P.M. Fraser, ii, p.443, n.773; tentatively, but also asking why, if the exedra 
was a portico or a np6vao ,̂ it was not so called). The suggestions of wall-
bench or podium, however, seem less likely in view of the evidence ((i) and 
(ii), above) for exedrae as distinct but annexed rooms. On the other hand, as 
Fraser indicates, the exedra called by that name should not be viewed 
entirely as a np6vaoq; it will indeed have been an annexe to the proseuche, 
and the proseuche might well have been accessible through it, but it will also 
have been important in its own right. Its use for discussion, as in the 
passages noted under (i) and (iii) above, could be envisaged as including 
judicial and teaching sessions, and would fit Philo's emphasis (e.g. Leg. 156) 
on the proseuchae as places of education in the ancestral philosophy. 

Hermias is found as a name used by Jews in Egypt {CPJ 88.3) and Rome 
{CIJ 220) Philotera occurs here only in Egyptian and Cyrenaic Jewish 
evidence, but belongs to a group of names beginning 0tX- which were popular 
among Jews (no.2, above). 
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Marble plaque. Letter forms: A 71. 

29 (CIJ ii no. l451): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh); necropolis: 1st 
century B.C. or A.D. Stele; epitaph; metrical. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows E. Bernand, IM no.70, p.282. 

[ 1 
t ] I (I£ Kol VUV 

a [n]apo5ELTa, 6 7ev|v1iaa<; yap IIUYI** nevGei 

TnK6|ji£vo(; v̂ x̂ t*- ''l^v ytvEi f[S^ (pl|Xoi5. 
el 5fe e£Xe[i]i;, yvStvai 50va| |oai n6am\ nto[T]i5 5 

X'̂ ^̂ x̂ , Kal I K€X; ndwieq dSupud^ txzi. 
5eu|p' TOi KOI tp6yvi\(30v IX)[L&(\{X)OV | ul6v Aoipaxo^ 

n&vze^ (1-6): 1. T t d v x a ^ 

Iofi6Ti{X)ov (1.7): lambda for delta on the stone 
[ x i ] ^ 7ioxaTi6^ (1.8): CIJ [xtt;, jrox]an6(;[ 

.... me even now, passer-by. For my father greatly mourns, 
melted in his soul, along with my family and friends. But if 
you wish, you can know how great was (my) faithfulness 
and grace, and how all are possessed by grief Come hither 
and ask Somoelos son of Doras, who and whence (he was) 

E. Naville, "Report of the necropolis of Tell-el-Yahoodieh', The Academy 31 
(1887), pp.295-6 (from the stone); E. Naville, The mound of the Jew and the 
city of Onias*, Egypt Exploration Fund, 7th Memoir (1890), p.l5 and pl.III B 
(facsimile; from the stone); J.G. Milne, Greek inscriptions (1905), p.61 
no.9253 (from the stone); H. Lietzmann, 'JUdisch-griechische Inschriften aus 
Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.285 no.37 = KS i (1958), p.442; SEG viii 
(1937), p.83 no.485; CIJ ii (1952), pp.382-3 no.l451; CPJ iii (1964), pp.145-6 
no.l451; E. Bernand, IM (1969), pp.281-4 no.70, pLxxii (photograph; from the 
stone); A. Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), p.l29 
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(facsimile). 

E. Naville, "Les fouilles du Delta pendant ITiiver de 1887', Recueil de 
Travaux 10 (1888), p.55; S. Reinach, 'Chronique d'Orient', RevArch 11 (1888), 
p.390; F. LI. Griffith, The antiquities of Tell el-Yahoudieh', Egypt 
Exploration Fund, 7th Memoir (1890), p.52; W. Peek, 'Griechische 
Epigramme aus Aegypten', BSAA 27 (1932), p.62; G. Delling, 'Biblisch-
jUdische Namen im hellenistisch-r&mischen Agypten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.lO 
n.2; M. Stern, 'The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; 
SchUrer revised iii.i (1986), p.l46 n.33; C. Sirat et al., LM ketouba de Cologne 
(1986), p.33 n.7. 

The top of the stele bearing this epitaph is lost, and there are traces of 
letters at the transverse break. The remainder of the stele is broken into two 
longitudinally. The inscription is arranged within a sunk field. Plenty of 
room is left at the foot; the eighth surviving line of letters is completed on 
the stone, but the text ends abruptly with the end of this line, and the 
cutting of the inscription was perhaps unfinished. 

The fragments of the stele were found in the Middle Cemetery at Tell el-
Yehoudieh (see Introduction), and the name IOHATIXO^ (1.7) occurs also in the 
prose epitaph no.58, below, probably from Tell el-Yehoudieh (bought in 
Cairo). The likely limits of dating, as with other Tell el-Yehoudieh epitaphs, 
are from the settlement of Onias's colony in the mid-second century B.C. to 
the Jewish revolt under Tr^an, A.D.I 15-7; the lettering suggests the 
imperial period, according to E. Bernand. 

The departed addresses the passer-by, beginning his report from the 
mourning his death has caused, as in Peek GV nos.1116-25. The elegiac 
metre is sometimes defective or surprising throughout the surviving text (the 
hexameter lines 3,5,7). The vestiges of one line of letters can be seen above 
the line beginning ^e, but It is impossible to reckon the number of lines 
which have disappeared at the top of the stele. At least one distich is 
missing* (E. Bernand). On the assumption that KQI VVV is the ending of a 
metrical line, a pentameter completing an elegiac distich would most readily 
be expected, and xot must then have been scanned as a short syllable, as E. 
Bemand suggests, although it is long in 11.6-7 (but note the phonetic change 
whereby ai became interchangeable with e, Thackeray, Grammar, §6,11; 
Gignac, Grammar, i, pp.192-3). Alternatively, on the more readily expected 
scansion, the line may have been a hexameter, irregularly admitted as at 
no.35, 1.5 below or Peek, GV 1198 = E. Bemand, IM no.75, 11.14 and 18. In 
1.3, either a long element is lacking in the fourth or fifth foot, or î l̂ Yla is 
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scanned as a spondee (the stress on the first syllable might possibly have 
slowed and emphasized the word). In 1.5 there is a similar lack of a long in 
the fourth foot, or a long or two shorts in the fifth foot. In 1.7, there are short 
elements which would normally have been valued as long in the second and 
last syllables of £p6nioov and the last syllable of vl6v; compare no.36 1.5, 
below, for the mixture of a with o, and the exclusion of lengthening before a 
final consonant which is followed by an initial consonant in the next word. 
By contrast, the last syllable of Io(i6iiXov is long, and the name appears to be 
scanned as a short and two longs by synizesis; compare E. Bernand, IM 
no.75, 1.5, the proper name AiinTitptou. However the metrical phenomena are 
to be explained, this epitaph clearly includes lines which are rough by 
comparison with the best available to Leontopolis patrons (e.g. in no.38, 
below). It can be compared in this respect with nos.35, 36 and 37, below, or, 
among non-Jewish inscriptions from Egypt, with E. Bernand, IM 12 = SEG 
XV 878 (Hellenistic), 52 = Peek GV 1556 (second century A.D. or later), 96 = 
Peek GV 1245 (c. second century A.D.). 

ni<Txi<; f[St x^^'i (11-5-6) are qualities of the dead son (Bemand, against 
Prey, who applies them to the father in his translation), but are probably not 
to be understood theologically, although Bernand takes them as faith in God 
and the grace of God, thinking Somoelos too young to be praised for fidelity, 
and a Jewish epitaph unlikely to vanut physical grace (contrast p.38, where 
he takes x<5pi5 here in the sense of beauty). In Septuagintal usage jdaxic, 
regularly has the moral sense of faithfulness' (e.g. Ecclus i 27 nloTî  KOX 
npa6vr\<;, cf xiv 4) or reliability (as opposed to bribery, Ecclus xl 12); in this 
sense it converged with the conception of iScm^ among the Stoics, for whom 
it was a great virtue (Epictetus, Diss, ii 41, 6 fivepowto^ jtp6<; lAaxiv ytyovev, 
quoted by R. Bultmann s.v. mmcdoa KZX., TDNT vi p.l82). iciorfi^ in the moral 
sense is the epithet of Moses (Num. xii 7) and David (LXX II Kingdoms xxiii 
1) and iricmi; the political virtue of Moses (Ecclus xiv 4) and Simon 
Maccabaeus (I Mace, xiv 35). The Septuagintal usage, especially in its 
political aspect, is comparable with the treatment of Jtionq as a political and 
civic virtue in inscriptions from the 2nd century B.C. onwards, no doubt 
against the Stoic background noted above; see L. Robert, l^tudes 
d'6pigraphie grecque', RPh 1 (1927), pp.104-5 (examples from Asia Minor and 
Greece), and J. Reynolds, Aphrodisias and Rome (1982), docs 30 (1st century 
B.C.) and 25 (A.D. 250/1). In the examples quoted by Robert and Reynolds, 
Tit<m^ is linked with virtues including O^VEOI^, zixj^ia, d.p£xf\ and 
KaXoxAYaÔ tt, but not with xî pi?- X<5<pi?. without losing its sense of 'charm*, 
acquired moral overtones in the LXX, especially in the Wisdom books, e.g. 
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Prov. iii 22 (counsel and understanding are grace to the neck); the passage 
beginning in Ecclus xl 12 with ntom; ends by commending x&pv;, made to 
parallel iXeimooiivTi in the sense of 'generosity* (Ecclus xl 17; compare the use 
of the plural in no.39, 1.8, below). 'Grace' here, then, is probably primarily 
'graciousness', not without the external as well as internal reference of the 
word. For mature virtue in those who die young, see Wisd. iv 7-16. 

For ji&vte^ (1.6) one would expect the accusative n&vxaq; compare no.34 
below, 1.3, where ii6vta(; appears on the stone, but n&vtê  would be expected; 
the two forms seem to have been interchangeable in common usage 
(Bernand, IM, p.94). On the frequent interchange of a and t, see Thackeray, 
Grammar, §6,2-6 and Gignac, Grammar, i, pp.278-83. 

The name Somoelos (also in no.58), probably a decUnable form of Hebrew 
Samuel, is the name of two of the LXX translators in the Letter of Aristeas, 
47-8; a third (50) is called Iapo1)TiXo;, the declinable Greek form found in 
Josephus. The LXX, Philo and the N.T. use the indeclinable lofiovfjX. Just 
possibly Somoelos corresponds to la^a^X a (I)shmael, Ezra x 22. bRSOH? occurs 
as a probably Jewish name on an ostracon of the Greek period (Lidzbarski, 
Ephemeris, ii, pp.243-8). More probably, however, there were several current 
Greek forms of the name Samuel, as in the case of Abraham (no.39, 1.4, 
below). This view (similarly, Tcherikover, Jews in Egypt, p.184) is confirmed 
by later Beth She'arim epitaphs, with the forms 2apoi)£X., lanovuXoi;, Lâ ioxiXoi; 
and (close to Somoelos) lovnuî Xo^ (Schwabe & Lifshitz, Beth She'arim, ii, 
pp.90 (no.202) & 109 (index). Cohen, 'Translators', pp.61-2, associates 
Somoelos with Samuel, noting without discussion that the two forms of the 
name in the Letter of Aristeas raise questions. For the name Doras (1.7), a 
contracted form of Dorotheus, cf. Josephus, Ant. xx 163 (a native of 
Jerusalem, c.A.D.55). 

The end of the epitaph at the end of a line of letters, but after only one 
and a half feet of the metrical line, suggests that the cutting was unfinished. 
The surviving text has already told 'who', but not 'whence' Somoelos was 
(these two formulaic queries are neatly paraphrased and answered in no.38, 
11.2-4, below). Given the consistent attempt at verse in this epitaph, it seems 
likely that at least the remainder of a pentameter is missing at the end. 

Limestone stele with upper part missing, 49 x 49 cm., recessed field. Letter 
forms: A G C CO. 
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[AJTipou; (b^ (fetSv) X-Ti'. (Etoi)(;) v5' 'Ae[TJ]p y' . 

Kal o\) 'AX^^ocvSpe | Jiaol<piX€ KOI dv§y|K>.TiTe 

Kepiai... (1.1): CPJ Kepnai... 
[ - - - ] (1.1): Wilhelm [ItiTpdi;], Lietzmann [fivauSog], Peek [fitopoi;] 
S(bv o o c p t i a i ] (1.4): CPJ i&iv aw[£a£i], CIJ iSiv oo[ ] 
oe|Jv6Ta[tov u u - u ] (1.5): Lietzmann aep.v6Ta[Tov PidxEDfia], Wilhelm 
aefiv6Ta[tov noMxeujial, Crtinert oepv6Ta[tii<; ^So^ Apxfli;] 
[Aln^aq (1.7): CIJ 

Here under the shelter of stone, stranger, lies .... Demas, 
leaving behind a most unhappy mother in her old age, 
unhappy children in their tender years, and a wife in 
bitterness. Many men he helped by his wisdom. Weep for 
the man who has left the most august .... and his city, and 
the haunts and friendship of men. 

Demas about 38 years old. In the 54th year, Hathyr 3. 

You too Alexander, friend of all, without reproach, excellent 
one, farewell. 

55 

30 (Plate X; CIJ i i no. l490): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): 117 
B.C. Stele; epitaph; metrical. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows E. Bernand, IM no. 14, p.89. 

{>7C(i ih omXdSo^ li^XaSpov, ^bfz, Keptoa ? - - - ] 

ATifia*;, YHPOt̂  d^el^ M̂ Htp̂ Q ^XeivoxdlTni;] 

KOI T^Kva vl̂ m.' feX£iv& xot a^Mjtripcliv na[p&Komv], 

noXKm Av9p<im(ov poi96(; £<bv oo(p[lai]' 

K^auaate T6V 7ipoX.u:6vta xh oe^v6Ta[TOv u u - u ] 

Kal n6Xiv, dcvGpffijicov 6' l^eea Kcd {pi>.(o[v. 
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C.C. Edgar, Tomb-stones from Tell el YahoudieV ASAE 19 (1920), p.217 no.l 
(from the stone); H. Lietzmann, 'Jiidisch-griechische Inschriften aus Tell el 
Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), pp.280-1 no.l, supplemented by G. Klaffenbach in 
KS i (1958), p.437; SB iii (1926), p.25 no.6160; W. Peek, 'Zu griechischen 
Epigrammen aus Aegypten', Hermes 66 (1931), pp.319-20; A. Wilhelm, 'Arzte 
und Arztinnen in Pontos, Lykien und Agypten', JOAI 27 (1932), Beiblatt 
cols.89-92; SEG viii (1937), p.82 no.483; CIJ ii (1952), pp.404-6 no.l490 
(photograph); W. Peek, GV (1955), p.l79 no.700 (from the stone); CPJ iii 
(1964), pp.152-3 no.l490; E. Bernand IM (1969), pp.89-92 no.l4 and pl.XIX 
(photograph; from the stone). 

W. Peek, 'Nachtragliches zu den Epigrammen aus Aegypten*, Hermes 67, 
(1932), p.l31; G. Zuntz, Review of CPJ iii, JSS 10 (1965), p.291; A. Bernand, 
Alexandrie la Grande (1966), p.l63; M. Stem, 'The Jewish Diaspora', in 
Safrai and Stem i (1974), p.l23; U. Fischer, Eschatologie und 
Jenseitserwartung (1978), p.238; A. Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and 
Roman Egypt (1985), p.l23 n.53; p.l27 n.68; G. Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in 
der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.100; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish 
inscriptions in Greek and Latin*, ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 nn.36, 40; p.680 
n.57. 

This is one of twenty-two inscribed stones obtained from the inhabitants of 
villages near the site of the cemetery near Tell el-Yehoudieh by Tewfik 
Effendi Boulos (Edgar, ASAE 19, pp.216-7; cf. nos.31 and 67). It was entered 
in the reception-book of the Cairo Museum on 10th November 1918, but is 
inventoried in the Alexandria Museum no.21819 (Edgar, ibid.; E. Bemand, 
p.89). 

The stone is broken on the right-hand side. A six-line epitaph in elegiac 
couplets, arranged so that the lines of lettering are the same as the metrical 
lines, is followed by marks, legible as the beginning of the same epitaph, and 
representing a first attempt at the inscription, given up by the stone-cutter 
(Peek, followed by E. Bernand, pp.90-1). Below these marks are two 
mutilated lines giving Demas's age and date of death, in prose. Well below 
these lines, at the bottom of the stele, are three lines addressing Alexander, 
in prose. Their large, irregular letters contrast with the regularity of the six-
line epitaph, and content combines with form to show that they are a later 
addition (Edgar, p.217; E. Bernand, p.92). 

The date corresponds to 22nd November in the 54th year; the only reign 
of sufficient length is that of Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II, reckoned from 170, 
the beginning of his joint rule with Ptolemy VI Philometor and Cleopatra II, 
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and giving the year o f Demas's death as 117. The date is therefore close to 
that of the proseuche inscriptions of Xenephyris and Nitriai, and probably 
also to that of the proclamation of asylum for an unidentified proseuche 
(nos.24, 25 and 125). This is a much earlier date than those to which other 
Tell el-Yehoudieh inscriptions are commonly assigned, and underlines the 
possibility that a number may be Ptolemaic rather than Roman (cf. 
Lietzmann, p.438). 

1 'The shelter of stone' is perhaps the tomb-stone (LSJ, s. onlXâ ; Lewis); 
but o n i X a ^ is used of rock by land and sea in epigrams (e.g., among texts 
cited by Wilhelm, AP. vi 217,2; 223,4; vii 275,2; 287,2; 382,4), and the sense 
of covering associated with jiJXaGpov suggests, rather, the rock ft"om which 
the tomb w a s cut (cf AP. vii 1,4 (Alcaeus of M e s s e n e ) , 'they laid the corpse 
[of Homer] beneath the coastal rock', dtaatp ... itnd omX&Bx, probably followed 
ibid. 2,3 (Antipater of Sidon) &6* fkaxov vaatTn;**Iov o m X A i ; 'I, the island-rock 
of los, received [Homer]' (CJOW & Page, Hellenistic epigrams, ii, p.l7)). E. 
Bemand translates 'cette demeure de pierre' and r e f e r s the phrase to the 
tomb, without deciding between tomb-stone and rock. The coujectural 
restorations at the end of 1.1 give conventional epithets ('speechless', 
Lietzmann; 'untimely dead'. Peek) or a suggested profession ('physician', 
Wilhelm; see on 1.4, below). 

2 Demas is attested as a n a m e used by J e w s in an Edfu ostracon of 
A.D.72 (cited vnth two occurrences in other ostraca by Rokeah, CPJ iii, 
p.172, s.v.) and at Teucheira (CJZC app.l9d). Demas in Col. iv 14 (also 
Philemon 24, II Tim. iv 10) is often held to be a non-Jew, on the basis of the 
contrast in Col. iv 11-12 between those f r o m the circumcision' and Epaphras 
f r o m you'; but the additional message of greeting in Col. iv 14 lacks the 
continuity with v e r s e 12 which would make this implication clear, and 
Demas may be a n a m e used by a Jew there too. 

4 oo(p[iai], by 'wisdom' or 'skill'; Edgar printed aol , noting 'or possibly 
o t ) v [ '; W. Crdnert (SEG viii 438) restored m ) v [ £ o e i ] *by understanding', 
adopted in CPJ; Wilhelm restored oo[<ptat] or <ro[<ptaî . On a fresh inspection 
of the stone E. Bernand, p.90, says that after the sigma it seems possible to 
distinguish two round letters, the second of which seems to be crossed by a 
vertical hasta. 'Wisdom' aiter "help* suggests something m o r e definite than 
general (Jewish and Greek) culture, the probable meaning in the metrical 
epitaph Beth She'arim 127, 1.2 i:&ar\<; oocpln̂  Speyd^cvo^ K[apji6]v (third-fourth 
cent. A.D.; oo<p{a discussed by Schwabe & Lifshitz, ii, 46-8). 

Wilhelm inferred that Demas was a doctor, and restored the end of 1.1 
accordingly. The strongest support for this suggestion seems to c o m e f r o m 
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Tielp', 1.4, 0̂1661; = pone6i;, which has a broad range of meanings but is 
sometimes used to describe doctors (so in Plutarch, Alex, xix 2, a physician is 
poTieSv even though his colleagues fear potietioew, to give remedies, thinking 
the danger of Alexander's sickness to be stronger than any potieeia, remedy). 

ao<pia can however denote the characteristic skills of many arts and 
crafts (sculpture and navigation are among those illustrated by F. Hiller von 
Gaertringen, 'Ein attisches Epigramm aus dem Perserschutte*, Hermes 54 
(1919), pp.329-32 (330-2), cited by Wilhelm). Similar uses of ootpia in Jewish 
literature, reflecting the comparable range of n o D n in Hebrew, appear in the 
Greek version of Ecclesiasticus, made in Egypt probably after 132 B.C. and 
not long before the date of this epitaph, at xxxviii 24 ~ xxxix 11, on ao9ta 
yponnaxfto^ (xxxviii 24, xxxix 6,10); the scribe's 'wisdom' is distinguished from 
that of various craftsmen (each of whom oocpt̂ exai in his work, Ecclus xxxviii 
31) because the scribe is a valued councillor (as implied in xxxviii 33). (Here 
the physician shows not oo<pia, but ^jnoxfinTi, Hebrew rii)i, nra, Ecclus xxxviii 
3 & 6; but at xxxviii 2, Hebrew K s n ODn', did ootpi^xai or oo<picefioEtai \aip6q 
stand originally for LXX ioxiv laoi; ?). 

This epitaph might therefore also suit other professions including that of 
a magistrate, suggested by E. Bemand (on 1.4, comparing no.39 below, on the 
magistrate Abramos who showed ooqiia, 1.6; cf. also no . l l4 , where 11.7-9 
suggest a councillor). That P01G65 also would fit a msigistrate (and other 
occupations) as well as a doctor is shown by its regular application to 
influential persons, notably a king or official in formulae of petition 
(Preisigke, Worterbuch, s.v.); Ptolemy IV Philopator, for instance, i s called 
the common benefactor and po-pedq in a request for his pot^eeia iP.Magd. 21, 
in O. Gu^raud, ENTEYSEI2: (Cairo, 1931), p.l73 no.70, 11.13-14). Similarly, a 
passive participle of poiiB f̂o is applied to himself by a petitioner, or can be 
used to denote the client of an attorney (Preisigke, Worterbuch, s.v. poî ej©). 
Comparably, at I Clem, xxxvi 1 (we find Christ) x6v nporndxiiv mi poiiBdv lyyc, 
doOeveta^ fificov 'the patron and helper o f our weakness', poT)e6̂  is linked with 
TipooTdTTiq, 'patron' or 'protector', a word which was sometimes an official title 
(cf. nos.18, 20 and 24, above); the 'weakness' seems to refer to position rather 
than health. 'Help' as well as 'wisdom', therefore, can naturally be attributed 
to a communal official. The well-attested petitionary usage of 0̂1̂ 66̂  in the 
pap3n*i strengthens the case for envisaging Demas as someone in a position 
to exercise influence, whether as magistrate, pleader or grammateus. Further 
evidence would be needed to raise the view that Demas was a physician 
above the level of a possibility. 

5 "Weep', as often in Leontopolis epitaphs; see no.34, below. oc^v6Ta^ov, 

file:///aip6q
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'most reverend', is the superlative of an epithet often applied in epitaphs to a 
widow or mother (Lietzmann, KS, i, p.438, citing examples), and also to the 
light of the sun (Peek, quoting the epigram IG xiv 1449, in E. Bemand, 
p.90). The proposals for restoration of the following word(s) gathered by E. 
Bemand, p.90, do not include strong suggestions on these lines; Lietzmann 
proposed oe^v6ta[Tov Pidreu^a] 'the most reverend manner of life' as a second-
best (it would presumably mean the Jewish way of life, like PIOKJK; and 
IJiotê eiv in Ecclus, Prologue 14 & 36). Another possibility, that the missing 
noun has some connection with 1.6 n6Xiv, has evoked oenv6m[T0v TtoMxeuna ?] 
'the most reverend corporation' (Wilhelm) and oEnvot(S[xTi; tSo<^ Apxfi;l, 'seat of 
the most reverend magistracy' (Crfinert). noMtevfia is used for a Jewish 
corporation with reference to Alexandria (Letter of Aristeas 310) and 
Berenice (two inscriptions, CJZC 70 & 71) (Schtlrer revised iii.i, pp.88-9). 
Since Wilhelm, it has been urged, on the basis of no.39, 11.5-8, below (where 
TtoXheuna itself is not used), that the Jews of Leontopolis and perhaps also of 
neighbouring settlements used this title for their civil organisation (L. 
Robert, "fipigramme d'figypte' in Hellenica i (1940), pp.18-24 (p.23 n.l gives 
Wilhelm's conjecture here without further comment), followed by Kasher, 
Egypt, pp.126-30). The term can denote either a citizen body as a whole, as 
at II Mace, xii 7 (the inhabitants of Joppa), or a corporation of people of a 
nationality other than that of the main body of inhabitants, with a measure 
of independent existence alongside the city; the second meaning suits the 
three express references to a Jewish noWxeupa noted above (Smallwood, 
Roman rule, pp.225-6; on the question whether Alexandrian Jews so 
incorporated also sought citizenship of the Greek n6\i^, as descriptions of 
Jews as noWxai, 'citizens' (e.g. Philo, Flacc. 47) might suggest (cf. no.ll4 1.8 
below, with comment), see Smallwood, Roman rule pp.228-30 and Kasher, 
Egypt, pp.233-326, 356-7, with the review of Kasher by M.D. Goodman, JJS 
32 (1981), pp.207-8). It remains uncertain whether the term was actually 
used by the Jews of Leontopolis to describe their organisation, although the 
evidence for Jewish aspirations in Philo and Josephus would in general 
favour such a possibility. Even apart from this question, however, the 
semantic ranges of itoA,txeu^a and n6h.q overlap so considerably that the 
sequence of the two might seem awkward; and it would clearly be pleonastic 
if the 'city* were itself Jewish, as is highly probable here. On this ground, 
oEnvoxdlxTi^ t5oq ipXTJ*;] would be preferable; cf. no.39, 11.5'8, below, for 
reference in an epitaph to a Jewish magistracy. None of these suggested 
restorations seems strong enough to be called probable. 

6 'City' is probably conventional (see no.ll4, 1.7), but is not unsuited to 
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31 (C/y ii no. l508): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): mid-2nd century 
B.C. - early 2nd century A.D. Stele; epitaph; metrical. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows E. Bernand, IM no.84, p.333. 

tfiv i h nplv v̂ (4.[E7(i]A.oicav dyaXX op^vnv |j£X<S:[e]poicn. 
nape[^]vo|v dK^iaiTiv, ^ewe, SdKpuoov | 

v[u]|i<poK6noi5 oioW5eoot OUVOIKOI; [£16[V] ydp &(opo(; 

vuji<p[(5v]o(; oTu| |Yep[oC] touSe X[6]X.oyxlctJ iLdMplou, 
fivltxa [6f|?] K6[(j.]ti)v •K.&vxyoic, itpl^^ ^M^k 5[ ] 5 

filHelXXev ii^Xjuv | na[T]p6[<;] fenou [p.)gXa6p[ov], 
dx; |56|8tolv [̂ ]v khtkoi [v]otiaiv 5poaepottOi 11 Tee[Ti]X.6(; 

[at](pvi8t(«; yz Xapoi {ptolv fi>xet' (̂"w At5Tit̂ * 
tKo[ai, 4ei]|ve, 8' iyih himyw - - ] 

i 1 10 
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the 'small city' (itoXtxvti) founded by Onias (Josephus, B.J. i 33). 
8 Alexander, perhaps a descendant o f Demas and a contemporary o f the 

Jewish king Alexander Jannaeus (reigned 103-76) (Peek); seven further 
Jewish bearers of the name Alexander in Egypt are noted by Rokeah, CPJ 
iii, pp.168-9. dv^KXriTOi; 'without reproach' appears in a non-Jewish epitaph, 
E. Bemand, /M, no . 96 (Memphis, lettering ascribed to later Roman period) 
1.3 (cf. Peek, GV n o . l 0 8 = IG iiAii 5501 (Attica, 4th century B.C.) AveyKXtitco^ 
P i o t e v o a i ) ; in the papyri, o f blamelessness claimed in disputes (Preisigke, 
Worterbuch, s.v.); o f Jews as loyal subjects, IH Mace, v 31, and o f Christians 
as subjects o f Christ, Col. i 22, I Cor. i 8; a personal name in the first-
century Roman Christian community, according to Irenaeus, Haer. iii 3.3 and 
Eusebius, H.E. iii 13; o f the virtue expected in a communal officer, I Tim. iii 
10, Titus i 6-7. 

Limestone stele with right-hand side damaged, 42 x 25 cm., undecorated. 
Letter forms: main text A 6 C G); addition A E C. 
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Peek's earlier text (1932, f r o m a transcript made after cleaning of 
the stone) was reproduced in CJJ in majuscules and minuscules, 
tf^ether with that of Wilhelm (1937) in minuscules; Peek's revised 
text (1955) was followed in CPJ. References in the apparatus here to 
CIJ are to Wilhelm's text only. 
\i[v(6\Ko\<3\v (1.1): CIJ [K]X[ei]ToTaiv 
otvoiKo^ I (1.3): CIJ o f i v o i K o ; £(tb)v, CPJ <rtv e^K6o|M.oi5 
[Sf | ] KTX. (1.5): CIJ ydp Kp[oT(iX]ci)v iidtaYoq npdi; (oi5)a5 6[ovl&OKe, CPJ 
y a p K(I)(i.a)v ndtayoq Tipd^ dfiai|(; 6[IK]WO' [fiSJti 
1.6; CIJ ^̂ [yyeilXev n̂ Xmv n5[<nvl i\iJb{\ edv]a[TOv], CPJ fjlyyeilXfiv pe 
X(i)niv I naT[p]6[5l f ^ o B (̂ ]gXaepto]v 
fix"' î v (1.8): CPJ §xE[tr l«t>v" 
£t£a)'[v'- - ] (1.9): CPJ iT€(B[v K6KXOD<; teUaaoa] 

Weep for me, stranger, a maiden ripe for marriage, who 
formerly shone in a great house. For, together with my 
bridal garments, I, tmtimely, have received this hateful 
tomb as my bridal chamber. For when the noise of revellers 
at my .... was going to make my father's house resound, 
suddenly Hades came and snatched me away, like a rose in 
a garden nurtured by fresh rain. And I, stranger, who 
twenty years .... 

C.C. Edgar, Tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 19 (1920), p.223-4 
no.l9 (from the stone); H. Lietzmann, 'Jttdisch-griechische Inschriften aus 
Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.282 no.l9, supplemented by G. 
Klaffenbach in KS i (1958), p.440; SB iii (1926), p.26 no.6178; W. Peek, "Zu 
griechischen Epigrammen aus Aegypten', Hermea 66 (1931), pp.320-1 (from 
the stone); W. Peek, 'Nachtrfigliches zu den Epigrammen aus Agypten', 
Hermes 67 (1932) p.l31; A. Wilhelm, 'Drei griechische Epigramme aus 
Aegypten', Milanges Maspero ii (1937), pp.265-276; SEG viii (1937), pp.82-3 
no.484; J. & L. Robert, BE (1938), p.478 no .546; CIJ ii (1952), pp.416-9 
no.l508; W. Peek, GV (1955), p.365 no.l238 (from the stone); CPJ iii (1964), 
p.l56 no . l508; E. Bernand, IM (1969), pp.332-340 no.84, pLxxiv 
(photographs; from the stone). 

A. Wilhelm, 'Ein Grabgedicht aus Athen', Melanges Bidez (1934), pp.1013-14; 
G. Zuntz, Review of CPJ iii, JSS 10 (1965), pp.292-3; M. Stem, 'The Jewish 
Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; C. Balconi, 'Documenti grechi 
e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; U. Fischer, Eschatologie und 
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Jenseitserwartung (1978), p.238; A. Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and 
Roman Egypt (1985), p.127 n.67; G. Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der 
hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.95 no.60, p.lOO, p.ll3 no.356; L.H. 
Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 
nn.40, 43, p.680 n.57, p.685 n.88. 

This stele was among the stones obtained from villagers near the site of Tell 
el-Yehoudieh by Tewfik Effendi Boulos (see nos.30, 67). A transverse break 
runs from the beginning of the fiflih line of text ([̂ 16[v]) downwards to the 
end of the tenth line (6pooepaT<n). 'Down to the sixth line of the stone the 
reading is fairly certain; after that point the restoration becomes difficult; 
and the last few lines are completely obliterated' (Edgar, p.223). The 
surviving text, in which further letters have become effaced since Edgar's 
copy, occupies two-thirds of the available field; damage to the stone makes it 
hardly possible to judge how far down the inscription originally extended, 
and it may not have filled the entire field (E. Bernand, p.332). 

The theme of the bride's death at the time of marriage is treated in a 
number of epitaphs, for example AP. vii 712 (Erinna, perhaps 3rd century 
B.C.), 711 (Antipater of Sidon, 2nd century B.C.), 182 (Meleager, early 1st 
centuiy B.C.), 186 (Philip), 188 (Thallus, both 1st century A.D.); ix 245 
(Antiphanes, 1st century B.C.- A.D.). In Egyptian Jewish literature it recurs 
at III Mace, iv 6-8, on the arrest and imminent death of newly-wed couples, 
on the brides, e.g., v,6 dicaX'6nt(ac, 61 &y6\icvai 6pfivov dv9' )̂̂ £vatalv 6^o6una5dv 
t%r\pxov. The motifs of lament instead of rejoicing (11.5-6 here) and of Hades 
as bridegroom (11.7-8) are studied, with examples including A.P. vii 711, 188 
and 186 by E. Griessmair, Das Motiv der Mors immatura, pp.71-6. 

Similar links between marriage rites and death are evoked by the theme 
of the bridegrooms' murder in the myth of the daughters of Danaus, for 
example in Ovid, Her. xiv 9-10. The epitaph requested by Hypermnestra in 
Horace, Od. iii 11, 51-2 could appropriately have used this imagery, although 
it does not occur in the short inscription which she prescribes in Ovid (ibid., 
129-30). 

There is no date in the surviving text. On the basis of its association 
with other Tell el-Yehoudieh epitaphs, many of which come fi-om the reign of 
Augustus, it is tentatively ascribed to the 1st century A.D. (Peek) or the 
beginning of the imperial period (Bernand), but at least one of these epitaphs 
is fi-om the late 2nd century B.C. (no.30, above). An inscription of these 
pretensions is perhaps less likely to have been made after the suppression of 
the Jewish revolt in Egypt at the beginning of Hadrian's reign. These 
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considerations would permit a date somewhere between the late 2nd century 
B.C. and the early 2nd century A.D. (up to 117), but nothing more definite. A 
similar general view of the dating of Tell el-Yehoudieh inscriptions was 
taken by Lietzmann, KS, pp.436-7, and Frey, CIJ ii, p.381. 

1 p[ey6]Aoioiv follows Edgar's transcript and restoration, as Peek did in 
his revised text; Wilhelm here followed Peek's 1931 transcript. 

2 d K p a i T i , Vipe' or "in bloom'; of bridegrooms. III Mace, iv 8. See also 
nos.33 1.4 and 83 1.2, below, with comments. On the injunction to weep, see 
no.34, below. 

3 oCvoiKOi;: 'dwelling together with', i.e. lying in her bridal array in the 
grave (Lietzmann). 

4 With the tomb as bridal-chamber, compare the bridal-chamber as tomb 
in Ovid, Her. xiv 31, *in thalamos laeti - thalamos, sua busta ! - feruntur'. 

5 The 'noise' may be made by musical instruments (Wilhelm, cited by E. 
Bemand, p.338, n.2) but seems more likely to be beating on the doors, cf. 
AP. vii 182 1.4 BaWimov teXaiayciJvto e^pai, 711 11.7-8 o i ;^ Oupftptov | &XXa z6v 
Ai6c(i> ... Ttdxayov (with comment by Gow & Page, Hellenistic epigrams, ii, 
p.79). 

6 ji^Xitiv: infinitive (i for ei, Mayser, Grammatik, i.i, §8.3(b)). The wedding 
celebrations are turned into mourning, as in the epigrams cited above. 

8 The mention of Hades, with a fairly clear allusion to the rape of 
Proserpina, is more definitely mythological than in the metrical Beth 
She'arim epitaph (Schwabe & Lifshitz no.l27, 1.5) iW[cf>v e]i(; "A6nv, or no.34, 
below, 1.2 (see note), where it is topographical. Here the Greek theme of 
Hades as bridegroom is taken up (cf. AP. vii 186, 5-6 'At6Ti ... i<p' dpitayCiioii; 
Tepn6(iEvo; X^x^ îv); but a Jewish patron could think of partly comparable 
personifications of Hades in the bibUcal tradition (Is. v 14 LXX xaX n̂XdtuvEv 
6 §t5tii; T^v Y^X^v auxou Kal fiit^voi^ev xd m6\ia a'fttoO, Wisd. i 14 §i6ou paoxXciov). 

Large rectangular pediment-topped stele (dimensions not given) broken in 
two, with recessed field, denticulated cornice, acroteria. Letter forms: A G C 
00. 
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[...riAAOY (1.2): CIJ [KxTia]i;^o[u, CPJ NMKoXdou 
Axi)lxfi<;(l.2):C/J[Awx6k 

(1.4):C/Jf)v {sic) 
[ - I 0-6): CIJ i[ ] 
KdY<J> (1.7): C/J, CPJ MAyeb 
•^v (1.8): CIJ, CPJ Mnv 
noaiv (1.10): CIJ minuscules nam {sic, probably by printing error; CIJ 
majuscules HAZIN) 

This is the tomb of Horaia, wayfarer. Shed a tear 
Daughter of ....laos, she was unfortunate in all things, and 
fulfilled three decades of years. Three of us are here, 
husband, daughter, and I whom they inflamed with grief 

on the third, then on the fifth my daughter Eirene, to 
whom marriage was not granted, and I then with no 
portion or joy was laid here after them under the earth on 
the seventh of Choiak. But stranger, you have clearly all 
there is to know of us; tell all men of the swiftness of 
death. In the 10th year, Choiak 7. 
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32 {CIJ ii no. l509): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): mid-2nd century 
B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. (21 B.C.?). Stele; epitaph; metrical. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows E. Bernand, IM no.45, p.206-7. 

'flpodoi; xdKpot; outo^, 6Soin6pe* Sdlxpua Xeppe] 

[...]~IAAOY [6u]7(iTTip fi KaJTd n(3[vx[a diulxiif;, 
tpeT[<; SEKJASOK; | 7iXf|oaa' IT[£COV Tlpeii; S5[E Jijdpeanev, | 

6 AWjp Kol [fi SuyAlTrip xcn. Vjii [n]E7rtp(0KOcv 11 ty6i. 

{ ] feoxlv (xpttTi) ehd 6[fe 7î (j.n]Tn 5 

ElpiivTi Buyd-nip, I fj 764101; OI5K £868ri, 

Kdyo) 5f̂  fi fixX.'npoi;, | (icvEt)(ppocvTO<; |iecd TOUTOU*; 

£p56p.ii I Tou Xoiax (&5' ^T^OTIV tmd 7fiv. 
'fOX duifi x£^> ̂  ^eivE, ocupc*; TOC ftjiavxa notp' fjljicov 

A77̂ X.Xeiv jiaaiv TOU GOV&TOU ih xdxoq. 10 

C'ETOU^) i' XoiaxC' 
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C C Edgar, More tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 22 (1922), 
pp.8-9 no.20; SEG i (1923), p.l34 no.569; H. Lietzmann, 'JUdisch-griechische 
Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.282 no.20 = KS i (1958), 
p.440-1; SB iii (1926), pp.76-7 no.6646; CIJ ii (1952), pp.419-420 no.l509; W. 
Peek, GV (1955), p.l58 no.644; CPJ iii (1964), pp.156-7 no.l509; E. Bernand, 
IM (1969), pp.206-9 no.45, pl.xxviii, xxix. 

A. Wilhelm, AlYuimdm (1946), p.l509; G. Zuntz, Review of CPJ iii, JSS 10 
(1965), pp.291-2; M. Stern, *The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stem i 
(1974), p.123; C. Balconi, T)ocumenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), 
p.274 n.l; U. Fischer, Eschatologie und Jenseitserwartung (1978), p.238; A. 
Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), p.l27 n.67; G. 
Mayer, Die judische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.96 
no.89, p.117 no.501; G.H.R. Horsley, New documents iv (1987), pp.225-7; L.H. 
Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 
n.40, p.680 n.57; J. M^l^ze-Modrzejewski, Les juifs d'tgypte (1991), p.l l l . 

This inscription and the others published with it by Edgar in 1922 
(nos.33-37, 84-91) were obtained for the Antiquities Service by Tewfik 
Effendi Boulos from the houses of villagers near Tell el-Yehoudieh, like the 
group published by Edgar in 1919 (nos,30-l, 67-83; see no.30). 

Edgar ascribed the group published in 1922 as a whole to the Augustan 
age, but noted that only one (no.84, below) is fully dated. The possible range 
of dates runs, as with the group published earlier, from the mid-second 
century B.C. to the Jevrish revolt under Trajan in A.D.115-7 (see nos.31, 84). 
In this case, the tenth year (1.11) could then correspond to pre-Augustan 
dates including 107 B.C. (Ptolemy IX Soter II (Lathyros) and Cleopatra III), 
98 B.C. (Ptolemy X), 71 B.C. (Ptolemy XII (Auletes)) and 42 B.C. (Cleopatra 
VII). 

The inscription occupies a sunk rectangular field in a stele surmounted 
by a pediment. Many words in 11.2-7 on the stone (1-5 of the text above) are 
lost through surface damage. The metre flows less easily than in some 
Leontopolis epitaphs (e.g, nos.30 or 31, above), but is not so harsh or 
defective as in no.29, above, or no.36, below. The scansion of 1.4 requires 
either synizesis (6 Avt̂ p as a spondee, cf no.29, 1.7, above), or aphaeresis of a 
in dvf̂ p (6 'Wip in P.Tebt. 396.5 of A.D.188, noted by Gignac, Grammar, i, 
p.321, 6 being long as in no.34 below, 1.1), and then crasis with Kat twice 
(commonly found, see Thackeray, Grammar, §9,11); in 11.7 & 9 there is 
hiatus (S^ % td fitnavxa), no doubt reflecting the tendency to treat words in 
isolation, at least in orthc^aphy, but avoided by the more elegant 
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(Thackeray, Grammar, §9,10 & 12); and in 1.8 ipSfinn is a dactyl, reflecting 
the interchange between TI and e (Thackeray, Grammar, §6,14; Gignac, 
Grammar, i, p.324). 

1 'ftpatai;: 'Beautiful', widely current as a wonjan's name (eight instances 
in Fraser & Matthews including two from Cyprus; 17 in SoUn, Die 
griechischen Personennamen in Rom (BerUn, 1982)), is otherwise attested as 
a Jewish name in Egypt only in the masculine form, in ostraca of 153 B.C. 
from Thebes {CPJ noa.91.3, 92.3); a presumably non-Jewish feminine 
occurrence, in a first or second century A.D. dedication to Leto by 'loiSfipa i\ 
KQi 'ilpata at Medamfid (SEG vii 702 = SB 8198), was noted by E. Bernand, 
p.208 n.l. In Jewish use outside Egypt, 'Qpf\a occurs on an ossuary from the 
Kidron valley (SEG xx 488; the only instance in the corpus of women known 
by name in Han, 'Notes on the distribution of Jewish women's names'); and a 
gate of the Jerusalem temple was called ojpata (Acts iii 2, probably referring 
to Nicanor's gate of Corinthian bronze on the western side of the Court of 
the Women [see no.l53, below], but the name 'Beautiful' for a gate of Herod's 
temple is not found elsewhere). The Greek adjective describes Rebekah, 
Rachel and Joseph in the LXX Pentateuch (Gen. xxvi 7, xxix 17, xxxix 6), the 
Shulamite in the Song of Songs (vi 3 (5)), and Judith (Judith viii 7). In 
Egypt the name possibly also recalled the divine name Horus, for a tradition 
that Troezen was called Oraia after the ancient king Ores is recorded by 
Pausanias, ii 30.5 (with his own view that the name Ores sounds Egyptian); 
but in any case for Jews it could be linked with biblical heroines. On the 
injunction to weep, see no.34, below. 

2. Three or at most four letters are lost at the beginning, and in the 
letter before X a vertical stroke surmounted by a short horizontal stroke can 
be made out, excluding a round letter like o, and suggesting T or n rather 
than I (E. Bemand). On this basis. Peek's conjecture NtijKoXao-u is excluded, 
but restoration of a name to suit the metre is difficult. Edgar's conjecture 
[K-n̂ ojiXdov is closer to Bernand's reading but is unattested as a Jewish 
name in Egypt. The partly lost name, however, may not have fitted the 
metre exactly; many of the Tell el-Yehoudieh verse epitaphs, like this one, 
are metrically harsh (see above), f) ... d'CD̂ f̂ :̂ this phrase is also used in 
no.33,1.2. 

4. [nlen îptoKav: jo)p6w occurs also in nos.37 and 83. The meaning is 
unclear in all three places. Here, the literal sense, 'they have burned' (on a 
pyre) was adopted by H. Lietzmann (KS, p.440 on no.83), followed by H. 
GreBmann, Altorientalische Texte und Bilder zum Alten Testament (2nd ed., 
Berlin/Leipzig, 1926-7), ii p.68 (cremation by Romanizing Jews); K. Galfing, 
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'Bestattung (in der Bibel)', EJ iv, p.372; LSJ, s. wopdta (quoting, for this 
meaning, this inscription as SEG i 569, together with AP. vii 466); and F. 
Lang, s. Tivp etc., TWNT vi (1959), p.948. G. Zuntz, reviewing CPJ iii in JSS 
10 (1965), pp.291-2, argues that this meaning is at least possible in all three 
places. For the strength of the custom of cremation among Greeks in Egypt, 
see the epitaph AP. vii 162 (by Dioscorides, who flourished, probably in 
Alexandria, in the later part of the third century B.C.), in which a Persian 
slave, Euphrates, is envisaged as particularly asking for burial, not 
cremation, Ê cppAttiv xaTe (Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria, i, p.604; ii, p.855, 
n.379). On the other hand, a figurative sense, signifying 'extreme sorrow*, 
with comparison of II Cor. xi 29, was suggested for all three Jewish epitaphs 
by Edgar, ASAE 22 (1922), pp.7-8, followed by Frey on no.83, Lewis in CPJ 
iii at each occurrence, and E. Bernand on this passage. 

Against the litered sense, in general, is post-exilic and later Jewish 
dislike of cremation (for surveys, see M. Schloessinger & R. Gottheil, 
'Cremation', JE iv (1903), pp.342-4; L. Koep, 'Bestattung', RAC ii (1954), 
cols.198-200). Thus (i) on the funeral rites of Saul and his sons, contrast I 
Sam. xxxi 11-13 (burning of bodies and ossilegium) with the post-exilic I 
Chron. x 12 (ossilegium only), Josephus, Ant. vi 377 (burial of the bodies) 
and Targ. I Sam. xxxi 12 (burning of spices); (ii) with Amos vi 10 MT 'a 
man's kinsman, he who burns him, shall take him up', contrast LXX 'his 
servants will try to carry him out' and Targum 'he shall take him from the 
fire'; (iii) Tacitus, Hist, v 5 thinks it Jewish custom 'corpora condere quam 
cremare e more Aegyptio' (cf. Tobit i 17-19, ii 3-9, xii 12-13 on the pious 
burial of corpses); and Poppaea Sabina, who inclined to Judaism (M.H. 
Williams, 'eeooeptig yap - the Jewish tendencies of Poppaea Sabina', JTS 
n.s. 39 (1988), pp.97-111) was embalmed, not cremated (Tacitus, Ann. xvi 6); 
(iv) Christian dislike of cremation, mocked by the pagan spokesman and 
defended by the Christian in Minucius Felix, probably reproduces a Jewish 
attitude ('et execrantur rogos et damnant ignium sepulturas', ... 'veterem et 
meliorem consuetudinem humandi frequentamus', Minucius Felix, Oct. viii 4, 
xxxiv 10). Note that the widespread attestation of this Jewish attitude 
includes literature current in Greek (LXX Amos, Tobit; Josephus). 

Yet, Jews did not necessarily find non-Jewish funerary rites repugnant. 
Thus (i) Jewish ossuary burial closely resembled pagan burial of cremated 
remains in urns or caskets, and pyres of goods or clothing on the non-Jewish 
pattern could be envisaged at grand funerals like that of Gamaliel II (b A.Z. 
11a); (ii) Jews were not always buried in separate cemeteries, but sometimes, 
as in Alexandria (El-Ibrahimiya and Hadra, see nos.3-10, above), together 
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with non-Jews; (iii) an enigmatic Mishnaic passage, sometimes referred to 
deaths in fires, presupposes Jewish handling of 'the ashes of those who have 
been burned' (Oholoth ii 2); (iv) in the late Midrash Wayosha, Isaac, thinking 
himself about to be burnt, asks his father to take his ashes, so that Sarah 
may keep them in a casket in her room (Ad. Jellinek, Bet ha-Midrasch, i (3rd 
ed., Jerusalem, 1967), p.37). Further, just as hopes for resurrection and 
immortality were prevalent but not universal among Jews at the end of the 
Ptolemaic period, so (without assuming close correlation between custom and 
conviction) it would be reasonable to envisage occasional exceptions to a 
general custom of inhumation before ossilegium. 

Against this background, note (i) LXX I Kingdoms (I Sam.) xxxi 11-13 
very clearly describe cremation as well as ossilegium, in contrast with I 
Chronicles, Josephus and the Targum; any dislike has not been strong 
enough to affect the fidelity of the rendering, and translators or readers may 
even have welcomed the parallel with Homeric custom (e.g. Iliad xxiii 250-4, 
cremation and ossilegium of Patroclus); (ii) the Greek Ecclesiasticus xxxviii 
16, on funerary duties, mentions the wrapping of the corpse (a Greek as well 
as Jewish custom, e.g. Od. xxiv 293, before prothesis), but does not specify 
inhumation. Greek texts read by Jews in Egypt therefore indicate the 
propriety of allowing in general for occasional exceptions to the rule of 
inhumation. 

Yet, this particular case is probably not an exception, (i) Inhumation is 
attested in the Tell el-Yehoudieh finds (Naville, Mound, p.l3), and the 
epitaphs concerned come firom what is likely to be a Jewish cemetery, (ii) 
Names in Tell el-Yehoudieh epitaphs betray some Egyptian influence (e.g. 
no.94, below), and therewith the presence of another tradition opposed to 
cremation, (iii) More particularly, here the subject of 'they burned' in the 
literal sense cannot be the husband and daughter just mentioned, for they 
died before Horaia (11.5-8); 'the/ would therefore have to be impersonal, and 
the epitaph would be debited with a somewhat clumsy alteration of subject 
(E. Bemand). (iv) nMp6(o is not common of cremation (note the use of Koioi in 
AP. vii 162, quoted above), although found in this sense in Aeschylus, Ag. 
440, Euripides, LT. 685, and the metrical epitaph by Leonidas of Tarentum 
(A.P. vii 466,1.2, cited above; see Gow & Page, Hellenistic epigrams, ii, p.375, 
on Leonidas's poem). To judge by the Palatine Anthology, the verb is more 
ofî en used metaphorically, especially of the fire of love. It is also found of 
indignation (e.g. II Mace, iv 38), as shown by Zuntz, p.291. Here and in 
nos.37 and 83 the context shows that grief is primarily in view, but love is of 
course implied at the same time. Compare III Mace, iv 2, toii; 6fc 'lovSatoii; 
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33 (C/y ii no.1510): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): mid-2nd-lst 
century B.C. Stele; epitaph; metrical. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows E. Bernand, IM no.42, p. 196. 

*Apoiv6r|̂  Tdqioi; o5to^ | &5ot7i6pe' xXaCoov ^TaoTdĵ  
Tfjv Kaia n d v i a dtux^v, 8j6o(iopov, aivd^opov. 

6p(pavvKf\ X£t|(()9Tiv 7dp iydxi neucpA iiep feouoa 11 
\n\iip6c; hvi 5£ p.' d:K(j.f\<; fivBo^ fev|up<poK6^i£v, 

tC,e\}E,iv Oapnti nalTfip, &5eivi 6& Moipa 5 
rtpti)TOT6Kou n£ T̂ Kvou np6<; xiXoc, flye plou. 

xal neiKp6v (j£v tf&i T' ^Xa^ov KCK iXov, dcXÂ  i^oi 
K'kdQVi\i tnJh/1 ©n̂ oev KotAXoaOvni- npcwtlSejv 

Ka|t xdfpoi; i\ K6XJIOI^ xpCntei T6 | i\i.hv ht\xaj^ O5TO<; 

b.yvQxpo.\<^c^ V^X^ 5' £^ 6axoi^ iTttxt. 11 10 
"Aprnvdrii; foaxfidELO^- | (^Touq) tee' Mexelp p'. 
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fiXTiKTov n^veo^ flv ml nav66Dpxo^ ê-rd SaicpiJwv Pot| orevayndit; iKJtuptonJvri; 
jidvToeEv ai)\m tfiq Kap5ia(; (indignation [Zuntz, p.291] but a l so grief, which is 
very strongly stressed in the context; this is also the case, with greater 
emphasis on indignation, in II Mace, iv 37-8). 

5. The lost beginning of the line will have included the statement that 
the husband died, and he will probably a l so have b e e n named, as his wife 
a n d daughter are. 

6. Elpl̂ vTi: for the name, see no.67. On the theme of death before 
marriage, see Griessmair, Mors immatura, 63-5, a n d compare no.35, below. 

7. fixXTipo;: without portion, lot, or place; cf. Od. xi 490, stressing 
desolation without allusion to such hopes as are expressed on the basis of 
the biblical usage of KKf\poq in Dan. xii 13 Theodotion xal AVOOTÎ OTI d<; t6v 
K>,fip6v oo\) cl̂  ovvtlXfiav fipcpSv. 

Pediment-topped rectangular stele, 51 x 35 cm., with recessed field. Letter 
forms: A/A I OC CJ0/i2. 

file:///n/iip6c
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lym (1.7): CPJ iii)m{v), following Wilhelm 
Srteie (1.10): CIJ minuscules fejtexe 

This is the grave of Arsinoe, wayfarer. Stand near and 
weep for her, unfortunate in all things, whose fate was 
adverse and terrible. For I was bereaved of my mother 
when I was a little girl; and when the flower of youth 
dressed me as a bride, my father joined me in marriage 
with Phabeis, and Fate led me to the end of life in the 
travail-pain of my first-bom child. My allotted span was 
small, but great charm bloomed upon the beauty of my 
spirit. Now this grave hides in its bosom my chastely-
nurtured body, but my soul has flown to the holy ones. A 
lament for Arsinoe. In the 25th year, Mecheir 2. 

C.C. Edgar, 'More tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 22 (1922), 
pp.9-10 no.21 (from the stone); SEG i (1923), p.l34 no.570; H. Lietzmann, 
'JUdisch-griechische Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p,283 
no.21 = KS i (1958), p.441; SB iii (1926), p.77 no.6647; J.B. Prey, *La 
signification du terme nptoi6TOKoi;', Bibtica 11 (1930), pp.373-390; CIJ ii 
(1962), pp.420-2 no.1510; W. Peek, GV (1955), p.l65 no.643; E. Gabba, 
Iscrizioni greche e latine (1958), p.42-4 no.xiv; J. & L. Robert, BE (1959), p.l 
no.3; CPJ iii (1964), p.l57 no.1510; SEG xx (1964), p.l58 no.640; E. Bernand, 
IM (1969), pp.196-9 no.42, pl.xxvi & xxvii (photographs; from the stone). 

Notice of Edgar, m r e tomb-stones', in RB 32 (1923), pp.154-5; A. Wilhelm, 
T)rei griechische Epigramme aus Aegypten', M&langes Maspero ii (1937), 
p.276; G. Zuntz, Review of CPJ iii, JSS 10 (1965), p.292; M. Stern, The 
Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stem i (1974), p.l23; M. Stern, The reign of 
Herod and the Herodian dynast/, in Safrai and Stem i (1974), p.274; C. 
Balconi, 'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.275; U. Fischer, 
Eschatologie und Jenseitserwartung (1978), pp.220, 238, 240-1; H.C.C. 
CavalHn, 'Leben nach dem Tode im Spfttjudentum', ANRW 11.19.1 (1979), 
p.322 n.583; G. Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen 
Antike (1987), p.lOO, p . l l l no.297; G.H.R. Horsley, New documents iv (1987), 
p.224; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 
(1987), p.678 n.40, p.680 n.57, p.685 n.86, p.703 n.214: J. M6l6ze-
Modrzejewski, Les juifs d'iigypte (1991), pp.108-9. 
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This epitaph on Arsinoe, who died in child-birth, is almost certainly Jewish, 
despite its lack of specifically Jewish content; for (like no.32) it is one of a 
second group of inscriptions obtained by Tewfik Effendi Boulos from the 
houses of villagers near Tell el-Yehoudieh (Edgar, *More tomb-stones', 7), and 
both the stone and the epitaph resemble those of assuredly Jewish 
monuments from L«ontopo1is. The name Arsinoe occurs also in the 
Leontopolis epitaph no.38, below. On the probable assumption that the 
inscription is from the colony founded by Onias under Ptolemy VI 
Philometor, reigns to which 'the 25th year' (1.11) might refer are those of 
Philometor himself (156 B.C.), Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II (Physcon) (120 
B.C.), Ptolemy XII Auletes (56 B.C.) and Augustus (5 B.C.). For other 
Egyptian Jewish epitaphs recording death in child-birth, see no.l06, below. 
The first distich seems to be addressed by the stele to the wayfarer, and 
then the departed herself speaks, as in no.36, below. 

1-2 overlap extensively in phrasing with no.32, 11.1-2. Jewish use of the 
name 'Arsinoe' (1.1) probably derives ultimately from the popularity of the 
deified Arsinoe II (died 270; see Fraser, Alexandria, i, 216-8); the name was 
used even in the nationalistically-inclined Egyptian priestly community in 
the second and first centuries B.C. (Thompson, Memphis, 132-3, n.l24). For 
expressions of Jewish communal loyalty to the Ptolemies, see also the name 
Ptolemaios (Names Index) and the proseuche dedications for the royal family 
(Formulae Index). On the injunction to weep, see no.34, below. 

2 dxvx^v has the Hellenistic acc. fem. sing, ending -flv for Attic -f\ in the 
third declension, a form found in the LXX (eg. Ecclus xiii 17 BK; Thackeray, 
Grammar, §12,5) and the NT (e.g. Heb. vi 19; Blass, Debrunner & Funk, 
§46(1)). 

3 neiKp6, cf. 5 toSEm: ci = i, see on no.ll4,1.7. 
4 dKufl is here linked with marriage, as often (like diqwxio?, no.31 (1.2)) 

but not always (see comment on no.83 (1.2)); for the link, compare Ecclus xiii 
9 LXX (father concerned for daughter \ii\noxz 7capaKp.do];i lest she pass her 
prime [without being married]), IV Mace, xviii 9 (mother of seven martyrs 
remained xp v̂ov dtc^fii; with her husband), and for the phrase used here, 
Philo Somn. i 199 (sheep and goats mounted in Jacob's dream (Gen. xxxi 10) 
represent souls still young and tender, just firesh and well favoured SVOEI T$ 
•rili; dK|iT̂ 5 'in the flower of their prime'); on dveo? in several occurrences in 
epitaphs see Lattimore, Themes, 195-7 (not quoting this phrase), 293 (a 
flower symbolizes dx f̂j). £v\)̂ (poK6)iei: this rare verb, intransitive in Euripides, 
Med. 985, is transitive as here in the probably flrst-century A.D. 
epigrammatist Antiphilus (Planudean Anthology 147 = Gow & Page, Philip, 

file:///ii/noxz
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xlix, 1,6; their comment ibid, ii, p.143 discusses the examples, including this 
epitaph). The cognate adjective describes bridal array, cf. no.31 (1.3). 

5 Phabeis (see Preisigke, Namenbuch, S:v.), one of a number of Egyptian 
names in Demerdash and Tell el-Yehoudieh inscriptions (see e.g. nos.34, 66, 
114) may indicate an Egyptian-Jewish or a wholly Egyptian husband; J. 
Schwartz, 'La communaut^ d'Edfou', in R. Kuntzmann & J. Schlraser (ed.), 
Etudes sur le judaisme helUnistique (Paris, 1984), pp.65-6, dealing with 
Egyptian names borne by Jews in Edfu ostraca of the first-second centuries 
A.D., finds the offspring of a mixed marriage in cases where the father has a 
Jewish name. The spelling d>SeTvi reflects the interchange of (long) i and ei 
(Thackeray, Grammar, §6,24-5; Mayser, Grammatik, i.i, §9.2(a); Gignac, 
Grammxir, i, p.l90, section b; cf. 1.3, above, and no.40 1.7, below). 

5 Moira here represents a commonplace of epitaphs (Lattimore, Themes, 
150-1), but the relatively impersonal singular allows interpretation in line 
with biblical thought, if wanted; in Homer Fate as the bringer of death can 
be associated with divine agency (e.g. Jliad xix 410-1 Gedi; xc idyaq wxX MoTpa 
Kpaxaili), and in Jewish writing the latter is stressed at Sib. iii 502, (by 
impHcation) 513. But in the epitaph literary considerations are probably to 
the fore, as in the metrical Beth She'arim epitaph 129 (1.6 tiA V[QEX£ MoTpa 
Kpaxaifj). 

6 'First-bom': for the word (proparoxytone) in this sense, as opposed to 
Ijearing her first-bom' (paroxytone), see Gen. xlix 3 and elsewhere in the 
LXX (where the word is much preferred to npcox67ovo<;, used at Ezek.Trag. 
148, 150) and, in epigram, the anonymous AP. ix 213 ('there is no clue to 
the date', D.L. Page, Further Greek epigrams, 351, on no.xliv). 

7-8 nX£ioxTiv...KaX,Xoo^vTii. The translation above makes the noun dative, 
giving value to its final iota; but false iotas occur in 11.3-4, 7. Hence Edgar, 
'More tomb-stones', 10, followed here as in CPJ took nXeiorni as nominative 
qualifying x^pi?, 'great grace' ('grace of body blossomed over beauty of mind', 
Edgar). Frey, followed by E. Bernand, accepted Edgar's constmal of nXeiCTxrii, 
but understood x6p\.<; as 'favour', and took xaXXoaiiviix too as nominative, in 
apposition with X'̂ P'-̂  giving the sense 'but a great favour I had: the beauty 
of my spirit blossomed'. (Arsinoe would be seen as deprived by death of 
physical beauty, but not of 'celle imp^rissable de I'ame'.) This interpretation, 
however, requires an awkward pause after nXctaxrit; and it seems better to 
take x^^'if with Edgar and CPJ, as a quality which the untimely dead was 
able to show despite her short span (compare no.29, 1.6), and to understand 
it as including the physical charm suggested by 1.4 (but without a contrast, 
removing interior qualities ft-om its range, as Edgar's paraphrase might 
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suggest). in^veTiiaev = FETRFTVOQIAEV. 
9 Failure to avoid the hiatus in x6 i^idv reflects the tendency to treat 

words separately, at least in orthography; crasis may still have occurred 
when the phrase was spoken (Gignac, Grammar, i, 319, 323-4); compare 
no.32, above, 11.7 & 9. 

10 Ayvotpaipfii;: in the LXX, Philo and the N.T. dyv6i; and cognates usually 
have a moral sense, sometimes that of chastity, which is common in later 
Christian texts (Lampe, Patristic Greek lexicon, s.v.), and is probably 
intended here; comparably, Ayveia is used of the chastity of a married woman 
in Philo, Abr. 98 (Sarah, unviolated by Pharaoh), V.Mos. ii 137 (hnked with 
spiritual beauty, which has been mentioned here in 1.8); and in Titus ii 5. 

is not used in the LXX of foodstuffs (RB 32, 154); KaQap6q is the usual 
adjective in the Greek Pentateuch for things 'pure' according to the laws. 
Probably, then, 1.10 does not directly allude to the dietary laws, a possibility 
suggested in CIJ. For a comparable compound, once again alluding to 
chastity in marriage, see the phrase AyvoipfiTOU t̂̂ iii; AyaOdv ^X&<ya\\ia, 'good 
offshoot of a root planted in purity*, describing the five-year-old Politta in a 
non-Jewish epitaph of the imperial period (E. Bernand, IM no.96 = Peek, GV 
no.l245, 1.1). With the link in this line between bodily purity (chastity) and 
the soul's fiight to the holy ones (see below), compare Eleazar's last words in 
IV Mace, v 37 6.yv6v ^ ol nax̂ pê  daSf^ovxai (adduced in RB, ibid, and by 
Fischer, Eschatologie, 241). Although the speaker is justifying his refusal to 
eat pork, this is understood as a resolve not to betray law, priesthood and 
virtue (IV Mace, v 34-6), and Ayv6q here too therefore seems primarily moral, 
'innocent' of offence, as in II Cor. vii 11. The Jewish laws may be indirectly 
hinted at in 1.10, but as the basis of Arsinoe's moral purity, the primary 
point. 

Flight of the soul (Knexe from nfxopai, with Lietzmann and Lewis, rather 
than tnczai, with Edgar, CIJ and E. Bemand) to the 'holy' or 'pious' touches 
on a widespread theme of Greek epitaphs; compare \|n)xfi 8' IK PzBim mantvT] 
\izzd. Sainova^ dXXouq | ^\\)Qe. <rfi, vaieiq 6' iv naKdpwv SaniSa /our soul, fiying 
from the limbs aft»r other spirits, has arrived, and you dwell in the plain of 
the blessed' (Kaibel, EG no.243 = Peek, GV no.2040, 11.5-6; Pergamum, 
lst-2nd cent. A.D.), quoted with other passages by Lattimore, Themes, 33-6. 
00105 renders Ton in the LXX, and was applied by Jews to their own 
patriarchs and prophets, yu^al 6olai inspired by Wisdom in each generation 
(Wisd. vii 27), the nax^ptov xop̂ ? to which the dying would be 'gathered' (IV 
Mace, xviii 23, echoing the phrase from Gen. xv 13, etc.). The 'pious' (bmoi) 
in general among the Israelites will inherit the Lord's promises (Ps.Sol. xii 
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34 (Plate XI; CIJ i i no.1511): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): mid-
2nd century B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. Stele; epitaph; metrical. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows E. Bernand, IM no.15, p.92. 

eincl Ŷcb 'I-qooug, 6 tptx; 5& <l>a||iei<;, napoSeita, | 
(fe^fiKovxa tiSiv) TiXeov 5' EI<; Aei5av | 

xXa-uoaTE 5fi &p.a TtdvTO*; | T6V ^aTilvni; |j£xaP(ivTa 11 
eli; pux6v al(&v(ov b/ oKoxla | Sidyeiv. 

KOI ou 5̂ , AoxJiSee, [ Kaidx^a^ pe- ooi 7&p dvdvKri ] 5 
6dKpvoi rtiKpoTdtoi^ -riJiipG) [ i\xm npox^W" 

t^tcvov î̂ ol et I ^cb ydp dm^XOov fitxeKot;-

KX.afkjaxe Ttdvxe*; 6|io0 *ITIO6V 5uon£v^a. 

(i:̂ t̂ Kovxa ixm) (1 .2) for on the stone; CIJ, CPJ {ify\vxivxokvs\<^, 
following Edgar 
For ndvxoi; on the stone (1.3): CIJ, CPJ ndvT<e)(;, following Edgar 
ET O[*] (1.7): el ol<i] CIJ, CPJ, following M . N . Tod {SEG i 1 3 4 - 5 ) 

dniiXeov (1.7): CIJ minuscules -6ev (probably a misprint, majuscules 
-eov) 
SLTCKO; (1.7): CIJ, CPJ axeK(v)o.;, following Edgar 
*Ino6v (1.8): CIJ 'ITIOO(\))V, following Edgar 

I am Jesus, my father was Phameis, passer-by; and at the 
age of sixty I went down to Hades. All of you weep together 

8(6)) and have everlasting life (Ps.Sol. xiv 2(3), 6(9-10)); hence the wash 
Koip,f̂ oiq jiexd 6oiuv, CIJ 55, etc. The word was also applied by Jews to 
respected contemporaries with more typically Greek consolation (eopoCxe 
Koxiptc; 8moi o-uSi; dedvaxoq, Beth She'arim 193, 3rd-4th cent. A.D.; on fimoq, 
Schwabe & Lifshitz, Beth She'arim ii, p.ll, no.34). Jews might therefore hear 
distinctive overtones in 1.10 (Fischer, 241), but the words entirely fit Greek 
convention. 

Pediment-topped rectangular stele, 67.5 x 30 cm., with denticulated cornice 
and acroteria. Letter forms: A G 0 C 03/il. 
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for him who suddenly passed to the deep place of the ages, 
to dwell in darkness. And you, Dositheus, bewail me; for it 
is laid upon you to pour forth most bitter tears over my 
tomb. You are my child, for I departed childless. Weep, all 
together, for the hapless Jesus. 

C.C. Edgar, 'More tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 22 (1922), p.lO 
no.22; SEG i (1923), pp.l34-5, 140 no.571; H. Lietzmann, 'Judisch-griechische 
Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.283 no.22 = KS i (1958), 
p.441; SB iii (1926), p.77 no.6648; SEG viii (1937), p.84 no.493; A. Wilhelm, 
'Das Epithalamion in Lukianos' Ivnjc6aiov l\ A a m Q a i ' , WS 56 (1938), pp.58-59; 
CIJ ii (1952), pp.422-3 no.1511; W. Peek, GV (1955) p.219 no.808; CPJ iii 
(1964), pp.157-8 no.1511; E. Bernand, JM (1969), pp.92-5 no.15, pLxxvii & 
xxviii; G. Mussies, 'Greek in Palestine and the Diaspora', in Safrai and Stem 
ii (1976), pp.1043-4. 

Notice of Edgar, "More tomb-stones', in RB 32 (1923), p.l54; L. Robert, 
Hellenica xi-xii (1960), p.261 n.4; M. Stern, 'The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai 
and Stem i (1974), p.123; S.M. Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum semiticorum 
(1974), p.19; G. Delling, 'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im hellenistisch-rfimischen 
Agypten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.l9 n.6; U. Fischer, Eschatologie und 
Jenseitserwartung (1978), p.238; H.C.C. Cavallin, 'Leben nach dem Tode im 
Spatjudentum*, ANRW n.19.1 (1979), p.321 n.577; G. Mayer, Die judische 
Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.lOO; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish 
inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.40, p.680 
n.57. 

This epitaph belongs to the second group of inscribed stones collected by 
Tewfik Effendi Boulos from villagers near Tell el-Yehoudieh (see nos.32-3); 
the name Jesus confirms its Jewish character, and Dositheus was a popular 
Jewish name in Egypt (see D. Rokeah's list, CPJ iii, 173-4). The Leontopolis 
connection sets the upper limit of date about the middle of the second 
century B.C.; A.D.115-7 forms a probable lower limit. The metre is often 
harsh. Elements normally short are treated as long (6, 1.1; the first syllable 
of ty&, 1.7); a spondee twice begins the second half of the pentameter (11.2, 8); 
in 1.3 there is hiatus (Sfi Kfia) and the second a in n&vtâ  is treated as short 
despite the two consonants following, probably because the final sigma will 
have been dropped in speech (Mayser, Grammatik, i.i, §46.1(a); Gignac, 
Grammar, i, p.l26). On the other hand, the elegiac couplets are mcuntained 
consistently (if awkwardly) throughout, by contrast with no.35, below, or E. 
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Bemand, IM no.75 s Peek, GV 1198. The epigram is well towards the lower 
end of the scale of elegance represented here, but not at the bottom-

Several spellings represent contemporary phonetic changes, notably the 
interchange between ci and i, both long CnapoSeiTa, 1.1) and short (eljirf, 1.1; 
AeiSav, 1.2) (Thackeray, Grammar, §6,24; Mayser, Grammatik, i.i, §9.2-3); 
unassimilated v within a non-composite word (dvfivKii, 1.5) (Mayser, 
Gramm<itik, §53.c(l)); and v omitted before a vowel ( f i t e K o i ; , 1.7) (examples 
from papyri of 1st cent. A.D. in Gignac, Grammar, i, p.117, and from H! in 
Thackeray, Grammar, §7,36. 

The predominantly mythological and mournful tone of the epitaph (see 
11.2-4, 8) recurs especially but not only in no.38, below (see note). A threefold 
summons to lament (11.2, 5, 8) occurs here and in two further metrical 
epitaphs (nos.35, 37, below). A single injunction to weep is found in most of 
the remaining metrical epitaphs collected here (nos.30, 31, 32, 33, 36, 40), 
and may have stood in the lost commencements of nos.23, 29 and 114, but it 
is absent from the complete epigrams nos.38 (ten lines) and 39 (thirteen 
lines). It occasionally occurs in prose Leontopolis epitaphs such as no.64 (see 
note), but the simple Tarewell' xdXpt is far more common (see Formulae 
Index). 

The prominence of lamentation in the Jewish epitaphs, mainly from 
Leontopolis, continues a well-marked theme of non-Jewish epitaphs, 
including Greek epigrams from Egypt (E. Bernand, IM p.26; Kant, 
'Inscriptions', p.678); but it has been tentatively asked whether strongly-
maintained Jewish customs of lamentation are reflected at the same time, a 
question posed especially but not only when, as here, mourning becomes the 
principal theme of the whole epitaph (so E. Bemand, IM, p.197 & n.4 (on 
no.33, 1.1), cf pp.94 & n.4 (on this epitaph), 101 (on no.37), and 204 (on 
no.36); M6l6ze-Modrzejewski, tlgypte, p.l08 (on no.33)). 

Mourning customs seem best, if still sketchily, reflected in no.35, below, 
with its extra detail of beating with the hands (1.6); this practice is noted in 
the Mishnah (M.K. iii 8-9) as an accompaniment of the organized weeping 
and (songs of) lament which are perhaps envisaged in the calls for tears and 
lamentations in the epitaphs (cf Jer. ix 16-19 (17-20) (female mourners); 
Eccles. xii 5 (male mourners); Mt. ix 23 (flautists); Josephus, B.J. iii 437 
(flautists accompanying dirges)). Nevertheless, such organized mourning has 
belonged to Greek and Egyptian as well as Jewish culture from ancient to 
modern times (E. Bernand, IM, p.384 & nn.7-8, on SEG viii 621 = SB 7871 = 
Peek, GV 1975 (on Egypt); G.F. Abbott, Macedonian folklore (Cambridge, 
1903), pp.194-5). Only Spartan fortitude refused a tear, according to the 
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epigram of Dioscorides, probably from third-century B C Egypt (A.P. vii 229 
= Gow & Page, Hellenistic epigrams, 11.1651-6). It has been suggested that 
Greek epitaphs in Egypt were themselves sung as dirges (A. Bemand, *ficrire 
et crier', ZPE 87 (1991), 45-6). On the other hand, Jews could also share the 
non-Jewish advice not to mourn too much (no.36, below, 1.3 and note). 

Stress in these metrical epitaphs on the commonplace iixjunction to weep 
therefore fully accords with Jewish custom, but this in turn accords mth 
contemporary non-Jewish usage. On the level of the epigrammatists' literary 
task, repetition of the motif may reflect the composers' debt to established 
formulae as much as the particular disposition of patrons. The marked 
establishment of this particular motif at Leontopolis nevertheless suggests 
that it was found acceptable there. It can be called a Jewish trait in the 
sense that patrons in a Jewish community were often ready to accept a 
continuance of, and occasionally a heightening of, a familiar element in 
contemporary non-Jewish epitaphic tradition. 

1 Jesus (= JMhua, Exod. xvii 9-10, etc.), also in no.65, below, attested in 
Egypt by papyri and ostraca from the second century B.C. to the second 
century A.D. (Rokeah in CPJ iii, 180); in the late second century B.C. the 
name of an immigrant from Judaea, Jesus son of Sirach (Ecclus 1 27 and 
Prologue), (p̂ q, aor. part., usually intrans. in classical Greek, here trans., 
Tjegetter'. The Egj^jtian name (compare no.33, 1.5) Phameis also has the 
form Pames (Preisigke, Namenbuch). 

2 Hades here, as in most of its occurrences in the LXX (Gen. xxxvii 15, 
etc.) and the NT, is the place of the departed; contrast the personal Hades of 
no.31, l.B (see note, and compare Wisd. i 14). Here and in 1.8 the writer 
allowed himself a spondee in the second half of the pentameter; the placing 
of 5e may have been delayed for this purpose. 

3 n&vxac, where ndvTEi; is expected; see on no.29,1.5. 
4 H^x^?. 8 nook, recess or hidden place, here of Hades (1.2); the implied 

connection was familiar, see Wisd. xvii 13 (14) î ...̂ 5ov fiux'^v, Philo Heres 45 
iv nuxoT? 'AiSou, Somn. i 151, xoil̂  iv "AiSou ji'uxo^^. Leg. 49 jtpd(;...TapTdpov 
(i-uxot̂ . The rendering 'deep place' here follows Vulgate Wisd. xvii 14 ab 
altissimis inferis. alifivow qualifying a metonym for Hades stresses (in 
contrast with no.33, 1.10) the negative side of the Greek and Jewish 
epitaphic commonplace of an eternal home (Lattimore, Themes, 75-8 (quoting 
this passage), 165-7; similarly negative, but open to positive interpretation, 
and referrable to the grave, note Eccles. xii 5: the man is gone eli; OTKOV 

aiSvo^ a^ov. Jewish use of the Graeco-Roman domus aeterna for the grave is 
found in LXX Ps. xlviii 12, later in CIJ 523; further evidence is discussed 
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35 (C/7 ii no. l512): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): T n i d - 2 n d century 
B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. Stele; epitaph; metrical. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows E. Bernand, IM no.94 p.369. 

flTfflv 5EKorf|X'5» Hauvi f i v d - q i elxdSi, d p f i e a v T ] . | 

\io\i OTĴ X-Tiv, TtopoStTa, tcXiXu I o o v ABX-Tiaai;, 

ooiq x ^ ^ v K6\trat n e v x d K i (nevtagTriv). 

78 

with reference to the structure and ornament of tombs and ossuaries in 
Figueras, Ossuaries, 88-93). With 11.2-4 contrast the similar but gentler .. | 
df[K' 'Aifin<; 2|invo\>v eî  \iy>xi)v ziiOE-^tmi (Kaibel, EG no.241a = Peek, GV 
no.ll48, 11.17-18; Smyrna, not later than 2nd cent. A.D.) 'Hades put me still 
breathing into the deep place of the pious*; Hades is agent, not place, and 
seems to keep a special nook for the righteous, although the depths of the 
grave may be primarily in view. 

5 Dositheus (see above) was evidently the heir (probably an adopted son, 
or a slave brought up in the house (E. Bernand). At Gen. xv 2-3 LXX 
Abraham is &T£ICVO<; (see 1,7 and no.50, below), and his heir is to be his 
oiKoyevt^q. 

7 SteKOi; for STEKVO^ (see on 1.5). 
8 'Hapless' or the like must be the meaning of evo^evfii; here, by contrast 

with its regular sense of "hostile' (so, as a description of the Jews in LXX 
Esth. iii 13d, 13g (xiii 4, 7); III Mace, iii 7, 25). LSJ and Suppl. give no 
examples of the meaning *hapless'; A. Wilhelm, followed by E. Bemand, 
derived it from an understanding of Suo- as negating \itvo<; in the sense of 
'strength'. 6̂ )atuxl̂ 5 or, had metre allowed, etepopo^ would have been 
expected here; it may tentatively be suggested that, just as these words 
meaning 'unfortunate' were sometimes used as terms of reproach, 'perverse' 
(both words, Gow, Theocritus, ii, p.l61, on Id. vii 119) or 'wretch' (SCopopoi;, 
Gow & Page, Philip, ii, p.277, on 1.2195 = AP. v 106, 1.6), so conversely 
Suonevfiq 'ill-disposed' extended its range to the compassionate 'ill-fated'. 

Pediment-topped rectangular stele, 55 x 31 cm., with denticulated comice, 
acroteria and denticulation within the upper sides of the pediment. Letter 
forms; AGO CO. 
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(nevio^tTiv) (1.3) for EL on the stone 
xf>^m (1.4): CIJ majuscules, CPJ apparatus ©YBiil (probably a 
misprint in CIJ); Edgar TYBftI, confirmed by Peek and E. Bemand 
(pxXoi (J.6): CIJ minuscules <piAov (misprint; CIJ majuscules OIAOI, 
following Edgar) 
l<; ({.;} (1.7): CIJ, CPJ etq; Edgar ixq for CIC read on the stone (so CIJ 
majuscules); Peek (from the stone); E. Bemand IGIC 
ia)5aXip5(q) (1.9): CPJ, in agreement with Peek, in)8aW £̂p 

In the sixteenth year, Payni twenty-ninth, he died. 

Look on my gravestone, passer-by, and having considered 
it, weep. Beat with your hands five times for the five-year-
old. For now I lie in the tomb, without even having shared 
in marriage. My parents suffer likewise for the son who 
pleased them, and my friends look for their comrade and 
companion; but my body lies in the blessed place. Weeping 
say; Untimely dead, deeply mourned, you who were always 
renowned for all virtue. 

C.C. Edgar, "More tomb-stones fi-om Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 22 (1922), 
pp.11-12 no.23; SEG i (1923), p.l35 no.572; H. Lietzmann, 'Jiidisch-
griechische Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.283 no.23 = 
KS i (1958), pp.441-2; SB iii (1926), p.77 no.6649; CIJ ii (1952), pp.423-5 
no.l512; W. Peek, GV (1955) p.376 no.l270; CPJ iii (1964), p.l58 no.l512; E. 
Bemand, IM (1969), pp.368-372 no.94, pl.xxv. 

Notice of Edgar, 'More tomb-stones', in RB 32 (1923), pp.154-5; C. Spicq, 'Le 
lexique de Tamour*, Mnemosyne 8 (1955), p.32; G. Zuntz, Review of CPJ iii, 
JSS 10 (1965), p.293; A.J. Festugi^re, 'Les proscynfemes de Philae', REG 83 
(1970), p.177; M. Stern, "The Jewish Diaspora', in Safirai and Stem i (1974), 
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a p T v Y&p o-obl 7<i(xou I H£T(OX)O5 icipat £v -rtpcoi, 

O l IE (plXoL ^iTtouovv 6(iTiXvKa K o l ai>v|fiTaipov' 

oSjia 5' ijxdv m a i xopov I {I;} eOoep â* 
K(>,)a6aou; (El)n6 Stope, | nocv(i>5u{6\))pE KC4 nocvdpiaTe{a] 

B<; Ttd atii; (tii;) dcpEtfii; ndvtoTE icuSotXmwCq). 
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p.l23; C. Balconi, 'Documenti grechi c latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; 
U. Fischer, Eschatologie und Jenseitserwartung (1978), pp.238-40; G.H.R. 
Horsley, New documents iv (1987), pp.225, 227; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish 
inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.40, p.680 
n.57, p.704 n.217. 

This epitaph on an unnamed boy of five is from the second group of stones 
obtained by Tewfik Effendi Boulos from villagers near Tell el-Yehoudieh (see 
nos.32-3). Its Jewish character is indicated by this provenance, and the 
resemblance of both stone and inscription to those of assuredly Jewish 
monuments from Leontopolis; but the content has nothing distinctively 
Jewish. Given the Leontopolis connection, the date will be between the mid-
second century B.C. and the revolt of A.D.115-7, and the 'sixteenth year' (1.1) 
might then be set in reigns including those of Ptolemy X Alexander I (92 
B.C.), Ptolemy XII Auletes (65 B.C.), Augustus (14 B.C.), Tiberius (A.D. 29), 
Domitian (A.D.95), and Trajan (A.D.113). The lettering, however, suggests la 
haute ^poque imp^riaje', according to E . Bemand (p.369), and would 
therefore point to one of the last four dates. 

'The language and the metre are particularly fault/ (E. Bemand, p.370). 
Thus, the fourth line is strikingly harsh in metre, the last in phrasing (see 
notes); an extra hexameter is admitted at 1.5 (but this occurs in many 
inscribed epigrams, e.g. E. Bernand, IM nos.36, 52, 75, 96); there is hiatus in 
1.4 K i n a t v̂ and 1.5 im v\6v; and iq (1.7) is unexpectedly treated as short, 
partly no doubt on the basis of the common £i-i interchange, in which ei 
could represent the short iota (see no.34, 11.1-2 and notes, above). Elsewhere 
the metre is kept up, but in all the verse seems still rougher than in no.34, 
although it remains comparable with that of other Jewish and non-Jewish 
epigrams on stone firom Egypt (e.g. no.36, below, or E. Bernand, IM no.96 
[Politta's epitaph], quoted on no.33 1.4, above). The cutting is repeatedly at 
fault (11.4, 5, 7, 8, 9). 

On the threefold summons to mourn (11.2, 3, 8) see no.34, above. 
1 Unusually, the date is given at the beginning. Vjifiv = ixtov, SeKafiX'; = 

StKo&i^, fivdtn =s tv6.v{\, 6^i\Qa.vx\ = Art£0ave; the spellings represent phonetic 
changes attested in MSS. of the LXX as well as in papyri in general: e-n. ii-P 
(Thackeray. Grammar, §6,17; §7.16). 

2 deXficai; = Aepfioai; (p-h examples in Thackeray, Grammar, §7,20). 
3 x6\}/ai, *beat' the head or the breast, in mourning (Edgar), or clap the 

hands; middle (aor. imv.), with accusative of the person moumed, as at Gen. 
xxiii 2, I 10 and often in the LXX. The custom is mentioned in the Mishnah 
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(see no.34, above). (nevTafexnv) (Edgar, followed by CIJ, CPJ, E. Bemand) 
represents EL on the stone; Peek prefers the less elegant but more 
straightforward resolution ngvte ixStv. Horsley (New Documents iv, p.225 
no.114, 2b) suggests the reading FIENTAKIC L, and argues that L may not 
refer to years, for this symbol is unlikely to have been used in a metrical 
text (but it occurs in the metrical no.36, below), and usually precedes the 
numeral (but Horsley compares no.20, above); moreover, the sentiment in 
11.4-5 (but see note on 1.4) hardly suits a young child. It seems better to 
understand L as referring to years. 

4 fipxi, often found in epitaphs of the untimely dead (e.g. Peek, GV 
nos.969 (a twelve-year-old), 975-7), may have by association with 1.3 the 
sense 'just recently [five years old]' (D.M. Lewis 'early...! lie', CPJ); the 
rendering 'now* links it with lanai (i = ci, as in 1.7 twice; see on no.ll4, 1.7), 
to give the sense 'just recently I have come to lie...'. The mention of marriage 
must arise from hasty adoption of a stock phrase, in view of the boy's age (E. 
Bemand); perhaps compare the designation of persons well on in years as 
ficopo^ (note on no.41, below). The Hne has a harsh spondaic ending, with 
hiatus (on the tendency to isolate each word, see no.34, above); the spelling 
t<ip<p reflects the pronunciation of |i as P (Thackeray, Grammar, §7,19). 

ApEot6(;, often in the LXX, usually abstract (what is pleasing to God); but 
compare Wisd. iv-v where the righteous is cudpeoxoi; 6£^ (iv 10), dpccrtl y&p ĵv 
KVpto) fi V|/UXT) a(rto\) (iv 14), and KaTeXoyiaeii tv x>\di<; SEOU (V 5). 

7 'The blessed place' seems to be the grave, merging with the thought of 
the underworld; compare xowpov Kxoi? ya.iT\<; P^o% eiatfii^q ivi X'^^ (Kaibel 
EG no.700 = Peek GV 231 1.5) 'may you have a light weight of earth in the 
place of blessedness' (from the epitaph of a three-year-old, Rome, 2nd-3rd 
century A.D.). For the tendency to blur the thoughts of the grave and the 
after-life, see Lattimore, Themes, 67-8, 73-4, and compare no.38, below, 11.5-9 
(the departed imagined both in Hades and in the grave). Hence e^oepfa need 
not be taken (with E. Bernand) as a clumsy adaptation of tvoz^m, from the 
more familiar phrase 'place of the pious' (the rendering here in CPJ; for the 
idea, compare no.33, 1.10 and note); and the line is not necessarily unfeehng 
(Zuntz, p.293) in concern with the body rather than the soul. 

8 ia)5aXi^S(5) = jcuSaXî fig (Thackeray, Grammar, §6,28, for obliteration of 
distinction between co and o); fjoSa is understood, to give the English above. 

Pediment-topped rectangular stele, 46.8 x 38 cm., with recessed field and 
acroteria. Letter forms: A 6 I C CD. 
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\ ' (1.2): Edgar, CIJ ( t p i d K o v i a ^ t w v ) , CPJ ( t p i a K O V T a g x r i v ) 

^iioa (1.4): Edgar, Lietzmann ^i ioa(i) 

Xp6vvov (1.4): Edgar, CIJ, CPJ xp6vov 

Fellow-townsmen and strangers, all weep for Rachelis, 
chaste, friend to all, about thirty years old. Do not mourn 
me in vain, [? uttering] empty [? groans.] If it was decreed 
that I should live but a short time, yet I look for a good 
hope of mercy. 

Also Agathokles, about 38 years old. 

C.C. Edgar, "More tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 22 (1922), 
pp.12-13 no.24 (from the stone); SEG i (1923), pp.134-5, 140 no.571; H. 
Lietzmann, 'JUdisch-griechische Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 
(1923), p.284 no.24 = KS i (1958), pp.441-2; SB iii (1926), p.77 no.6650; CIJ 
ii (1952), pp.425-6 no.l513; W. Peek, GV (1955), p.366 no.l239; CPJ iii 
(1964), p.l58 no.l5l3; E. Bemand, IM (1969), pp.203-6 no.44, pl.xxiii (from 
the stone). 

Notice of Edgar, 'More tomb-stones', in RB 32 (1923), p.l54; L. Robert, 
Hellenica i (1940), p.22 n.7; M. Stem, 'The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and 
Stern i (1974), p.l23; S.M. Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum semiticorum 
(1974), p.31; G. Delling, 'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im hellenistisch-rfimischen 
Agypten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.l5 n.3, p.28; U. Fischer, Eschatologie und 
Jenseitserwartung (1978), pp.238, 240; G. Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der 
hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.96 no.90, p.lOO, p.l06 no.l27; L.H. 

36 (C/y ii no . l513): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): inid-2nd century 
B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. Stele; epitaph; metrical. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows E. Bernand, IM no.44, p.203. 

dcateol KOI ^^voi, K(xxaxXo.^\<50xz n6vxzc, 'PaxfiUv 

o6](ppova, TiaouplXriv, (^iGv) A,'. | 

(xfl |ie lidxriv HEVOLTE j Kevd{(;) • 

EI 8' 6 ( U ) Y O V ^iioa | xpowov K:E(K)PI|I£VOV, 

AXjXct ^X ôxx; £^t5a dYa|Of|v Eyo) npoa6^o 1 p-ai. 5 

KOI *A7aeoKXfi(; ox; {ixGw) X-r\'. 

82 
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Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.680 
n.57; J. M l̂feze-Modrzejewski, Les juifs d'tgypte (1991), pp.109-111. 

This epitaph belongs to the second group of inscribed stones collected by 
Tewfik Effendi Boulos from villagers near Tell el-Yehoudieh, a n d probably 
deriving from Leontopolis (see nos.32-3). Its Jewish character is confirmed 
by the name Rachelis and the sentiments of 11.4-5. No date is given in the 
inscription; the Leontopolis connection suggests an upper limit of the mid-
second century B.C., and the revolt of A.D.115-7 forms the probable lower 
hmit. The epitaph falls into two parts, (i) 11.1-3, clearly metrical, use stock 
phrases and appear to break off in mid-sentence; (ii) 11.4-5 can be discerned 
as verse only by the friendly ear, a n d in contrast with 1-3 use bibhcal idiom. 
The name added at the end is probably that of the husband. 

1 The stele can be imagined as the speaker ( see no.39, below); on the 
injunction to weep, see no.34, above, doreol for doToi, regularly linked and 
contrasted with ^£voi (c here probably for ei [Mayser, Grammatik, i.i, 
§8.1(a)]) to comprehend 'all comers', e.g. Theocritus, Epigr. xiv = A.P, ix 435 
(usage illustrated by Gow, Theocritus, ii , pp.105, 539). ii6stt<; is still a 
trochee, despite the final consonant (compare no.34,1.3, above). 

'?o.xf(h.<^. 'Paxfĵ  in the LXX and Philo, '?a.yi[lxx in Josephus; the name 
does not otherwise occur in CPJ, a n d i s attested in Judaea in the Second 
Temple and Mishnaic period, according to T. Dan, "Notes on the distribution 
of Jewish women's names', 197, only a s the name of R. Akiba's wife (Aboth 
de-Rabbi Nathan, version A, vi); note also Beth She'arim 121 = CIJ 1154, 

2 a6(pptov i s used a s here of chaste wives in Philo, Spec.Leg. iii 59 (on the 
trial of jealousy), Praem. 139; cf. Jos. 50 (pretence of chastity). 

moKpiXfiv: see on no.41,1.2, below. 
&x; (hStv) \': the stone h a s only the sign representing years, followed by 

the number; the resolution (tpidKovta txm) favoured by E. Bemand, following 
Edgar and Peek, is relatively straightforward, but reverses the order of the 
symbols (hm xpidKovra, keeping the order, would not scan); CPJ 
(xpiaKovTol'niv), 'the thirty-year-old', is more elegant. Compare the two 
proposed resolutions at no.35, 1.3, above. Here the presence of dx; perhaps 
influences those who prefer resolution with separate Ixwv; but since each 
resolution requires some freedom, the neater (TpiaKovtaftriv) should be 
preferred, giving a line-ending like that envisaged by Edgar and E. Bemand 
at no.35 1.3. 

3 Rachehs herself now speaks. The apparent contradiction of 11.1-2 by 1.3 
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{RB 32 p.154, CIJ, CPJ) is therefore not surprising (E. Bemand). Compare 
in any case the advice Weep bitterly, then be comforted in Ecclus xxxviii 16-
23 (with a word from the departed, v.22). Iryunctions by the departed not to 
lament are common in Greek epitaphs, occasionally as here (1.5) with 
reference to a hope of immortality (Lattimore, Themes, 217-8; on Christian 
continuation, 303-4, 325-6, citing I Thess. iv 13f., which can be viewed as a 
Jewish parallel to this epitaph). 

TtEvQitt, I = ei, see on no.l 14, 1.7. 

K e v d { ( ; } : E. Bemand thinks the sigma likely to have been added, by a 
stone-cutter's mistake, to Kcvd, which he construes as an adverbial neuter 
plural Vainly, forming the last word of the prohibition \if\ ne KXX. 1.3, 
however, forms the first 3i feet of a hexameter, and 1.4 (immediately 
following KEv&q) seems to be meant for a pentameter; the rendering above 
therefore follows Lietzmann's suggestion, cautiously endorsed in CPJ, that 
there is a lacuna at the end of 1.3. Lietzmann offered [oxovaxdi; &<p\ivxt<;] to 
illustrate how the lost 2j feet might have been supplied; this is translated 
above, again as an illustration, not an acceptance of a particular restoration. 
If the full line ended with sigma, the missing words could have been lost by 
haplography in copying or cutting. 

4 The epitaph here goes on in prose, according to Lietzmann, followed in 
CIJ, with the remark 'C'est bien 6tonnant*. The line in fact scans as a 
pentameter if the second syllable of ^Tioa can count as long (or if t,f\aa\ was 
intended [Edgar, Lietzmann]), and if a spondee is allowed in the second half, 
as occurs in the pentameters no.34, 11.2, 8. Given the undoubted errors in 
&QX)yov and KE(K)pifi£vov, a mistaken omission of i after ^iioa can readily be 
envisaged, and Edgar's proposal, which also restores the metre, is followed in 
the rendering above. 

5 The Hne can be heard as a rough hexameter if spoken elision of the 
final a in a.XK& and iXidSa is assumed, despite the appearance of hiatus in 
the text (Gignac, Grammar, i, p.319 suggests that elision was regular in 
speech, but only partly represented in writing; compare the apparent hiatus 
in no.33, above, 1.9), As in no.34, above (see note), elements normally short 
are treated as long (i in iXitiSa, perhaps helped by accent; e in ^ 6 , as in 
no.34, 1.7; the second o in npooS^xopai, like 6 in no.34, 1.1), and a vowel is 
treated as short despite two following consonants (the first o in Tcpoo8£xo^°t> 
compare the second a in Ttdvxoi;, no.34 1.3), probably because final o (here of 
the compound preposition) will have been dropped in speech (Gignac, 
Grammar, i, p.l26). It is likely, then, that verse is attempted here, and that 
the spoken Greek sounded more verse-like than it looks. The epigram is 
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broadly comparable in manner with nos.34 and 35, above, or with Politta's 
epitaph (E. Bemand, IM no.96; note also no.15, possibly attempting a Doric 
style, but again strongly reflecting phonetic changes). 

'Good hope' of an afterlife is a phrase from Greek usage; Socrates says in 
Plato (Phaedo 67B) fi dnoSrtnia f| vCv npooraxTo^ilvTi nexd dryaefii; tXiASot; yCvc-cai. 
Cf. Rep. vi 496E, a philosopher dies ntxd. rnXfii; iXiiiSoq, quoted with other 
evidence and linked with this epitaph and II Thess. ii 16 by F. Cumont, Lux 
perpetua (Paris, 1949), 401-5 (404), followed with an addition (IG v 2, no.265, 
honoriflc inscription by priests of Kore, Mantinea, 64-61 B.C.), by P. Otzen, 
'"Gute Hoffnung" bei Paulus', ZNW 49 (1958), 283-5 (both derive the phrase 
from the vocabulary of the mysteries). 

The Greek phrase coalesced readily with the Pentateuchal expectation of 
'good things' in national restoration (Deut. xxviii 11; xxx 9 tm.mpbY£\ KOpioi; 6 
ee6q o o u eiqipavefivai i:A al EI^ d.yaQ&, cf. Ps.Sol. xvii 50 xd dyaSd 'lapcrî A- h 
owaytayfi (p\>X5>v, xviii 7 xd dyaQd Kupio>) & jtoif\oEi), and hence, as here, with 
tXzoc; "mercy* in the sense o f redemption (probably linked with understanding 
o f the Third Commandment, Exod. xx 6 = Deut. v 10 iroifflv E^Eoq): II Mace, ii 
7 (A) Ecoq dv cvvaydyr) 6 Oed̂  lja.awayii3yf\v TOC XOOU Kal tXeoq yivT\xm, III Mace, 
ii 19 (a prayer) £rtt<pavov x6 £XE65 OOV (cf vi 4, 39). 

For Jewish 'good hope', note the importance o f hope in the LXX, e.g. Gen. 
iv 26 where Enoch Aopes to call upon the name of the Lord (interpreted with 
emphasis on hope by Philo, Det.Pot. 138-40, Abr. 7-16 ('the true man is he 
who expects good things (xd dyaed) and is stayed on kindly hopes (£X,jrfai 
XpnoxaT̂ )', Praem. 13-14, Quaest.Gen. ad loc.). Job xvii 15 (lXiA<i in parallel 
with xd dyaOd) and Philo's deflnition o f hope as dyaStov npoaSotda 
(Quaest.Gen. on iv 26, Post.Caini 26, ef. Abr. 8); so in Philo Moses before his 
death exhorts the nation in his Song through kindly hopes' 6id XP'I*"®^ 
iXniStov ( o f redemption, Deut. xxxii 36-43), having ordained his successor with 
great cheerfulness Sid xf|v £A,ni6a TOU piXXEiv dSavaxl^Eoeai Isecause of the hope 
o f future immortality* (Philo, Virt. 67, 75), and the Jewish embassy to Gaius 
in their distress remember h o w 'the laws create good hopes' o f national 
redemption, ol v6|ioi .. £ X j K 5 a i ; dyafldq Stmiovpyownv (Leg. 195); compare II 
Thess. ii 16 Soft̂  mpdRXt^oiv alwvtav xal iAjtiSa dyaOfiv. 

For the connection here of the clearly biblical 'mercy* with *hope', 
compare Ecclus xxiii 5 in 248 and its allies (fi £>.7d; lou X̂EOV̂  GOV, discussed 
by J.H.A. Hart, Ecclesiasticus: the Greek text of Codex 248 (Cambridge, 
1909), 310-11); Ps. cxlvi (cxlvii) 11 the Lord takes pleasure iv xoii; iXnt̂ oumv 
inl xd SXEOI; avxou (the ingathering has been mentioned in v.2, and in the LXX 
verse 11 concludes the psalm; compare the references to mercy at the end of 
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Ps.Sol. ii, iv, vi, vii, xi, xii, xiv, xv & xvii); Ps.Sol. vi 8-9 ml TISV cfl-nijia Vf^x^'i 
£>.icî o<ioti5 np6(; a^xdv intteXfi 6 K-Gpio?. eiXoyrixd^ Kfipiog 6 noiwv tXeoq toT? 
Ayanffiaiv avt6v tv d^TiBeip; and ZXeoq as object of hope in passages quoted 
below. 

For the train of thought in 11.4-5, cf. especially Wisd. iii 4: although they 
were punished in the sight of men [by early death, as here], their hope is full 
of immortality, fi iXiA<; amm deavaoia? nXfjpin; (cf. Philo, Virt. 67, quoted 
above), iii 9 for grace and mercy (SXeot;) are to his elect; xii 22 Tieing judged, 
let us expect mercy' iq)iv6n£voi 8£ jipooSoicffljtev t\&o(^ (after recollection of the 
covenants 'of good promises', xii 21 Ayadm "fcitoox̂ oEtov); Ecclus ii 7-9 
dvapcivaxe x& tXcoq aixou ... iXiAaaxt e l ? dyaOd K a l eiq eyppoa^vriv alSvo^ Kal 
tkeai; 'wait for his mercy ... hope for good things and for eternal joy and 
mercy', developing Deut. xxx 9, quoted above; Job ii 9 LXX (no corresponding 
Hebrew) npooSexfipevoq xfjv £Xjri5a xf\q ocoxripiaq p.ov 'looking for the hope of my 
salvation' (part o f Job's watchword, criticized by his wife); Titus ii 13 
Tipoo6£x<5H£voi xfjv fiaKopiav iXjriSa 'looking for the blessed hope' (cf. 
npoaSex^jievoq irapdKXiioiv xov 'lopafjX and xoT̂  npoafiexoiifivoiq Wxpoxnv 
'lepoDoaXfin, Lk. i 26, 38). Verbally a less complete parallel, but suggestive of 
the thought of aiter-life implied here, is the development of Deut. xxx 9 at 
Ps.Sol. xiv 6 (cited at no.33, 1.10, above, q.v.) 6id xowio fi xXupovonia a ^ w v 
ŜTI5 K a l OK6XO5 xal dnfiXeia, Kai o^x e^peQ^oovxai h f ^ f i p a iX£o\)̂  SiKaiojv 'in the 

day of mercy for the righteous', o l 61 8moi Kvpiou KXripovont̂ oouoiv ôjfiv tv 
£.v(ppoa^vx\. 

Against this background the 'good hope of mere/ (1.5) appears as the 
hope for a share in the good things of the redemption promised to the nation, 
probably with particular reference to immortality, as at Wisd. iii 4, 9, Ps.Sol. 
xiv 6(10). 11.4-5 look like an individualized continuation of a 'stock' epitaph, 
an attempt to go on with the elegiacs in an expression of specifically Jewish 
hopes. In view of the ample comparative material from Jewish sources there 
is no need to suppose that Rachelis had become a Christian (as suggested in 
RB 32, p.154; M^l6ze-Modrzejewski, Les juifs d'^gypte, p.l09 comments that 
the hypothesis is not wholly absurd if the date is imperial, but that a 
Christian Jewess could be more readily envisaged at that time in Alexandria 
than in Leontopolis), but it seems likely that she belonged to a pious circle 
with an outlook like that met in Wisdom. Possibly her rare biblical name 
may be a further sign of such views, or of Judaean ancestry (the name would 
be expected to survive in the region of Bethlehem), or both. 

For Agathokles, compare no.46. 
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37 {CIJ i i no. l522): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): mid-2nd century 
B.C.- early 2nd century A.D, Stele; epitaph; metrical. 
Unknown. 
Text follows E. Bernand, IM no. 17, p. 100. 

r i a n T t v c o v a |XEiKp6v 

xXmiaov bi\m6c,. 
KKM H€ ^i^TTlp, 

fl n[e |7tu]p(on^, 
e iKJ I [om£]naa^TT]v 
xXotO [aaxe] n6.\itc^. 

nanniwva (1.1): CIJ, CPJ + {i}, following Edgar 

Stand near and weep for Pappion, the little one. Mother, 
consumed with grief, weep for me, dead at twenty-seven; all 
of you, weep. 

C.C. Edgar, *More tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 22 (1922), p.l6 
no.33; SEG i (1923), p.l36 no.582; H. Lietzmann, 'JUdisch-griechische 
Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.284 no.33 = KS i (1958), 
p.443; SB iii (1926), p.78 no.6659; CIJ ii (1952), pp.429-430 no.l522; W. 
Peek, GV (1955), p.366 no.l240; CPJ iii (1964), p.l60 no.l522; E. Bemand, 
/M(1969), pp.100-1 no.l7. 

A. Wilhelm, Aiyuit-ndKa (1946), p.54; J. & L. Robert, BE (1948), p.209; G. 
Zuntz, Review of CPJ iii, JSS 10 (1965), p.291; M, Stem, 'The Jewish 
Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; U. Fischer, Eschatologie und 
Jenseitserwartung (1978), p.238; G.H.R. Horsley, New documents iv (1987), 
pp.225-6; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 
(1987), p.678 nn.40, 41. 

This undated epitaph, from the second group of inscribed stones collected by 
Tewfik Effendi Boulos, is probably from Leontopolis, and therefore to be 
dated between the mid-second century B.C. and the revolt of A.D.115-7 (see 
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Pediment-topped rectangular stele, 45 x 35 cm., with inscribed frame. Letter 
forms: A 6 C CO. 
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noa.32-4, above). The name Pappion occurs on another stone from this group 
(no.89, see note), and (as the father of Joseph and Pappos) on a stele like 
this one in design but of uncertain origin (no.l32, below). The stone was 
entered in the provisional journal of the Cairo Museum, 12th June 1921, 4, 
but E. Bemand, p.100, notes that he could not find it there or at the 
Alexandria Museum, and that some stones have been moved from the Cairo 
Museum to the Port Said Museum. 

No.83 is closely similar in form and vocabulary, but whereas it has 
'metrical patterns' (D.M. Lewis) without being clearly metrical overall, here a 
division into metrical cola has been accepted since W. Crtinert (in SEG i 582, 
followed by CIJ, Peek, CPJ, E. Bemand). Groups of words in metre were 
also recognized by Cronert in no,40, of A.D.8, where metre was probably 
intended but is not fully achieved. In nos.83 and 40 the metrical pattems are 
largely derived from elegiacs, whereas here on CrSnert's view the short 
metrical entities may possibly (but see below) reflect the conventions of lyric 
verse, built up of series of relatively short metrical units (cola), rather than 
elegy, with its succession of lines. The eleven or twelve remaining Jewish 
metrical epitaphs knovm from Egypt are all by contrast in elegiac couplets, 
and the probably Jewish Egyptian epitaph from Rome (no.l41, below) is in 
elegiacs and iambics. 

Pappion's epitaph is the most clearly metrical of the three singled out 
above in its individual units, but its metrical pattem overall is debatable. 
Cronert identified 1.1 as ithyphallic, but the rest as (rather free) dochmiacs; 
he compared the erotic lament published by B.P. Grenfell from a papyms of 
the second century B.C., identified by Wilamowitz as largely a somewhat free 
dochmiac poem (text and literature in I.C. Cunningham, Herodae Mimiambi 
cum appendice mimorum papyraceorum (Leipzig, 1987), pp.36-8; on the 
metre, U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Kleine Sckriften ii (repr. Berlin, 
1971), 95-120 (esp. 97-106), J.U. Powell, Collectanea Alexandrina (Oxford, 
1925), 179, and M.L. West, 'Metrical analyses: Timotheus and others', ZPE 
45 (1982), 1-13 (12-13)). The dochmiacs of the lament are sometimes resolved 
into choriambic form (identified more often by Powell than by Wilamowitz) or 
joined with anapaests, and comparable resolutions would have to be assumed 
in 11.2-6 here, as Crtinert notes; 1.4, with its cretic ending, is perhaps the 
closest to a basic form of dochmius, but this short epitaph has nothing 
comparable with the series of relatively clear dochmiac cola found in parts of 
the much longer lament (62 lines in Cunningham). 

In fact, it seems possible to scan at least four of the six lines here rather 
more straightforwardly as portions of the hexameters and pentameters 
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commonly used in funerary epigrams. 11.2, 3 and 6 are dactylic dimeters, 
which in each case could have formed the last two feet of a hexameter; and 
1.5 is a hemiepes, one half of a pentameter. 1.4 can also be read as a dactylic 
dimeter, if the last syllable may be treated as short. The ithyphalUc 1.1 
would then be the only group of words not forming a metrical sequence used 
in elegiacs. In 11.2-6 the phrases themselves 'are tags from metrical epitaphs' 
(Edgar). Here, then, as in nos.83 and 40, the composition draws mainly on 
elegiac metrical pattems. 

For longer but somewhat comparable non-Jewish epitaphs made up of 
tags, with only one or two fully metrical lines, see E. Bernand, IM, nos.13, 
57, 81, 100 (all of the Roman period); compare also, outside Egypt, the 
Jewish epitaph of Beth She'arim 183 (only one line out of nine readily 
recognizable as fully metrical). 

The deceased's mother only is addressed, not father and mother as in 
no.83, and the last line addresses 'all' rather than 'brother', so it seems that 
Pappion's mother was the only member of his immediate family to survive 
him. 

On the threefold summons to mourn (11.2, 3, 6) see no.34, above. 
1 Between the two words Edgar discerned space for one letter, and 

conjectured it to be a redundant iota; Peek, followed by E. Bernand, read the 
lettering as continuous. Their difference in reading does not affect the sense. 
neiKpov (ei for i, as in this word in no.33 1.3, q.v.) is taken as adjectival with 
CIJ, CPJ and E. Bernand; for its application to an adult, see no.64 and note 
nos.97, 100. Bernand compares no.33 1.3, but there the reference is to 
childhood. In view of the other instances (noted by J. & L. Robert, BE 1948, 
no.259), Cronert's suggestion that ^eiKpdv Is an adverb here qualifying immd^ 
{SEG i 582) seems unlikely, despite the parallel Peek, GV 1261 (Crete, 
second century A.D.), quoted by E. Bemand, p.101 n.2. 

4 n[c|n\)]pfi)n£vTi, 'set on fire' metaphorically; compare no.32 1.4 and note. 
5 £iK|[oai£]nTa£TTiv. -r\v for -TI (acc. sg. m-); for Septuagintal examples of 

the accusative with additional v see Thackeray, Grammar, §12,5. 

Rectangular stele, 30 x 21 cm., with ornamental border and guide-lines. 
Letter forms: A € C CO.. 
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(pofiioOd (1.4): CIJ minuscules (panxo(t)d (correction proposed by 
Norsa) 
Ydnovq (1.7): CIJ y&iio(i)(; (correction proposed by Norsa) 
mxcMvnavei; (1.7): CIJ icaTeW(n)jtavei; (correction proposed by Norsa) 

The stele bears witness. - 'Who are you that lie in the dark 
tomb? Tell me your country and your father.' 'Arsinoe, 
daughter of Aline and Theodosius, and the land which 
nourished us is called the land of Onias.' 'How old were you 
when you slipped down into the shadowy region of Lethe?' 
'At twenty years old I went to the mournful place of the 
dead.' *Were you joined in marriage?* *I was.' 'Did you leave 
him a child?' 'Childless I went to the house of Hades.' 'May 
the earth, the guardian of the dead, be light upon you.' 
'And for you, stranger, may it bear fruitful crops.' In the 
16th year, Payni 21. 

90 

38 (Plate XII; CIJ i i no. l530): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): mid-
2nd century B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. Stele; epitaph; metrical; 
Doric dialect. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows E. Bernand, IM no.43, p.200. 

oxdXa (AOtv<)Teipa. - tl^ | KuovauYfit -dJiiPtoi j 

KeToai; m l ndtpav xal Yev^JTiiv Svene. -

Ap<Tiv6a, KOiipa 6* AX,ivn<; Kod ©riSocftoio, I 

(poiiiaSd 5' 'Oviou yd. Tpo|(p6<; &p£t^pa. -

7ioaoa€Tri9 &' ioXioOa^ •u|7i6 aKo-T6£v Kki\xa. A&Qac,; - | 5 

iKoa&rrj'; yoep^v x^pov [ | Ipriv vexurov. - | 

^ei )7iaOTi<; 8fe ydiioui;; - (Qt^Bryv. - KaTeUvnctvei; aOJTW 

T C K v o v ; - dteicvoi; 11 Potv et<; AiSao Sdiiov*;. - | 

IT) aol Koutpa xQibv d <pe| |LH£VOIO <p\)^icTo>p. - | 

Kal col , ^tve , (p^poi Kopnftv | dn5 czaxixm. ] 10 

(giouc) n;' Hauvi Ka'. 
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M. Norsa, 'Iscrizione sepolcrale metrica', BSAA 26 (1931), pp.243-6; A. 
Momigliano, *Un documento della spiritualitA dei Giudei Leontopolitani*, 
Aegyptus 12 (1932), pp.l71-2; SEG viii (1937), p.82 no.482; CIJ ii (1952), 
pp.435-8 no.l530; SB v (1955), p.ll8 no.7781; W. Peek, GV (1955), pp.559-
560 no.l861; CPJ iii (1964), pp.161-2 no.l530; E. Bernand, IM (1969), 
pp.199-203 no.43, pLxxvi (photograph; from the stone); J. M^16ze-
Modrzejewski, Les Juifs d'tgypte (1991), pp.106, 109-10 (photograph). 

A. Wilhelm, 'Das Epithalamion in Lukianos' It)^7r6mov ^ Aairieai', W$ 56 
(1938). p.78; L. Robert, Hellenica i (1940), p.22 no.S; M.N. Tod, 'A Greek 
epigram from Egypt', JEA 37 (1941), p.l02; G. Zuntz, Review of CPJ iii, JSS 
10 (1965), p.292; M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i 
(1974), p.123; S.M. Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum semiticorum (1974), p.30; 
G. Delling, 'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im hellenistisch-rttmischen Agypten', 
BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.ll n.2, p.27 n.3; G. Mussies, 'Greek in Palestine and the 
Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern (1976), p.l043 n.lO; C. Balconi, 'Documenti 
grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; U. Fischer, Eschatologie und 
Jenseitserwartung (1978), p.238; G. Sacco, *Lethe negU epigrammi funerari', 
Epigraphica 40 (1978), p.46; H.C.C. Cavallin, Iveben nach dem Tode im 
Spatjudentum', ANRW II.19.1 (1979), p.321 n.577; Schilrer revised iii.i 
(1986), pp.48, 87; G. Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen 
Antike (1987), p.95 nos.61 & 76, p.lOO, p . l l l no.298, p.l22 no.647; G.H.R. 
Horsley, New documents iv (1987), p.224; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in 
Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.43, p.680 n.57, p.685 n.88. 

In this elegant Doric epitaph the twenty-year old Arsinoe names 'the land of 
Onias' (the district of Leontopolis) as her place of origin 0-4), and so attests 
her Jewish descent. There is nothing else which on its own would identify 
the epitaph as clearly Jewish, but the monument resembles Leontopolis 
gravestones both in the form of the stele and in the content of the epitaph, 
and the names Arsinoe and Theodosius were used by Jews. 

E. Breccia bought the stone in Cairo (compare the provenance of no.40, 
probably from Leontopolis), and Medea Norsa pubUshed it from a photograph 
and information supplied by Breccia. The range of possible dates is the same 
as that for no.35, also of Payni in the sixteenth year; Breccia, followed by 
Norsa, proposed the first century B.C. or AD., Peek the first century A.D. 

Dialogue epitaphs were popular in Egypt; Peek, GV 1842, 1843, 1845, 
1846 = E. Bernand, IM, nos.47, 68, 49 & 23 are other Egyptian examples 
ranging from the first to the third centuries A.D., and P.Oiy. 662, ascribed to 
the Augustan age (Norsa, pp.243-4), reproduces two such epitaphs by 
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Leonidas of Tarentum and Antipater of Sidon CA.P. vii 163-4), and a third, 
otherwise unknown, by Amyntas (see Gow & Page, Hellenistic epigrams, ii, 
p,50). Leonides of Alexandria (first century A.D.) has a lively short epigram 
in this genre (AP. vii 548 = Leonides x in Page, Further Greek epigrams, 
pp.520-1). 

The passer-by may engage in dialogue with the stele (Peek, GV 1844, 
1845) or the departed (so Leonidas of Tarentum, AP. vii 163), or both (so 
Callimachus, Epigr. xv and Peek, GV 1842, 1843). Here 1.1 arouses 
expectation of an address to the stele, but 1.2 and the content of the reply in 
11.3-4 show that converse is with the departed herself. The references to 
Lethe, the place of the dead and the house of Hades (11.5, 6 & 8) follow 
Greek epitaphic convention, and in conjunction with their unremittingly 
mournful tone recall especially no.34, above, 11.2-4. A. Momigliano, 
considering the present epitaph (no.38) on its own, urged that its acceptance 
by the family who ordered it underlines the hellenization of the Leontopolis 
Jews, even though its sentiments might be those of the writer, possibly a 
pagan. D.M. Lewis in CPJ added, on the other hand, that the literary 
accomplishment of the epitaph reduces the Hkelihood that it reflects the 
patrons' views; they wanted an elegant epigram, but by no means necessarily 
shared the writer's presuppositions. 

This epitaph is not exceptional, however, save in its degree of elegance. 
Other Jewish patrons could accept verses as mythological as these (to no.34, 
add nos.31 1.8, 33 11.5 & 10, 39 1.2) and as mournful (to no.34, add nos.30, 32, 
37, 40 which lack the mythological references found here and in no.34, but 
are equally devoid of words of hope). Probably, therefore, the sentiments of 
nos.34 and 38 were not widely felt to differ intolerably from those of the 
Leontopolis Jewish community in general. The more distinctively Jewish and 
hopeful epitaph of Rachelis (no.36, above) seems to be more truly exceptional 
(so Zuntz, JSS 10 (1965), p.293). Furthermore, the Greek-sounding 
sentiments voiced here could also have been regarded by patrons as Jewish 
and scriptural. Equally mournful passages on Hades are found in the LXX 
(e.g. Job vii 9-10 (no return), xvii 13-16 (no hope); Eccles. ix 10 (no wisdom 
in Hades); and the series of statements that there is no praise or confession 
in Hades, Ps. vi 6, cxiii 25 (cv 17), Is. xxxviii 18, Ecclus xvii 27-8). For 
comparable passages, not including the word ?i5Ti<;, see Job xiv 1-2, Ps. Ixxxvii 
(Ixxxviii) 12-13. Similarly negative interpretations in the LXX of the eternal 
home and the sleep of death are noted at nos.34, 1.4 and 114, 1.8. 
Ecclesiasticus, current in Greek in Egypt from the late second century B.C., 
expresses national hopes (ii 7-9, xxxv 18-xxxvi 17), but lacks the clearly-
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stated hope of immortality found in the Wisdom of Solomon, and also re-
emphasizes the negative statements on Hades from the earlier biblical 
tradition; compare Ecclus xiv 16 with Eccles. ix 10, and Ecclus xvii 27-8 with 
Ps. vi 6, etc., cited above. The author's grandson, translating the book for 
Egyptian Jews, preserved these features of the original. 

The conventional Greek sentiments of nos.34 and 38 have contact, 
therefore, with those of a number of other Leontopolis inscriptions; but they 
are also congruous with biblical tradition on death and Hades as currently 
interpreted. This point reinforces the likelihood that they are not 
unrepresentative of widespread Jewish feeling. From the inscriptions 
preserved, then, no.38 and several others could be associated with the 
outlook of Job and Ecclesiastes, continued in Ecclesiasticus; only that of 
Rachelis answers to the hopes expressed in Wisdom. 

1 The first two words seem best taken as an exclamation by the passer
by: 'The stele has a tale to tell.' He goes on to address the departed herself. 
Compare Callimachus, Epigr, xvii 1 TIHOV6TI. XI? 5' £aoi; (the passer-by reads 
the name on the stone, then speaks to the departed; Fraser, Ptolemaic 
Alexandria, i, p.581, allows it as possible that this epigram may be a genuine 
epitaph), juivuxfip 'informer* here has a feminine form; the verb uTiviio) is used 
of the inscription e.g. at Peek GV 1622, 1624, 1629, 1630, 1632. 

3 On the name Arsinoe, see no.33 1.1, above. Aline occurs as a non-
Jewish name in Egypt (CPJ ii nos.436, 442), but only here in Egyptian 
Jewish inscriptions; her husband's name, in the full form 6co56moq, was used 
by Jews (no less than three of the LXX translators. Letter of Aristeas 47, 49, 
50; CPJ 29, 8, 22, mid-second century B.C.) and was also borne by an 
Alexandrian Samaritan in Philometor's reign (according to Josephus, Ant. 
xiii 75). 

4 The Doric <panioed, equivalent to <p7miaOfi, is usually taken as a variant 
spelling of panioxfi, fem. sg. nominative of an adjective <}nmiax6(;; this could be 
taken in the sense of the participle (p-nmoectoa 'called' (Norsa, CIJ) or as 
meaning 'famous' {LSJ, s.v. <|>aniox6(;, noting that the adjective is not found 
elsewhere, and Suppl, CPJ, E. Bernand). The sense 'called' followed in the 
translation above gives a stronger and neater reply to the demand in 1.2. It 
can be reached by Norsa's method; she rejects the equivalence (pap.t(7dd = 
^(pimtoeTi 'is called' as involving "hyper-Doricism* Chyperdorismo*), but a main 
verb here would strengthen the line, and it may be asked if this alternative 
is out of the question. 

For a district called 'of Onias*, no doubt around the temple of Onias, see 
Josephus, B.J. i 190 ol xfjv 'Ovtow npoooYopevô fvnv x&pa.>i Kaxixovzzc, 'those 
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occupying the land called "of Onias" cf i 33, vii 426, Ant. xii 388 
(Philometor gave Onias land in the nome of Heliopolis); Strabo, quoted by 
Josephus, Ant. xiii 287 ol IK TTI? 'Ovtov X£76^£voi 'Io\>5aioi 'the Jews known as 
"from the [land] of Onias" '; E. Bickermann, 'Leontopolis*, EJ x (1934), 796-7; 
H. Kees, 'Ovlov, RE xviii.i (1939), 477-9; Kasher, Egypt, 8-9, 127-35. 

5 jioaaafeTiT; is either masc. used as fem., or an instance of n for i 
(Thackeray, Grammar, §6,23); BtKxaBaq is a second aorist (of fiXiae&vo)) with 
the ending of the first aorist (Thackeray, ibid., §17,1)). KW îa here is probably 
'region* (so CIJ, Zuntz in JSS 10 (1965), p.292, E. Bernand), as often in Philo 
(e.g. Leg. 283 K a 0 ' gjcaotov xW îa -rii; OIKOV^I^VII.;) and also in Polybius, 
Josephus and the N.T. (E. Bemand, citing W. Bauer, W.F. Arndt & F.W. 
Gingrich, A Greek-English lexicon of the New Testament (Cambridge & 
Chicago, 1957), s.v.), rather than 'slope* (CPJ); the 'region of Lethe' is then 
contrasted with Arsinoe's own homeland (1.4), and paralleled by 'place of the 
dead' and 'house of Hades' (11.6 & 8); compare the phrase A^er\<; ... x«po? in 
the Egyptian metrical epitaph SEG viii 799 = E. Bemand, IM, no.93, 1.4. 
Lethe is named here only in Leontopolis metrical epitaphs. Tod, 'Epigram', 
p.102 thinks it doubtful whether Lethe or general forgetfulness' is intended. 
With the shadows, here, compare no.34, above, 1.4. The thought of the grave 
as a shadowy land of forgetting and being forgotten is also biblical (Ps. 
Ixxxvii (Ixxxviii) 12-13 iv .. tv dncokEigt ... tv T$ oxdrei ... iv yft 
iKikeXryaiitv^). 

6 iKoo- for elKoa£-ni^ (ev - i, Thackeray, Grammar §6,24; Mayser, 
Grammatik, i.i, §8.3(b)); -tii; either masc. for fem. or r\ for i, as in nooao^tri? 
(1.5). With 'the mournful place of the dead', contrast the more cheerful 
'blessed place' at no.36,1.7 (see note), of the grave, merging with the thought 
of the underworld; here the underworld is envisaged in the gloomy aspect 
met in no.35 1.4, but the epitaph begins and ends with the thought of the 
grave. 

7 y6mo\}<;, accusative of respect; the first letter of (QE<>x9nv will have been 
omitted by haplography, in view of the similar pronunciation of o and ^ (E. 
Bemand; cf. Mayser, Grammatik, i.i, §43). xaxcAlvnavei;, v for n. 

9 tT] for iir\, compare Ixoo^-njg, 1.6 and note. The prayer that the earth 
may be light is common (Lattimore, Themes, 65-8; cf no.l09, below); here it 
is strengthened by the thought of earth as protectress. 

Pediment-topped rectangular stele, 73 x 31 cm., with recessed field. Letter 
forms: A 6 £ B CC / \ . Numeral: 7. 
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39 (Plate XIII; CPJ i i i no. l530a): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): 
mid-2nd century B.C.- early 2nd century A . D . Stele; epitaph; 
metrical. 
University of Gottingen. 
Text follows E. Bernand, IM no. 16, p.96. 

nevTfiKOta ipiSv iitiSN KOKXOV (iviioocvTa 

a-utfi^ 6 TtotvSondTtop l^pnooev EI<; 'AtSriv. 

m X^iiiV d(i|J.o(pavf|(;, oiov 6^a*; dfKpiKaXftjm^ 

'Appd^ou ^xr[Ci t o u i x a K a p i a r o T d T o o * 

ovK dy^potoTOf; K(pu ydp d v d nrdXiv, dXXd x d l d̂ xfi 
7iav5f|(j,o) iGvLicn feorfecpET' £v ao(pta* 

S ioouv ydp l e t6no)v noXiTotp/Sv a^Tft^ ixt\j^(a, 

xfjv Sifiepfi SctrtdvTiv ^4otvtJoa<; x<ipLcav. | 

n d v t a 5̂  a o i , bttovx' 8oot TOI, \f\>xf\, nplv gxevGei;, 

x a l T t x v w v dyaSSv a^^oiiev yeveli. 10 
d^Xd o'O, M napoBeita , IScbv dyoteou idtpov dv5p6i; 

8v Te xaTEUtpHpfiv t o i a (ppdoct^ dmei* | 

Yoiocv Ex°^ i ^ ^ p ^ e l ; T6V dnocvTa xp6vov. 

nevrfiKOta (1.1): CPJ nevTtiico(vTa) 
aS^oiiEV (1.10): CPJ a^o^£(v) f), following Peek 

When he had already accomplished a span of fifty-three 
years, the all-subduer himself carried him off to Hades. O 
sandy earth, how notable a body you cover: that which had 
the soul of Abramos, most fortunate of men. For he was not 
without honour in the city, but was crowned in his wisdom 
with a communal magistracy over all the people. 

'For you were honoured by holding a city magistracy in two 
places, fulfilling the double expense with gracious liberality. 
Until you hid yourself in the grave all things that befitted 
you were yours, dear soul, and we, a family of good 
children, increase them.' 

95 
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'But you, passer-by, beholding the grave of a good man, 
depart with these favourable words for him: "May you find 
the earth light upon you for all time".' 

E. Miller, 'Inscriptions grecques', RevArch 30 (1875), pp.149-153; G. Kaibel, 
EG (1878), no.430; P. Jacobsthal, 'Grabepigramm aus Agypten', Hermes 46 
(1911), pp.318-320 (from the stone); A.J. Reinach, 'Bulletin annuel 
d'6pigraphie grecque', RevEp n.s.l (1913), p.364; SB i (1915), p.635 no.5765; 
L. Robert, Hellenica i (1940), pp.18-24; J. & L. Robert, BE (1940), p.l97; 
(1941), p.l72; W. Peek, GV (1955), p.232 no.850; L. Robert, Review of Peek, 
Gnomon 31 (1959), p.ll; CPJ iii (1964), p.l62 no.l530a; E. Bernand, IM 
(1969), p.95-100 no.l6, pl.xx (photograph). 

A. Wilhelm, 'Drei griechische Epigramme aus Aegypten', Melanges Maspero 
ii (1937), p.276; A. Wilhelm, 'Zur Syntax des Griechischen', 
Nachrichten...Gdttingen N.F.3 (1939), pp.139-40, 143-7; L. Robert, Hellenica, 
xi-xii (1960), pp.384-5 with pl.xii, 1 (photograph); G. Zuntz, Review of CPJ 
iii, JSS 10 (1965), p.292; J. Bingen, Review of E. Bernand's IM, CE 45 
(1969), pp.378-9; S.M. Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum semiticorum (1974), 
p.5; N.G. Cohen, 'Jewish names as cultural indicators in antiquity*, JSJ 7 
(1976), p.100 n.ll; U. Fischer, Eschatologie und Jenseitserwartung (1978), 
p.238; M. Hengel, Jews, Greeks and barbarians (1980), p.101 n.55; A. 
Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), p.125; p.284 n.69; 
L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), 
p.678 n.43, p.680 n.57, p.685 n.88, p.693 n.l39; M. Hengel, The 
interpenetration of Judaism and Hellenism', CHJ ii (1989), p.204 n.3. 
The name Abramos (see below) makes it extremely probable that this is a 
Jewish epitaph. The provenance of the stone is unknown. The first 
publication was fi'om a squeeze naming Cairo as an indication of origin, and 
L. Robert {Hellenica i [1940]) showed that, in view of the name of the 
deceased and the content of the inscription, it was very likely to be one of 
the series of Leontopolis metrical epitaphs. 'The form of the stele almost 
suffices to assure its provenance' from Tell el-Yehoudieh (E. Bemand, p.97; 
compare his remark on the form of no.40, below). 

The reader of the inscription as it now stands sees at the foot of the stele 
for a second time the first four words of 1.1, jievTfiKOTa...K(iKXov, cut in larger 
characters which fill one line of the field completely, but facing upwards and 
in reverse order as regards the rest of the text. After completing this line the 
stone-cutter evidently turned the stele upside-down and began again. 
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presumably because he saw that smaller characters would be needed if the 
inscription was to fit the field. This accident seems to show that, in this 
case, there had been no preliminary painting of the text with a brush'; 
comparably, the probably late third-century B.C. Memphis metrical epitaph 
published by P.M. Fraser & P. Maas, JEA 41 (1955) 115-118 = E. Bernand, 
IM, no.32 was begun on one side of the stone (where the first word only was 
cut), but the stone was then turned upside-down and the epitaph was begun 
again and completed on the other side (L. Robert, Hellenica xi-xii (1960), 
quoted by E. Bernand, IM, p.97 and n.3). In this case the surface first used 
was probably found unsuitable (Fraser & Maas, p.ll5); in the inscription as 
completed there is of course no trace of the new start, by contrast with the 
epitaph of Abramos. More closely comparable in this respect is no.30, above, 
where an inscription in the middle of the stele was given up and started 
again at the top. 

The likely range of dates for Tell el-Yehoudieh epitaphs is mid-second 
century B.C. to early second century A.D. (see nos.31-2, above); in this case 
E. Bemand judges that the lettering points to the imperial period. The 
deceased was a Jewish magistrate, as may also have been the case in the 
similarly-worded but ft*agmentary no.30, above. 

The departed is addressed by his children in 11.7-10, the passer-by in 
11.11-13. The epitaph can perhaps best be understood as the voice of the stele 
(11.1-6), impelling the children who set it up to address Abramos (7-10); they 
or the stele then ask for kind words from the passer-by. For dial(^ue in 
epitaphs, see no.38, above. In Kaibel, EG 580 = Peek, GV 1546, cited at 1.9, 
below, a couplet spoken by the stele comparably introduces a speech from 
the chief mourner. Words from the stele similarly introduce a speech — in 
these instances from the departed - in nos.32, 35, 36 and 37, above. It 
therefore seems reasonable to understand 11.1-6 as spoken by the stele. The 
concluding lines to the passer-by (11-13) might come from Abramos himself, 
like the request from the departed for a laudatory lament in no.35,11,8-9; but 
they keep to the third person when speaking of the departed, and are more 
naturally ascribed to the children or the stele. In general, the stele and the 
departed are of course given very similar things to say; compare the 
classification in Peek, GV, pp.xix CI. Formen der Vorstellung des Toten (des 
Denkmals)'), xx ('IV.Kc). Das Denkmal (der Tote) fordcrt zur Betrachtung 
Oder zur Entgegennahme des Berichtes auf). 

1 Tiev-riiKoTO: the omission of v before x probably reflects pronunciation, 
and also occurs in LXX MSS (Thackeray, Grammar, §7,36). For the use of 
icfiicAx)̂  compare no.33, 1.7, above. The harsh elision of the second syllable of 
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f{dr\ is clumsy, but preserves the metre. 
2 The unnamed 'all-subduer' is possibly Time, who has this epithet in the 

Egyptian epitaph Peek, GV 1198 = E. Bemand, IM no.75, 1.12, and a late 
inscribed epigram from Ephesus, Kaibel, EG no.1050, 1.4, and is comparably 
called 6 «d(v-t)' i<popm in Peek, GV 1150 = E. Bernand, IM, 35 1.13 (see his 
note) (so E. Miller, cited and followed by E. Bemand; Fischer, Eschatologie, 
p.238); but 'it is fate rather than time which is usually regarded as man's 
master' (M.N. Tod, 'A Greek epigram from Egypt', JEA 27 (1941), 99-105, on 
this line, in connection with his fresh publication of the epitaph later Peek 
GV 1198, cited above). Further, the portentous avoidance of a specific name 
here suggests as probable an allusion to a supreme divine power (Kaibel, EG 
p.652 makes the subject here simply 'a divinit/ (deus))', so Philoctetes's 
departure from Lemnos is governed by Moira, the counsel of his friends, 'and 
the all-subduing deity* itavSandxcop fiai^wv, doubtless Zeus (Sophocles, Phil. 
1467; cf. Ant. 604-10, on the omnipotent Zeus). Such a reference to a 
supreme deity could of course readily be understood in the terms of Judaism 
(see Letter of Aristeas 16 on Zeus as a Greek name for the same almighty 
God whom the Jews worship, and compare the frequency of naviotcpd-Kop as a 
rendering of Shaddai and Sabaoth in the later books of the LXX). Thus the 
verb Sand̂ w is used of divine punishment by the god of the Jews in Sib. iii 
501, continuing from Homer and classical Greek its close association (see 
LSJ, s.v.) with death (Od. xxi 213 'if the god subdue Sandofl the proud 
suitors beneath me'; Euripides, Ale. 127 ol Snaegvxei; 'the subdued' = 'the 
dead'). Comparably, itavSatidxtop itself occurs in second-century Christian 
prayer and hymnody as an epithet of God (Acts of John 75) and Christ 
(Clem.Alex., Paed. hymn.l2); in these passages it suits contextual allusions 
to the taming of wild creatures, but the fact that it could be adopted as an 
epithet of God and Christ remains notable. Here then, the avoidance of a 
name would probably suggest a supreme deity, and a Jewish reader might 
think of the Almighty as the bringer of death (death and life: Deut. xxxii 39 
£y(& ... AIIOKTEVS xal îiv noit̂ aw, I Kingdoms (I Sam.) ii 6 tcfipio? QavaxoT 
Kttl ôx)YoveT, mtdyei elq KOI dvdyei, cf Tobit xiii 2, Wisd. xvi 13; life and 
death: Ecclus xi 14, xvii 1). 

3 d^^uKpavfji;, first attested in this inscription, may come from 
contemporary epic (P. Jacobsthal). The sandy earth is taken by L. Robert, 
Hellenica i, p.21, as indicating a grave near the desert, such as could be 
envisaged at Leontopolis. At Tell el-Yehoudieh 'the cemetery, as often 
happens in Egypt, is at the limit of the cultivated land' (E. Bernand). 
Compare the Sakkara epitaph of Crocodilus 'My body lies in the tomb pcydXq) 
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vTid ^&mi(o beneath a mass of sand' (E. Bernand, IM no.81, 1.4) and the 
reference to sand near the tomb of Battus at Cyrene in Catullus, vii 3-6. 

dlKpiKaHrttii; for -ei;, the common interchange of i for ei (as in no.31, 1.6, 
above) found also in the LXX uncials (Thackeray, Grammar, §6,24). 

4 The awkward 11.3b-4 might be rendered literally 'you cover what kind 
of a body of the soul of the most fortunate Abramos*; 1.4, made up of 
genitives, depends entirely on 1.3 S£fia<;. 

Abramos is the usual form of the name of the patriarch Abraham in 
Josephus, and occurs as the name of a contemporary Jew in Letter of 
Aristeas 49 (one of the LXX translators), and in ostraca and papyri from the 
second century B.C. onwards (CPJ 50.3, 412.6, 365.1, 471.1). This Greek 
form of the name contrasts with AppowSn, usual in the LXX after Gen. xvii 5, 
and in Philo, but no doubt reflects the currency as a Jewish name, at the 
beginning of the Ptolemaic period, of m s H (as in the Hebrew text of Genesis 
up to xvii 5, and the Aramaic Genesis Apocryphon, based on this portion of 
Genesis); this form occurs applied to a contemporary Jew in the probably 
third-century Aramaic ostracon (also including the names Nathan, Johanan, 
Shabbethith, and o n i i j i = Theodorus) published by Lidzbarski, Ephemeris, ii, 
pp.243-8 and Sachau, Elephantine, i, pp.230-3. The un-hellenized Greek 
"Appap, exactly corresponding to this Semitic form, occurs in SB 6184 s 
no.l54, below, and in the epitaph of an Egyptian Jew found in the region of 
Jamnia (Appendix 2 no.l52, below), and is the usual form of the patriarch's 
name in LXX Genesis up to xvii 5. It occasionally appears in LXX MSS 
elsewhere (Gen. xx 2, 14; Ecclus xliv 19), and in IV Maccabees there are 
similar variations between double and single a in adjectives formed from the 
name Abraham (ix 21, xviii 1, 20); these variants probably reflect the 
continuing currency of the shorter form of the name. The form Abram(os) is 
derived from an Iranian non-Jewish name such as Abradatas by N.G. Cohen, 
'The names of the translators in the Letter of Aristeas', JSJ 15 (1984), 35-6. 
Cohen, stressing the great rarity of the name as a contemporary Jewish 
personal name in Greek Jewish literature and in Talmud and Midrash, urges 
that Aramaic influence behind the short Greek form is unlikely (but the 
Aramaic and Greek material from Egypt suggests such influence), and that 
the short form was home by non-Jews in some instances cited above, 
especially SB 6184 (but compare Tcherikover's note) and CPJ 412 (but note 
that this document also includes the probably Jewish names Sambataios and 
Dositheos); and in the present epitaph it is doubtful, she suggests, whether 
the name had Jewish associations for its bearer ('Jewish names as cultural 
indicators in antiquity', pp.99-112 and n.ll)). It seems more likely that the 
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papyri and ostraca complement the Letter of Aristeas as evidence for Jewish 
usage of the name Abram(os), and that Josephus's choice of it for his biblical 
paraphrase confirms that it was recognized as a form of the name Abraham. 
The most natural inference from the evidence, then, is that Abramos in this 
epitaph is a Jewish name, recognized by Jews as that of the patriarch. 

The characteristically Greek distinction and connection between body and 
soul met in 11,3-4 was familiar among Jews (Wisd. ix 15, Mt. x 28), and 
appears with the Homeric 8£p.a(; used here in Theodotus, Frag.8 (op. 
Eusebius, P.E. ix 22.10-11), 1.16 WTK 5fe ^vxt) U\ux<; eieOq (on which C.R. 
Holladay, Fragments from Hellenistic Jewish authors, H, Poets (Atlanta, 
1989), p.203 n.l46, notes that hi\io.<;, not in LXX, is frequent in Apollonius 
Hhodius and is found in Moschus). 

5-6 'City* here is doubtless 'civic life', but as in no.30, 1.6 would suit the 
small city founded by Onias (Josephus, B.J. i 33). Abramos's magistracy (see 
especially L. Robert, Hellenica i) might have brought him the title of 6ipx<ov 
or politarch (the noun corresponding to the verb used in 1.7); both were 
current in Egypt in the first and second centuries A.D. (Kasher, pp.125-7). It 
was a communal or 'national' office (Sevuc/)), exercised 'over all the people' 
(ndvSTmoq); the two adjectives combined suit a position in a place largely or 
wholly inhabited by the Jewish tQvoc, (for this term appHed to Jews see Philo, 
Leg. 133, and other passages cited by Kasher, p.l27). Abramos may have 
been 'crowned' not just figuratively, but by a vote such as seems to be 
reflected in no.18, 1.14, above. On political 'wisdom', see the note on no.3l, 
1.4, above. 

7 The 'two places' will have been Leontopolis and another Jewish 
settlement nearby, such as is suggested by the mention of Teberkythis in 
no.98, and by the recovery of Jewish epitaphs fi'om Demerdash (see the note 
on no. 106, below). 

impw = Ixinw (ei for long i, Mayser, Grammatik, i.i, §9.2(a)). 
8 The plural xdpimv suggests generous *bounties'. 
9-10 Since Jacobsthal's revision of the text fi-om the stone this couplet 

has received two principal interpretations, (i) 'Before you died you [had] all 
that was fitting, and an increasing family of good children' (Jacobsthal, 
taking the verb in l.lO as a present participle, a64on£(v)ii. (ii) 'All that was 
fitting before you died, we, a family of good children, are increasing' 
(Wilhelm, taking the verb in 1.10 as present indicative, aC^o ê(v); followed, 
with variations of reading and restoration noted below, by Peek, CPJ and E. 
Bemand). 

The last letter of afi^onEv (1.10) was read fi-om the stone as r\ by 
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Jacobsthal and by E. Ziebarth (Wilhelm, 'Syntax', p.145), but E. Bemand 
judges from the photograph published by L. Robert that it is in fact v. 
Jacobsthal (au4on£(v)Ti) and Peek (aC4one(v) f|) assumed that v had been 
omitted by haplography before the closely similar t i , Wilhelm (a^op£(v)) that 
Ti was an error for v. If E. Bernand's reading is accepted, the stone gives a 
present indicative, but it is still possible to conjecture that T\ has been 
omitted after the closely similar v, and so to reach Jacobsthal's present 
participle, or Peek's article before ycvefi. 

In favour of interpretation (i) is its close connection of this couplet with 
11.5-8; these deal with Abramos's civic honours, 1.9 then mentions other 
'befitting' marks of esteem or prosperity which he received, and 1.10 specifies, 
among these, his family. Against (i), Wilhelm ('Syntax', 143-5) noted that the 
mention of burial at the end of 1.9 suggests that 1.10 deals with the time 
after death; that 'increasing*, the sense given to the participle by Jacobsthal, 
could in all likelihood only apply to grandchildren, since Abramos was 53; 
and that the couplet has no main verb, depending entirely on f̂ v understood 
after n&vta. (1.9). Instead, he proposed (ii), on the basis of the use of d^^oi , 

ai^&va for the 'increase' of fame or virtue of the deceased by those who erect 
monuments (Kaibel, EG 822 (Syrus, second century B.C.) orllXriv 5' lortioev 
QwydTTip iiA difiati xl̂ vSe | ali^owa qrf̂ niiv natpdi; Ei&icXdi YP"9ti-» studied with 
other texts by Wilhelm, 'Syntax', 139-40). The couplet is then strengthened 
by a main verb, used in other epitaphs in a sense close to that suggested 
here; note also the similar literary use of 6£.t,io and ai^fivo) to mean 'exalt', 
'glorif/ or 'honour' (e.g. Sophocles, O.T. 1092), as in the transferred sense of 
fiEyaXfivw (Latin magnifico, older English 'magnify'). 

What could have liefitted' (1.9) i s somewhat clearer in two epitaphs with 
£n£oiKE adduced by Kaibel, which further support interpretation (ii). In both 
cases the verb refers to 'fitting* duty and kindness towards the deceased 
performed by those responsible for the epitaph. Care and attendance at the 
death-bed are specified in Theocritus Epigr. xi = A P . vii 661, 11.5-6, 
beginning ndvicav o&v intoiKe. X&xev (Gow, Theocritus, i, pp.246-7, and on the 
text, ii, p.537); but particularly comparable with 11.9-10 nptv Exevee? | icai... is 
the reference to 'fitting* kindness both in the past and after death in an 
epitaph for a former slave, Kaibel EG 580 = Peek GV 1546, 11.4-8, beginning 
5iXO\> } tioxata 51̂ , cplXe, SSpa- tdi 5' fi>,Xa toi 6aaa ?once j xal ndpo? E^6atn(av 
5coK£ m l olxo^^vmi 'Take these last gifts, fiiend; and whatever else is fitting 
Eudaemon has given in the past, as now [he gives] to you when you are 
dead' (discussed by Wilhelm, 'Syntax', pp.144-5). 

In 11.9-10, therefore, the family say that they are now 'increasing' (by this 
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40 (Plate XIV; CIJ ii no. l539): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh) (?): 
A.D.8. Stele; epitaph; metrical. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows E. Bernand, IM no.95, p.372, with some changes of 
punctuation. 

e l p i M a x f i t o v | TOU Z a p p a J T a l o u , 
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epitaph of praise) the 'fitting* honour received by Abramos up to the end of 
his Ufe (probably meant to include the attention they themselves show êd him 
in his last days). 

Address to another person as yvxf) is common in literary usage (e.g. 
Sophocles, Phil. 714), and here is perhaps suggested by the 'heart-warming' 
character of the honour in mind. 

Acceptance of aC ônev yzvt(\ as the text presupposes that the writer of the 
epitaph admitted a trochee in place of a dactyl at the beginning of the 
second half of the pentameter; Wilhelm, 'Syntax', pp.144-5 notes other 
instances, and prefers this text (reached, on the reading he accepts, by a 
correction) because of the general avoidance of the article in verse. Peek, 
however, preferred to understand r\ as the article, assuming that v should be 
inserted before it (by error, in his apparatus this view is ascribed to 
Wilhelm), and regaining the usual metre. There is a good case for Peek's 
text, which on the basis of E. Bernand's reading (see above) would be 
represented by a^onev (̂ ), because the pentameters here otherwise 
consistently begin the second half with a dactyl, and the writer does not 
eschew the article, particularly perhaps where it might help the metre (11.4, 
8, 13). Bingen, CE 45, pp.378-9, urges that there will certainly have been a 
dactyl here. 

11 AyaQou; compare Solomon, 'good' among the multitude, and endowed 
with a 'good soul' (Wisd. viii 15, 19). 

13 The last line is a second pentameter; Kaibel, EG p.703, accordingly 
classes this epigram among a large number in which elegiac couplets have 
unusual admissions of hexameters or pentameters. For the formula, see 
no.l09. 

Undecorated stele, 37 x 48 cm., with recessed field. Letter forms: A E ** C V 
CJOAU. 
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AKe6^£voi; (11.7-8): CIJ &X^6HLV K; (apparently a misprint), CPJ 
dici6nevo? (following Breccia) 

I am Machaon, son of Sabbataios; I come to my end aged 
five years. Philumene, my mother, grieves bitterly. 
Therefore, passers-by, weep. In the 37th year of Caesar, 
Phamenoth 18. 

G. Botti, Catalogue des monuments (1900), p.265 no.57; S. de Ricci, "Bulletin 
^pigraphique de I'figyptc romaine', APF 2 (1903), p.430 no.6; S. de Ricci, 
'Lettre k M. le secretaire perp^tuel', CRAI (1905), p.l45; E. Breccia, Iscrizioni 
(1911), p.l69 no.328; CIJ ii (1952), p.446 no.l539; SB v (1955), pp.335-336 
no.8837 and add. p.550; CPJ iii (1964), p.l66 no.l539; E. Bemand, IM 
(1969), pp.372-373 no.95, pl.xxv (photograph; from the stone). 

G. Botti, Notice des monuments (1893), p.l92 no.2531; W. Crfinert, *Zu 
griechischen Inschriften aus Agypten', JOAI 12 (1909) Beiblatt cols.206-7; G. 
Delling, 'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im hellenistisch-romischen Agypten', BSAC 
22 (1974-5), p.27; U. Fischer, Eschatologie und Jenseitserwartung (1978), 
p.238; G. Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-rfimischen Antike 
(1987), p.ll7 no.494. 

This is the epitaph of the son of a Jewish father, as shown by the name 
Sabbataios (see the note on no.58). The stone was bought for the Cairo 
Museum in 1887 (details in E. Bemand), but was among the exhibits of the 
Alexandria Museum described by Botti in 1893. Its provenance is unknown, 
but "the form of the stele, its particularly barren appearance, and the Jewish 
character of the inscription strongly suggest that it is from Leontopolis (Tell 
el-Yehoudieh), a site fi-om which many inscriptions have been found on sale 
commercially' (E. Bernand, p.373). The date corresponds to 14th March, 
A.D.8. 

As in nos.83 and 37 (see note) the epitaph includes metrical portions, 
mainly from elegiacs (so Crdnert, who found a different metre in no.37 and 
did not comment on no.83); but, again as in no.83, the attempt to be metrical 
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l i o y E J p c * ; . l o t v u v , n A p o j S o i , 

S a K p ^ o a t e - 11 (STOU^) X^' Katoap(o5). <t>ajj.(evcbe) n\'. 
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41 (CIJ i i no. l452): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh); necropolis: mid-
2nd century B.C.- early 1st century A.D. (12 B.C.?). Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows J.G. Milne, Greek inscriptions no.9214, p.62. 

MlKKoq Needvecd<; I naditpike xpiiotfe fio)pe I xoape- 69 ii&v Xe'. 
(}iiov(^ 16' (l>a(0(pi la ' . 
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has not been fully carried out. el|il Maxfioiv (1.1) is a dactylic dimeter which 
could form the end of a hexameter, dKe6^£voq ^o7£p£oq (11.3-4) a hemiepes 
which could begin a hexameter (so Crftnert) or form one half of a 
pentameter. Crfinert found the end to be iambic, but the first syllable of 
SaKpfkraxe could be long, as in the elegiacs Peek GV 1248, 1.1 (Rhodes, 3rd-
2nd cent. B.C.; for other examples see the imv. sg. in GV 1237,1.1 and 1242, 
1.1), and l o i v w ... SaicpGoate (11.4-5) could then form the first four feet of a 
hexameter. 

1 By the time of this epitaph the name Machaon, one of 'the two sons of 
Asclepius, good physicians', who tended the Greek host before Troy (Iliad ii 
731-2) had become proverbial for medical skill (e.g. Propertius ii 1,59) and 
could be used poetically in general for a doctor ('dimitte Machaonas omnes', 
'dismiss all your doctors'. Martial ii 16,5). The name is not common; 
Preisigke, Namenbuch, cites one other occurrence, and Fraser & Matthews 
note two occurrences only, both of the second century B.C. There seems at 
least a possibihty that this epitaph attests a medical family. 

3 Philumene, here only in the Jewish material surveyed in CPJ, is oft;en 
found elsewhere (many instances in Fraser & Matthews), including Christian 
Rome in the second century A.D. (the prophetess Philumene, see Rhode in 
Eusebius, H.E. v 13.2; TertuUian, Praescr. xxx). dKe6nevo5 = dxedjievo^ (x - x, 
a common change, see Thackeray, Grammar, §7,7). The masculine is used, 
despite the feminine gender of the noun, in accord with an increasing 
preference for the masculine of the participle (Blass, Debrunner & Funk, 
§136). 

On the injunction to weep, see no.34, above. 

Rectangular stele, 33 x 24 cm., with inscribed frame. Letter forms: A 6 C CO. 
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1.4: Naville (ITOUI;) l e ' , 4)ac5cpi i8' 

Mikkos, son of Nethanis, friend of all, excellent one, 
untimely dead, farewell. About 35 years old. In the 19th 
year, Phaophi 11. 

E. Naville, "Report of the necropolis of Tell-el-Yahoodieh', The Academy 31 
(1887), p.296 (from the stone); S. Reinach, 'Chronique d'Orienf, RevArch 10 
(1887), p.106; E. Naville, 'The mound of the Jew and the city of Onias', Egypt 
Exploration Fund, 7th Memoir (1890), p.l4 and pl.III C (facsimile; from the 
stone); J.G. Milne, Greek inscriptions (1905), p.62 no.9214 (from the stone); 
SB i (1915), p.68 no.720; H.Lietzmann, 'JUdisch-griechische Inschriften aus 
Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.285 no.38 = KS i (1958), p.444; CIJ ii 
(1952), p.383 no.l452; CPJ iii (1964), p.l46 no.l452; A. Kasher, The Jews in 
Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), p.l29 (facsimile). 

E. Naville, "Les fouilles du Delta pendant I'hiver de 1887', Recueil de 
Travaux 10 (1888), p.55; S. Reinach, 'Chronique d'Orient', RevArch 11 (1888), 
p.390; F. LI. Griffith, The antiquities of Tell el-Yahoudieh', Egypt 
Exploration Fund, 7th Memoir (1890), p.52; J. Oehler, 'Epigraphische 
Beitrage zur Geschichte des Judentums', MGWJ 53 (1909), p.452 no.233; 
P.M. Fraser, 'Greek inscriptions 1952-3', JEA 40 (1954), p.l24; M. Stem, 
'The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stem i (1974), p.l23; S.M. Ruozzi Sala, 
Lexicon nominum semiticorum (1974), pp.27, 29; G. Delling, 'Biblisch-
jUdische Namen im hellenistisch-rdmischen Agypten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.7 
n.5, p.28; C. Balconi, 'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 
n.l; Schttrer revised iii.i (1986), p.146 n.33; G. Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in 
der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.100; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish 
inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

Milne dated the inscription to the first century AD., in which case the reign 
would be that of Tiberius (A.D.32), but other writers have accepted that this 
and other regnal years from the same site refer to Augustus. One metrical 
inscription (no.30, above) is dated to 117 B.C. All prose inscriptions which 
can be precisely dated except no.96 are from Augustus' reign, but some may 
be Ptolemaic or post-Augustan. The lack of adequate information about the 
contexts in which most of the stelae were found makes dating very difficult. 
This one is from the South Cemetery, the oldest part of the site (Griffith, 
p.52). 96 and 63 B.C. would be possible Ptolemaic dates. 

Naville, followed by CIJ, took the names to be hellenized forms of the 
biblical Micah and Nathan or Nethaniah. Ruozzi-Sala also derives Nethanis 
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from Nathan, and tentatively suggests a link between Mikkos and the 
biblical Michael. CPJ and Delling agree about Nethanis, but not about 
Mikkos, which Fraser notes was a common Greek name (meaning 'small'; 
five examples are given by Pape, Worterbuch, s.v.). Nethanis is found in the 
feminine form Nethanin in no.88 below. Mikkos does not occur elsewhere in 
Egypt in a Jewish context as a name, although there is an epitaph fi'om 
Beth She'arim (Schwabe & Lifshitz no.28) for 'l<oaf{ 6 nixxfiq. 

itamcpiXo^ (1.2) is found in literary Greek only as a personal name, but it 
is common in Egyptian epitaphs, and the vast majority of occurrences are 
among inscriptions said by CIJ to come from Tell el-Yehoudieh - 26 out of 
29 cited by B. Boyaval ('Quelques remarques sur les 6pith6tes fun^raires', 
pp.226-7); this is also noted by C. Spicq, *Le lexique de I'amour' p.32, who 
has 25 Jewish examples. SB provides 6 examples from non-Jewish contexts 
(nos.619, 5955, 5974, 6229, 6234, 7837), all of which follow the same pattern 
as this inscription: a list of adjectives in which rtaoiqtiXo; often occurs along 
with xpiioxfii; and &topo<;, and a farewell, x^pe- A. slight variant is found in the 
use of qiiXe Jtfiai in one inscription (A. Dain, Inscriptions grecques du musie 
du Louvre (1933), pp.135-6 no.l54; the editor notes the similarity to 
inscriptions from Tell el-Yehoudieh; other variants are discussed by M.N. 
Tod, ABSA 46 (1951), p.188). rtam[qii>.iil is restored in a Jewish inscription 
from Rome (CIJ 158), and the Latin equivalent omniorum (sic) amicus also 
occurs at Rome (CIJ 210). 

fitopo^ (1.2) is common in epitaphs from other Egyptian sites (Boyaval, 
pp.226-7; it is the most popular adjective of all in the necropolis at Kom Abu 
Billu), and is by no means confined to the very young. The oldest Egyptian 
Jews about whom it is used are a woman from Demerdash aged about 35 
(no.l06, below), and a man (?) of 50 (no.130). At Kom Abu Billu it is applied 
to a woman of 82 (Boyaval, p.229). It occurs twice in the LXX: Wisd. iv 5 
applies it to branches broken off before maturity, at the opening of an 
epitaph-like passage on the early death of a righteous man, and Is. Ixv 20 
contrasts fiwpoq and npeoPvtriq. Philo, Opif. 104 and Clem.Alex., Stromata vi 
16.144 quote a poem of Solon, who says that someone who died in the tenth 
(and last) of the 'ages of man' would not be ficopo^. 

The use of xcapt (1.3) is very frequent in Egyptian epitaphs of the 
Ptolemaic and Roman periods, both Jewish and non-Jewish, and in fact 
throughout the Greek-speaking world (M. Guarducci, Epigrafia greca iii, 
p.150). It does not seem to occur in Jewish inscriptions from anywhere else; 
the closest parallel is the formula t$ Xa$ xotpetv which was sometimes used 
in Thessaly (CIJ i 699-702, 704-8; no.l44, below). Epitaphs from Sidon dated 
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to the 2nd-4th centuries A.D. use similar formulae, most commonly zpTl*"̂  
Kal SLXVUE xaTpe, often followed by an age at death introduced by Ĉ oô  (E. 
Renan (ed.), Mission de Phinicie (Paris, 1864), pp.381-5). The favourite 
formula in Egypt is xpn<"̂  (or xpTiotfi) xdxpz, with the name of the deceased: 
SB i has over 30 examples of the use of this phrase alone in non-Jewish 
epitaphs, and another 9 of its use along with other epithets, and Guarducci 
(p.152) comments on its popularity generally in Hellenistic and Roman times. 
Its adoption at Tell el-Yehoudieh is evidence of the Jewish community's 
assimilation of Egyptian epigraphic habits. At Beth She'arim, in comparison, 
the expression used in a similar way was Ê |j.<;pi. 

dx; 0.3), applied to the age of the deceased, is a distinctive feature of Tell 
el-Yehoudieh inscriptions; according to Boyaval ('Remarques sur les 
indications d'ages', pp.224-5), it is used on 78% of Tell el-Yehoudieh 
inscriptions which give an age at death, but only 25% at Kom Abu Billu, and 
much less at other sites. There are also signs of age-rounding, with a marked 
tendency to give ages ending in 0 and 5 (Boyaval, pp.226-7, and see Age at 
Death Index, below). However, he, is not applied particularly to *rounded* 
ages: taking all Egyptian Jewish inscriptions which give an age at death of 
20 or more, 35 end in 0 or 5 and 19 do not; 21 of the 'rounded' and 13 of the 
'unrounded' ages use so it is applied in roughly equal proportions to both 
categories. The use of 6^ with the ages of very young children whose ages 
can hardly have been in doubt (as in no.96) was also noted by G. Zuntz {JSS 
10, p.290). It seems therefore that if ^ is anything more than an 'irrelevant 
formula' (Zuntz), it is used not to indicate an approximate age, but merely to 
show that the deceased had not lived for exactly the given number of years, 
but some months more (or less). The question of age-rounding in Egyptian 
inscriptions and papyri, less pronounced than in other parts of the Roman 
Empire, is discussed by R. Duncan-Jones, 'Age-rounding in Egypt', ZPE 33 
(1979), pp.169-77; he also notes a tendency in Egypt to give ages ending with 
6, but there is no trace of this in the Jewish inscriptions. 

Pediment-topped rectangular Hmcstone stele, 48 x 41 cm., with a column on 
each side of field and acroteria. Letter forms: A GE C G3. 
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1.1 EAEAZIAPE in CIJ majuscules (misprint) 
1.4: Naville (1887) (IxSiv) IK' (tp'?), Naville (1890) (feiuv) K' (̂vTitiav) e' 

Eleazar, untimely dead, excellent one, friend of all. About 
20 years old. Mecheir or Mesore ... 

E. Naville, 'Report of the necropolis of Tell-el-Yahoodieh', The Academy 31 
(1887), p.296 (from the stone); S. Reinach, 'Chronique d'Orient', RevArch 10 
(1887), p.l06; 11 (1888), p.390; E. Naville, 'The mound of the Jew and the 
city of Onias', Egypt Exploration Fund, 7th Memoir (1890), p.l4 and pl.III D 
(facsimile; from the stone); J.G. Milne, Greek inscriptions (1905), p,61 
no.9254 (from the stone); SB i (1915), p.68 no.719; H. Lietzmann, 'Jildisch-
griechische Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh*, ZNW 22 (1923), p.285 no.36 = 
KS i (1958), p.443; CIJ ii (1952), p.384 no.l453; CPJ iii (1964), p.l46 
no.l453; A. Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), p.129 
(facsimile). 

E. Naville, "Les fouilles du Delta pendant I'hiver de 1887', Recueil de 
Travaux 10 (1888), p.55; F. LI. Griffith, 'The antiquities of Tell-el-Yahoudieh', 
Egypt Exploration Fund, 7th Memoir (1890), p.52; J. Oehler, 'Epigraphische 
Beitrage zur Geschichte des Judentums', MGWJ 53 (1909), p.452 no.233; L. 
Robert, Hellenica i (1940), p.22 n.7; M. Stem, 'The Jewish Diaspora', in 
Safrai and Stem i (1974), p.123; S.M. Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum 
semiticorum (1974), p.l3; G. DelUng, 'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im 
hellenistisch-rOmischen Agypten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.9; C. Balconi, 
'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; SchUrer revised 
iii.i (1986), p.146 n.33; G. Mayer, Die judische Frau in der hellenistisch-
romischen Antike (1987), p.lOO. 

The inscription comes from the South Cemetery, the oldest part of the site 
(Griffith, p.52). The name Eleazaros and the variants Elazaros and Lazarus 
are found several times (see Names Index). It occurs without the Greek 
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42 (C/y ii no,1453): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh); necropolis: mid-
2nd century B.C.- early 1st century A.D. Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows J.G. Milne, Greek inscriptions, no.9254, p.61. 

"EXed^opE I fio)pe xpiio^^ | Jtaoi<(>tX£' | &q (Stcov) K ' . Mefxeip -1 
or Me[oopTi ..1 
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43 (C/y ii 110.1454): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh); necropoHs: A.D.5 
(?). Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no.l454, p.l46 (based on Milne's 
reading); in 1.9 J.G. Milne, Greek inscriptions no.9218, p.60 is 
followed. 

Bctpxtot̂  Bapjx^oo fiXuTie | xpriaxfe xjaipe" o)̂  £T|COV v'. 11 (^TO'U(;) 

XE' Xoidx a'. I xoiipE y u v | 0 1 x 6 9 xal T ĵicvtov 
|Xcova[....]| |eiM£[....]|iY[ 1 

TJKVWV (11.7-8, following Milne & Naville): CPJ xiK(v)a>v, C / J Tg(K)vtov 

Xma[....] (1.10): Milne, Lietzmann, Xwv X[ ] ; CIJ Xmv \or a 
iy[ J (1.12): Lietzmann lot-. CIJ le or ly 

Barchias, son of Barchias, who caused pain to none, 
excellent one, farewell. About 50 years old. In the 35th 
year, Choiak 1. Farewell from your wife and children .... 

E. Naville, The mound of the Jew and the city of Onias', Egypt Exploration 
Fund, 7th Memoir (1890), p.l4 and pl.IV E (facsimile; from the stone); J.G. 
Milne, Greek inscriptions (1905), p.60 no.92l8 (fi-om the stone); SB i (1915), 
p.68 no.717; H. Lietzmann, 'JUdisch-griechische Inschriften aus Tell el 
Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), pp.284-5 no.34 = KS i (1958), p.443; CIJ ii (1952), 
pp.384-385 no.l454; CPJ iii (1964), p.l46 no.l454; A. Kasher, The Jews in 
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ending in Cyrenaica (see Cyrenaic Index). Eleazar (Hebrew its'̂ H) is the 
name of a number of characters in the Bible, notably Aaron's son who 
succeeded his father as High Priest; hence its subsequent use as a priestly 
name. The LXX uses the hellenized form Eleazaros only in Mace, although 
the Letter of Aristeas (50) applies it to one of the LXX translators. 

jUMlox6q (1.2) is the most commonly used adjective in the necropoleis at 
both Tell el-Yehoudieh and Alexandria (Boyaval, 'Quelques remarques sur 
les ^pithStes fun^raires', pp.226-7), although it is usually found in the 
formula xp̂ OTJ XÔ PE (see no.41, above). 

Rectangular limestone stele, 43 x 25 cm., with recessed field, topped by a 
truncated pediment. Letter forms: A 6 1 C * CO. 
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Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), p.l28 (facsimile). 

E. Naville, l^es fouilles du Delta pendant I'hiver de 1887', Recueil de 
Travaux 10 (1888), p.55; E. Naville, "Report of the necropoHs of Tell-el-
Yahoodieh', The Academy 31 (1887), p.296; S. Reinach, 'Chronique d'Orient', 
RevArch 10 (1887), p.l06; 11 (1888), p.390; L. Robert, Hellenica i (1940), p.22 
n.7; M. Stern, 'The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; 
S.M. Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum semiticorum (1974), p.ll; G. Delling, 
'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im hellenistisch-rfimischen Agypten', BSAC 22 
(1974-5), p.9; C. Balconi, 'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), 
p.275; SchUrer revised iii.i (1986), p.l46 n.33; G. Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in 
der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.100; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish 
inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

The last ruler before Augustus to achieve a 35th year was Ptolemy IX Soter 
II (Lathyros) in 83/2 B.C., so the Augustan date is probable but not certain. 
Lietzmann, followed by CIJ, derived the name Barchias from the Hebrew 
n'Dia; Barchias is the Greek version of this name in LXX Neh. iii 30; cf. 
no.15 above. SXwioq (1.1), 'causing no pain', is not a particularly Jewish term; 
B. Boyaval ('Quelques remarques sur les ^pith^tes fun^raires', p.226) notes 
six examples at Kom Abu Billu, and M. Guarducci (Epigrafia greca iii, p.151) 
lists it as one of the commonest epithets in Greek funerary inscriptions 
generally. Philo usually uses the adjective in the phrase fiXunoq xal fifpopo^, 
which he sometimes applies to the nature of God (e.g. Cher. 86, Abr. 202). 
He employs it in a slightly different sense regarding the provision that the 
High Priest should not observe mourning (Spec.Leg. i 116): fiiX\)noi; eii; del 
SxoTEXfi; the Loeb translation by F.H. Colson is "he will continue throughout 
free from sorrow*, which is presumably not an appropriate sense to give to 
the word in €m epitaph. The elaboration of the usual xdipe to a farewell from 
wife and children (1.6) seems to be unique among the prose epitaphs from 
Tell el-Yehoudieh. No restorations of the damaged lines which follow have 
been suggested; they make the inscription unusually long, and there is 
nothing similar to suggest what has been lost. 

Limestone stele, 48 x 31 cm., with a triangular top forming a pediment with 
acroteria; recessed field. Letter forms: A/A E C CO, 
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44 (C/y ii no. l455): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh); necropoHs: mid-
2nd century B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. Stele (fragmentary); 
epitaph. 
Unknown. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no.l455, p.146 (based on Naville's 
reading). 

[ - - ]ovtou naxfip | [ - - - ] 

.... of ...onios, father .... 

E. Naville, The mound of the Jew and the city of Onias', Egypt Exploration 
Fund, 7th Memoir (1890), p.l4 and pl.IV F (facsimile; from the stone); SB i 
(1915), p.207 no.2638; H. Lietzmann, 'Jtidisch-griechische Inschriften aus 
Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), pp.285-6 no.47 := KS i (1958), p.444; CIJ ii 
(1952), p.385 no.l455; CPJ iii (1964), p.l46 no.l455; A. Kasher, The Jews in 
Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), p. 128 (facsimile). 

E. Naville, Xes fouilles du Delta pendant I'hiver de 1887', Recueil de 
Travaux 10 (1888), p.55; S. Reinach, 'Chronique d'Orient', RevArch 11 (1888), 
p.390; L. Robert, Hellenica i (1940), p.22 n.7; A. Barucq, T^ontopoHs', 
Supplement au dictionnaire de la Bible v (Paris, 1957), col.364; M. Stern, 
'The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern (1974), p.l23; Schttrer revised iii.i 
(1986), p.146 n.33. 

Naville, Reinach and Lietzmann thought that the name was complete, 'Ovtou, 
the genitive of Onias. Their interpretation, which Robert apparently 
accepted, can be ascribed to their eagerness to prove that Tell el-Yehoudieh 
really was Onias' settlement. There is of course no reason why the name 
Onias should not have been used by other inhabitants of the site. Lietzmann 
suggested [Zoxpp]6vioD as an alternative, but there are many other names 
with a similar ending, jtatfip occurs only here among the Egyptian Jewish 
inscriptions, and although it could indicate a family relationship, it seems 
more likely to be a title; cf. the references to the use of the word in this 
sense collected by G. Luderitz, CJZC p.l42, on his no.67c from Teucheira in 
Cyrenaica, Eiojip6m)voi; A<>KOU jia-rflp, and the discussion by B.J. Brooten, 
Women leaders, pp.64-72. In non-Jewish epitaphs and mummy-labels from 
Egypt, the word is mainly used as part of a patronjnmic, usually in the 
genitive. There are examples of its use to show a family relationship where 
several people are commemorated together, e.g. SB i 5208 naOep ôuet̂  lUXTfjp, 
4'6tTo<; &6eX<p6̂  (a mummy-label), or as a title, e.g. SB i 2040 dKoi^fjen 6 
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45 (CIJ ii no,1456): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh); necropolis: mid-
2nd century B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. Fragmentary; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no. 1456, p. 147 (based on Naville's 
reading), with indications of additional lost text by J.G. Milne, Greek 
inscriptions no.9281, p.63. 

ApiatfipooXE Ao[ ] &<ope nooicpiXe xpj\[axt xdxpz] I [ - - - ] 

Milne: ['ApilordpovXe 6[o - - - 1 | [&wpel n[a](Ji^i[X]e [xlpltiorfe x̂ ^̂ P̂  " " ' 
111 i 
Aristoboulos, son of Do..., untimely dead, friend of all, 
excellent one, farewell .... 

E. Naville, The mound of the Jew and the city of Onias', Egypt Exploration 
Fund, 7th Memoir (1890), p.l4 (from the stone); J.G. Milne, Greek 
inscriptions (1905), pp.62-63 no.9281 (facsimile; from the stone); SB i (1915), 
p.68 no.723; H. Lietzmann, 'JUdisch-griechische Inschriften aus Tell el 
Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.285 no.41 = KS i (1958), p.444; CIJ ii (1952), 
p.385 no.l456; CPJ iii (1964), p,147 no.l456. 

E. Naville, l^es fouilles du Delta pendant I'hiver de 1887', Recueil de 
Travaux 10 (1888), p.55; S. Reinach, 'Chronique d'Orient', RevArch 11 (1888), 
p.390; M. Stem, 'The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stem i (1974), p.l23; 
G. Mayer, Die Jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), 
p.lOO; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 
(1987), p.678 n.36. 

Date: Milne suggested 1st century A.D. without explaining why. The 
condition of the stone apparently deteriorated between Naville's and Milne's 
readings. It is complete only at the left-hand side. Milne indicated a third 
line, but with no readings of letters; presumably it gave an age or date. 
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xplo^iamp TtaTtip fippa Zaxopiaq... (a Christian epitaph from Alexandria). In SB 
i 5841, an epitaph from Alexandria, the meaning is ambiguous: Elol8i>+ie 
ndtep. 

Letter forms: A. 
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46 (CIJ ii no. l457): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh); necropolis: mid-
2nd century B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. Stele; epitaph. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no. 1457, p. 147 (based on Naville's 
reading). 

AyaBoK Xtov TOU 'Ovriaifiolu]- I ^xoui;) (or ^<6v) p.'. 

'AyaeoxXfov (11.1-2): Breccia AYaeoxX ôû  
•OvTimno[0] (1.3): CIJ •OvTlm^(ov) 

(Tomb of) Agathokles, son of Onesimos. 40 years old [or in 
the 40th year]. 

E. Naville, The mound of the Jew and the city of Onias', Egypt Exploration 
Fund, 7th Memoir (1890), p.14 and pl.IV G (facsimile; from the stone); G. 
Botti, Catalogue des monuments (1900), p.265 no.54 (from the stone); E. 
Breccia, Iscrizioni (1911), p.l70 no.329 (facsimile; from the stone); SB i 
(1915), p.468 no.5012; H. Lietzmann, 'JUdisch-griechische Inschriften aus 
Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), pp.286 no.48 ^ KS i (1958), p.444: CIJ ii 
(1952), pp.385-386 no.l457; CPJ iii (1964), p.l47 no.l457; A. Kasher, The 
Jews in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), p.128 (facsimile). 

E. Naville, 1*8 fouilles du Delta pendant I'hiver de 1887', Recueil de 
Travaux 10 (1888), p.55; E. Naville, lleport of the necropolis of Tell-el-
Yahoodieh*, The Academy 31 (1887), p.296; S. Reinach, 'Chronique d'Orient', 
RevArch 11 (1888), p.390; F. LI. Griffith, 'The antiquities of Tell-el-
Yahoudieh', Egypt Exploration Fund, 7th Memoir (1890), p.52; G. Botti, 
Notice des monuments (1893), p. 192 no.2533; M. Stem, "The Jewish 
Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; C. Balconi, 'Documenti grechi 
e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.275. 

Aristoboulos was a common name in the ruling houses of Judaea in the 2nd 
and 1st centuries B.C.; there is another instance of its use by Egyptian Jews 
in CPJ 93.2 (121 B.C.). Do... might be from Dositheos, a name much used by 
Jews in Egypt and Cyrenaica which is also written with omicron instead of 
omega in CJZC 41d and Letter of Aristeas 50. 

Fragmentary limestone stele or plaque, 22 x 25 cm. Letter forms: G C. 
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47 (CIJ ii no. l458): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh); necropolis: mid-
2nd century B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. (20 B.C.?). Stele; epitaph. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows E. Breccia, Iscrizioni no.342, p. 174. 

(Kxou )̂ i ' Hauvi. 1(5'. | Vkavtdaq | ferrov pp ' | (piX6i:eKve | xP'Hot̂  

XaipE. 

(g-rovq) i' (1.1): Naville (ho tx ; ) l a ' 

In the 10th year, Payni 12. Glaukias, 102 years old, you 
who loved your children, excellent one, farewell. 

E. Naville, The mound of the Jew and the city of Onias', Egypt Exploration 
Fund, 7th Memoir (1890), p.l4 and pl.IV H (facsimile; from the stone); E. 
Breccia, Iscrizioni (1911), p.l74 no.342 (facsimile; from the stone); SB i 
(1915), p.468 no.5019; H. Lietzmann, 'Jtidisch-griechische Inschriflen aus 
Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.286 no.49 * KS i (1958), p.444; CIJ ii 
(1952), p.386 no.l458; CPJ iii (1964), p.l47 no,1458; A. Kasher, The Jews in 
Hellenistic arui Roman Egypt (1985), p.l28 (facsimile). 
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This inscription comes from the Middle Cemetery (Griffith, p.52). Breccia, 
unaware of its previous publication, suggested that it came from Alexandria. 
The wording is slightly different from standard Tell el-Yehoudieh epitaphs, 
with the deceased's name in the genitive, and xoii before his father's name 
(cf. CJZC 3b). Agathokles is attested as a name used by a Jew in no.36 
above, CIJ 726 from Delos, and CJZC 7a 1.49 and 10 from Cyrenaica. 
Onesimos (see Col. iv 9, Philemon 10) is found in CIJ 761, and was the 
name of a tkeosebes at Aphrodisias (Reynolds & Tannenbaum, Jews and 
godfearers, p.36). Naville and Breccia both thought that the numeral gave 
the deceased's age rather than a date (10/11 A.D., if it was Augustan), and 
this is much the more likely alternative; numerous Tell el-Yehoudieh 
inscriptions put the age in this position, with or without a date following it, 
but it is very unusual to give a date and not an age after the name (no.67, 
below, seems to be the only sure example). 

Fragmentary stele, 24 x 19 cm. Letter forms: A C. 
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48 (CIJ ii no. l459): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh); necropolis: mid-
2nd century B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. (30 B.C.?). Stele; epitaph. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows E. Breccia, Iscrizioni no.368, p. 180. 

IMapiq |[.]an[..]|[...]e|[...] xai|[pE]' (^tcov) ITI'. | | (^TOU^) a ' 

XoKajc) [ - - ] 

CIJ, following Naville with restorations: I6Xam<; | 
Kava[..lo|a^£[,.]nxc|v[....] X'^^JPE ^^"^^ -1 11 (Siov )̂ la' Xoi(ax) la.' 
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E. Naville, Report of the necropolis of Tell-el-Yahoodieh', The Academy 31 
(1887), p.296; G. Botti, Notice des monuments (1893), p.l91 no.2519; C. 
Spicq, 'Le lexique de I'amour', Mnemosyne 8 (1955), p.32; M. Stern, The 
Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stem i (1974), p.l23; C. Balconi, 'Documenti 
grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions 
in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

Payni of the 10th year might fall in. e.g., 42 B.C. (Cleopatra VII) or A.D.23 
(Tiberius) instead of the Augustan date suggested above. ipiXCncKvoq (1.4) is a 
very common epithet in non-Jewish epitaphs from Egypt (particularly at 
Kom Abu Billu (Boyaval, 'Quelques remarques sur les ^pithfetes fun^raires', 
p.226); there are 16 examples in SB i), but this is the only occurrence at Tell 
el-Yehoudieh. Philo, A6r. 179, says that even people who are ^IX^TEKVOI; 

sometimes sacrifice their children for their country or religion, and there are 
numerous references to (piXotcicvta in IV Mace, xiv-xvi, but the adjective there 
is appHed only to mothers. Non-Jewish epitaphs seem to use it 
indiscriminately for men and women. Despite the improbability, both Breccia 
and Naville gave the same reading of the age of the deceased (1.3). Botti also 
read rho, but took it to have been inscribed mistakenly for iota, i.e. Glaukias 
was aged 12; however, (piXdtcKvoq could hardly have applied to someone so 
young. Egyptian Jews were apparently not prone to exaggerated claims 
about age; other than Glaukias, 60 is the highest age recorded in epitaphs 
(see Age at Death Index). 

Pediment-topped rectangular stele, 50 x 32 cm., with recessed field and 
acroteria. Letter forms: A 6 C CO. 
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Salamis, .... , farewell, 18 years old. Year 1, Choiak ... 

E. Naville, The mound of the Jew and the city of Onias', Egypt Exploration 
Fund, 7th Memoir (1890), p.l4 and pl.IV I (facsimile; from the stone); G. 
Botti, Catal(^ue des monuments (1900), p.274 no.84 (from the stone); E. 
Breccia, Iscrizioni (1911), p.l80 no.368 (from the stone); SB i (1915), p.470 
no.5034; H. Lietzmann, 'Jtidisch-griechische Inschriften aus Tell el 
Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.286 no.50 = KS i (1958) p.445; CIJ ii (1952), 
pp.386-387 no.l459; CPJ iii (1964), p.l47 no.l459a-b (gives Breccia and 
Naville texts separately); A. Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and Roman 
Egypt (1985), p.128 (facsimile). 

S. Reinach, 'Chronique d'Orient', RevArch 10 (1887), p.l06; 11 (1888), p.390; 
E. Naville, "Report of the necropolis of Tell-el-Yahoodieh', The Academy 31 
(1887), p.296; E. Naville, 'Les fouilles du Delta pendant I'hiver de 1887', 
Recueil de Travaux 10 (1888), p.55; M. Stem, 'The Jewish Diaspora', in 
Safrai and Stem i (1974), p.123; S.M. Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum 
semiticorum (1974), p.33; C. Balconi, 'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 
(1976), p.274 n.l; G. Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen 
Antike (1987), p.107 no.l58; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and 
Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

The date may be from the reign of Augustus, but could belong to an earHer 
or later ruler. It cannot be from the reign of Cleopatra VII, which only began 
after Choiak. 

Although there is no doubt that Naville and Breccia were dealing with 
the same text, their copies differ considerably. Breccia was unaware of the 
stele's provenance, and suggested that it came from Alexandria. He noted 
that the left-hand edge of the inscription was lacking, but Naville's facsimile 
implies that he thought that side was complete. Naville gave only a 
majuscule text, with no suggested restorations. Lietzmann thought that xev, 
which Naville read at the end of 1.3 and beginning of 1.4, might represent 
XpiiioT l̂, which is normally found before xâ pe, but Breccia's reading (not 
noted by Lietzmann) also had epsilon at the end of 1.3. The name, almost the 
only point on which the transcriptions agree, is ambiguous too, since the -iq 
ending occurs in both masculine and feminine names. CIJ sees it as a Greek 
version of Salome. Ruozzi-Sala, who also believes it to be feminine, compares 
the biblical Shillem, which is masculine (Gen. xlvi 24). Shalom (Di'30) was 
used as a female name in Talmudic times (M. Jastrow, Dictionary, s.v.), and 
also formed the root of other names such as Salampsio (p'StDVa), the name of 
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49 (CIJ ii no. l460): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh); necropolis: mid-
2nd century B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. (18 B.C.?). Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows J.G. Milne, Greek inscriptions no.9240, p.62. 

S[ ] aojpe I XP'na'f̂  X<^t 7taoi|(piX€- d)̂  £TC5V icy', j (Stoui;) 17' 

fitope (1.1): CIJ (v)&(Bpe 

S..., untimely dead, excellent one, farewell, friend of all. 
About 23 years old. In the 13th year, Tybi 3. 

E. Naville, 'The mound of the Jew and the city of Onias', Egypt Exploration 
Fund, 7th Memoir (1890), p.l4 and pl.IV K (facsimile; from the stone); J.G. 
Milne, Greek inscriptions, (1905), p.62 no.9240 (facsimile; from the stone); SB 
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one of Herod's daughters and found in its Hebrew form on a number of 
Jerusalem ossuaries (CIJ ii 1315-7, 1353, 1363). The name pso'sD occurs in 
Cowley, Aram, pap., no.81 1.2 (5th century B.C., gender unclear) and in an 
Aramaic Edfu epitaph (?4th century B.C., feminine; Kornfeld, 'Edfu*, pp.l27-
8). Lietzmann treated Salamis as masculine, and noted occurrences of 
Salama (ILS 1863; Leftbvre (1907), no.10.6), Salamos (Princeton Expedition 
to Syria iii a (1921), no.783.1) and Salemos (ibid, iii b (1922), no.l005). 
laXantvio ,̂ a genitive form used as a patronymic, is found in a Jewish 
papyrus from Thebes, dated 156 B.C. (CPJ 85.4). The LXX text of Neh. vii 
48 refers to viol loXajii, and the Letter of Aristeas (48) names one of the 
LXX translators as leXcfito .̂ Salmai (̂ hq'?d or ^̂ qSd) was used as a man's 
name in Talmudic times (Jastrow, s.v.). The biblical Salma/Salmon (I Chron. 
ii 11 «d'?o, Ruth iv 20 no'jD, Ruth iv 21 jid'sd) and Shallum (II Kings xv 10 
•"30, II Kings XV 13 di'?d) may also be relevant. The latter form, and d'so, 
were used by Aramaic-speakers in Egypt around 400 B.C.: B. Porten & J.C. 
Greenfield, Jews of Elephantine and Arameans of Syene (Jerusalem, 1974), 
pp.131, 133, 139, 141, 143. It is perhaps rather more likely that Salamis 
here is male, but the mutilated state of the epitaph makes certainty 
impossible. 

Fragmentary stele, 53 x 32 cm. Letter forms: A C CO. 
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50 (C/i ii no. l461): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh); necropolis: mid-
2nd century B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. Stele; epitaph. 
Unknown. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no. 1461, p. 147 (based on Naville's 
reading). 

P[..]Xio 6:OP|E fiteicvE | [....]p[....] 

fiopE (11.1-2): 1. fiftjpe 

R , untimely dead, childless. 

E. Naville, The mound of the Jew and the city of Onias', Egypt Exploration 
Fund, 7th Memoir (1890), p.l4 and pl.IV L (facsimile; from the stone); SB i 
(1915), p.207 no.2642; H. Lietzmann, 'JUdisch-griechische Inschriften aus 
Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.286 no.5l = KS i (1958), p.445; CIJ ii 
(1952), p.388 no.l461; CPJ iii (1964), p.l47 no.l461; A. Kasher, The Jews in 
Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), p.l28 (facsimile). 
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i (1915), p.68 no.721; H. Lietzmann, 'JUdisch-griechische Inschriften aus Tell 
el Yehudieh', 22 (1923), p.285 no.39 = KS i (1958), p.444; CIJ ii (1952), 
p.387 no.l460; CPJ iii (1964), p.l47 no.l460; A. Kasher, The Jews in 
Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), p.l28 (fEu;simile). 

M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; C. 
Balconi, *Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; G. Mayer, 
Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.lOO; L.H. 
Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 
n.36. 

If the regnal year is that of Augustus, the date is 18 B.C., but, e.g., Ptolemy 
XII (Auletes), Cleopatra VII, Tiberius, Claudius, and Nero also reigned for at 
least 13 years. The deceased was apparently male. The only unusual feature 
of the inscription is that xdxpz does not come at the end of the string of 
epithets. 

Pediment-topped rectangular limestone stele, 33 x 26 cm., with recessed field 
and acroteria. Letter forms: ACC CO. 
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51 (CIJ ii no. l462): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh); necropolis: mid-
2nd century B.C.- early 1st century A.D. (4/3 B.C.?). Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows J.G. Milne, Greek inscriptions no.9229, p.61. 

[ - - - 1 I [ - - jEa| [ - - - ] I [ - - - ] I [ - - ]oo|| t - -
]k (ixoxx;) (or ETSV) K ^ ' . 

.... in the 27th year [or aged 27]. 

E. Naville, "The mound of the Jew and the city of Onias', Egypt Exploration 
Fund, 7th Memoir (1890), p.l4 and pl.IV M (facsimile; from the stone); J.G. 
Milne, Greek inscriptions (1905), p.61 no.9229 (facsimile; from the stone); SB 
i (1915), p.68 no.718; H. Lietzmann, 'JUdisch-griechische Inschriften aus Tell 
el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.285 no.35 = KS i (1958), p.443; CIJ ii (1952), 
p.388 no.l462; CPJ iii (1964), p.l47 no.l462; A. Kasher, The Jews in 
Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), p.l28 (facsimile). 

F. LI. Griffith, 'The antiquities of Tell el-Yahoudieh', Egypt Exploration 
Fund, 7th Memoir (1890), p.52; M. Stern, 'The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai 
and Stem i (1974), p.l23. 
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M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23. 
StTcicvo^ occurs in six other Egyptian Jewish inscriptions, and can be used for 
men or women. B. Boyaval ('Quelques remarques sur les ^pith^tes 
fun^raires', p.226) has one non-Jewish example from Kom Abu Billu (SB viii 
10162.522), and it is also found in SB i 707, iii 6593 (restored) and iii 6937; 
SB iv 7279 uses fitetcvoi apparently for the bereaved, who are asked to 'be of 
good cheer". It can apply to those who have lost their children as well as 
those who never had any (LXX Is. xlix 21, Jer. xviii 21), and presupposes 
that the deceased had been married (cf. no.76, below). The reading of the 
name is unlikely to be correct, as the ending is extremely improbable, but 
according to Naville's facsimile, rho must be the first letter and omicron the 
last; no restoration has been suggested. Naville thought that mu in 1.3 
referred to the deceased's age, but it would be surprising (although not 
unprecedented) to find someone of at least 40 described as ficopo;. The 
facsimile shows no lower edge to the inscription, and more lines may be lost. 

Fragmentary stele, recessed field in patterned frame. Letter forms: A £. 
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52 (C/J ii no. l463): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh); necropolis: mid-
2nd century B.C.— early 2nd century A.D. Tomb wall; epitaph. 
Tell el-Yehoudieh (m situ in 1887). 
Text follows E. Naville, The Mound of the Jew', p.l4; the 
accentuation of the second name follows H. Heinen, ZPE 79 (1989), 
p.244. 

Tp6cpaiva | H îtrip. Elpoi; OuYdrnp. 

Tryphaina the mother. Eiras the daughter. 

E. Naville, The mound of the Jew and the city of Onias', Egypt Exploration 
Fund, 7th Memoir (1890), p.14 and pl.IV N (facsimile; from the original); F. 
LI. Griffith, 'The antiquities of Tell el-Yahoudieh', Egypt Exploration Fund, 
7th Memoir (1890), p.52; SB i (1915), p.207 no.2643; H. Lietzmann, 'Jadisch-
griechische Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), pp.286 no.52 = 
KS i (1958), p.445; CIJ ii (1952), p.388 no.l463; CPJ iii (1964), p.l48 
no.l463; A. Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), p.l28 
(facsimile); H. Heinen, 'Onomastisches zu Eiras, Kammerzofe Kleopatras 
Vir, ZPE 79 (1989), pp.244-6. 

E. Naville, "Report of the necropoHs of Tell-el-Yahoodieh', The Academy 31 
(1887), p.296; E. Naville, 'Les fouilles du Delta pendant I'hiver de 1887', 
Recueil de Travaux 10 (1888), p.55; S. Reinach, 'Chronique d'Orient', RevArch 
11 (1888), p.390; M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i 
(1974), p.l23; G. Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen 
Antike (1987), p.ll3 no.341, p.ll7 no.484. 

The inscription was vmtten in red above two adjacent niches in the South 
Cemetery; the bones of the deceased were found in the niches (NaviHe, p.l4). 
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The inscription was found in the South Cemetery (Milne, p.61), so it is 
probably among the earliest from the site. Milne stated that the preserved 
letters were from the right-hand end of the inscription, and the left-hand 
part was lost; nevertheless, CIJ and CPJ printed the text as if the letters 
came from the left-hand side. It is unclear if additional lines have been lost 
after the surviving lettering. 

Fragmentary pediment-topped rectangular stele, 32 x 14 cm., with guide
lines. Letter forms: 6 I C . 
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53 (CIJ ii no. l464): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh); necropolis: mid-
2nd century B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. (13 B.C.?). Stele; epitaph. 
Unknown. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no. 1464, p. 148 (based on Naville's 
reading), 

0Eu6[6p[a (?) n]ao[i((n]jX€ XPn|CTTfi | x̂ M̂ E | | [ - - - ] | [ - -

- 1 I (^TOuOiil' [Xot]|ax8'. 

0eu6[i6pa jilaoItqulXe (11.1-2): Lietzmann and CIJ &£.vS[&p]o. [itIaott(pi]>£ 
ui' (1.8): Lietzmann and SB y\' 

Theodora, friend of all, excellent one, farewell .... In the 
18th year, Choiak 9. 

E. Naville, The mound of the Jew and the city of Onias', Egypt Exploration 
Fund, 7th Memoir (1890), p.l4 and pl.IV O (facsimile; from the stone); SB i 
(1915), p.207 no.2644; H. Lietzmann, 'JUdisch-griechische Inschriften aus 
Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), pp.286 no.53 = KS i (1958) p.445; CIJ ii 
(1952), p.389 no.l464; CPJ iii (1964), p.l48 no.l464; A. Kasher, The Jews in 
Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), p.l28 (facsimile). 

F. LI. Griffith, 'The antiquities of Tell el-Yahoudieh', Egypt Exploration 
Fund, 7th Memoir (1890), p.52; M. Stem, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai 
and Stem i (1974), p.l23; C. Balconi, "Documenti grechi c latini', Aegyptus 56 
(1976), p.274 n.l; G. Mayer, Die Judische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen 
Antike (1987), p.lOO, p.ll4 no.402; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek 
and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 
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Tryphaina is attested as a name used by Jews in Cyrenaica (CJZC 55b) and 
in Rom. xvi 12; it is presumably a female version of Tryphon. CPJ, followed 
by Heinen, suggests that Eiras may be a hypocoristic form of Eirene; it was 
the name of one of the servants who killed themselves with Cleopatra VII 
according to Plutarch (Ant. 85). The genitive form Etpaio^ is found in a non-
Jewish papyrus, C. Wessely, Studien zur Palaeographie und Papyrus urkunde 
XX (1921), no.26,11.26-7. 

Letter forms: A/A £ C. 
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54 {CIJ ii no. l465): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh); mid-2nd century 
B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. Plaque; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no. 1465, p. 148 (based on Milne's 
reading). 

*Io<J6ot(; I 'Iol35ou- I ^ ^ T S I V TpiKovlTa. 

TplKOvta (11.4-5); 1. TpidKovta 

Judas, son of Judas. About thirty years old. 

J.G. Milne, Greek inscriptions (1905), p.62 no.9219 (from the stone); SB i 
(1915), p.68 no.722; H. Lietzmann, 'JUdisch-griechische Inschriften aus Tell 
el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), pp.285 no.40 = KS i (1958), p.444; CIJ ii 
(1952), p.389 no.l465; CPJ iii (1964), p.l48 no.l465. 

L. Robert, Hellenica i (1940), p.22 n.7; M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in 
Safrai and Stem i (1974), p.l23; S.M. Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum 
semiticorum (1974), p.20; G. Delling, 'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im 
hellenistisch-romischen Agypten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.l4 n.4; SchUrer 
revised iii.i (1986), p.l46 n.33. 

Date: 18th years also occurred in, e.g., 64/3 B.C. (Ptolemy XII Auletes), 35/4 
B.C. (Cleopatra VII, officially 'I8th and 3rd') and A.D.31/2 (Tiberius), so 
Augustan dating is not certain. 

The restoration of the name is due to Lietzmann, but the final alpha 
which his text indicates is on the stone does not appear in Naville's 
transcription, on which he relied; SB treated the alpha of 1.2 as the end of 
the name. QeuScJipa is attested as a name used by a Jew in Cyrenaica {CJZC 
57h); ©eM66Ta and ©cMSooia would also fit. The spelling ©eu- for Geo- is 
characteristic of Cyrenaica but also occurs in Egypt. Lietzmann's restoration 
of [Ti]aa[i(pi]^ seems much more plausible than the SB suggestion that the 
word ending ^ is a patronymic. The missing lines presumably gave the age 
of the deceased. In the date, the L symbol has a vertical line at the end of its 
horizontal (as in nos.llO and 113, for example) which Lietzmann and SB 
ignored but CIJ and Lewis realised was iota used as a numeral. 

Fragmentary stele. Letter forms: A/A E C 
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55 (Plate XY; CIJ ii no. l466): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh); 28 
B.C. Stele; epitaph. 
Louvre. 
Text follows R. Dussaud, Les monuments palestiniens et judai'ques 
no.l31, pp.97-8. 

'EXd^opoji; nIaot<piXo(;' | (^loiv) X' [vacat] | (STOUI;) P ' 

Kaioap(o^, 11 Mexip x'. 

vacat (1.4) not given in any minuscule text but clear fi'om 
photographs 

Eleazar, excellent one, fi*iend of all. 30 years old. In the 2nd 
year of Caesar, Mecheir 20. 

S. de Ricci, 'Lettre h M. le secretaire perp^tuel', CRAI (1908), pp.796-798 
(from the stone); R. Dussaud, Les monuments palestiniens et judaXques au 
Music du Louvre, (1912), pp.97-8 no.131 (photograph; fi-om the stone); SB i 
(1915), p.104 no.ll63; H. Lietzmann, 'Jtidisch-griechische Inschrifi«n aus 
Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.285 no.42 = KS i (1958), p.444; CIJ ii 
(1952), p.390 no.l466 (photograph); CPJ iii (1964), p.l48 no.l466. 

A. Neppi Modona, "La vita pubblica e privata degli ebrei in Egitto', Aegyptus 
2 (1921), p.273; L. Robert, Hellenica i (1940), p.22 n.7; M. Stern, 'The Jewish 
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Milne dated the inscription to the 1st century A.D., presumably by letter-
forms but without giving specific reasons. The only information he gave 
about provenance was that the stone was labelled as coming from Tell el-
Yehoudieh. There are variations from the normal pattem in the writing of 
itffiv and the number in full, instead of the usual sjnmbols, and in the absence 
of epithets. The form of the name MotSâ  is common, although the LXX 
prefers the indeclinable *Io<iSa. The genitive form of "lo^So;, however, is 
usually 'louSa, e.g. in the N.T. (Mk. vi 3, Lk. iii 30, Acts ix 11), Philo 
(Leg.All. iii 74), and inscriptions from Cyrenaica (CJZC 7c 1.13, 45f, 54b, 
62a). Josephus uses both 'loiiSa (e.g. Ant. xii 392) and 'lo^ou (e.g. Ant. xii 
365), and *Io^v is the preferred form in I and II Mace. 

Plain limestone plaque, 32 x 24 cm. Letter forms: A € C CD. 
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56 (CIJ ii no. l467): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): mid-2nd century 
B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. (28 B.C.?). Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows S. de Ricci, CRAI (1909), p. 145. 

'IdKoupoi; I Scope Ko^y^i I xoiipe- I dx; hSv la'. I (^tou?) 7' B6^v 

Jacob, untimely dead, clever one, farewell. About 11 years 
old. In the 3rd year, Thoth 14. 

S. de Ricci, 'Lettre k M. le secretaire perpetuel', CRAI (1909), p.l45 (from the 
stone); SB i (1915), p.3 no.ll; H. Lietzmann, 'Jttdisch-griechische Inschrifi^n 
aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.285 no.45 « KS i (1958), p.444; CIJ 
ii (1952), pp.390-391 no.l4e7; CPJ iii (1964), p.l48 no.l467. 

L. Robert, Hellenica i (1940), p.22 n.7; P.M. Fraser, 'Greek inscriptions 1952-
3', JEA 40 (1954), p.l24; G. Zuntz, Review of CPJ iii, JSS 10 (1965), p.29l; 
M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; S.M. 

Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; S.M. Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon 
noniinum semiticorum (1974), p.13; G. Delling, 'Biblisch-jildische Namen im 
hellenistisch-rttmischen Agypten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.9; C. Balconi, 
'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p-274; BJ. Brooten, Women 
leaders in the ancient synagogue (1982), p.73; Schtirer revised iii.i (1986), 
p.l46 n.33; C. Sirat et al., La ketouba de Cologne (1986), p.34 n.l3; G. 
Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.lOO. 

The stele was bought by de Ricci in Cairo along with nos.57 and 58, below; 
this is the only one with a firm date. He assumed that it came from Tell el-
Yehoudieh; his grounds for the assumption are not stated, but were 
presumably the form of the stele and the vocabulary of the inscription (cf 
no.62 below). The attribution was endorsed by Robert. The name of the 
deceased and the epithets do not have the usual vocative endings. On the 
name Eleazar, see no.42, above. The spelhng of the month as Mex»P is 
attested from the 3rd century B.C. to the 3rd century A.D. (SB v 7985, 
7831). 

Pediment-topped rectangular stele, 36 x 22.5 cm., with recessed field and 
acroteria. Letter forms: A G /W C. 
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57 (Plate XVI; CIJ ii no. l468): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): mid-
2nd century B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. Stele; epitaph. 
Louvre. 
Text follows R. Dussaud, Les monuments palestiniens et judai'ques 
no. 133, p.99. 
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Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum semiticorum (1974), p.l8; G. Delling, 
'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im hellenistisch-rOmischen Agypten*, BSAC 22 
(1974-5), p.l6; C. Balconi, 'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), 
p.274 n.l; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 
(1987), p.678 n.36. 

The stone was bought by the Cairo Museum in 1906, and de Ricci stated 
without further explanation that it originated from Tell el-Yehoudieh. He 
gave no details of its form. There is no compelling reason to prefer de Ricci's 
Augustan dating (28 B.C.) to the 3rd year of Cleopatra VII (50 B.C.) or of 
another late Ptolemaic or early Roman ruler. 

The spelling of the deceased's name here and in no.81 (see Tcherikover, 
Jews in Egypt, p.185) is usual in the papyri, but unusual in the LXX (only at 
I Esd. ix 48); the preferred forms are 'laxop in the LXX and 'IAKCOPO; in the 
N.T.; the latter is also used in CIJ 861 (Syria, 4th century A.D.) and 966 
(Gaza, 6th century A.D.). In the form 'laioflSpioi; it occurs in a 3rd century 
B C tax-list from Arsinoe-Crocodilopolis (CPR xiii 21.4). "iKovpoq is found at 
Beth She'arim (94, 96). The name here has a nominative ending although 
the ac^ectives are vocative, xonvfî  (1.2) is used in no other Tell el-Yehoudieh 
inscriptions. There is an example from Kom Abu Billu (SEG i 561), one 
dated to the 4th/5th century A.D. from Alexandria (.SB i 5056), and one from 
the Roman period, with no provenance given (SB iii 6124). The form is 
always the vocative, KOfuff, which is also restored from the final two letters 
in SB iii 6591, and the epithet is applied only to men. 'Elegant' and 'neat' 
are also possible translations; Zuntz suggested 'good' or 'nice', since it here 
takes the place of xp^<^^- Editors have assumed that the stone^;utter wrote 
©(fiOu mistakenly for QSmd (1.5), but S&QM was the standard spelling in 
Cyrenaica, and might have been used in Egypt, although it does not occur in 
SB; the other Egyptian Jewish examples all use 050. 

No details were published of the form or size of the stele. Letter forms: A € 
CCO. 
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fitope naa|i<piXe (11.3-4): CPJ oScope naat|<piX£ 

John, son of John, bridegroom, untimely dead, friend of all 
and who caused pain to none, excellent one, farewell. About 
30 years old. 

S. de Ricci, 'Lettre k M. le secretaire perpetuel', CRAI (1909), p.l44 (from the 
stone); R. Dussaud, Les monuments palestiniens et judai'ques au Mus4e du 
Louvre, (1912), p.99 no.l33 (photograph; from the stone); SB i (1915), p.3 
no.lO; H. Lietzmann, 'Jtidisch-griechische Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', 
ZNW 22 (1923), p.285 no.44 = KS i (1958), p.444; CIJ ii (1952), p.391 
no.l468 (photograph); CPJ iii (1964), p.l48 no.l468. 

L. Robert, Hellenica i (1940), p.22 n.7; M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in 
Safrai and Stem i (1974), p.123; S.M. Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum 
semiticorum (1974), p.19; G. Delling, 'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im 
hellenistisch-rfimischen Agypten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.l4; G. Mayer, Die 
jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.100; G.H.R. 
Horsley, New documents iv (1987), p.227; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in 
Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

The stone was acquired along with nos.55 and 58. De Ricci regarded their 
provenance from Tell el-Yehoudieh as certain, and relied on no.55 to date the 
others, but there is no evidence that they were originally found together. The 
spelling of the name is an unusual variation of 'Icodwi^^, but it also occurs in 
a number of Cyrenaican inscriptions (see Index); de Ricci (p.146) noted that 
some of the oldest New Testament manuscripts also used this form. 'loySvxq is 
found in a 3rd century B.C. papyrus from the Arsinoite nome {CPR xiii 
4.165). The usual Hebrew spelHng is \inv. 

The description of the deceased as vCiKpioi; (1.2) implies that he was on 
the point of marriage or had been married very recently; in SB i 5025, from 
Alexandria, the deceased, aged 14, is described as both v<ĵ (pioi; and &ya^oq. 
Horsley, New Documents iv p.227, suggests that the men in both cases might 
have been betrothed but not yet cohabiting with their brides; it is also 
possible (although unsubstantiated) that some Jews may have followed the 
Egyptian practice of not regarding cohabitation as marriage until the birth of 
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'lodvn 'lodvjov vOn(pv£ ] &ojpe 7io«5|l(piX£ m l | 6XxiTK xp^\\<Jxt 

xavpe- I OK, (h&v) V. 
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58 {CIJ ii no. l469): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): mid-2nd-lst 
century B.C. (23 B.C.?). Stele; epitaph. 
Louvre. 
Text follows S. de Ricci, CRAI (1909), pp.144-5 (minuscule text). 

ITOUI; ^' <I>ap.(ev(i)e) . ZaPPaxoioi; I lo(j.of|>,ou I acope xpTioxfe 

Xotipe* &C, fetwv KE' 

ix&v (1.5): de Ricci (majuscule text) and SB give hov, but omega is 
clear in the CIJ photograph; Dussaud mistakenly brackets the 
omega and CPJ the whole word 

In the 7th year, Phamenoth 7. Sabbataios, son of Somoelos, 
untimely dead, excellent one, farewell. About 25 years old. 

S. de Ricci, 'Lettre k M. le secretaire perp^tuel*, CRAI (1909), pp.144.145 
(from the stone); SB i (1915), p.3 no.9; R. Dussaud, Les monuments 
palestiniens et judai'ques au Mus4e du Louvre (1922), pp.98-99 no.l32 
(photograph; fi'om the stone); H. Lietzmann, 'Jtidisch-griechische Inschriften 
aus Tell el Yehudieh*, ZNW 22 (1923), p.285 no.43 = KS i (1958), p.444; CIJ 
ii (1952), p.392 no.l469 (photograph); CPJ iii (1964), p.l48 no.l469. 

L. Robert, Hellenica i (1940), p.22 n.7; M. Stem, 'The Jewish Diaspora', in 
Safrai and Stem i (1974), p.l23; G. Delling, 'BiWisch-jtidische Namen im 
hellenistisch-rfimischen Agypten*, BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.lO n.2; C. Balconi, 
'Documenti grechi e latini*, Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; N.G. Cohen, 
'Jewish names as cultural indicators in antiquity*, JSJ 7 (1976), p.lll; C. 
Sirat et al.. La ketouba de Cologne (1986), p.33 n.8; G. Mayer, Die judische 
Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.lOO; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish 
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a child. 
In 1.3, &{op£, the stone-cutter mistakenly put an extra horizontal bar 

between the middle and right hastae of the omega, which led Lewis, relying 
on the poor quality photograph in CIJ, to read iw; however, Dussaud's 
original photograph makes it clear that there is no iota. 

Pediment-topped rectangular stele, 55 x 22 cm., with recessed field and 
acroteria. Letter forms: A 6 *> C LU. 
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59 (Plate XVII; CJJ ii no. l470): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh); late 
1st century B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. Stele or plaque; epitaph. 
National Museum, Warsaw. 
Text follows 0 . Rubensohn, APF 5 (1909) no.15, p.l65. 

Eappaxlojv &o>pe | xP'no't& noaupi^ ] dXoiTte xdxpe- | dx; (^TWV) 

[vacat] 

SXoute (1.3): 1. 6Xxinz 
meat 0.4) apparent fi'om photograph provided by National Museum, 
Warsaw 
Sabbation, untimely dead, excellent one, friend of all, who 
caused pain to none, farewell. About.. years old. 
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inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW n.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 
On provenance, see no.57. It is unusual to find the date given first in Tell el-
Yehoudieh inscriptions. The name of the month is abbreviated to Oa, with a 
small mu above the alpha. 

Sabbataios, and the comparable Sabbatis, Sabbatios and Sabbathion, 
occur in numerous other Egyptian inscriptions and papyri. The Hebrew 
Shabbethai (Ezra x 15, Neh. viii 7 'jiao), likely to apply to someone bom on 
the sabbath, is found in the Elephantine papyri among 5th century B.C. 
Jews in Egypt. The LXX rendered it as Sappaeai or Zappa6aio(;, but it could 
be spelled with tau instead of theta. The form Sabbataios occurs in the 
Letter of Aristeas (48, 49) and in I Esd. ix 14, ix 48. The use of the 'sabbath' 
names in Egypt is discussed in detail by V.A. Tcherikover, CPJ iii, pp.43-56. 
Sabbataios is one of the forms which he showed were used mainly in 
Ptolemaic times, being superseded in the Roman period by Sambathion, 
which also spread to non-Jewish observers of the sabbath. The name 
therefore supports dating the inscription no later than the reign of Augustus. 
lopô iXô  is apparently a variant of Samuel, and also occurs in no.29 above, 
where it is discussed. 

Pediment-topped rectangular stele, 53 x 33 cm., with recessed field and 
acroteria. Guide-lines above and below first four lines. Letter forms: A E I H 
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0. Rubensohn, 'Neue Inschriften aus Aegypten*, APF 5 (1909), pp.165-6 no.15 
(from the stone); J. Oehler, 'Epigraphische Beitrfige zur Geschichte des 
Judentums', MGWJ 53 (1909), p.451 no.228a; CIJ ii (1952), pp.392-393 
no.l470; CPJ iii (1964), p.l49 no.UTO. 

J. Juster, Les juifs dans I'empire romain i (1914), p.497; L. Robert, Hellenica 
i (1940), p.22 n.7; M. Stem, The Jewish Diaspora*, in Safrai and Stern i 
(1974), p.l23; S.M. Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum semiticorum (1974), p.33; 
G. Delling, 'Biblisch-jttdische Namen im hellenistisch-romischen Agypten*, 
BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.27 and n.l; G. Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der 
hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.100; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions 
in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

This inscription and nos.60-65 and 116 below were held in the Archaeological 
Museum of the Lyceum Hosianum at Braunsberg (Braniewo) in East Prussia 
until 1947, when the contents of the museum were moved to the National 
Museum of Warsaw (A. Saduska, Inscriptions latines et monuments 
funiraires romains au Musie National de Varsovie (Warsaw, 1953), p.5). This 
inscription is now inv.no.l9881lMN. The inventory kept by the founder of 
the Lyceum Hosianum collection, W. WeiBbrodt, was lost after his death, so 
that definite information about the provenance of some of the inscriptions is 
lacking (A. Greifenhagen, 'Antiken in Braunsberg*, JDAI 48 (1933), p.420). 
Rubensohn's information that this stone came from Tell el-Yehoudieh was 
perhaps derived from the inventory or from Weifibrodt himself, but the form 
is typical of the site. He dated it to the early Roman period. 

Only the top third of the available field is used. The age of the deceased 
was not filled in, according to Rubensohn because of the stone-cutter's 
ignorance of Greek. The standard formula XPHorfe V^pt is broken by other 
at^ectives, as is often the case with the Tell el-Yehoudieh inscriptions. The 
name is another 'sabbath' name (see no.58 above); this spelling does not 
occur elsewhere but laPctTitov is found in a Byzantine inscription from Crete 
(Fraser & Matthews, Lexicon, s.v.). 2ap(ktti(nv was a form which became 
popular in the early Roman period (V. Tcherikover, CPJ iii, p.44). 

Pediment-topped rectangular limestone stele or plaque, 36 x 26.5 cm., with 
acroteria; recessed field and guide-lines. Letter forms: A € C LU. 
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60 (Plate XVIII; CU i i no. l471): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): 55 
or 4 B.C. Stele; epitaph. 
National Museum, Warsaw (see no.59). 
Text follows S. de Ricci, RevEp n.s. 1 (1913) no.7, p.l47. 

Idplktee XPTljot̂  iiacft((n|X£ x^P^' '̂̂ v̂ t,'. \ (gtoui;) xq-' 
Hauvi 11 K ^ ' . 

Sabbathos, excellent one, friend of all, farewell. About 60 
years old. In the 26th year, Payni 27. 

S. de Ricci, 'Inscriptions grecques d'figypte. Un mus^e grec en Prusse 
Orientale', RevEp n.s. 1 (1913), p.147 no.7 (from the stone); J. Juster, Les 
juifs dans I'empire romain i (1914), p.497; A. Neppi Modona, 'La vita 
pubblica e privata degli ebrei in E^tto', Aegyptus 2 (1921), p.273; SB iv 
(1931), p.6 no.7291; CIJ ii (1952), p.393 no.l471; CPJ iii (1964), p.l49 
no.l471. 

M. Stern, "The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; S.M. 
Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum semiticorum (1974), p.32; G. Delling, 
'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im hellenistisch-rfimischen Agypten', BSAC 22 
(1974-5), p.27; C. Balconi, 'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), 
p.275; G. Mayer, Die judische Frau in der hellenistisch-rdmischen Antike 
(1987), p.lOO; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW 
II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

On the name, see no.58, above. Sabbathos Is not one of the common forms of 
'sabbath' name discussed by V.A. Tcherikover (CPJ iii, p.44), but Sabbathis 
was a regular feminine version. De Ricci's opinion that this stele was from 
Tell el-Yehoudieh was based on the design and on the Jewish name, 
although he apparently did not have firm evidence. The Augustan dating 
was supported by de Ricci and Neppi Modona; 55 B.C. is a possible 
alternative - the 26th year of Ptolemy XII (Auletes), who was restored to the 
throne earlier in the year. 

Pediment-topped rectangular limestone stele, 55 x 25 cm., with recessed 
field, and guide-lines above and below 11.1-4. Letter forms: A 6 C CO. 
Numeral C-
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5opov (11.1-2): 1. fiiwpE 

Nike, untimely dead. 30 years old. Hathyr 11 in the 20th 
year, [or In the 30th year, Hathyr 11. 20 years old.] 

S. de Ricci, 'Inscriptions grecques d'figypte. Un mus6e grec en Prusse 
Orientale*, RevEp n.s. 1 (1913), p.l46 no.S (from the stone); J. Juster, Les 
Juifs dans I'empire romain i (1914), p.497; A. Neppi Modona, 'La vita 
pubblica e privata degli ebrei in Egitto', Aegyptus 2 (1921), p.273; SB iv 
(1931). p.6 no.7292; CIJ ii (1952), p.394 no.l472; CPJ iii (1964), p.l49 
no. 1472. 

M. Stern, 'The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i, (1974), p.l23; C. 
Balconi, 'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; G. Mayer, 
Die judische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.96 no.88, 
p.ll6 no.446; G.H.R. Horsley, New documents iv (1987), p.226. 

The attribution of this inscription to Tell el-Yehoudieh rests on de Ricci's 
statement that it is 'sans doute de mdme provenance que la pr^c^dente' (i.e. 
no.60), presumably based on the form of the stele. Nike was a very common 
name in Egypt, but does not seem to be attested elsewhere for a Jewish 
woman, although a number of Jews in Cyrenaica bore names beginning with 
Nik- or Neik-. The stone-cutter's difficulties are suggested by fiopov 
misspelled and in the wrong case, and by unnecessary gaps left at the end of 
1.3 and beginning of 1.4. The nu of 1.2 has an additional horizontal stroke to 
the right of the foot of its right hasta, as if written in ligature with an 
additional L symbol. Lewis notes that the expansion of the L symbol to ixm 
in 1.2 and txoxn; in 1.4 could be reversed; this would give an unusual word 
order, but it is also unusual for the month to be given before the year (see 
no.lOl, below). The 20th year is probably Augustan (62 B.C., 33 B.C. 
(officially '20th and 5th') and A.D.33 are also possible), and the 30th year 
would be most likely to be 1 B.C. 
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61 (Plate XIX; CIJ ii no. l472): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh) (?): 
mid-2nd century B.C.- early 1st century A.D. (11 B.C.?). Stele; 
epitaph. 
National Museum, Warsaw (see no.59). 
Text follows S. de Ricci, RevEp n.s. 1 (1913) no.S, p.l46. 

NttcTi &op|ov (gtSv) X ' . 'AG|iip ux' [vacat] I [vacat] (ITOO^) K ' . 
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62 (Plate XX; CIJ i i no. l473): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): mid-
2nd century B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. Stele; epitaph. 
National Museum, Warsaw (see no.59). 
Text follows photograph provided by National Museum, Warsaw. 

'EXedĉ ape I hoipoc, xpT[Qxh{(^ I T[aol<piXo((;)- I dx; (^TOJV) KZ'. 

"EXed̂ ope (1.1): de Ricci 'EXc& âpotql 

Eleazar, untimely dead, excellent one, friend of all. About 
25 years old. 

S. de Ricci, 'Inscriptions grecques d'figypte. Un musde grec en Prusse 
Orientale', RevEp n.s. 1 (1913), pp.147-8 no.9 (facsimile; from the stone); SB 
iv (1931), p.6 no.7293; CIJ ii (1952), p.394 no.l473; CPJ iii (1964), p.l49 
no.l473. 

J. Juster, Les juifs dans I'empire romain i (1914), p.497; M. Stern, 'The 
Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stem i (1974), p-123; S.M. Ruozzi Sala, 
Lexicon nominum semiticorum (1974), p.l4; G. Delling, 'Biblisch-jUdische 
Namen im hellenistisch-rOmischen Agypten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.9; Schttrer 
revised iii.i (1986), p.l46 n.33; C. Sirat et al.. La ketouba de Cologne (1986), 
p.34 n.l3; G. Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike 
(1987), p.lOO. 

De Ricci's attribution of this stele to Tell el-Yehoudieh is supported by the 
form, the Jewish name and the use of nacKcpt̂ .̂ On the name, see no.42 
above. The name was written in larger letters than the rest of the text, but 
the final epsilon is smaller and lunate in form. The final sigma was omitted 
from two of the adjectives, although there was ample room for it in naoxcpiXoi;. 
Little more than half the available field on the stone was used. 

Pediment-topped rectangular hmestone stele, 46 x 20 cm., with acroteria and 
recessed field. Letter forms: A E/Q. I C LU. 
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Pediment-topped rectangular limestone stele, 32 x 20 cm., with acroteria and 
recessed field; guide-lines for each line, with a fiflh one unused. Letter forms: 
A. 
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xnpotfc (11.2-3): 1. xpnoxi 
(11.4-6): de Ricci [ JNEB | (Erou;) y\' MIeoop]f| | xQ' (?) 

Sebethois, untimely dead, excellent one, friend of all. About 
13 years old. In the 8th year, Mesore 9 (?). 

S. de Ricci, 'Inscriptions grecques d'^gypte. Un mus6e grec en Prusse 
Orientale', RevEp n.s. 1 (1913), pp.147-8 no.lO (facsimile; from the stone); J. 
Juster, Les juifs dans I'empire romain i (1914), p.497; SB iv (1931), p.6 
no.7294; CIJ ii (1952), pp.394-395 no.l474; CPJ iii (1964), p.l49 no.l474. 

M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; S.M. 
Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum semiticorum (1974), p.38; G. Delling, 
'Biblisch-jadische Namen im hellenistisch-romischen Agypten', BSAC 22 
(1974-5), p.27; C. Balconi, 'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), 
p.274 n.l; Schtirer revised iii.i (1986), p.l46 n.33. 

If the inscription is Augustan, the date would be 22 B.C., but possible 
alternatives include 44 B.C. and A.D.22, 45 or 62. The form, the Jewish 
name (also found in no.l09, below) and use of JtaotipxXo^ again support de 
Ricci's attribution of this inscription to Tell el-Yehoudieh. The name, which 
is masculine, appears to be another derivative of Shabbethai (see no.58, 
above); CPJ 39 attests the genitive EaPaQwiTO .̂ In 1.4, de Ricci's reading gave 
the apparently impossible ending vep, but the photograph provided by the 
National Museum, Warsaw, suggests that Lewis was correct to propose 
restoring [dx; ixa]v and a numeral. Bilabel's tentative suggestion in SB of 
UXeei]v£ p. has nothing to support it. There is a slightly larger gap between 
11.4 and 5 than between previous lines, and M[eoo]p<\ seems to be the only 
possible restoration in 1.5; the surviving eta suggests that the month was 
written in somewhat smaller letters than were used in earlier lines. All that 
survives of 1.6 is a theta below where the sigma of Meoopfi would have been 
written. Since a numeral is all that would be expected in this line, it is likely 
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63 (Plate XXI; CU ii no. l474): LeontopoHs (Tell el-Yehoudieh): mid-
2nd century B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. (22 B.C.?). Stele; epitaph. 
National Museum, Warsaw (see no.59). 
Text follows photograph provided by National Museum, Warsaw. 

Sepeefii^ I &o)pe x^P<"|^ TiootcpiAe- I (dx; £tw]v y i ' . I (Stooi;) t i ' 

M[eao]pfi [vacate 9'. 
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64 (Plate XXH; CIJ ii no. l475): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh) (?): 
mid-2nd century B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. (26 B.C.?). Plaque; 
epitaph. 
National Museum, Warsaw (see no.59). 
Text follows photograph provided by National Museum, Warsaw. 

[...]va|[.]iov |j.|iKpav | naoi(pliAx)v | | x^uojaie . 69 ) hiav 

iptlaKOvta 5|uo. (gtoui;) e' Tupi 11 6'. 

[...]va|[.]iov (11.1-2): de Ricci [...lva|[.]wv 

Weep for .... , little woman, friend of all. About thirty-two 
years old. In the 5th year, Tybi 4. 

S. de Ricci, 'Inscriptions grecques d'figypte. Un mus^e grec en Prusse 
Orientale', ReuEp n.s. 1 (1913), p.l48 no.ll (facsimile; from the stone); J. 
Juster, Les juifs dans I'empire romain i (1914), p.497; SB iv (1931), p.6 
no.7295; CIJ ii (1952). p.395 no.l475; CPJ iii (1964), p.l49 no.l475. 

M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p. 123; C. 
Balconi, 'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; U. 
Fischer, Eschatologie und Jenseitserwartung (1978), p.238; G. Mayer, Die 
judische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.96 no.9l, p.lOO; 
G.H.R. Horsley, New documents iv (1987), p.226; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish 
inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.40. 

De Ricci's suggestion that this might be from Tell el-Yehoudieh was made 
into a definite statement in CIJ (p.393). If the regnal year is Augustus's, the 
date is 26 B.C., but 47 B.C. and A.D.18, 44 or 58 are among the other 
possibilities. naa((ptXô , as noted above (no.41), is a particular feature of Tell 
el-Yehoudieh inscriptions, t̂xpd is used as an epithet in two other Tell el-
Yehoudieh epitaphs (nos.86, 100), for women aged 16 and 35; it is also found 
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that there was a gap at the beginning of the Hne; an iota or kappa may have 
preceded the theta. However, it is possible that something more has been 
lost. 

Pediment-topped rectangular limestone stele, 41 x 19 cm., with recessed field 
and acroteria. Letter forms: A &E 0 OC Cd. 
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65 (Plate XXHI; CIJ ii no . l476): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh) (?): 
A.D.1 (?). Stele; epitaph. 
National Museum, Warsaw (see no.59). 
Text follows S. de Ricci, RevEp n.s. 1 (1913) no. 12, p. 148. 

(2to\j(^ V I OapjioOGi I K^'. I 'IiiooOi; | Sa^iPatjjou Siope | 

dtexvE I •xpj\ctl I xoui[p]e. 

In the 30th year, Pharmouthi 27. Jesus son of Sambaios, 
untimely dead, childless, excellent one, farewell. 

S. de Ricci, 'Inscriptions grecques d'figypte. Un mus^e grec en Prusse 
Orientale*, RevEp n.s. 1 (1913), p.148 no.l2 (facsimile; from the stone); J. 
Juster, Les juifs dans I'empire romain i (1914), p.497; A. Neppi Modona, 'La 
vita pubblica e privata degli ebrei in Egitto', Aegyptus 2 (1921), p.273; SB iv 
(1931), pp.6-7 no.7296; CIJ ii (1952), pp.395-396 no.l476; CPJ iii (1964), 
p.l49 no.l476. 

in a woman's epitaph at Beth She'arim (M. Schwabe & B. Lifshitz, no.131). 
Nos.37, 93 and 97 use the mascuHne form for people aged 27, 3 and 28. 
Although it was commonly used to describe people in papyri, its employment 
as a funerary epithet in Egypt seems almost entirely confined to the Jews; 
the only non-Jewish example in SB is in a Christian inscription, iv 7300, in 
memory of 'Icofivvov lAiicpow, and since no other epithets are used, it may be 
no more than a way of distinguishing him from other Johns. KXafiaaTc and 
variations (from the verb icXatco) were used in many Jewish inscriptions (see 
comment on no.34, above, and Formulae Index), but rarely (at least in prose) 
by non-Jews. The only non-Jewish examples of the form iAa<kiaTe in SB are i 
5631 (Alexandria, lstH2nd century AD.) and iv 6706 (Karanis, undated); 
there are other forms of the verb in i 2134, i 4313, iv 7423 and x 10719 (a 
negative). 

The most likely restoration of the deceased woman's name is the well-
attested "AeTivdpiov: 9 examples in Preisigke's Namenbuch and 11 in 
Foraboschi's Onomasticon; an alternative would be eeovdpiov, which is found 
in P.Fouad 36. 

Rectangular plaque, 41 x 19 cm., with recessed field. The stonecutter did not 
leave sufficient space for the last four lines, which had to be compressed 
considerably. Letter forms: A GJE L LLI. 
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66 (C/i ii no . l480): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh) (?): mid-2nd 
century B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. Stele; epitaph. 
Unknown (Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg, in 1913). 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no.l480, p.l50 (based on de Ricci's 
reading). 

Tao^J-alv I XP'n[ot]''1 I X0^9^' d>(̂  ^kfi([v] p.6'. I Ĉ toû ) iP' 
C>a5(pi 
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L. Robert, Hellenica i (1940), p.22 n.7; M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in 
Safrai and Stem i (1974), p.l23; S.M. Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum 
semiticorum (1974), pp.19, 36; G. DelUng, 'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im 
hellenistisch-rttmischen A^ten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.l9 n.6, p.27; C. 
Balconi, Document! grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p,275; G. Mayer, Die 
jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-rdmischen Antike (1987), p.100; L.H. Kant, 
'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW 11.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

Date: as in no.60 above, the length of the reign suggests Augustus very 
strongly, the only alternatives being in the 2nd century B.C. De Ricci said 
nothing about the provenance of the stele, but the names are undoubtedly 
Jewish; the attribution to Tell el-Yehoudieh was first made in SB. The name 
Jesus also occurs in no.34, above. It is the name of two of the LXX 
translators in the Letter of Aristeas (48, 49), and there are numerous 
examples from Cyrenaica; Juster pointed out that although it is unusual in 
Egyptian epigraphy, it is fairly common in papyri. Sambaios is apparently 
another derivative of Shabbethai (see no.58, above); the spelling with -^p-
was preferred in Egypt, although this form is not found elsewhere. laPPaTo^ 
occurs in CPJ 47.7, from the Arsinoite district, 2nd century B.C. The 
unusual word order, with the date first, occurs in only a few Tell el-
Yehoudieh inscriptions (see no.99). Neither the shape of the stele nor the 
letter forms, particularly the absence of lunate letters, are typical of Tell el-
Yehoudieh. 

Limestone stele, 45 x 32 cm., with triangular top forming a pediment. Letter 
forms: A E I G Z 1 2 . 
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67 (C/y ii no. l491): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): 28 B.C. or 
A.D.16 (?). Stele; epitaph. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows C.C. Edgar, ASAE 19 (1920) no.2, p.218 (minuscule text 
with additional doubtful letters indicated in facsimile). 

ElpfiviiC*;] I NtKdcvo|p(o(;) xpT10t|Tl'; Yuv|aiK65. | | (Exoix;) y' AOiip 

(Tomb of) Eirene, excellent wife of Nicanor [or Eirene 
daughter of Nicanor, excellent wife/woman]. In the 3rd 
year, Hathyr 10. 
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Tao<i[Ti]v (1.1): de Ricci Taou[3?]v; SB Taov[ ]v 

Taoution, excellent woman, farewell. About 49 years old. In 
the 12th year, Phaophi 21. 

S. de Ricci, 'Inscriptions grecques d'flgypte conserves k Saint-P^tersbourg*, 
RevEp n.s. 1 (1913), p.l57 no.9; SB iv (1931), pp.9-lO no.7314; CIJ ii (1952), 
pp.397-398 no.l480; CPJ iii (1964), p.150 no.l480. 

V.A. Tcherikover, Hellenistic civilization and the Jews (1959), p.346 n.7; M. 
Stern, 'The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; C. Balconi, 
'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; G. Mayer, Die 
judische Frau in der hellenistisch-rdmischen Antike (1987), p.96 no.Ill, p.99, 
p.122 no.644; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW 
11.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

This stone was bought at Gizeh in 1898 with nos.130 and 136-7. Although 
Lewis believes there is no reason to suppose the inscription Jewish, de Ricci 
noted that the stone is of the commonest Tell el-Yehoudieh type, and Taoutin 
(which CIJ restored) is also found as a name used by a Jew in no.90 below. 
Rokeah's prosopography in CPJ iii mistakenly treats it as a masculine name, 
but the deceased here is clearly female (there is no indication of gender in 
no.90); F. Preisigke, Namenbuch, s.v., records the name as feminine, and has 
no other examples ofit. 

Pediment-topped rectangular limestone stele, 30 x 20 cm., with recessed field 
and acroteria. Letter forms: A € UJ. 
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CC. Edgar, Tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 19 (1920), p.218 
no.2 (facsimile; from the stone); H. Lietzmann, 'JOdisch-griechische 
Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.281 no.2 = KS i (1958), 
p.438; SB iii (1926), p.25 no.6l61; CIJ ii (1952), p.406 no.l49l (photograph); 
CPJ iii (1964), p.l54 no.l491. 

M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; C. 
Balconi, Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; G. Mayer, 
Die judische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.99, p.ll3 
no.349. 

This inscription is one o f a group acquired from inhabitants o f Arab villages 
near the site o f Tell el-Yehoudieh (also including nos.31 and 68-83), which 
Edgar believed could be dated to the end o f the 1st century B.C. or beginning 
o f the 1st century A.D., although he was not convinced that all belonged t o 
the reign o f Augustus; in this case, the Augustan date would be 28 B.C., and 
A.D.16 is the most likely alternative (perhaps also 50 B C and A.D.36 or 42). 
No.30, which was acquired at the same time, has a much earlier date. 

Eirene was a name commonly used by Jews in Egypt and Cyrenaica, but 
also much used by non-Jews. Among Jews, it may perhaps have been 
regarded as a Greek equivalent of the Hebrew name Salome, 'Peace', 
extremely popular in Palestine (Dan, 'Jewish women's names', pp.191-2), but 
unattested in Greek transliteration in Egypt unless the name in no.48 
derives from it (there is a non-Jewish reference to Herod's sister, see Rokeah 
in CPJ iii, p.l89); Salomezion occurs in the Aramaic inscriptions of Edfu. 
Nikanor also occurs in no.l51, below, and in CPJ 24.26 (Trikomia, 174 B.C.). 
It is unclear whether Nikanor should be seen as the deceased woman's 
husband (as in Lewis' translation in CPJ) or father. The name is in the 
usual position for a patronymic, but the description of Eirene as ywaixfti; 
suggests that she is being viewed as a wife. Other Egyptian epitaphs with 
comparable wording avoid the ambiguity, e.g. SB \ 2095 Acopf̂ TTi yvvaiid 
•yA.\)KUT&Tni Etj(pTmo(; dvtip, and 3660 yvvf) avtoO in î̂ oe, but at Tell el-
Yehoudieh it was extremely rare for the commemorator to be specified by 
name or relationship. 

Limestone stele, 27 x 21 cm., recessed field. Letter forms: A E C. 
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68 (C/y ii no. l492): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): 26/25 B.C. Stele; 
epitaph. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows C.C. Edgar, ASAE 19 (1920) no.3, p.218. 

[ 1 I [ ]|E Xpr\o\tt' ay; i tSv Ky'. e' Kalootpo((;) [TlCpi 

Ky' (1.5) misprinted in CPJ as yx' 

excellent one. About 23 years old. In the 5th (year) of 
Caesar, Tybi .. 

C.C. Edgar, Tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 19 (1920), p.218 
no.S (facsimile; from the stone); H. Lietzmann, 'Judisch-griechische 
Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.28l no.3 = KS i (1958), 
p.438; SB iii (1926), p.25 no.6162; CIJ ii (1952), pp,406-407 no.l492; CPJ iii 
(1964), p.l53 no.l492. 

M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; C. 
Balconi, T)ocumenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274; B.J. Brooten, 
Women leaders in the ancient synagogue (1982), p.73; G. Mayer, Die judische 
Frau in der hellenistisch'romischen Antike (1987), p.lOO. 

As 11.3-5 each have 5 letters, that is the likely number missing from 11.1 and 
2, although 7 were fitted into 1.6. In 1.3, -e is probably the ending of another 
epithet (e.g. fiXune or fitope) or of xoipE, so the name of the deceased, evidently 
a man, contained about 6 or 7 letters. The L symbol was omitted before the 
regnal year in 1.6. 

Rectangular stele, 37 x 28 cm., with recessed field. Letter forms: A € C 00. 

69 iCIJ ii no.l493): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): 23 B.C. Stele; 
epitaph. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows C.C. Edgar, ASAE 19 (1920) no.4, p.218. 

rixePPicov XP'no'tS I naot(piX£ x«Lpe- 6<; i ttov leoepAKOvka nbnz. 

(Sxoui;) ^' Kataap(o(;), Mej£,ip i^'. 
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TEOEpdKovTa (11.3-4); 1. teooepAKovm 

Ptebbion, excellent one, friend of all, farewell. About forty-
five years old. In the 7th year of Caesar, Mecheir 16. 

C.C. Edgar, Tomb-stones fi-om Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 19 (1920), p.218 
no.4; H. Lietzmann, 'JUdisch-griechische Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', 
ZNW 22 (1923), p.281 no.4 = KS i (1958), p.438; SB iii (1926), p.25 no.6163; 
CIJ ii (1952), p.407 no.l493; CPJ iii (1964), p.l53 no.l493. 

V.A. Tcherikover, Hellenistic civilization and the Jews (1959), p.346 n.7; M. 
Stern, 'The Jewish Diaspora', in Safi-ai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; C. Balconi, 
'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274; B.J. Brooten, Women 
leaders in the ancient synagogue (1982), p.73; G. Mayer, Die judische Frau in 
der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.100; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish 
inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW n.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 
Ptebbion does not occur in Preisigke's Namenbuch or Foraboschi's 
Onomasticon. Lietzmann believed it to be an Egyptian name derived fi*om 
TBBO, meaning pure. SB printed the name as Flpepptwv, which is the form 
noted by Foraboschi, Onomasticon, but that version is also a hapax 
legomenon, and is likely to have been a misprint in SB, as there is no 
comment about it. Edgar noted the stone-cutter's exceptional tendency to use 
straight lines instead of curves in his lettering. 

Pediment-topped rectangular hmestone stele, 80 x 36 cm., with recessed field 
and acroteria. Letter forms: A E • C LU. Numeral: C. 

70 (CIJ ii no. l494): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): 23 B.C. (?). 
Stele; epitaph. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no. 1494, p. 153 (based on Edgar's 
reading). 

'HXdtpiov I OiWTmou | fitope | 7iotoi|tpiX£ fiA,u(nE) x \ |PTIOTT) xdHpv 

&q iiSiV q*'. (ITOU^ ^' 'Emq) e'. 
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&\v{nt) XpTloxfi (11.5-6): C/JUM(ne) XPn<^(^) 

Hilarion, daughter of Philip, untimely dead, friend of all, 
who caused pain to none, excellent girl, farewell. About 6 
years old. In the 7th year, Epeiph 5. 

C.C. Edgar, Tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh*, ASAE 19 (1920) p.2l9 no.5 
(facsimile; from the stone); H. Lietzmann, 'Jttdisch-griechische Inschriften 
aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.281 no.S = KS i (1958), p.438; SB iii 
(1926), p.25 no.6164; CIJ ii (1952), pp.4a7-8 no.l494 (photograph); CPJ iii 
(1964), p.l53 no.l494. 

M.N. Tod, "Laudatory epithets in Greek epitaphs', ABSA 46 (1951), p.l88 
n.24; G. Zuntz, Review of CPJ iii, JSS 10 (1965), p.291; M. Stem, 'The 
Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stem i (1974), p.123; C. Balconi, *Documenti 
grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; G. Mayer, Die judische Frau in 
der hellenistisch-rdmischen Antike (1987), p.100; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish 
inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW n.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

On the dating, see no.67; A.D.21 is the most likely alternative to an 
Augustan date. Edgar was uncertain how the name of the deceased should 
be read, and the nearest Egyptian parallel to 'HXApiov is a Byzantine 
'HW(pvo(;, which Preisigke, Namenbuch, recorded as a variation of 'l\6pioq. 
The CIJ photograph makes alpha the only doubtful letter, and no other 
attested name would fit. CIJ corrected the feminine form xp^io^ and treated 
the deceased as male. However, - o v was a normal ending for neuter forms 
used as feminine names (where -oiv was used for masculine names), and 
there are other examples of the -e vocative ending being used for a woman 
(e.g. no.90), so it appears that Hilarion was female, as Lewis states, although 
there was a male St Hilarion at Gaza in the 4th centuiy. The father's name, 
Philip, was used by Jews in Cyrenaica, Rome (CIJ 334) and Puteoli {CIJ 
561), and is found as the name of several people in the N.T.: an apostle (e.g. 
Mt. X 3, Mk. iii 18, Lk. vi 14, Jn. i 43), an evangelist (e.g. Acts vi 5) and a 
son (e.g. Lk. iii 13) and a brother (Mt. xiv 3, Mk. vi 17) of Herod the Great. 
The CPJ prosopography has another Egyptian example, a well-documented 
man from Edfu at the end of the 1st century A.D. 

Limestone stele, 52 x 28 cm., with recessed field. Letter forms: A E I C CO. 
Numeral: C. 
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71 (C/y ii no. l495): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): 17 B.C. or 
A.D.27. Stele; epitaph. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows C.C. Edgar, ASAE 19 (1920) no.6, p.219. 

tioMC, ly' I Tupi Kp'. I AoKJiGri XP^|o^^ nocoltpiXe | ftcope xoapf 11 

ixmv Kt'. 

In the 13th year, Tybi 22. Dositheos, excellent one, friend of 
all, untimely dead, farewell. 25 years old. 

C C Edgar, Tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 19 (1920), p.219 
no.6 (facsimile; from the stone); H. Lietzmann, 'Jtidisch-griechische 
Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.281 no.6 = KS i (1958), 
p.439; SB iii (1926), p.25 no.6165; CIJ ii (1952), p.408 no.l495 (photograph); 
CPJ iii (1964), p.l54 no.l495. 

L. Robert, Hellenica xi-xii (1960), p.261 n.4; M. Stem, 'The Jewish Diaspora', 
in Safrai and Stem i (1974), p.123; G. DelHng, 'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im 
hellenistisch-romischen Agypten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.ll n.5; C. Balconi, 
'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish 
inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

On the dating, see no.67. Dositheos was a popular name among Jews, and 
according to Tcherikover (CPJ i, p.xix) was used almost exclusively by Jews 
in the Hellenistic period. Edgar and Lietzmann regarded the -TI ending here 
as a phonetic spelling of the vocative -ee, the form which is found in no.34, 
above. The form AWOIOTIO; is noted by Preisigke, Namenbuch, and the index 
of SB gives the nominative of the name here as Acooteiiq. 

txm 0.6) is usually written in full only when it is part of the formula 
ixwv. Edgar noted that there is no trace of here, but he showed a small 
gap at the beginning of the line which could have been intended for it. 

Rectangular limestone stele, 50 x 25 cm., with recessed field and decoration 
above it like an inverted pediment. Lettering with apices (according to 
Edgar's description; they are not visible in the rather faint CIJ photograph). 
Letter forms: A 6 C CO. 
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73 (C/y ii no. l497): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): 6 B.C. Stele; 
epitaph. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no. 1497, p. 154 (based on Edgar's 
reading). 
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72 (C/y ii no. l496): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): 21 B.C. or 
A.D.23. Stele; epitaph. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows C.C. Edgar, ASAE 19 (1920) no.7, p.2l9. 

Aoxrteeog STofixu; | xp^o^ Cuopz x«|^p£' ^ "̂̂ ôv | Xe'. (Stotx;) i' 
eoW icy'. 

Dositheos, son of Stoetis, excellent one, untimely dead, 
farewell. About 35 years old. In the 10th year, Thoth 23. 

C.C. Edgar, Tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 19 (1920), p.219 
no.7 (facsimile; from the stone); H. Lietzmann, 'Jtidisch-griechische 
Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.281 no.7 = KS i (1958), 
p.439; SB iii (1926), p.25 no.6l66; CIJ ii (1952), p.409 no.l496; CPJ iii 
(1964), p.l54 no.l496. 

V.A. Tcherikover, Hellenistic civilization and the Jews (1959), p.346 n.7; L. 
Robert, Hellenica xi-xii (1960), p.261 n.4; M. Stem, 'The Jewish Diaspora', in 
Safrai and Stem i (1974), p.123; C. Balconi, *Documenti grechi e latini*, 
Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and 
Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

On the dating, see no.67. On the name Dositheos, see no.71. Stoetis is not 
otherwise recorded as a name used by Jews. Preisigke, Namenbuch, and 
Foraboschi, Onomasticon give a total of seven other examples of its use, of 
which only one gives a genitive form, Ziofyizax;. The genitive of the much 
commoner name Stotoetis is ZTOTofi-no? (which Edgar suggested might be 
what was meant here) or -I^teoj^. 

Pediment-topped rectangular limestone stele, 41 x 25 cm., with recessed field 
and acroteria. Letter forms: A 6 C t OLD. 
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(ixQv) K' (1.5): Lietzmann, SB, CIJ (tt&v) K [ . ] ' 

Nikomedes, excellent one, friend of all, farewell. About 20 
years old. In the 25th year, Choiak 8 (?). 

C.C. Edgar, Tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh' ASAE 19 (1920), p.220 no.S 
(facsimile; from the stone); H. Lietzmann, 'JUdisch-griechische Inschriften 
aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.281 no.8 = KS i (1958), p.439; SB iii 
(1926), p.25 no.6l67; CIJ ii (1952), pp.409-410 no.l497 (photograph); CPJ iii 
(1964), p.l54 no.l497. 

M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; C. 
Balconi, Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274; L.H. Kant, 
'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW 11.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

The date can be regarded as certain, since Augustus' reign is the only one 
which lasted long enough within the period to which Edgar assigned the 
whole group of inscriptions (see no.67, above). The name Nikomedes does not 
occur otherwise in CPJ or CIJ. In 1.5, most editors printed a missing letter 
after kappa in the age, but Lewis (in CPJ) points out that there is no room 
for it. 

Limestone stele, 46 x 24 cm., with recessed field, topped by a truncated 
pediment. Letter forms: A 6 AA C 00. 

74 (C/i ii no. l498): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): 5 B.C. (?). Stele; 
epitaph. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows F. Preisigke, SB iii no.6168, p.25, (based on Edgar's 
reading) with additional indications of doubtful letters shown by 
Edgar. 

Mdpio[v] I xP'HOTfi I TioolcpiAxx; j &X,uno(;- KXatJ|(jat£* dx; £TSV 

eXxocn, -cpiotv]. | (grauq) xe' Ka[io(apo9), Uax>] VL X ' . 
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M<ipio(v] CPJ Mdpiov 
EXKOOI* ( 1 . 6 ) : CIJ ei<K)i)0£i; CPJ ^IK<O)<TEI 

Marion, excellent woman, friend of all, who caused pain to 
none. Weep for her. About twenty-three years old. In the 
25th (?) year of Caesar, Payni 30. 

C.C. Edgar, Tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 19 (1920), p.220 
no.9 (facsimile; from the stone); H. Lietzmann, 'Jtldisch-griechische 
Inschriflen aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.281 no.9 = KS i (1958), 
p.439; SB iii (1926), p.25 no.6168; CIJ ii (1952), p.410 no.l498 (photograph); 
CPJ iii (1964), p.l54 no.l498. 

L. Robert, Hellenica i (1940), p.22 n.7; M.N. Tod, l,audatory epithets in 
Greek epitaphs', ABSA 46 (1951), p.l88 n.24; J. & L. Robert, BE (1958), 
p.352; M. Stern, 'The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stem i (1974), p.l23; 
S.M. Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum semiticorum (1974), p.27; G. DelHng, 
'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im hellenistisch-rOmischen Agypten', BSAC 22 
(1974-5), p.22; C. Balconi, 'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), 
p.275; U. Fischer, Eschatologie und Jenseitserwartung (1978), p.238; B.J. 
Brooten, Women leaders in the ancient synagogue (1982), p.73; G. Mayer, Die 
jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.95 no.70, p.100, 
p.l06 no.l06; G.H.R. Horsley, New documents iv (1987), p.226; L.H. Kant, 
'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', AMiW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.40. 

Date: a number of other documents still refer to Augustus in the genitive as 
Kaioapo.; late into his reign: SB i 5246 (17th year), 982 (26th year), 4086 
(33rd year). There is no reason to doubt that this inscription is from his 
reign, although his title must have been abbreviated to fit the available 
space. The letters in the lower right comer of the inscription were deleted by 
a round hole, apparently made so that the stone could be used as the pivot 
for a hinge. 

Edgar expressed some doubt about the reading of the name in I.l. 
Marion is also found in CPJ 28.27, 40.47, 147.6, 149.4 & 22. Ruozzi-Sala 
sees it either as a diminutive of Maria, from the biblical Miriam, or a 
variant of Mareina. On the expression xXaiiaaTe (11.4-5), which seems to be 
primarily Jewish, at least in Egypt, see nos.34 and 64. tJiKooi (1.6) was 
printed with slightly differently spelling in the m^uscule texts of Edgar and 
C1J\ the CPJ text seems to attempt to combine the two. 
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75 {CIJ u 110.1499): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): 4 B.C. Stele; 
epitaph. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows C.C. Edgar, ASAE 19 (1920) no. 10, p.220. 

N[1]KO)V x t p i l l j o i ^ Xalipe]- | d)^ (^TCOV) | C^TOU(;) K<;-' 

Meoo[pt|l KG' . 

Nikon, excellent one, farewell. About 40(+?) years old. In 
the 26th year, Mesore 29. 

C.C. Edgar, Tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 19 (1920), p.220 
no.10 (facsimile; from the stone); H. Lietzmann, 'Jildisch-griechische 
Inschriflen aus Tell el Yehudieh*, ZNW 22 (1923), p.281 no.lO = KS i (1958), 
p.439; SB iii (1926), p.25 no.6169; CIJ ii (1952), pp.410-1 no.l499 
(photograph); CPJ iii (1964), p.l54 no.l499. 

M.N. Tod, ^Laudatory epithets in Greek epitaphs', ABSA 46 (1951), p.l88 
n.24; M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; C. 
Balconi, T)ocumenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.275; L.H. Kant, 
'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

Date: as with no.73, Augustus is the only ruler within the relevant period to 
have reigned for the required number of years. Two Jewish men called Nikon 
are recorded at Edfu: CPJ 188.1 (1st century B.C.) and 170 etc. (A.D.66-81). 
See also no.20, above. 

Pediment-topped rectangular limestone stele, 45 x 25 cm., with recessed field 
and acroteria. Letter forms: A G O CJO. Numeral: 5. 

76 {CIJ ii no. l500): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): A.D.4. Stele; 
epitaph. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no. 1500, p. 154 (based on Edgar's 
reading). 
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Pediment-topped rectangular limestone stele, 49 x 26 cm., with recessed field 
and acroteria; round hole in the lower right comer. A 6 OC CO. 
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le'. I liQ^hX' X o i a x T i i c ' . 

Sambathion, untimely dead, childless, excellent woman, 
friend of all, farewell. About 19 years old. In the 34th year, 
Choiak 28. 

C.C. Edgar, Tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 19 (1920), p.221 
no.ll (facsimile; from the stone); H. Lietzmann, 'JUdisch-griechische 
Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.281 no.ll = KS i (1958), 
p.439; SB iii (1926), p.25 no.6l70; CIJ ii (1952), p.411 no.l500; CPJ iii 
(1964), p.l54 no.l500. 

L. Robert, Hellenica i (1940), p.22 n.7; M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in 
Safrai and Stem i (1974), p.123; S.M. Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum 
semiticorum (1974), p.35; G. Delling, 'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im 
hellenistisch-rdmischen Agypten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.27; C. Balconi, 
'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.275; G. Mayer, Die jiidische 
Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.95 no.57, p.100, p.l09 
no.228; G.H.R. Horsley, New documents iv (1987), p.224; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish 
inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

The 34th year must refer to the reign of Augustus, according to the limits 
placed by Edgar (see no.67, above). The numerals for both the year and the 
month (although not the age) have the lower digit written before the higher 
one. The stele is much more elaborate than most from Tell el-Yehoudieh, 
according to Edgar's description. 

The name is a feminine version of the common 'sabbath' names (see 
no.58), with the -jxp- spelling favoured in Egypt. The -iv ending is a 
vulgarisation of -lov (cf no.80, below); the feminine name Sambathion is 
found in CPJ 28.26 and 421.187. V.A. Tcherikover (CPJ iii p.44) shows that 
it became popular in the early Roman period. Horsley notes that the 
description of the woman as SXEKVO; (1.2) implies that she was married. This 
can presumably be inferred whenever the epithet is used, but is of particular 
significance here because of the woman's age, since there are few other 
indications of the age at which Jewish women were likely to be married (see 
further no.83, below). The stone-cutter's error of writing ceo; for cb̂  is 
paralleled in SB iii 6120, probably of 2 B.C. and no.89 below (perhaps also 
no.79). 

Rectangular Hmestone stele, 46 x 26 cm., with the field enclosed by columns 
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77 (CIJ ii no.1501): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): late 1st century 
B.C.- early 1st century A.D. Stele; epitaph. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows C.C. Edgar, ASAE 19 (1920) no.l2, p.221. 

[[K ]] I 6:o>pE TiaolipiXc | xpy\oil x'^P^' ^ t\i5iv eiKooi 

8[<Jo]. I (gTOog) [[ ]] 

CIJ minuscule text omits x«ip£ (1-3) 
eiKom S[<to] (1.4); CPJ eiKomSiJo 

K. , untimely dead, friend of all, excellent one, farewell. 
About twenty-two years old. In the ... year .... 

C.C. Edgar, Tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 19 (1920), p.221 
no.12 (facsimile; from the stone); H. Lietzmann, 'Jtldisch-griechische 
Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.281 no.l2 = KS i (1958), 
p.439; SB iii (1926), pp.25-6 no.6171; CIJ ii (1952), p.412 no.1501 
(photograph); CPJ iii (1964), p.l55 no.1501. 

M. Stem, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; C. 
Balconi, Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; G. Mayer, 
Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.lOO; L.H. 
Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 
n.36. 

The name of the deceased in 1.1, and perhaps also the date in 1.5, were 
deliberately erased. The right side of the stele is broken, but the ends of 11.2 
and 3 are complete. The name might have been erased through official 
condemnation or personal animosity, but it is surprising to frnd the date also 
erased. There are Egyptian examples of rulers* names being removed from 
dating formulae, but not within the period to which Edgar assigned this 
inscription. On dating, see no.67, above. 
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with capitals (surmounted by a basket or vase) and a denticulated cornice. It 
is topped by a pediment containing a bodkin and comb (according to Edgar's 
description; the Taodkin' is more likely to be a spindle). Letter forms: A 6 C 
CO. 
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78 (CIJ ii no. l502): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): late 1st century 
B.C.- early 1st century A.D. Stele; epitaph. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows C.C. Edgar, ASAE 19 (1920) no. 13, p.221. 

Aaxjoi; ficopoi; | xP'HOT̂ g 7iaal(pi|>.oq fi^uioi; xmpt- \ vr[' 

TeucpiXa 7uvf| I j auToG dv£er|Kev -(m^ auToC. 

StXoxTtô  (1.3): CPJ aXoiTu<o^; 1. fiXvno^ 

Dosas, untimely dead, excellent one, friend of all, who 
caused pain to none, farewell. About 18 (years old). 
Theophila his wife raised (this stone) on his behalf. 

C.C. Edgar, Tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 19 (1920), p.22l 
no.l3 (facsimile; from the stone); H. Lietzmann, 'Jodisch-griechische 
Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923). p.281 no.l3 >= KS i (1958), 
p.439; SB iii (1926), p.26 no.6172; CIJ ii (1952), pp.412-3 no.l502 
(photograph); CPJ iii (1964), p.l55 no.l502. 

C. Spicq, 'Le lexique de I'amour', Mnemosyne 8 (1955), p.32; M. Stern, The 
Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stem i (1974), p.123; C. Balconi, T)ocumenti 
grechi e latini*, Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l . 

Dosas is found as a name used by Jews in a number of papyri: CPJ 46.1, 
215, 224.5, 242.1, 278.1. Lietzmann related it to Acoodpw (see no.85). Hebrew 
variants of Dositheos, Dosa (Hon) and Dostai ('HTion), are noted by M. 
Jastrow, Dictionary, s.v. On the spelling of the wife's name, Teuphila, see 
no.130. Dosas was married very early. Horsley discusses the age of Jewish 
women at marriage in New Documents iv, but there is virtually no 
epigraphic evidence for men; it is only the chance of his early death that 
reveals Dosas' age (or at lectst his maximum age) at marriage. M. Humbert 
& C. Preaux, "Recherches sur le recensement dans I'figypte romaine' 
{P.Lugd-Bat. V 1952), pp.160-1, collected five examples of m e n who are 
shown by census returns to have been married earlier than 20, compared to 
51 examples of women married before they were 20; the youngest age given 

Fragmentary pediment-topped rectangular limestone stele, 61 x 38 cm., with 
recessed field, patterned cornice and acroteria. Letter forms: A E C (X). 
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79 {CIJ ii no. l503): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): late 1st century 
B.C.- early 1st century A.D. Stele; epitaph. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows C.C. Edgar, ASAE 19 (1920) no. 14, p.222, with 
additional indication of lost text. 

[ - - - l|8£poij xô pe I Xpil<oM" i<J)^ I (fihSv nE'(vT£>. 
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for a married man is 16 {P.Brux. col.V). They stressed, however, that this 
information cannot be used for estabUshing an average age at marriage. 

This stele i s unusual both in specifying who erected it and in describing 
the deceased man in the nominative rather than vocative; even the very 
common XP̂ ''̂ ^ occurs here with the nominative -o^ ending. Although the 
vocative was in regular use at Tell el-Yehoudieh, its replacement by the 
nominative has been noted as a feature of New Testament Greek (C.F.D. 
Moule, An idiom book of New Testament Greek (Cambridge, 1953), p.32; 
Blass, Debrunner & Funk, §147). 

The principal epigraphic use of dvteqKev in Egypt is in dedications to 
divinities, often with the god's name in the dative (e.g. SB i 604) or with the 
phrase tiC &ya.Q& (e.g. SB i 644). A tombstone from Abydos for two brothers 
who died young {SB i 729) ends with dv^etiKtv ZepdmSi ... , but does not 
identify the commemorator. The verb is associated with <inip in SB i 987 
from Akoris, where a man makes a dedication to Ammon <)n̂ p TOW T^KVOU ml 
xfĵ  o-ofipiou, and in a different way in 989: itnlp ciixctpioTtâ , but there do not 
seem to be any parallels for the phrase in an epitaph. On the significance of 
hntp, see no.l3, above. There may be an implication that the wife i s carrying 
out her husband's wishes, but hnip often indicates people without direct 
involvement. 

Lewis thought from the CIJ photograph that the omicron and sigma of 
a X o i i t o i ; (1.3) were the wrong way round, but omicron and sigma are difficult 
to distinguish in many of the photographs, and there seems no compelling 
reason to reject Edgar's reading. The final letters of 11.1 and 3 are written 
outside the frame. I n 1.4, the L symbol was omitted. O n the date, see no . 67 , 
above. 

Pediment-topped rectangular limestone stele, 34 x 23 cm., with recessed field 
and acroteria. Letter forms: A 6 N C LU. 
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1.3: xpi\vi\<; ca; on the stone 
1.4 ttov nexEv on the stone; SB [.]ox[.]v 

.... (daughter) of ...theros, farewell, excellent girl. About five 
(?) years old. 

C.C. Edgar, Tomb-stones fi-om Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 19 (1920), p.222 
no.l4 (facsimile; from the stone); H. Lietzmann, 'JUdisch-griechische 
Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.282 no.l4 = KS i (1958), 
p.439; SB iii (1926), p.26 no.6l73; CIJ ii (1952), p.413 no.l503 (photograph); 
CPJ iii (1964), p.l55 no.l503. 

M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; C. 
Balconi, 'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; G. Mayer, 
Die judische Frau in der hellenistisch-rdmischen Antike (1987), p.94 no.25, 
p.99; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 
(1987), p.678 n.36. 

Edgar did not indicate the lost line at the beginning, which is clear from the 
CIJ photograph and might have contained up to ten letters. He therefore 
thought the name was complete, although he regarded the reading as 
doubtful. In fact, it appears to be the end of a patronymic. No attested 
Egyptian name would fit. 'EXĉ Qepoi; or a derivative is possible, but is not 
found as a name in Preisigke's Namenbuch or Foraboschi's Onomasticon, and 
in view of the number of mistakes in the rest of the inscription it is likely 
that the name too was not written correctly. The stone-cutter (or his source) 
made more errors than in any other short Tell el-Yehoudieh inscription, 
including mistakes with individual letters and the inversion of the x p n c ^ l 
Xaipe formula. At the end of 1.3, either of the lunate sigmas might represent 
an attempt at epsilon, meaning that EftC TQS (repeating the error of EOX; for 
tb^ noted at no.76) or CQ ETflN was intended. On the date, see no.67, above. 

Pediment-topped rectangular hmestone stele, 52 x 25 cm., with a recessed 
field enclosed by columns; guide-lines. Letter forms: A € C OJ. 
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80 {CIJ ii no. l504): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): late 1st century 
B.C.- early 1st century A.D. Stele; epitaph. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows C.C. Edgar, ASAE 19 (1920) no. 15, p.222. 

<l>iXoiii:iv XP^IO"^ I X̂ p̂e naalq)iX£ I ficope* dx; (^ifiv) le'. 

Philoution, excellent girl, farewell, friend of all, untimely 
dead. About 15 years old. 

C.C. Edgar, "Tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 19 (1920), p.222 
no.l5 (facsimile; from the stone); H. Lietzmann, 'Jiidisch-griechische 
Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.282 no.l5 = KS i (1958), 
p.439; SB iii (1926), p.26 no.6174; CIJ ii (1952), p.414 no.l504; CPJ iii 
(1964), p.l55 no.l504. 

M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; C. 
Balconi, T)ocumenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; G. Mayer, 
Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.94 no.40, 
p.100, p.117 no.497; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', 
ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

The name Philoution is not found elsewhere, but is clearly a neuter 
derivative (used as the feminine form) of the common name Philous, which is 
found in use by Jews in no.91 below and in CJZC 63c and f from Cyrenaica. 
The practice of writing the ending -\ov as -w was common at Tell el-
Yehoudieh (e.g. nos.76, 84, 85, 88, 90) and generally in Egypt, although not 
invariable (see no.75). CD. Buck, The Greek dialects, p.43, notes the 
replacement of -lo- by -i- or -ei- as a widespread feature of Hellenistic Greek, 
producing forms such as Aiovijoiq. The XPH*'^ x̂ TpE formula precedes the 
other epithets rather than following them as it usually does. On the date of 
the inscription, see no.67, above. 

Pediment-topped rectangular limestone stele, 45 x 31 cm., with a recessed 
field enclosed by columns with capitals, and acroteria. Letter forms: A € C 
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82 (C/y ii no. l506): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): late 1st century 
B.C.- early 1st century A.D. Stele; epitaph. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows C.C. Edgar, ASAE 19 (1920) no. 17, p.222. 

Teucpta- tilx; e'iKOUOi ^nWb. î xwv. 
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81 {CIJ ii no. l505): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): late 1st century 
B.C.- early 1st century A.D. Stele; epitaph. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows C.C. Edgar, ASAE 19 (1920) no. 16, p.222. 

'IdKoupo^- d>; fetrov KP'. 

Jacob. About 22 years old. 

C.C. Edgar, Tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh'. ASAE 19 (1920), p.222 
no.l6 (facsimile; from the stone); H. Lietzmann, 'Jiidisch-griechische 
Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.282 no.l7 = KS i (1958), 
p.439; SB iii (1926), p.26 no.6175; CIJ ii (1952), p.414 no.l505 (photograph); 
CPJ iii (1964), p.l55 no.l505. 

M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; S.M. 
Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum semiticorum (1974), p.l8; G. Delling, 
'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im hellenistisch-rSmischen Agypten', BSAC 22 
(1974-5), p.l6; C. Balconi, 'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), 
p.274 n.l; G. Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike 
(1987), p.lOO. 

The stele is of the commonest Tell el-Yehoudieh form, but in this case the 
name of the deceased was written in the pediment and not in the main field; 
hence the brevity of the text. Edgar noted that the field itself was ruled and 
that faint vestiges of letters could be seen in places, but nothing was legible; 
he suggested that there had been a metrical inscription. On the spelling of 
the deceased's name, see no.56. On the date, see no.67. 

Pediment-topped rectangular limestone stele, 47 x 29 cm., with recessed field 
and acroteria. Letter forms: A 6 C 03. 
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(Skoxkti -finTd f|xwv (11.1-2): 1. ciicooi km& iz&v 

Teuphia. About twenty-seven years old. 

C.C. Edgar, Tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 19 (1920), p.222 
no.l7 (facsimile; from the stone); H. Lietzmann, 'Jttdisch-griechische 
Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.282 no.17 = KS i (1958), 
p.439; SB iii (1926), p.26 no.6176; CIJ ii (1952), p.415 no.l506 (photograph); 
CPJ iii (1964), p.l55 no.l506. 

M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; C. 
Balconi, T)ocumenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; G. Mayer, 
Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.95 no.83, 
p.ll7 no.481. 

The name Teuphia is not found elsewhere, and is likely to be a variant or 
misspelling of Teuphila, as F. Bilabel suggested in SB. That name, a form of 
Theophila, also occurs in no.78. Despite the extreme brevity of the 
inscription, the stone-cutter used full words rather than the usual symbol 
and numerals for the deceased woman's age. He wrote eta instead of epsilon 
twice. On the date, see no.67. 

Fragmentary limestone stele, 27 x 18 cm., recessed field, denticulated 
cornice. Letter forms: A £ C CO. 

83 (CIJ ii no. l507): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): late 1st century 
B.C.- early 1st century A.D. Stele; epitaph. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no.l507, p.l55 (based on Edgar's 
reading). 

' A a o u a [ . . . . l v f e [ v ] I dKjJxxicev [ K X a O o J o v ^ j a o t f i u ; * [KIWE Tcajxfjp 

Kol \ii\'u\p o l i n > p ( & ( i e v o i £ w e o t ^ T T i v KXadoaxt [A]5e>4K)l. 

[KXaGo]ov (1.2): Edgar, Lietzmann, CIJ [ftupjov; SB [...jov 

i inatd^- [K]WI£ (1.3): Edgar, SB SincTam[.Ja; 
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Stand near and weep for Asua..., young, ripe for marriage 
[or beautiful]. Weep, father and mother who are consumed 
with grief, for her, the nine-year-old. Weep for her, 
brothers. 

C.C. Edgar, Tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 19 (1920), p.223 
no.18 (facsimile; from the stone); H. Lietzmann, 'Jtidisch-griechische 
Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.282 no.18 = KS i (1958), 
p.440; SB iii (1926) p.26 no.6177; A. Wilhelm, AlyvirndKo (1946), pp.54-5; CIJ 
ii (1952), pp.416-6 no.l507; CPJ iii (1964), p.l55 no.l507. 

J. & L. Robert, BE (1946-7), p.367 no.238; G. Zuntz, Review of CPJ iii, JSS 
10 (1965), pp.291-2; M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern : 
(1974), p.l23; C. Balconi, 'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976) 
p.274 n.l; U. Fischer, Eschatologie und Jenseitserwartung (1978), p.238; G 
Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-rdmischen Antike (1987), p.94 
no.30, p.lOO, p.108 no.l85; G.H.R. Horsley, New documents iv (1987), p.226 
L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), 
p.678 n.40. 

On the date of the inscription, see no.67. The most likely restoration of the 
partially lost name is the Semitic 'Aaoij65a noted by Lietzmann from 
Princeton University expedition to Syria iii a no.391; cf. the masculine name 
niD», 'black' (ibid, iv c p.299). A feminine name "Aooui; used in Egypt is listed 
in Preisigke's Namenbuch and Foraboschi's Onomasticon. The name here 
should be in the accusative. 

The vocabulary is noticeably different from that normally used in Tell el-
Yehoudieh prose epitaphs, and seems to have been influenced strongly by 
metrical pattems, as Lewis notes. There are great similarities to no.37; this 
led Lewis to propose the restoration [KXavo]ov in 1.2 and Lietzmann to 
propose [K\X6£ in 1.3. The similarities are enough to suggest that there was 
some intention of producing a metrical inscription here too; see comments on 
no.37. On weeping in Leontopolis epitaphs, see no.34. 

via (1.1) corresponds to juKpdt; in no.37, probably with the same meaning, 
since vfo; is not used elsewhere among Egyptian prose epitaphs in strings of 
epithets (cf SB iv 7289 for its use in verse). AicpaTa (1.2) also occurs in no.31, 
where its link with 'readiness for marriage' is clear from the rest of the 
epitaph. Here, the connection seems more tenuous in view of the girl's age. 
Evidence for Jewish age at marriage is discussed by G.H.R. Horsley, New 
documents iv (1987), pp.222-7 and by G. Mayer, Die judische Frau, pp.51-2. 
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The epigraphic material, almost entirely from Rome, produces a range of 
ages for Jewish women at marriage from 12 to 18, while rabbinic discussions 
assume betrothal at about the age of 12 followed by cohabitation a year 
later. Some of Horsley*s evidence for unmarried women in their late teens or 
twenties depends on the very questionable assumption that women 
commemorated by their parents were not, and never had been, married. 
Even so, there is nothing to suggest that a girl of nine would be considered 
ready for marriage. In literature, d K ^ a i a is sometimes used in a matrimonial 
(Lucian, Tim. 17; AP. vii 188) or at least sexual (AP. vii 221, xii 14) context, 
but it is not clear that it always has such implications, and the image of 
fiv9o^ dKtiaiov ('flower in full bloom') seems to be used more generally for 
female beauty (A.P. vii 476 (an epitaph for a girl); Anacreon i 51,4; 
Greg.Nys., PG xxxii 178.14). In this case, 'beautiful' might therefore be an 
alternative translation to 'ripe for marriage'; the CIJ translation is '(arriv^e) 
k la fieur de I'age'. See also comments on no.33, 1.4, above. 

imm&i; (11.2-3) is a variation of the formulae which call on passers-by to 
go up to a tomb and read the epitaph, as noted by Zuntz. 

nupu^Evoi (1.5) derives from the verb irupooj, and is a variant spelling of 
either nupo-G^evoi or ncTtupc&nEvoi, "burnt'; Edgar preferred the latter (ASAE 22 
(1922), p.16); other forms of the verb are found in nos.32 and 37. See no.32 
for a detailed examination of its significance. The sense here appears to be 
metaphorical, indicating the depth of the parents' grief. Lietzmann thought 
there was a reference to cremation, and Zuntz suggests that KX&S. should be 
taken as an imperfect, and that iweaeniv is the object of irup^evox, which 
can thus be taken in its literal sense: "her father and mother wept while 
cremating her*. This is certainly possible, although his objection that KXde 
would, if it were an imperative, be aorist like the other imperatives is not a 
substantial one: in no.34 KaxdKXo^ nc is clearly an imperative despite the use 
of the aorist K>^<ioaT£ twice. Zuntz himself noted that this inscription "is 
made up of unco-ordinated bits of traditional verse-epitaphs', so grammatical 
consistency cannot be expected. 

Stele, 49 x 29 cm., field enclosed by columns and cornice. Letter forms: A 6 C 
<X>. 
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0)V 

XOipe* d) <; £ T « V V ' . (g'uoo<;) y' Kaiaap(o(;), 11 aCvi yi'. 

Upiaa (1.2): 1. Ifpiaoa 
(PIXOYITOJV (11.6-7): 1. (PIXOYCIITOV 

Marion, of priestly family, excellent woman, friend of all, 
and who caused pain to none, and a friend of your 
neighbours, farewell. About 50 years old. In the third year 
of Caesar, Payni 13. 

C.C. Edgar, More tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 22 (1922), p.l3 
no.25 (facsimile; from the stone); SEG i (1923), p.l35 no.574; H. Lietzmann, 
•Jadisch-griechische Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.283 
no.25 s KS i (1958), p.442; SB iii (1926), pp.77-8 no.6651; CIJ ii (1952). 
p.426 no.l514; CPJ iii (1964), p.l59 no.l514; B J. Brooten, Women leaders in 
the ancient synagogue (1982), pp.73-4, 78-99. 

L. Robert, Hellenica i (1940), p.26 n.4; xi-xii (1960), p.383 n.6; M.N. Tod, 
'Laudatory epithets in Greek epitaphs', ABSA 46 (1951), p.l85, p.l88 n.24, 
p.189; J. & L. Robert, BE (1952), p.l37 no.31; (1958), p.352 no.542; (1959), 
p.274; C. Spicq. l̂ e lexjque de I'amour', Mnemosyne 8 (1955), pp.31-2; M. 
Stern, 'The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; S.M. Ruozzi 
Sala, Lexicon nominum semiticorum (1974), p.26; G. Delling, 'Biblisch-
jOdische Namen im hellenistisch-rfimischen Agypten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.16 
n.4, p.22, p.27 n.3; G. Mussies, 'Greek in Palestine and the Diaspora', in 
Safrai and Stem ii (1976), p.1044; 0. Balconi, "Documenti grechi e latini', 
Aegyptus 56 (1976), p,274; B. Boyaval. 'Quelques remarques sur les ^pith^tes 
fun^raires grecques d'figypte', ZPE 23 (1976), p.230; S.J.D. Cohen, 'Women 
in the synagogues of antiquit/. Conservative Judaism 34.2 (1980), pp.26-7; 
A. Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), p.l30; p.l62 
n.l90; G. Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-riimischen Antike 
(1987), p.96 no.ll3, p.lOO, p.l06 no.l07; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in 
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84 (C/y ii no. l514): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): 27 B.C. Stele; 
epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no. 1514, p. 159 (based on Edgar's 
reading). 

Miipiv Igpioa XP 'NO'^L ™t ol(piX€ K al fitXujte K od. (piXoylT 
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Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36, p.698 n.l70. 

This inscription and the others pubHshed by Edgar at the same time 
(nos.33-37, 85-91) were acquired for the Egyptian Antiquities Service from 
villagers near Tel! el-Yehoudieh. Edgar thought they belonged as a whole to 
the Augustan age, although an Augustan dating is certain only for this one. 

The name Mdpiv can be masculine (CJZC p.3), but is here clearly a 
variant of the feminine Maptov (see on the spelling no.80 and J, & L. Robert, 
BE (1948), p.209), itself probably a form of Miriam. The name was common 
in both Egypt (nos.74, 100, 103; CJP 28, 40, 147, 149) and Cyrenaica (see 
Index). 

Upioa was regarded by Edgar as a patronymic, and Lietzmann first saw 
that it was the word for 'priestess', which in its more usual spelling î piooa 
also occurs on a mummy-label (SB i 5444) and in a dedication to Ammon 
dated A.D.180 {SB i 18). Brooten (pp.75-6) notes two other Jewish examples: 
CIJ 315 from Rome, 3rd-4th century A.D., using the spelling with one 
sigma; and CIJ 1007 from Beth She'arim, probably 4th century A.D., using 
the form 'icpda. She discusses (pp.78-99) three possible explanations of the 
word; (i) that it indicates a woman of priestly family, daughter or wife of a 
kohen (f| tou iepfioM; in CIJ 375 is an unambiguous way of indicating a priest's 
wife); (ii) that it means 'priestess' in the cultic sense (which is only possible 
in the case of Marion, who could have served at the Leontopolis temple; 
Cohen points out that nothing at all is known about the rituals in use there); 
(iii) that it denotes a woman with synagogue functions such as giving the 
blessing or reading fi*om the Torah. She shows that (ii) and (iii) are not 
impossible, but has no evidence that such 'priestesses' did exist. She remains 
undecided between the three explanations, but the lack of positive support 
for (ii) and (iii) seems to make it most likely that Marion came fi-om a 
priestly family. The term Upĉ q is used in several Jewish papyri {CPJ 120, 
121, 139), but without any details which would indicate that in Egypt it 
signified anything other than hereditary status. 

The text of the epitaph is slightly unusual in using Ka\ to separate some 
of the adjectives, and also in applying the epithet qnXo7(E)lT0)v, which seems 
to occur nowhere else. 

Stele, 45 x 22 cm., recessed field. Letter forms: A € C CO. 
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85 (C/y ii no.l515): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): mid-2nd century 
B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. (25 B.C.?). Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows C.C. Edgar, ASAE 22 (1922) no.26, p.l4. 

A(iX3<ipiv I ix; ireav elKo|<mt^Te X6|xou(;. (Irooi;) 5-' | 'AGvp 9'. 

Dosarion, about twenty-five years old, in childbirth. In the 
6th year, Hathyr 9. 

C.C. Edgar, "More tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 22 (1922), p.l4 
no.26 (facsimile; from the stone); SEG i (1923), p.l36 no.575; H. Lietzmann, 
'Jiidisch-griechische Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.284 
no.26 = KS i (1958), p.442; SB iii (1926), p.78 no.6652; J. Zingerle, 'Leges 
sacrae', ARW 27 (1929), p.278 n.l; CIJ ii (1952), p.427 no.l515; CPJ iii 
(1964), p.l59 no.l515. 

L. Robert, Hellenica i (1940), p.23 n.6; M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in 
Safrai and Stem i (1974), p.l23; C. Balconi, 'Documenti grechi e latini', 
Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; G. Mayer, Die judische Frau in der 
hellenistisch-rdmischen Antike (1987), p.95 no.74, p.lOO, p.ll3 no.338; G.H.R. 
Horsley, New documents iv (1987), p.224. 

Although Edgar favoured an Augustan dating for this inscription (see no.84), 
47 B.C. and A.D.18, 44 or 58 are among the other possibilities. Edgar, 
followed by SEG and CIJ, regarded Dosarin as a Nabataean name derived 
from the god Aouadprî . In fact, it is a variant of Acoodpiov (see no.80 on the 
spelling with - i v used here), which CPJ 421 shows being used by two Jewish 
women in Egypt. The masculine form Aoxiapiwv also occurs twice in the CPJ 
prosopography, and cf. Acoooî  in no.78 and CJZC 54a. The name also occurs 
in non-Jewish contexts, e.g. CIL v 92, CIG 4292, OGIS 770.1. On epigraphic 
evidence for death in childbirth, see no.l06. Robert regarded X̂ x̂ ?̂ a 
feminine nominative formed on the analogy of feminine names ending -ovq. 

Lewis notes that the inscription without the date at the end could be 
read as a pentameter; this requires the first syllable of IXSN to be taken as 
long, and might explain why the age is written out as complete words. If the 
metre is deliberate, the concurrence of a name, age and otherwise unknown 
epithet must indicate a specially composed line rather than (as appears to be 
the case in nos.37 and 83) a collection of stock phrases. 

Pediment-topped rectangular stele, 38 x 26 cm., with recessed field; the 
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surface is decorated with small circles. Letter forms: A 6 C CO. Numeral: C. 

86 iCIJ ii no . l516): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): A.D.5. Stele; 
epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows C.C. Edgar, ASAE 22 (1922) no.28, p. 14. 

na[...] i ' . 

i' (1.5) omitted by CIJ and CPJ 

Sabbathion, little girl, who loved your brothers. About 16 
years old. In the 34th year, Pachon/Payni 10 (?). 

C.C. Edgar, 'More tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 22 (1922), p,14 
no.27 (facsimile; from the stone); SEG i (1923), p,136 no.576; H. Lietzmann 
'Jodisch-griechische Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.254 
no.27 = KS i (1958), p.442; SB iii (1926), p.78 no.6653; CIJ ii (1952), p.427 
no.l516; CPJ iii (1964), p.l59 no.l516. 

L. Robert, Hellenica i (1940), p.22 n.7; M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora*, in 
Safrai and Stem i (1974), p.123; S.M. Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum 
semiticorum (1974), p.32; G. Delling, 'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im 
hellenistisch-rfimischen Agypten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.27 n.3; C. Balconi, 
'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.275; G, Mayer, Die jiidische 
Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p. 100; G.H.R. Horsley, 
New documents iv (1987), p.225. 

The deceased bore a 'sabbath' name in a form typical of the early Roman 
period (see no.58; the masculine version of this form is found at no.59); on 
the -IV ending see no,80. Edgar noted that the second alpha of the name was 
added after the rest of the text. The epithets used are discussed under no.64 
(^iKp&) and no,113 (<ptXd8eX<poq). The regnal year probably belongs to 
Augustus; the only likely alternative is 82 B.C., in the 34th year of Ptolemy 
DC Soter II (after his restoration in 88), but the form of the name is against 
that. If the month in the last line is Payni, the iota which Edgar read might 
be its last letter rather than a numeral. 
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87 (C/y ii no. l517): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): mid-2nd century 
B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no. 1517, p. 159 (based on Edgar's 
reading). 

^ f j T O i ; j d)^ fetwv I {(^ToW)} Y ' . 

Thetos. About 3 years old. [or About.. years old. In the 3rd 
year.] 

C.C. Edgar, "More tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 22 (1922), p.l4 
no.28 (facsimile; from the stone); SEG i (1923), p.l36 no.577; H. Lietzmann 
'Jadisch-griechische Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.284 
no.28 = KS i (1958), p.442: SB iii (1926), p.78 no.6654; CIJ ii (1952), pp.427-
8 no.l517; CPJ iii (1964), p.l59 no.l517. 

M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23. 

The name Thetos, which seems to be complete, is not attested elsewhere. It 
appears that the stone-cutter inserted a superfluous L symbol after writing 
hihv (see nos.91 and 97 for the same apparent mistake). It is also possible 
that the age of the d e c e E i s e d was omitted and that 1.3 gives a regnal year. 
This was noted in SB, as was the possibility that L represents "half rather 
than 'y&Bx\ meaning that Thetos was aged 3 .̂ The latter suggestion has little 
to support it: the few epitaphs which give an age with a half-year (e.g. SB i 
1208, a mummy-label) use some form of the word l̂ mm)i; in full, and the 
symbol for i used in papyri was a curved stroke rather than two straight 
lines at right-angles. 

Pediment-topped rectangular stele, 35 x 21 cm., with acroteria. Letter forms: 
6 COO. 
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Pediment-topped rectangular stele, 68 x 22 cm., with denticulated cornice 
and acroteria. Letter forms: A 6 C U). Numeral: C-
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88 {CIJ i i no . l518): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): mid-2nd century 
B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows C.C. Edgar, ASAE 22 (1922) no.29, p.l5. 

NEG&VIV I 7 i a a l q > i X £ . 

Nethanion, friend of all. 

C.C. Edgar, "More tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh*, ASAE 22 (1922), p.l5 
no.29 (facsimile; from the stone); SEG i (1923), p.l36 no.578; H. Lietzmann, 
'Jiidisch-griechische Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNV/ 22 (1923), p.284 
no.29 = KS i (1958), p.443; SB iii (1926), p.78 no.6655; CIJ ii (1952), p.428 
no.l518; CPJ iii (1964), p.l59 no.l518. 

M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; S.M. 
Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum semiticorum (1974), p.29; G. Delling, 
'Biblisch-jtidische Namen im hellenistisch-rOmischen Agypten', BSAC 22 
(1974-5), p.7 n.5, p.28; 0. Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-
romischen Antike (1987), p.lOO, p.l06 no.ll6. 

The deceased is feminine, as noted by Lewis, and her name has an ending -w 
for -vov (cf no.80). It is not listed otherwise in Preisigke's Namenbuck or 
Foraboschi's Onomasticon, but the masculine name Nethanis occurs in no.41 
above, and appears to derive from the biblical Nathan or Nethaniah. Edgar 
thought that the final epsilon of the adjective might have been changed to 
eta, but was unsure because of the worn state of the end of the line. The 
feminine form with eta does occur elsewhere (see Epithets Index) although it 
is not usual; see e.g. no.70 for the feminine form ending with epsilon. The 
lack of both an age and a regnal year is unique among Tell el-Yehoudieh 
prose inscriptions for which complete texts survive. Edgar gave no indication 
of lost text in this case, but in view of his comment on the difficulty of 
reading 1.2, it is possible that something further is missing. 

Pediment-topped rectangular stele, 47 x 23 cm., with acroteria. Letter forms: 
A ec. 
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Pappion, untimely dead, excellent one, who caused pain to 
none, friend of all, farewell. About 30(+?) years old. In the 
25th year, Pachon 19. 

CC. Edgar, 'More tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 22 (1922), p.l5 
no.30 (facsimile; from the stone); SEG i (1923), p.l36 no.579; H. Lietzmann, 
'JUdisch-griechische Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.284 
no.30 = KS i (1958), p.443; SB iii (1926), p.78 no.6656; CIJ ii (1952). p.428 
no.l519; CPJ iii (1964). p.l59 no.l519. 

M. Stern, "The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; C. 
Balconi, "Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.275; G. Mayer, Die 
judische Frau in der hellenistisch-rdmischen Antike (1987), p.100; L.H. Kant, 
'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

The name Pappion was very common in Egypt, and there are other Jewish 
occurrences (see Names Index). On the not infrequent mistake of writing t(o<; 
for 6? (1.4), cf no.76. On the epithets, see nos.41 and 43. The regnal year is 
very likely to belong to the reign of Augustus; the 25th year of Ptolemy XII 
(Auletes) occurred while he was in exile. 

Stele, 32 x 26 cm., recessed field. Letter forms: A/A 6 C CO. 

90 (C/y ii no. l620): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): 54 or 3 B.C. 
Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows C.C. Edgar, ASAE 22 (1922) no.31, p.l5. 
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89 (C/y ii no. l519): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): 5 B.C.(?). Stele; 
epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows C.C. Edgar, ASAE 22 (1922) no.30, p.l5. 

rianitlov fitope | XpTia-^ &XU[TIE jiowdtpiXe | xoape.- [t]^ £[xwv 

XIY. Qtzoxx;) xe' Oaxcbv i9 ' . 
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91 iCIJ ii no. l521): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): mid-2nd century 
B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis. CPJ iii no. 1521, p. 159 (based on Edgar's 
reading). 

Philous, friend of all, excellent woman, farewell. About 40 
years old. [or About.. years old. In the 40th year.] 

C.C. Edgar, 'More tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 22 (1922). p.l5 
no.32 (facsimile; from the stone); SEG i (1923), p.l36 no.581; H. Lietzmann, 
'Jadisch-griechische Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.284 
no.32 = KS i (1958), p.443; SB iii (1926), p.78 no.6658; CIJ ii (1952), p.429 
no.l521; CPJ iii (1964), p.l59 no.l521. 
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TaoOtiv I dx; tcStv \ • \ (̂ î ov';) K ^ ' 'ETAJI | ice'. 

Taoution. About 25 years old. In the 27th year, Epeiph 25. 

C.C. Edgar, "More tomb-stones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 22 (1922), p.l5 
no.31 (facsimile; from the stone); SEG i (1923), p.l36 no.580; H. Lietzmann, 
'Jadisch-griechische Inschriften aus Tell el Yehudieh', ZNW 22 (1923), p.584 
no.31 = KS i (1958), p.443; SB iii (1926), p.78 no.6e57; CIJ ii (1952), p.429 
no.l520; CPJ iii (1964), p.l59 no.l520. 

V.A. Tcherikover, Hellenistic civilization and the Jews (1959), p.346 n.7; M. 
Stern, 'The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; C. Balconi, 
'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.275; G. Mayer, Die jiidische 
Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.95 no.75, p.122 no.645. 

The name Taoution also occurs in no.66 (see no.80 on the - i v ending). It is a 
form of the Egyptian name TaoCi;. As with no.89, the regnal year (1.4) is 
probably from the reign of Augustus, but 54 B.C. (Ptolemy XII (Auletes)) is 
also possible. The spelling of Epeiph in 1.4 occurs in documents in SB i-v 
from the 1st century B.C. to the 3rd century A.D. 

Pediment-topped rectangular stele, 47 x 24 cm., with recessed field and 
acroteria. Letter forms: A 6 C CJO. 
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92 (C/y ii no. l523): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): mid-2nd century 
B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. (27 B.C.?). Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows G. Leftbvre, ASAE 24 (1924), p.2. 

AeX.<p<ivie j nooicpiXe I xp'HOtfe I %dxpf j dx; (^Sv) ^i^'. | [ (gxouc;) 
5' 0(59 X\ 

Delphynios (?), friend of all, excellent one, farewell. About 
46 years old. In the 4th year, Thoth 30. 

G. Leffebvre, 'Inscriptions gr^co-juives', ASAE 24 (1924), p.2, fig.l (facsimile; 
from the stone); SB iii (1926), p.l77 no.6985; SEG viii (1937), p.83 no.486; 
CIJ ii (1952), pp.430-1 no.l523; CPJ iii (1964), p.l60 no.l523. 
M. Stern, "The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; C. 
Balconi, "Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; L.H. Kant, 
'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

This inscription, along with nos.93 and 94, was acquired for the Egyptian 
Antiquities Service at Shibin el-Qanatir, 2 km. north-west of Tell el-
Yehoudieh. All three are in the form of a rectangular field beneath a 
pediment, and this, as well as the form of the epitaphs, left Leffebvre in no 
doubt that they came from Tell el-Yehoudieh. He thought they were all 
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M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; G. 
Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in tier hellenistisch-riimiBchen Antike (1987), p.96 
no.l02, p.ll7 no.496; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', 
ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

The text is from the lower part of a broken stele, but appears to be complete. 
The name Philous could be masculine or feminine, but the adjectives show 
that this Philous was a woman, as was the Egyptian Jew who bore the name 
in CPJ 421 (A.D.73); the gender of the Jewish examples from Cyrenaica 
{CJZC 63c and 1) is unclear. The form Philoution is found in no.80 above. As 
in no.87, there appears to be a superfluous L s3anbol, and the explanations 
considered there could also apply here: 'the 40th year* would probably belong 
to Augustus' reign. 

Fragmentary stele, 25 x 26 cm. Letter forms: A € C CJO. 
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93 (CIJ ii no. l624): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): 52 or 1 B.C. 
Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no. 1524, p. 160 (based on Leftbvre's 
reading). 

A(ocF8tci)v j Saptktxatou | 6p(pav£ |J£iJKp^ Tpau|ia|Tia xoitpe* | | d>; 

^tSv TpiSv, I (E'tou<;) KQ' Oax^v iq-'. 

Dosthion, son of Sabbataios, orphan, little one, wounded 
one, farewell. About three years old. In the 29th year, 
Pachon 16. 

G. Leftbvre, 'Inscriptions gr^co-juives', ASAE 24 (1924), p.3, fig.2 (facsimile; 
from the stone); SB iii (1926), p.l78 no.6986; SEG viii (1937), p.83 no.487; 
CIJ ii (1952), pp.431-2 no.l524; CPJ iii (1964), p.l60 no.l524. 

M. Stern, "The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; G. 
Delling, 'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im hellenistisch-romischen Agypten', BSAC 
22 (1974-5), p.27; C. Balconi, 'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), 
p.275; G.H.R. Horsley, New documents iv (1987), p.225; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish 
inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

On the attribution of this inscription to Tell el-Yehoudieh, see no.92. 
Dosthion is a variant of Dositheos (see no.71); similar forms occur in CPJ 
313.2 (A.D.103) AoKtef̂ ,̂ 409.2 (3 B.C.) Awjegav, and 428.1.4 (A.D.101/2) 
AdoOtav. Sabbataios (see no.58) was the commonest form of 'sabbath' name at 
Tell el-Yehoudieh. The names are clearly Jewish although the epithets are 
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Augustan, which is perhaps the case for no.93 but must be somewhat 
questionable for this inscription, since it is not clear that they were 
originally found together: 49 B.C. and A.D.17, 39, 41 and 57 are among the 
other possible dates. He stated that the reading of the name was very 
doubtful, and Delphynios is not attested elsewhere (W. Pape, Worterbuch, 
S.V., notes the use of the name Delphynes in poetry). F. Bilabel in SB 
suggested •An9^vi(; as an alternative, but Leftbvre's facsimile would not allow 
the second letter to be read as pi. 

Pediment-topped rectangular limestone stele, 71 x 27 cm. Letter forms: A 6 
C lU. Numeral: C 
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94 (CIJ ii no. l525): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): mid-2nd century 
B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. (25 B.C.?). Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows G. Leftbvre, ASAB 24 (1924), pp.4-5. 

Oupettov I Ciojpe {poi;} | xpr\oxl | xoUpE' j du; (ixmv) it;-'. | j 
(ETOU^ E ' Meoupfi | ux' . 

Pyreion, untimely dead, excellent one, farewell. About 16 
years old. In the 5th year, Mesore 11. 

G. Leffebvre, 'Inscriptions gr6co-juives', ASAE 24 (1924), pp.4-5, fig.3 
(facsimile; from the stone); SB iii (1926), p.l79 no.6987; SEG viii (1937), p.84 
no.488; CIJ ii (1952), p.432 no.l525; CPJ iii (1964), p.l60 no.l525. 
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unusual. On ^ e i K p ^ ^ , cf. no.64. &p<pav6<;, like the Latin orbus, can apply to 
those who have lost their children as well as to children who have lost their 
parents; it can also refer to someone who has lost a quasi-parent (Jn. xiv 18 
referring to the disciples of Christ; Plato, Phaedr. 116a referring to Socrates' 
pupils), or to someone who is less specifically 'destitute'. If Dosthion was 
really an 'orphan', he must have been commemorated by other relatives or by 
the community - Judaism offered protection to orphans, but there is of 
course no way of knowing if this had any significance at Leontopolis. For full 
discussion of the term, see H. Seesemann, s.v., in TDNT v (1967), pp.487-8. 

xpavpaTia (11.4-5), a vocative form not found elsewhere, may indicate that 
Dosthion died in an accident as Leftbvre and CIJ suggested, but in 
literature xpav ^ a T i a ; generally applied to someone wounded or killed 
deliberately in fighting; this seems to be the invariable implication of the 
numerous uses of the word in the LXX, In Lucian, Cat 6, ol Tpaufiorttoi being 
taken to the Underworld by Hermes are men who have been murdered or 
executed. Forms of the verb Tpau^ati^o) are used in a number of papyri in 
complaints about physical assaults: e.g. P.Tebt. i 39, i 230, iii 797; BGU viii 
1780; SB vi 9150. The implication may be, therefore, that Dosthion was 
murdered. 

The regnal year is probably 1 B.C., from Augustus' reign, but could be 52 
B.C., from that of Ptolemy XII (Auletes). 

Rectangular limestone stele, 63 x 19 cm., with recessed field and pediment, 
both with denticulated borders. Letter forms: A GJE O C CO. Numeral: C. 
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95 (C/y ii 110.1526): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): 27 B.C. or 1st 
century A.D. Stele; epitaph. 
Tell el-Yehoudieh (1925, built into a house). 
Text follows C.C. Edgar, ASAE 26 (1926) no.l, p.l02. 

EaPtidtiov I xP'HOTfi x^apE | Scope | nootcpiXii* [ dx; hStv KP' . | | 
(gToix;) 8' ©oie ir|' I ixtXe<m\<JEv [.|....]v[ - - 1 

1.8 omitted by CIJ 

Sabbation, excellent woman, farewell, untimely dead, friend 
of all. About 22 years old. She died in the 4th year, Thoth 
18 

C.C. Edgar, 'Two more tombstones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 26 (1926), 
p.l02 no.l (facsimile; from a squeeze); SB iii (1926), p.260 no.7254; SEG viii 
(1937), p.84 no.494; CIJ ii (1952), p.432 no.l526; CPJ iii (1964), p.l60 
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M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; C. 
Balconi, T)ocumenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; L.H. Kant, 
'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

This inscription was acquired with nos.92 and 93, but not necessarily found 
with them. Leftbvre's opinion that the regnal year was that of Augustus is 
therefore questionable, and other dates cannot be excluded, e.g. 47 B.C. and 
A.D.19, 45 or 59. 

The name Pyreion ('spark*) does not seem to occur elsewhere, although 
Zopyrion was a common name. Leftbvre suggested that it was either a 
mistake or a variant of riupplcov, which he saw as corresponding to the Latin 
Rufus and Hebrew Yehouda (cf C. Clermont-Ganneau, RAO v, p.337 n.2). 
The nearest equivalent in CPJ is mppoi; (84.3) from Thebes, 157 B.C. In 1.2 
pô  appears to have been inscribed by mistake, presumably by a stone-cutter 
who was unsure whether to use nominative or vocative forms. There are no 
parallels in SB i-v for the spelling of Mesore used in 1.6, and that too is 
probably a mistake. 

Pediment-topped rectangular limestone stele, 50 x 23 cm., with recessed field 
and acroteria. Letter forms: AGO CO. Numeral: C. 
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no . l526. 

M.N. Tod, Tvaudatory epithets in Greek epitaphs', ABSA 46 (1951), p.l88 
n.24; M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; C. 
Balconi, T)ocumenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n. l ; G. Mayer, 
Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.95 no.66, 
p.lOO, p.l09 no.229; G.H.R. Horsley, New documents iv (1987), p.226; L.H. 
Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin*, ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 
n.36. 

This stone and no.96 below were noticed in 1925, built into the doorway of a 
house in a hamlet near the Tell el-Yehoudieh site. Both were shaped to fit 
their new purpose, so their original form is unclear. The length of the lines 
is irregular, so it is difficult to say how many letters are lost at the end of 
1.8. Edgar thought the '4th year' was fi-om the reign of an early emperor (not 
necessarily Augustus, so A.D.17, 39, 40 and 57 are possible). This feminine 
form of the 'sabbath' name is close to the commonest form of the Roman 
period, Sambathion (see no.58 and V A Tcherikover, CPJ iii, p.44). 

The formula XP1<^ %t"pe 0-2) is in a n unusual position, before rather 
than after the epithets. The verb TeXevx&co (1.7), which is used in several 
other Tell el-Yehoudieh inscriptions (see Formulae Index), was usually 
followed by details of age or date, but those were given earlier, so the lost 
text fi-om 1.8 may have included something like SB i 1626, hcXe^i-nioev tig 
ddUvtloTov or 1209, ixzkcvvf\ae.v ^n6 O K o p J i t o u (both from mummy-labels). 

Remainder of stele or plaque, 20 x 20 cm. Guide-lines above and below each 
line of lettering. Letter forms: A € C CJO. 

96 (C/y ii no. l527): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): 58/57 B.C. (?). 
Stele; epitaph. 
Tell el-Yehoudieh (1925, built into a house). 
Text follows C.C. Edgar, ASAE 26 (1926) no.2, pp.103-4 (apart from 
1.3 and 1.5, where D. Lewis's interpretation in CPJ iii no. 1527, p. 160 
is followed). 

NGtp5L<i)V xp^oil x\oiip£' (tt&v) 8'. ^Tou )̂ K y ' naoiv[i] l y ' . ] 
T£Te()Ttov XP^otf) I x̂ ipE' ^ (£TSV) P'. (2TOU<^ Ky' 'Ejcf|n W [ 
SappataT xptlOTfe x'^9^' I ^ (ixm/) a'. (?TOU<;) p' XuotK le'. 
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naoTv[i] (1.2): 1. Hawi 
T£xe<mov (1.3): Edgar Te'te<i(p)iov; SB TeTe^piov 
•EirflTt (1.4): 1. 'UnAff 
Eappatai 0-5): Edgar, SB, SEG, CIJ 2appaTai<E) 
XvdLX (1.6): 1. XoidK 
Nardion, excellent one, farewell. About 4 years old. In the 
23rd year, Payni 13. Teteution, excellent girl, farewell. 
About 2 years old. In the 23rd year, Epeiph 30. Sabbatai, 
excellent one, farewell. About 1 year old. In the 2nd year, 
Choiak 15. 

C.C. Edgar, Two more tombstones from Tell el Yahoudieh', ASAE 26 (1926), 
pp.103-4 no.2 (facsimile; from a squeeze); SB iii (1926), p.260 no.7255; SEG 
viii (1937), p.84 no.495; CIJ ii (1952), pp.433-4 no.l527; CPJ iii (1964), 
pp.160-1 no.l527. 
M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; S.M. 
Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum semiticorum (1974), p.32; G. Delling, 
'Biblisch-jildische Namen im hellenistisch-rfimischen Agypten', BSAC 22 
(1974-5), p.27; B. Boyaval, T)ix notes d'onomastique', ZPE 31 (1978), pp.ll5-
8; G. Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), 
p.93 no.l4, p.lOO, p.122 no.646; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and 
Latin', ANRW n.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

This stone was reported with no.95 as being built into a house in a hamlet 
near Tell el-Yehoudieh. Three young children are commemorated together: 
two died in the '23rd year' and one in the '2nd year*. Edgar argued that, if 
the 23rd year was that of Augustus (7 B.C.), the 2nd year (of Tiberius, 
A.D.15) would be over 20 years later, making an improbably large age gap 
between siblings. He therefore suggested that the 23rd year was that of 
Tiberius, i.e. A.D.36/37, also the first year of Gaius. Although the children's 
deaths on 7th June and 24th July A.D.37 fell in the reign of Gaius (Tiberius 
died on 16th March), it would not be surprising if the old regnal year was 
still in use at Tell el-Yehoudieh. The death in the 2nd year would thus be on 
11th Dec. A.D.38. D.W. Rathbone, "The dates of the recognition in Egypt of 
the emperors from Caracalla to Diocletianus*, ZPE 62 (1986), pp.102-3, 
suggests that news of a change of emperor usually took 20-25 days to reach 
Alexandria and 30 days (but occasionally up to 60) to reach Arsinoe and 
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Oxyrhynchus; see also the discussion by R. Duncan-Jones, Structure and 
scale in the Roman economy (Cambridge, 1990), pp.8-12, who shows that 
dating by a new emperor started on average 62 days after his predecessor's 
death. This would make a lack of knowledge about the new reign at Tell el-
Yehoudieh four months after Tiberius' death rather unlikely. Another 
possibility which avoids this difficulty, suggested by Dr D. Thompson, is that 
the '23rd year* is that of Ptolemy XII (Auletes), making the first date 16th 
June 58 B.C.; the second would then be 2nd Aug. 58 B.C., and the third 19th 
Dec. 57 B.C. (reign of Berenice IV). It is not certain either that children in 
the same family could not have an age difference of some 25 years (births in 
about 11 B.C. and A.D.14 might be possible for the same mother, but could 
also be explained as the result of the father's remarriage), or even that the 
children did belong to the same family, but the dating to 58 and 57 B.C. 
offers a plausible explanation. The spelling of the month Payni in 1.2 occurs 
in nine firmly dated inscriptions and ostraka in SB i-v, all fi-om the 1st or 
2nd century A.D., and one undated but attributed to the late Ptolemaic 
period. The speUing of Epeiph (1.4) occurs in a late Ptolemaic papyrus (SB iii 
6319.49), and Choiak is found with the spelling Xwxx in a papyrus of 
A.D.118 (SB v 7588.4). 

The inscription shows clearly how Greek, Egyptian and Jewish names co
existed at Tell el-Yehoudieh. Nardion, although not attested elsewhere, is 
probably derived fi-om the Greek vdpSog. The name written on the stone as 
Teteution may be a mistake for Teteurion, which would be a regularly 
formed diminutive of the common Egyptian feminine name TeteGpig. SB 
printed it, apparently by mistake, as FExeCpiov, and it was included in that 
form in Foraboschi's Onomasticon. Boyaval argues that the form on the stone 
is correct, and is a diminutive derived fi-om an unaspirated form of the name 
TcQeCq. Sabbatai is a form of the 'sabbath' name (see no.58), either directly 
transliterated from Hebrew, in which case it would be unique in Egypt, or 
with the final epsilon missing fi-om the vocative of the usual form 
Sabbataios. The use of &x; with all the children's ages can hardly indicate 
uncertainty; it must imply that their ages were some days or months more 
(or less) than the years given (see no.41, above). The ages give some support 
to the supposition that the three are sibUngs since, according to Edgar's 
dating or the Ptolemaic alternative, their births would be at approximately 
two-year intervals. There are parallels for epitaphs with three or more 
names (e.g. SB i 2043, 2478) but the only one firom SB i to provide definite 
evidence about relationship (or the lack of it) is 3435, an early Ptolemaic 
inscription from Alexandria, where the names of four women with three 
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97 (CIJ ii no. l528): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh); necropolis: mid-
2nd century B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. (22 B.C.?). Stele; epitaph. 
Unknown. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no.l528, p.l61 (based on du Mesnil 
du Buisson's reading). 

naouTio)va tiiK I p6v Stoipov n a I ol(pi>^v Kkaiioax | e* ixm 
{(hSv)} KT)'. (gTo\)^ e' <E>aS(pi lO'. 

nooutioiva (1.1): du Mesnil du Buisson, SEG n(X)ovrtcova 
le' (1.5) follows du Mesnil du Buisson's facsimile, but in his 
minuscule text he gave [K]6' 

Weep for Paoution, the little one, untimely dead, friend of 
all. About 28 years old. In the 9th year, Phaophi 19. 

R. du Mesnil du Buisson, 'Compte rendu sommaire d'une mission h Tell el 
Yahoudiy^*, BIFAO 29 (1929), pp.156-7 (facsimile; from the stone); SB iv 
(1931), p.lOl no.7471; SEG viii (1937), p.84 no.491; CIJ ii (1952), pp.434-5 
no.l528; CPJ iii (1964), p.l6l no.l528. 

J. & L. Robert, BE (1948), p.209; M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora*, in Safrai 
and Stem i (1974), p.l23; C. Balconi, "Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 
(1976), p.274 n.l; U, Fischer, Eschatologie und Jenseitserwartung (1978), 
p.238; G. Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike 
(1987), p.lOO; G.H.R. Horsley, New documents iv (1987), p.225; L.H. Kant, 
'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', 11.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.40. 

This inscription was found in the eastern part of the necropolis during a 
brief excavation in 1929; du Mesnil du Buisson described it as an example of 
the texts he found, but published no others. The stele is of the commonest 
Tell el-Yehoudieh form, but slightly unusual in being almost square. The 
dating of the inscription was given as probably the end of the Ptolemaic era 
by SB, perhaps 22 B.C. by CIJ, and 1st century A.D. by SEG, There is no 
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different patronymics were written in three different hands. The present 
inscription appears to have been written wholly at one time. 

Remainder of stele or plaque, 17 x 26 cm. Letter forms: AGO (X). 
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98 (Plate XXIV; CIJ i i no. l529): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): 
mid-2nd century B.C.- early 1st century A.D. (10 B.C.?). Stele; 
epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no.l529, p.l61 (based on Aim6-
Giron's reading). 

Xappatatjou tcov d|ii6 TEPepK|<)9eo)(; fii>.^)[no5- d>((;) £i||o)v . 

(iioxtq) K' 'End<p le' . 

m(^) (1.5): Aim^-Giron (minuscule text) and SEG tb ,̂ but Aim6-Giron's 
photograph does not show the sigma, although there is a space for it. 
(Tomb of) Sabbataios, from Teberkythis, who caused pain to 
none. About 40 years old. In the 20th year, Epeiph 15. 

N. Aim^-Giron, *St6le gr6co-juive', BIFAO 30 (1931), pp.787-9 (photograph; 
from the stone); SEG viii (1937), p.84 no.490; CIJ ii (1952), p.435 no.l529; 
SB V (1955), p.l92 no.8125; CPJ iii (1964), p.l61 no.l529. 
L. Robert, Hellenica i (1940), p.24; M. Stem, 'The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai 
and Stem i (1974), p.l23; G. Delling, 'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im 
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compelling reason to assign the regnal year to Augustus rather than, for 
example, Cleopatra VII (44 B.C.) or Tiberius (A.D.22). 

The name Paoution was amended to Ploution by du Mesnil du Buisson, 
but this seems unnecessary; although Paoution is otherwise unattested, Paos 
or Paous was a very common Egyptian name (occurring in no.ll4, below; the 
variant Paout is also found), and Paoution would be a masculine diminutive 
formed in a perfectly regular way. On the epithet l̂Kp65, see no.64, above; its 
use for adults is discussed by J. & L. Robert. iĉ xcGoate is written where the 
XpTiorfc Xcnpt formula is often placed, and the name and epithets are all given 
accusative endings. There is a superfluous L symbol in 1.4 (cf nos.87, 91), 
and in this case it is clearly a mistake, since it is in the wrong position to 
signify "half, and the regnal year has its own L. 

Pediment-topped rectangular Hmestone stele, 40 x 41 cm., with a recessed 
field between two columns, and acroteria. Letter forms: A/A € C OJ. 
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99 (CPJ iii no. l530b): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): mid-2nd 
century B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. (7 B.C.?). Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no. 1530b, p. 162 (based on 
Leibovitch's reading); accentuation of the first name follows H. 
Heinen, ZPE 79 (1989), p.245. 

(Sioui;) Ky' Oopnoujei X'- ^-ceXefrrnjoev KXeunfii; Yu|vfi Unwioc, 

>£|xouoa <piXT]Tfi- Kkjadaaii (i£ n&v] JTei;- iySi yap | (hav) xe' 

tK.XE^<m\csa. 
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hellenistisch-rSmiachen Agypten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.27 and n.2; C. 
Balconi, 'Document! grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; A. Kasher, 
The Jews in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), p.l30; G. Mayer, Die 
jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.lOO. 

The inscription was donated by Dr Meyerhof to the Soci6t6 d'Histoire Juive 
d'figypte, and was published by Aim^-Giron as coming from Tell el-
Yehoudieh, but without any details of when or how it was found. On the 
name Sabbataios, see no.58; the use of this form suggests a date from the 
reign of Augustus (10 B.C., as suggested by Aim^-Giron) or earlier (e.g. 61 
B.C., from the reign of Ptolemy XII (Auletes); 32, from Cleopatra VII, was 
officially '20th & 5th'), but the reign of Tiberius (A.D.34) cannot be excluded 
and is implied by SEG and SB, which suggest 1st century A.D. Pew Tell el-
Yehoudieh epitaphs give the deceased's name in the genitive: cf nos.46, 67. 
The definite article (plural) and adjective (nominative) were not made to 
agree with the name, although it is possible that t f i v should be understood 
as 'one of those from'. The place-name Teberkythis is not otherwise attested, 
and it was presumably a small village. This is the only prose inscription 
from Tell el-Yehoudieh to specify the deceased's original home, which 
suggests that the Leontopolis temple did not make the town into a major 
burial site for Jews from elsewhere in Egypt. 

Pediment-topped rectangular limestone stele, 35 x 18 cm., with recessed 
field; traces of red paint in pediment and letters. Letter forms: A 6 A^ C CO. 
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(txovq) KY' (1.1): SB (tzovc) K 

In the 23rd year, Pharmouthi 30, there died Kleopas, wife 
of Petos, in childbirth, the loved one. Weep for me, all men, 
for I died at 25 (?) years old. 

J. Leibovitch, 'Stales fun^raires de Tell el-Yehudieh', ASAE 41 (1942), pp.41-
2 no.l, fig.l, pl.III.I (photograph and facsimile; from the stone); CPJ iii 
(1964), p.162-3 no.l530b; SB viii (1967), p.l6 no.9673a. 

C. Balconi, T)ocumenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; U. 
Fischer, Eschatologie und Jenseitserwartung (1978), p.238; G. Mayer, Die 
jiidische Frau in der hellenistisck-romiscken Antike (1987), p.100, p.ll5 
no.419; H. Heinen, 'Onomastisches zu Eiras, Kammerzofe Kleopatras VII', 
ZPE 79 (1989), p.245. 

The stone is one of three (also. nos.100-1) given to the Cairo Museum by 
R6v. Pfere Bovier-Lapierre, who said they came fi*om Tell el-Yehoudieh. 
Leibovitch assumed that this inscription and no.lOl were Augustan since 
no.100 has an Augustan date, but as it is not clear that they were originally 
found together, this is questionable. The 23rd year could apply to other 
reigns, including Ptolemy XII (Auletes) (58 B.C.) and Tiberius (A.D.37). The 
date is given at the beginning rather than the end of the inscription, as in 
only five others fi-om Tell el-Yehoudieh and Demerdash (nos.47, 58, 65, 71, 
106). 

The deceased woman's name is a variant spelling of Cleopas, a 
reasonably common name in Egypt which could be masculine or (e.g. SB i 
4088) feminine. CIJ 698 fi-om Thessaly refers to a woman named KXcovncfi. 
As a masculine name Cleopas occurs at Lk. xxiv 18 (one of the disciples, on 
the road to Emmaus), and KXoTtol as a genitive is found at Jn. xix 25 (Mary 
the wife of Clopas). Letronne, 'Sur les noms grecs de Cl6ophas et de Cleopas', 
RevArch 1 (1844), pp.485-91 showed it to be a syncopated form of Cleopatros. 
On the husband's name Petos, see no.l l l . 

On the epithets, see no.l06 (XexoOoa) and no.l09 ((piXiiTf̂ ); on the verb 
teJ^wiicij, see no.130. The formula K^^aate iwSvxcg occurs in one of the 
metrical inscriptions (no.34), as well as another prose epitaph (no.lOl). In 
prose, it seems to be an alternative to XPH*''*̂  X">P£. as in no. 97. Both the 
reference to death in childbirth and the use of K^aiiaaxE are features which in 
Egypt are characteristic of Jewish inscriptions. The use of yuvî  here (11.3-4) 
leaves no doubt that it means 'wife' (unlike no.68). The other childbirth 
epitaphs (nos.85, 106) make no mention of the dead woman's husband, who 
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100 (CPJ i i i no . l530c): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): 26 B.C. (?). 
Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows J. Leibovitch, ASAE 41 (1942) no,2, p.43. 

MdpEiv XP^lolTfi f i iKpfic I naovpika- I d*; ttSv | Xe'. ] | (KTOU<;) E ' 

Kaloap(o^, | TGpi p'. 

Marein, excellent woman, little one, friend of all. About 35 
years old. In the 5th (?) year of Caesar, Tybi 2. 

J. Leibovitch, 'Stales fun^raires de Tell el-Yehudieh', ASAE 41 (1942), p.43 
no.2, fig.2, pl.III.II (photograph and facsimile; from the stone); CPJ iii (1964), 
p.l63 no.l530c; SB viii (1967), p.l7 no.9673b. 

J. & L. Robert, BE (1948), p.209; G. Delling, 'Bibhsch-jUdische Namen im 
hellenistisch-rSmischen Agypten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.22; S.M. Ruozzi Sala, 
Lexicon nominum semiticorum (1974), p.26; C. Balconi, 'Documenti grechi e 
latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274; G. Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der 
hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.96 no.98, p.lOO, p.l06 no.l09. 

The name Marein is either a variant of Marion (cf.nos.74, 84, 103) or a 
feminine form (with final alpha missing) of the common name Mareinos, 
which is found in CPJ 432 col.IX.199 (Arsinoe, A.D.113). MapcTva and Mapwa 
are found in inscriptions from Rome {CIJ 257, 376). CD. Buck, The Greek 
dialects, p.43, notes -ei- as an alternative spelling for -i- or -lo- (cf. no.80). O n 
the use of niKpdi (1.2), see no.64; Leibovitch, not realising that it could be used 
for adults, thought it cast doubt on the reading of the age. namtpiXa (1.3) 
occurs only here among the Tell el-Yehoudieh inscriptions; elsewhere, if a 
specifically feminine form is used, it ends with eta. In 1.7, it is possible that 
there was another letter before the beta of the month-date. 

Stele, 49 x 21 cm., recessed field. Letter forms: A E C CJO. 

was probably the commemorator in this cEise. Leibovitch was unsure whether 
the age (1.7) should be read as 20 or 25, suggesting that the epsilon might be 
'un accident de la pierre'. 

Stele, 50 x 28 cm., recessed field with a pattern of diagonal strokes above it, 
guide-lines. Letter forms: A GE AA C CO. 
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101 (CPJ i i i no. l530d): Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh): mid-2nd 
century B.C.- early 2nd century A.D. (14 B.C.?). Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no.l530d, p.l63 (based on 
Leibovitch's reading), with additional indications of lost and doubtful 
letters from the photograph and facsimile of J. Leibovitch, ASAE 41 
(1942) no.3, pp.44-6. 

KXctuaex^ pe 7tdvTe<;, | "̂f) piirnp xod, ^UVH^ | JCP'"!*''!̂  l—] 
[ ] | i; MdpavK; [ ] | &-te[Kvo]9 tfib y6p l..]pi[,] | | [..]^<; 

'r[..]aia<; ^i:e^|tTio(a>- 'AQ^p a' t(fo-o<^ t^'. | KKadaext pe 
ndvteg. 

[..jei; (1.6): SB [...161̂ 1 
^TeX£ftxTia(a>- "AQ̂ p (11.6-7) for ETeXcDTTioaeup o n the stone 

Weep for me, all men, my mother and excellent 
grandmother .... Maranis .... For I died childless (?) 
Hathyr 1, in the 17th year (?). Weep for me, all men. 

J. Leibovitch, *St6les fun^raires de Tell el-Yehudieh', ASAE 41 (1942), pp.44-
6 no.3, fig.3, pl.IV.III (photograph and facsimile; from the stone); CPJ iii 
(1964), p.l63 no.l530d; SB viii (1967), p.l7 no.9673c. 

U. Fischer, Eschatologie und Jenseitserwartung (1978), p.238. 

On the origin and dating of the stone, see no.99. Little more than half the 
field was used. The lettering is badly preserved, and what can be read is 
difficult to interpret, but there are clear similarities to the vocabulary of 
no.99. 

Maranis (1.4) could be the name of the deceased or of someone addressed 
along with the mother and grandmother. There might be another name after 
Kal in 1.3 - the common name AiM-vaToi; would fit the parts of letters shown in 
the facsimile. The restoration of &TC[KVO]5 by Lewis (1.5) is not certain, since 
-QTE might end another imperative, as Leibovitch supposed, -ara.^ (1.6) could 
be the end of an adverb like tetpdvii; or x o o d K i ^ , or of a patronymic or even of 
the deceased's name. On the analogy of no .99 , the age of the deceased should 
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102: Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh) (?): mid-2nd century B.C.- early 
2nd century A.D. Stele; epitaph. 
Unknown. 
Text follows G. Wagner, BIFAO 72 (1972) no.9, p. 150, apart from the 
interpretation of the last two letters. 

'Ioou(3cu|v niKpSv &|topov K(X)au|aaTe' [vacat] | (Jx; h&v 6||<)o-
C^ou^ 8' OalCvi EK'. 

K(X)a'6oaxE (11.3-4) for Kcuxuaaxc on the stone 
EK' (1.7): Wagner IK (for 
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be given in this Hne, and it is perhaps possible that -aiai; is an attempt to 
give a number as a word. The deceased's name is more likely to have come 
after ty& yd.p at the end of 1.5 and beginning of 1.6; numerous attested names 
would fit, e.g. 'Epili;, Kpi6;. In 1.7, the final alpha of lzzKdyvi\oa was 
apparently combined by haplography with the first letter of 'Aefep, and Etov; 
was abbreviated by epsilon instead of the usual L symbol; iota appears as a 
much longer stroke than is found in any of the other letters, and unlike iota 
elsewhere in the inscription. The reading of the whole line is therefore 
somewhat doubtful, since the year invariably comes before the month in Tell 
el-Yehoudieh inscriptions; the only possible exception is no.61, where the 
interpretation of the abbreviations is problematic. 

ndnnn (1.2) is occasionally found in Egyptian epitaphs, e.g. SB i 392, viii 
10057, and was not necessarily an aftectionate term: it is found in a petition 
applying for relief from guardianship (SB v 7558) and in the edict of 
Germanicus (SB i 3924). The formula KXaCoete n&vxEq (11.1 and 8) also occurs 
(as KXa<iaate) in nos.34 (verse) and 99 (prose). The verb TcXEVtdco (1.6) is found 
in several other inscriptions (see Formulae Index), but neither they nor any 
of the non-Jewish epitaphs which use it help in the restoration of the rest of 
the line. Elaborate sentences using xeXemAo) in epitaphs and mummy-labels 
generally give details of date (e.g. SB i 729, £xeX£<jTtiaav ol 660 ini x&v 
inayonivbjv fificpwv; 1626, tv y&p xfii yEvcQXim i\\iipm txEXE<ivi]ae.v el̂  Acxfjvricnov) 
or occasionally age (v 8366) or cause of death (i 1209). 

Stele, 42 x 35 cm., recessed field, guide-lines. Letter forms: A E I AA C CO. 
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103: Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh) (?): mid-2nd century B.C.- early 
2nd century A.D. Stele; epitaph. 
Private collection in Holland. 
Text follows G. Wagner, BIFAO 72 (1972) no.lO, p.l50. 

MApiv & cope I ax; (feiSv) P'* I (Srouc) T I ' HaCvi X'. 

riauvi \ ' (1.4): Sijpesteijn Dauvi a', corrected in SEG 

Marion, untimely dead, aged about 2. In the 8th year, 
Payni 30. 

G. Wagner, 'Inscriptions grecques d'figypte', BIFAO 72 (1972), pp.149-51 
no.lO (facsimile; from the stone); J. & L. Robert, BE (1974), p.324 no.685; 
P.J. Sijpesteijn, 'An unpublished grave monument from Egypt', CE 53 (1978), 
p.ll7 (from the stone); SEG xxviii (1978), p.406 no.l476; J. & L. Robert, BE 
(1979), pp.532-3 no.640. 
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Weep for Isouatin, little one, untimely dead, aged about 
two. In the 4th year, Payni 25. 

G. Wagner, 'Inscriptions grecques d'figypte', BIFAO 72 (1972), pp. 149-51 no.9 
(facsimile; from the stone); J. & L. Robert, BE (1974), p.324 no.685. 

This inscription and no.103 below were seen by Wagner at a dealer's in 
Cairo. He regarded them as coming from Tell el-Yehoudieh because of their 
form. It is also significant that K^Coaxe is particularly common in Egypt in 
Jewish inscriptions (see no.64, above). The name of the deceased is otherwise 
unknown. In view of the doubtful reading of iota at the end of 1.1, Wagner 
also considered 'Icova T6V, but rejected it - the adjectives clearly require a 
masculine name. Diminutive forms ending in -tin or -tion were common in 
Egypt (see no.76, above), and Wagner believes that Isouatin is a form of 
Jesus. He read the last two letters as a misspelled form of Ŝ , but no other 
Egyptian Jewish inscriptions write the number in a date as a whole word, 
and it is more probably the numeral 25 with the digits in reverse order. 

Pediment-topped rectangular limestone stele with recessed field and 
acroteria. Letter forms: A € C OJ. 
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104: Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh) (?): mid-2nd century B.C.- early 
2nd century A.D, Stele; epitaph. 
Archaeological Museum of the CoUegio Tedesco, Vatican City. 
Text follows L. Moretti. RivAC 50 (1974), p.213, with a new 
suggestion for 1.2. 

TeutpiWcDv [ 'APt'ritov(o<;) | fitope | xpT\axt | noottpiXf 11 XO^PE' 

d>9 (ixStv) e'- I (gxou )̂ icy' | ©0)9 K^'. 

Teuphilion son of Abition, untimely dead, excellent one, 
friend of all, farewell. About 5 years old. In the 23rd year, 
Thoth 27. 

L. Moretti, 'Iscrizioni greco-giudaiche di Roma', RivAC 50 (1974), pp.213-5 
(photograph; from the stone). 

There can be no doubt of the Egyptian origin of the man commemorated 
here, since the date includes an Egyptian month name and the L symbol is 
used twice. Moretti notes that the form of the stele is unknown at Rome, but 
is absolutely typical of Tell el-Yehoudieh. The epithets are those most 
favoured at the site, and the use of 6^ with the age and the way in which 
the date is expressed are also both characteristic. In the absence of any 
certain information about the stone's history, it seems very likely that it 
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This inscription was seen at a dealer's in Cairo and published by Wagner, 
along with no.102. Sijpesteijn published it independently (as I.Moen. 4) after 
seeing it in a private collection from which he also published some papyri, 
and the duplication was pointed out in SEG. The form of the stele, as with 
no.l02, made Wagner suggest that it came from Tell el-Yehoudieh; 
Sijpesteijn gave no opinion about origin. The Jewish name Marin, a form of 
Marion, is attested at Tell el-Yehoudieh (see Names Index). However, if the 
stele really is from Tell el-Yehoudieh, Sijpesteijn's belief (presumably based 
on letter-forms) that it is from the 3rd century A.D. is unlikely to be correct, 
since there is no reason to think that any other Tell el-Yehoudieh stelae are 
later than the 1st or early 2nd century A.D. A similar combination of letter-
forms is found in no.40, above, which is precisely dated to A.D.8. 

Pediment-topped rectangular Hmestone stele, 31 x 15 cm., with recessed field 
and acroteria. Letter forms: A G C UJ. 



INSCRIPTIONS 

105: Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh); mid-2nd century B.C.- early 2nd 
century A.D. Dedication (?). 
Unknown. 
Text follows E. Bernand, Hommages d J. Cousin, p. 107. 

[ - - - ] j [ - - rî v] 7ipoae[ux'flv - -] j [ - - 6E](5I u\|/ta[Ta)i - - ] 

.... the proseuche (?).... to God the Highest... 

E. Brugsch-Bey, 'On et Onion', Recueil de Travaux 8 (1886), p.6 (facsimile; 
following a note by A.H. Sayce); E. Bernand, 'Au Dieu tr6s haut', Hommages 
a J. Cousin (1983), pp.107-111 (facsimile); SEG xxxiii (1983), pp.395-6 
no.l326. 
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came from Tell el-Yehoudieh to the Vatican City via the antiquities market. 
The alternative explanation, that it belonged to an Egyptian Jew who 
emigrated to Rome, is less probable, since (as Moretti notes) there is no 
other evidence of the Jewish community at Rome maintaining the epigraphic 
practices of other parts of the empire. 

The name of the deceased, Teuphilion, is an Egyptian form of the 
theophoric name Theophilos, commonly borne by Jews. The second name 
must be a patronymic, and the stone-cutter apparently ran out of space for 
the genitive ending: the nu is at the right-hand edge of the field, and no 
word is allowed to take up more than one line. Abition is an otherwise 
unknown name which Moretti suggests may be formed with the Semitic 
prefix *Api. Another possibility is that it is an Egyptian version of a Latin 
name such as Habitus or Avitus. Perhaps it is closest to the Semitic Abithi 
('Ji'3»), found as a Jewish name in Cowley, Aram. Pap. 81, 11.91,115; an 
ostracon gives what appears to be the alternative spelling Avithi (T'lt*) 
(Lidzbarski, Ephemeris, ii, p.243; Sachau, Elephantine, i, p.231); ApifJToq, the 
name of one of the LXX translators (Letter of Aristeas 50), often found in 
ostraca of the 2nd century B.C. but attested as late as A.D.116 (Rokeah in 
CPJ iii, p.l67) is probably the same name (Tcherikover, Jews in Egypt, p.l87 
& n.31), and Abition here s e e m s likely to be another Greek form ofit. 

Pediment-topped rectangular limestone stele, 49.5 x 24 cm., with a recessed 
field between columns; pediment with acroteria, and comice beneath it. 
Letter forms: A 6 C CD. 
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106 (C/y ii no. l481): Demerdash, near Heliopolis: 1st century B.C. or 
A.D. (47 B.C.?). Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no. l48l , p. 150 (based on Edgar's 
reading), 

STOUI; ^ ' rAe]|\lp la'. 'A[..]|ei5 Sappialltaiou a(o|pO(; Xox6 

XpTioxfi xai| |pE' Coq ttSjv X^'. IB 
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S. de Ricci, 'Paleography', JE ix (1905), p.473; S. de Ricci, T«ttre k Monsieur 
le secretaire perp^tuel', CRAI (1908), p.797; P. Trebilco, Jewish communities 
in Asia Minor (1991), p.133 & n.27. 
This fragmentary text was originally published by Brugsch-Bey, but was 
largely overlooked until brought to light again by E. Bemand. The stone was 
said to be in the collection of Dr James Grant, but did not pass to the 
Marischal Museum at the University of Aberdeen with the rest of the 
collection. It was found before Naville's investigation of the site of Tell el-
Yehoudieh in 1887. The restoration of proseuche is extremely uncertain, 
although it is found with ttyioxo; in 9 and 27, above, and even if correct 
might be in the sense of 'prayer* rather than 'place of prayer*, since it would 
not be a natural word to designate the Leontopolis temple - although the 
temple may have been complemented by other meeting-houses, as at 
Jerusalem. F.Ll. Griffith, The antiquities of Tell el-Yahoudieh' pp.51-3, 
mentions the remains of a brick-built building with limestone floors and 
columns, which he described as 'forming probably a Jewish synagogue, if not 
a temple, and citadel, which commanded the whole extent of the town*. Since 
he thought that the building was Roman, he rejected the idea that it was 
Onias' temple, but left open the possibility that it had a religious function. 
However, he seems to have had no grounds for this view apart from the 
position and imposing character of the building, and there is in any case 
nothing to connect it with this inscription. 

'Yiidoxtoi seems an inevitable restoration, and in the context it would 
undoubtedly refer to the Jewish god. According to the facsimile reproduced 
by Brugsch-Bey, the lettering is of a more Tormal* character than that used 
in the epitaphs from Tell el-Yehoudieh. 

Letter forms: Z LU. 



INSCRIPTIONS 

Xox6 (1.5): Edgar and SB X6x9. CIJ X6xw(i) 
IB (1.6): Edgar and CIJ omit letters in minuscule texts, SB (SpaxM t̂t) 

In the 6th year, Hathyr 11. A...this daughter of Sabbataios, 
vmtimely dead, in childbirth, excellent woman, farewell. 
About 35 years old ... 

C.C. Edgar, 'A group of inscriptions from Demerdash', BSAA 15 (1914-15), 
p.33 (facsimile; from the stone); SB iii (1926), p.35 no.6227; CIJ ii (1952), 
pp.398-9 no.l481; CPJ iii (1964), p.l50 no.l481. 

L. Robert, Hellenica i (1940), p.23 n.8; G. Zuntz, Review of CPJ iii, JSS 10 
(1965), p.291; M. Stern, 'The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stem i (1974), 
p.123; S.M. Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum semiticorum (1974), p.33; G. 
Delling, 'Biblisch-jtidische Namen im hellenistisch-rOmischen Ag3T>ten', BSAC 
22 (1974-5), p.27 and n.2; C. Balconi, "Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 
(1976), p.274 n.l; G. Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen 
Antike (1987), p.96 no.97, p.lOO; G.H.R. Horsley, New documents iv (1987), 
p.224; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW 11,20.2 
(1987), p.678 n.36. 

Demerdash is close to Heliopolis, and was probably the site of an ancient 
suburb of the city (Edgar, p.33). Only one of the group of inscriptions found 
there which Edgar reported (no.ll2) is in the form with a pediment favoured 
at Tell el-Yehoudieh, and although the group is clearly Jewish, the 
statement in CIJ that it "undoubtedly* originates from Tell el-Yehoudieh 
seems rather strong; Demerdash is over ten miles to the south. Robert 
thought that the inscriptions might belong to Onias* settlement or to a small 
neighbouring Jewish colony, and said that they were found 'pas en place*, 
following Edgar's note in a later article (ASAE 22 (1922), p.7 n.l). A. Barucq, 
('Leontopolis' col.364, in SuppUment au dictionnaire de la Bible v), suggested 
the existence of a number of Jewish settlements in the area north of Cairo; 
cf A. Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic Egypt pp.121-2, on a possible Jewish 
village near Heliopolis, See Introduction for evidence of Jewish connections 
with Heliopolis. 

Date: Edgar (p.32) dated the lettering of the whole group of inscriptions 
(no8.l06-114) to the first century B.C. or A.D.; he attributed no.ll3 to the 
reign of Cleopatra VII because of the 'double dating', and thought the others 
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likely to come from roughly the same time; Hathyr in the 6th year of 
Cleopatra VII would date the inscription to 47 B.C., while the reigns of 
Ptolemy XII Auletes (76 B.C.) or Augustus (25 B.C.) are among the other 
possibilities. 

The right edge of the inscription is broken, according to Edgar's 
facsimile, and letters are lost from the first three lines. There are numerous 
masculine names which would fit the partially lost name in 11.2-3, e.g. 'Ayaei; 
(which WEis suggested by P. Bilabel in SB, apparently without realising that 
it is only known as masculine) or 'AXô Oi;, but no suitable feminine name 
seems to be attested. On the name Sabbat£uos, see no.58 above. Lewis offers 
the alternative translations 'daughter of or 'wife of Sabbataios, but there 
seems no reason to suppose that there is any deviation here from the 
standard Egyptian practice of putting the father's name in the genitive after 
the name of the deceased. 

The woman is one of the oldest Egyptian Jews to be described as ficopoi; 
(11.4-5); see no.41 above. Xô A (1.5; the accentuation follows Zuntz) was shown 
by Robert to be a nominative form, an alternative to XEXW and X6xovq (as in 
no.85, above); no.99 uses XEXOOOQ. No.33 records in verse a death in 
childbirth. There are no other examples of the use of the terminology in SB, 
and it seems that Jews were the only people in Egypt who cared to record 
childbirth as the cause of death. M. Guarducci, Epigrafia greca iii, p.l72, 
notes inscriptions recording death from that cause at Sparta. B. Boyaval, 
'Surmortalit^ et fecondit^ feminines dans I'figypte gr^co-romain', ZPE 28 
(1978), pp.193-200, discusses the over-representation of women of 
childbearing age in Egyptian epigraphy. 

At the end of the text, there is either a ligature of the letters H B or a 
symbol of some other sort. If it is a ligature, it might be an abbreviation for 
^piwoev, since EB is often found as an abbreviation for fpttoaev (we owe this 
suggestion to Miss J.M. Reynolds). Bilabel interpreted the left-hand part as 
the drachma symbol, so that the whole abbreviation would mean 'two 
drachmai'. It is possible (as suggested by Dr D. Thompson) that an illiterate 
stone-cutter copied out the whole text he was given, including the amount he 
was paid. No explanation is wholly satisfactory, and Lewis describes the 
abbreviation as 'mysterious'. 

Rectangular limestone stele, right-hand side broken, recessed field. Letter 
forms: A E C CO. Numeral: C. 
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E<l)odKi5 for ExooKi^ on the stone 
• l a K ^ p w (11.1-2): SB 'laKoip, CIJ 'IaK<fip(?) 

Isaac, son of Jacob, untimely dead, excellent one, farewell 

C.C. Edgar, 'A group of inscriptions from Demerdash' BSAA 15 (1914-15), 
p.34 (facsimile; from the stone); SB iii (1926), p.35 no.6228; CIJ ii (1952), 
p.399 no.l482 (photograph); CPJ iii (1964), p.l50 no.l482. 

L. Robert, Hellenica i (1940), p.23; B.S.J. IsserHn, 'The names of the 72 
translators of the Septuagint*, JANESCU 5 (1973), p.l93, p.l96 n.25; M. 
Stern, 'The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; S.M. Ruozzi 
Sala, Lexicon nominum semiticorum (1974), pp.13, 18; G. Delling, 'Biblisch-
jadische Namen im hellenistisch-rttmischen Agypten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), 
p.15; C. Balconi, 'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; 
L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), 
p.678 n.36. 

On the dating, see no. 106, above. The spelling of what seems to be the name 
Isaac is unusual, but there is a similar version in no.l9, above, EtadK. That 
spelling also occurs in P.Russ.Georg. Ill 9 (4th century A.D.). CPJ 469.16 
(3rd century A.D.) has an EIOOAK, and CIJ 1031 from Beth She'arim an 
ElooKoi;; ElodiKioi; occurs several times at the same site {CIJ 995, 996, 998, 
1033, 1052). The tau which was inscribed as the second letter appears to be 
an error, since no names beginning ETO- are attested in Egypt. The name 
appears as^'Ioaico; andToaxoq in the Letter of Aristeas (48, 49). On 'laK&pca, 
see no.56 above, although the reading is by no means certain, and other 
names beginning with la- may be possible, e.g. 'Ifî ap© from 'Id^apo .̂ The 
final omega could be a mistake, but many Jewish inscriptions from 
Cyrenaica have omega as a genitive ending in a patronymic. 

Rectangular limestone stele, recessed field, column with capital on each side 

107 (C/y ii no.l482): Demerdash, near Heliopolis: 1st century B.C. or 
A.D. Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows D.M, Lewis, CPJ iii no.l482, p.l51 (based on Edgar's 
reading). 

E<l)odia^ 'la K^P© &o)pe Xpil̂ ttfe X«1M>[£] [ - - -1 
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of field, inverted pediment. Letter forms: A € C CD. 

108 (C/y ii no. l483): Demerdash, near Heliopolis: 1st century B.C. or 
A.D. (44 B.C.?). Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no.l483, p.l51 (based on Edgar's 
reading). 

[Sap]pa'tdi(; j [*E]K5fi( iov | notaicpiXot; | XP l̂o^^ X(«)^(P£)' | ^ 

(£ t )Sv V - II C^TOUi;) Ti' OavL i 5 ' . 

[XaPJpaTcft^ (1.1): SB [ l a lpata i ; , CIJ [2ap]pata^ 
(iT)(ov (1.5) for Tetov on the stone 
riavi 0.6): 1. riavvi 

Sabbatai's son (?) of Ekdemos, fi-iend of all, excellent one, 
farewell. About 60 years old. In the 8th year, Payni 14. 

C.C. Edgar, 'A group of inscriptions fi-om Demerdash' BSAA 15 (1914-15), 
p.34 (facsimile; from the stone); SB iii (1926), p.35 no.6229; CIJ ii (1952), 
pp.399-400 no.l483 (photograph); CPJ iii (1964), p.l51 no.l483. 

L. Robert, Hellenica i (1940), p.23; M. Stem, "The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai 
and Stem i (1974), p.123; S.M. Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum semiticorum 
(1974), p.33; G. DelHng, 'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im hellenistisch-rSmischen 
Agypten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.27 n.2; C. Balconi, "Document! grechi e latini', 
Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; G. Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der 
hellenistisch-rdmischen Antike (1987), p.lOO; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions 
in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

On the dating, see no. 106, above; 73 and 22 B.C. are the likeliest 
alternatives to the reign of Cleopatra VII. The CIJ photograph shows the top 
left comer of the stone broken off, so that some of 1.1 and the beginning of 
1.2 are lost. The deceased bore a 'sabbath' name (assuming that the 
restoration of the first three letters is correct); see no.58, above. Variations of 
the name were suggested by Edgar and by Preisigke in SB as the 
restoration; the spelling given here is from Lewis. It is probably a 
transliteration of the biblical Hebrew form ' J i a o , with a final sigma added, 
but could be a variant of the attested feminine name Sabbathis (on which 
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109 (C/y ii no.l484): Demerdash, near Heliopolis: 1st century B.C. or 
A.D. (43 B.C.?). Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows F. Preisigke, SB iii no.6230, p.35 (based on Edgar's 
reading). 

lepeOuLi; M ôvloveOroq &.<apz | XP'Ĥ '̂  | X̂ P̂̂ ' ^ | 
leaoepdKovTa 11 nbfxt. 'ff\q ^Xa[<ppai; td^oyq. | ((^touq)) i ' Xotax 
le'. 

{(^Touq)) i' (1.8) for T on the stone 

Sebethois son of Psonsneus, untimely dead, excellent one, 
dear one, farewell. About forty-five years old. May you find 
the earth light. In the 10th year, Choiak 19. 

C.C. Edgar, 'A group of inscriptions from Demerdash' BSAA 15 (1914-16), 
p.35 (facsimile; from the stone); SB iii (1926), p.35 no.6230; CIJ ii (1952), 
p.400 no.l484; CPJ iii (1964), p.l51 no.l484. 

V.A. Tcherikover, Hellenistic civilization and the Jews (1959), p.346 n.7; M. 
Stern, 'The Jewish Diaspora', in Saft-ai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; S.M. Ruozzi 
Sala, Lexicon nominum semiticorum (1974), p.38; G. Delling, 'Biblisch-
jUdische Namen im hellenistisch-rfimischen Agypten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), 
p.27; C. Balconi, 'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; U. 
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see V.A. Tcherikover, CPJ iii, p.44). lapaxdiî  is found as a mascuhne name 
in 3rd centuiy B.C. papyri from the Arsinoite nome {CPR xiii 10.7, 30.2). The 
restoration of the patronymic gives a name, Ekdemos, which is otherwise 
unattested in Egypt, but no attested name would fit. Ekdemos was the name 
of a tutor of Philopoemen of Megalopolis (Plutarch, Phil. 1; Polybius x 22). 
The stone-cutter's (or original writer's) difficulties with the Greek led to one 
adjective being put in the nominative and one in the vocative; it is therefore 
quite conceivable that a masculine form was used where feminine was 
intended. x̂ P̂̂  ^ given an unusual abbreviation to make it fit the 
line; each line-ending is also a word-ending. 

Rectangular limestone stele, recessed field. Letter forms: A E C X CJO. 
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Fischer, Eschatologie und Jenseitserwartung (1978), p.238; M. Hengel, Jews, 
Greeks and barbarians (1980), p.101 n.55; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in 
Greek and Latin', ANRW IL20.2 (1987), p.678 nn.36, 42. 

On the dating, see no.l06 above; 72 and 21 B.C. are the likeliest alternatives 
to the reign of Cleopatra VII. The name Sebethois is yet another of the 
'sabbath' names much loved by the Demerdash community; this form also 
occurs at Tell el-Yehoudieh in no.63, above. Psonsneus is well attested 
among Egyptians, although not Jews; Foraboschi, Onomasticon, has six 
examples. It was a crocodile theophoric name from the northern Fayum. 

A number of Egyptian epitaphs refer to either the dead person or the 
bereaved as tpiXoq, but this seems to be the only example of using the word 
as part of a string of epithets, although such usage was common elsewhere 
in the Greek-speaking world (M. Guarducci, Epigrafia greca iii, p.151); cf 
(piXiTrt̂  in no.99, above. C. Spicq, "Le lexique de I'amour', p.32, notes the use 
of <piXciv and its derivatives in the vocabulary of conjugal love, but there is no 
evidence about whether 91X0^ has any such significance here. Its application 
to parents and children is noted by C. Spicq, Notes de lexicographic N4o-
Testamentaire i (Fribourg, 1978), p.938. It is likely that cpiXô  here is 
replacing naoi<piXô  (see no.41). 

The formula at the end, yfii; iXatppai; x^x^^. is paralleled in no.39 (yoiav 
£xoi? £Xa<ppdiv...) and was apparently intended in no.ll3. It also occurs in two 
non-Jewish inscriptions, SB i 315, iXa(ppd oox yf\ yivoixo, and x 10721, yii; 
tXa<ppac, xvxoi- A poem in the Greek Anthology (vii 470), an epitaph in the 
form of a dialogue between a deceased man and a passer-by, uses a similar 
formula, Xdpoi vi> oc pSXoq iXatpp^. R. Lattimore, Themes in Greek and Latin 
epitaphs, pp.65-8, commented on the variety of ways in which the idea is 
expressed in Greek, and traced its Uterary origin to Euripides, Ale. 463-4: 
Kofiqxx 001 x6'i>v in&vfoQz ntaoi, yfivai. The sentiment, which was never reduced 
to one standard formula in Greek, seems to be the same as in the very 
common Latin expression 'sit tibi terra levis'; cf Lattimore, p.74. 

Rectangular limestone stele, recessed field. Letter forms: A E B P C t CO. 
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eiKo[o]ov tpT(; (1.6): Edgar j!iKo[.]cn Tp (e j i i ; ; 1. e t K o m TPETI; 

Joseph, son of Phomounis, untimely dead, childless, 
excellent one, farewell. About twenty-three years old. In the 
..th year, .... 22. 

C.C. Edgar, 'A group of inscriptions from Demerdash' BSAA 15 (1914-15), 
p.36 (facsimile; from the stone); SB iii (1926), p.35 no.6231; CIJ ii (1952), 
p.400 no.l485; CPJ iii (1964), p.l51 no.l485. 

M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; S.M. 
Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum semiticorum (1974), p.23; G. Delling, 
'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im hellenistisch-rSmischen Agypten', BSAC 22 
(1974-5), p.l6 n.3, p.27; C. Balconi, 'Document! grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 
(1976), p.274 n.l; G. Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen 
Antike (1987), p.100; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', 
ANRW n.20.2 (1987), p.678 nn.36, 39. 

On the dating, see no. 106. See Names Index for alternative spellings of the 
name. The restoration of the father's name as ^\io(>v\q was made by 
Preisigke in SB, but the name is not otherwise attested. Oanovviq and 
riaHouvi^ Che of Amon') were common, and the reading of the first omicron 
here is not certain. If iota (1.7) is the last letter of the month, it must be Tybi 
or Payni; there is not room for Pharmouthi {contra CIJ). 

Rectangular limestone stele with lower part missing, recessed field. Letter 
forms: A G C CO. 
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110 {CIJ ii no. l485): Demerdash, near Heliopolis: 1st century B.C. or 
A.D. Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows F. Preisigke, SB iii no.6231, p.35 (based on Edgar's 
reading), with additional indications of doubtful letters from the 
facsimile of C.C. Edgar, BSAA 15 (1914-15), p.36. 

'ICxsyyc^q I [d>]o^io()VL(o(;) | filcope &-TeK[ve ypyysxi xo.}^pt' Caq ix&v 
d i K o [ a ] c i xpiq. ( ^ t o u q ) i [ . . . . j i Kp'. 
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112 (C/y ii no. l487): Demerdash, near Heliopolis: 1st century B.C. or 
A.D. (38 B.C.?). Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows F. Preisigke, SB iii no.6233, p.35 (based on Edgar's 
reading). 
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111 (C/y ii no. l486): Demerdash, near Heliopolis: 1st century B.C. or 
A.D. (39 B.C.?). Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no.l486, p.l51 (based on Edgar's 
reading). 

Aap6i<; He imoq I XP^^^ | ^<^£ X'^\^P^' ^ {hm) 11 XC,'. 

Labois son of Petos, excellent one, untimely dead, farewell. 
About 37 years old. In the 13th year, Phamenoth 21. 

C.C. Edgar, 'A group of inscriptions from Demerdash' BSAA 15 (1914-15), 
p.36 (facsimile; from the stone); SB iii (1926), p.35 no.6232; CIJ ii (1952), 
p.401 no.l486; CPJ iii (1964), p.l51 no.l486. 

J. Leibovitch, 'Stales fun^raires de Tell el-Yehudieh', ASAE 41 (1942), p.42; 
V.A. Tcherikover, Hellenistic civilization and the Jews (1959), p.346 n.7; M. 
Stern, 'The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; C. Balconi, 
'Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.274 n.l; G. Mayer, Die 
jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.100; L.H. Kant, 
'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW 11.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

On the dating, see no.l06; 68 and 17 B.C. are alternatives to the reign of 
Cleopatra VII. The names are both common Egyptian ones, but Petos was 
also borne by several other Jews: no.99, above, and CPJ 417.4,24 and 
515.2,5. This provides some support for the interpretation of the inscription 
as Jewish, which otherwise depends on the clearly Jewish nature of the 
other stelae found at the same time. Parallels for the unusual spelling of the 
month occur in SB i 245 and 4538 (proskynemata). 

Rectangular Hmestone stele, recessed field. Edgar's facsimile shows a guide
line beneath the last line. Letter forms: A E OJ. 
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CPJ gives an additional [ - - - ] line at the beginning 
(hwv) X'[.] (1.4): Edgar (hQv) Xe' or jie' 

.... excellent one, farewell. About 30(+?) years old. In the 
14th year, Pharmouthi 21. 

C.C. Edgar, A group of inscriptions from Demerdash' BSAA 15 (1914-15), 
p.37 (facsimile; from the stone); SB iii (1926), p.35 no.6233; CIJ ii (1952), 
pp.400-1 no.l487 (photograph); CPJ iii (1964), p.l51 no.l487. 

M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; C. 
Balconi, "Documenti grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), pp.274 n.l, 275; L.H. 
Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 
n.36. 

Edgar's facsimile and the CIJ photograph suggest that only two lines have 
been lost completely, although Lewis in CPJ gives an additional one. The 
length of the lines varies from 6 to 8 letters, and it is likely that both the 
deceased's name and a patronymic or another epithet have been lost. On 
dating, see no.l06; 67 and 16 B.C. are alternatives to the reign of Cleopatra 
VII There is no certainty that the inscription is Jewish, but it was discovered 
among Jewish inscriptions, and it has the carved pediment at the top which 
was common at Tell el-Yehoudieh, although in this case it is without 
acroteria. 

Pediment-topped rectangular limestone stele with recessed field. Letter 
forms: ACC (X). 

113 (CIJ ii no. l488): Demerdash, near Heliopolis: 34 or 33 B.C. Stele; 
epitaph. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows C.C. Edgar, BSAA 15 (1914-15), p.37. 

[ - - - 1 j [ - - (piXA] I 6EX(PE ^iXlfite] j Kve naotcpiXf | xpriotfi 
XaL[pE]' 11 fXcKppâ  'riixoiL';] | MATA- d>; iiStv T(e ] oa)epdicovta 
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[ - - - ] I I - - XP|n«J}'t̂  [x]cap|e- ^ (ixmv) \[.y. | (iiov<^ i5' 
Ootpdaouei) Ka'. 
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ji^Te. (KTOUI;) i8 ' lov m l y\ Uax&v e'. 

£Xa<ppaq T<)xoi[i;l (1.6): CPJ restores xo^lpf TĤ l end of 1.5 
T(Eoo)Ep&KovTa (11.7-8) for xoecpaKovxa on the stone 

.... who loved your brothers and your children, friend of all, 
excellent woman, farewell. May you find (the earth) light on 
you .... About forty-five years old. In the 19th year, which is 
also the 3rd, Pachon 5. 

C.C. Edgar, 'A group of inscriptions fi-om Demerdash' BSAA 15 (1914-15), 
p.37 (facsimile; from the stone); SB iii (1926), p.35 no.6234; CIJ ii (1952), 
p.402 no.l488; CPJ iii (1964), pp.151-2 no.l488. 

M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; U. 
Fischer, Eschatologie und Jenseitserwartung (1978), p.238; M. Hengel, Jews, 
Greeks and barbarians (1980), p.101 n.55; G. Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in 
der hellenistisch-romischen Antike (1987), p.96 no.l08, p.lOO; L.H. Kant, 
'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.678 n.36. 

Two lines have been lost at the top of the inscription. The first surviving 
lines contain 10-11 letters, but as the size of the letters decreases towards 
the foot of the inscription, the lost lines may have contained fewer. 'Double 
dating* such as is found here is normally attributed in Egypt to the reign of 
Cleopatra VII and her joint rule with Caesarion (see A.E. Samuel, Ptolemaic 
chronology (Munich, 1962), pp.158-9). However, elsewhere the 18th year is 
equated with the 3rd iP.Ryl. ii 69,6) and the 19th with the 4th (OG/S 195); 
Edgar also published an inscription fi*om the '20th and 5th' year (ASAE 15 
(1915), pp.l08-9). It seems therefore that one of the numerals here is wrong. 

<piK&b£k<po<; (11.2-3) is used otherwise by Egyptian Jews only in nos.86 and 
114; E. Bernand (IM, p.281) is wrong to call it a fi-equent Tell el-Yehoudieh 
epithet. It is found in prose epitaphs of Jews at Rome, however; CIJ 125, 
321, 363, which all use it in conjunction with other <f\K- epithets, as non-
Jewish Egyptians sometimes did (SB i 343, 2007, 5025). The a^ective, or the 
noun <piXa5eMo, is also used by Philo (e.g. Jos. 219, Mos. ii 30), Josephus 
(e.g. Ant ii 161, iv 26) and in II Mace, (xv 14) and IV Mace. (e.g. xiii 21, 23, 
26); see comment on no.ll4, 1.7, below. The use of naol<piXoi; here (1.4) lends 
some support to the belief that the inscription is Jewish (see no.41, above), 
which otherwise depends on its being found with clearly Jewish inscriptions. 

The stone-cutter should have written yfi<; fiXatppai; x^txoi^ (1.6), but YH? (or 
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114 (Plate XXV; CU ii no. l489): Demerdash, near Heliopolis: 1st 
century B.C. or A.D. (49 B.C.?). Stele; epitaph; metrical. 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows E. Bernand, IM no.69, p.278. 

[ ] I 
[ ] hZh 6p(()av[l]Ti 

I ]A[.]ME[...]EN[ - - - ] I 
( - - - ]At - - j n S Toi^idv fi^o? tP^pe(?) [ - ' 1 I 

IxvTiaflEu; Tfl9 A[ ] 11 5 
Hf| T i a p t f i r ) ^ [ ]0N 6pocppooOv'n9, | 

d)̂  tcdyfi) ipOJt&thpoc, i&iv xal nam noXrixau; 
XP110T6^ £K0in<i6iiv nXt\oiov d-XXoyevatv- [ 

Eipl 0E(ov 6 HocouTO ,̂ [SI;] bf [pou^Jatoiv fipicToq 

ivedSe pvnpfj^ KEipoa (5(jio(pel|ievo(;. | 10 

(gtoui;) 6' Oocoxpi iri'. 

11.1-3 were not transcribed by Edgar, followed in CIJ. 
11.2-6; CPJ, following Peek in the main, but with an expression of 
doubt: [ - u u - u u - 1 K&VXOJ; IV dp<pav{xi 
[ - ]ov d5£X<p6[v d]|Jo5 TC]q>iXtin£vov iv Pi6xti[til 

[ - u u - u u ](o^ - T0Dp6v 9̂ pe "S .̂ 
jjvtiaeEii; TTi5 <p[iXitiJi;, l̂ v et̂  <n)v6nail̂ ]o[v ^Sci^a] 

nf) itopiS-n; ( - (or u u) — u ]v 6fio<ppo(riivTi(;* 
dXXoyevSv (1.8): al^oyev5v Peek, followed here in CPJ. 
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Yota^ is not there, and there is no room to restore it at the end of 1.5, as 
Lewis does in CPJ. The otherwise inexplicable MATA in 1.6 may represent 
an unsuccessful attempt at yaiai;, as suggested in SB and CU; Lewis' 
objection that this would produce an extraordinary word order is hardly valid 
in view of the other mistakes. On the formula, see no.l09, above. 

Rectangular limestone stele, recessed field. Letter forms: A E C LU. 
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.... in bereavement .... bear my grief .... Remembering the 

.... do not overlook the .... of unanimity, as I too, who loved 
my brothers and was a friend to all the citizens, fell asleep 
near strangers [or (following Peek's reading in 1.8) near my 
blood-relatives]. I am Theon, son of Paos, who, best in 
counsel, lie here dead in the tomb. Year 4, Phaophi 18. 

C.C. Edgar, 'A group of inscriptions from Demerdash' BSAA 15 (1914-15), 
p.38 (facsimile; from the stone); SB iii (1926), p.35 no.6235; W. Peek, 
'Griechische Epigramme aus Aegypten', BSAA 27 (1932), pp.57-8, no.3 (from 
the stone); SEG viii (1937), pp.60-1 no.374; C7J ii (1952), p.403 no.l489; W. 
Peek, GV (1955), pp.325-6 no.ll43 (from the stone and a squeeze); SB v 
(1955), p.l21 no.7804; CPJ iii (1964), p.l52 no.l489; E. Bemand, IM (1969), 
pp.277-81 no.69, pl.xxi (photograph; from the stone). 

C.C. Edgar, 'More tomb-stones from Tell-el-Yahoudieh*, ASAE 22 (1922), p.7 
n.l; L. Robert, Hellenica i (1940), p.24; P.M. Praser, 'Greek inscriptions 1952-
3', JEA 40 (1954), p.124 (4), (note); A. Cerasa-Gastaldo, 'AFADH nei 
documenti estranei all'influsso Biblico', RFIC 31 (1953), pp.347-8; C. Spicq, 
'Le lexique de I'amour dans les papyrus', Mnemosyne 8 (1955), p.32; SEG xiv 
(1957), no.852; V.A. Tcherikover, Hellenistic civilization and the Jews (1959), 
p.346 n.7; G. Zuntz, Review of CPJ iii, JSS 10 (1965), p.291; W. Swinnen, 
'Problfemes d'anthroponymie ptol6malque', CE 42 (1967), p.l71 n.l; M. Stern, 
'The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish 
inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.680 n.57. 

The concluding lines of an elegiac epitaph survive in a sunk field on a stele 
broken at the top; the surface of the upper part of the field is damaged. Four 
features together suggest that the inscription is Jewish, (i) It was found (in 
1911) at Demerdash (see Introduction) with some definitely Jewish 
inscriptions; all were regarded by Edgar as forming a homogeneous group, 
(ii) The Egyptian name Paous (1.9) and its diminutive Paoution are found in 
Jewish use elsewhere (CPJ 46.6 and no.97, above, respectively), (iii) The 
plainness of the surviving lower part of the stele (but note the lack of the 
top) would be in keeping with the appearance of other Jewish monuments, 
especially from Tell el-Yehoudieh (see no.23, above), (iv) The description of 
the deceased in 11.7-9 recalls the language of no.30, 11.4-6 (Demas) and no.39, 
11.4-8 (Abramos), above. These indications are not conclusive, but together 
they make it likely that the epitaph is Jewish. 

Date: the Augustan dating found in some of the literature arises from 
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the inclusion of the Demerdash stones among those from Tell el-Yehoudieh 
in CIJ (see no.l06); in fact they are best considered separately. The reign 
here may, but need not, be that of Cleopatra VII; the lettering has been said 
to suit the period from the first century B.C. to the first century A.D. 
(Edgar), or the second century A.D. (Kiessling in SB v, no.7804, and others 
cited by Bernand, p.278, n.l); cf. no.l06, above. 

2 AZ: Peek restored luSviaq, but Bernand suggests that, although there 
can be no certainty, [noiSlaî  would be better supported by the common 
phraseology of epitaphs (e.g. WXoirax ... noTSa^ ^v 6p(pavt|i, Peek, GV 1870.11-
12, fi'om Philomelion). 

6 6|io(ppoo^vTi: both a family and a civic virtue, exhibited by Moses's 
parents and fostered by the Pentateuchal laws, according to Philo, VMos. i 
7, Virt. 119, respectively. 

7 tpiXASeX<poi;: also at no.l 13 (see comment); here possibly not with special 
reference to a brother, but lover of the brethren', i.e. the Israelite 
community, as in II Mace, xv 14, of Jeremiah; the adjective would in that 
case be amplified and explained by the phrase following. jtoXctTan;, 'citizens* 
(ei for I in accord with their use as equivalent from the 2nd century B.C. (see 
notes on no.34, above)), cfno.30, 1.6, above, nSkw, 'city* (see comment). 
Kasher, Egypt, p.127 finds support in both passages for the view that the 
Leontopolis Jews were incorporated as a TioX,xTEU|xa; they were then loosely 
described as citizens of a city. This may well be right, but the phrases are 
probably conventional and not to be over-pressed as evidence for local 
organization. 'A friend to all the citizens', in coiyunction with 1.9 "best in 
counsel* (see comment), suggests, however, that Theon was a councillor. 

8 xP'^^xbc;. probably 'a good citizen*, 'one who worthily fulfils his civic 
duties* (compare the address of Antiochus IVs letter xoTq xp̂ ^̂ ôTg 'lovSaioi? 
ToTi; noXiTatt;, REB 'to my worthy citizens, the Jews', according to II Mace, ix 
19); but possibly with overtones of 'gracious, kind' which are strong in the 
Septuagintal usage of the word to render aio. dxoinfj&nv: possibly here with 
the overtone of 'was put to bed', i.e. was buried. The euphemism of sleep for 
death follows a widespread biblical and non-Jewish Greek usage, and can 
but need not imply hope of awakening; compare Job xiv 7-12, Ecclus xHv 19-
20 with (Moschus), Lament for Bion 99-104 (no awakening), and contrast 
Dan. xii 2, I Cor. xv 20 (rising). 

AUoycvSv: Bemand, p.279, says that traces of two lambdas can be made 
out. Lewis judged that Peek's restoration of the hapax legomenon aliioyevfiv 
was probably to be preferred; 'if the deceased is buried among strangers, he 
should say where he does come from, and for this there appears to be no 
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115 (Plate XXVI; CIJ ii no. l531): Fayum (?): 2nd century B.C. (?). 
Stele; donation. 
French Institute of Oriental Archaeology at Cairo. 
Text follows E. Bernand, Recueil des inscriptions grecques du Fayoum 
iii no.206, p. 138. 

*EX£A^apO(; NiKO^-dou | fj-yepcbv uTtfep iauTOu ] Kai Eipf|VTi(; tfit; 

Yuvat K6(; -cd cbpoWyiov KOI T6 <ppiap. 

EipfivTi^ (1.3): SB 'EUVT^I; (apparently a mistake) 

Eleazar, son of Nikolaos, the officer, on behalf of himself 
and Eirene his wife, (set up) the sundial and the well. 

G. Leftbvre, 'Inscriptions grecques d'figypte*, BCH 26 (1902), p.454 no.l6 
(from a copy by U. Bouriant, sent to Leftbvre by P. Jouguet); SB i (1915), p.7 
no.27; H. Gauthier, "Monuments et fragments appartenant & I'lnstitut 
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room*. Bernand's fresh reading of the stone should be followed, however, with 
consequent acceptance that the expected reference to home is probably 
missing, unless it stood at the beginning. Reference to 'strangers' might suit 
a Leontopolis councillor buried not in his own Jewish city (see notes on 
no.30, 11.5-6, above) but in a smaller Jewish community in the suburbs of 
Heliopolis; a hostile remark of 'the Heliopolitans* on the exodus is noted in 
Artapanus, frag. 3.35 (Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria, i, p.705). AXXoycvfi? is 
echoed from the Pentateuchal laws (e.g. Exod. xii 43) in Philo, SpecLeg. i 
124 and the warning inscription of Herod*s temple {CIJ 1400; the paraphrase 
in Josephus, B.J. v 194 uses d\X6(|n)Xo;). 

9 6 riaowio :̂ with the Egyptian name Paos, also found in a papyrus of 
the second or first century B.C. {CPJ 46), compare the diminutive Paoution 
in a Leontopohs epitaph, no.97, above. E. Bemand places a colon after 
apioToq, referring Taest in counsel' to Paos rather than Theon; but the couplet 
seems stronger without this colon. Both lines then refer wholly to Theon, 
contrasting his life as an admired adviser with his lying dead in the tomb (so 
CPJ). 

Stele with upper part missing, 42 x 44 cm., recessed field. Letter forms: A E 
ECO. 
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Fran^ais', BIFAO 12 (1916), pp.143-4 no.l9 (from the stone); EJ. Pilcher, 
'Notes and queries', PEFQS (1916), pp.153-4; SB iii (1926), p.30 no.6210; CIJ 
ii (1952), pp.438-9 no.l531; L. Robert, 'Inscriptions grecques de Sidfe en 
Pamphyhe', RPh 32 (1958), p.44 n.2; CPJ iii (1964), p.l63 no.l531; P.M. 
Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria i (1972), pp.l38-140, 283; ii, p.443 n.775; E. 
Bemand, Recueil des inscriptions grecques du Fayoum iii (1981), pp.138-140 
no.206, pl.37 (photograph; from the stone). 

S. de Ricci, Review of Wilcken, RevArck 38 (1901), p.305; S. de Ricci, 
'Paleography', JE ix (1905), p.473; E. SchUrer, Geschichte iii (1909), p.46; J. 
Juster, Les juifs dans I'empire romain i (1914) p.498, ii p.267; M.N. Tod, 
'Greek inscriptions', JEA 6 (1920), p.215; A. Neppi Modona, 'La vita pubblica 
e privata degU ebrei in Egitto', Aegyptus 3 (1922), p.24; L. Fuchs, Die Juden 
Aegyptens (1924), p.67; M. Launey, Reckerches sur les armies helUnistiques i 
(1949). p.545; ii (1950), p.l233; W. Peremans and E. van 't Dack, 
Prosopographica Ptolemaica ii (1952), p.37 no.2078; S.M. Ruozzi Sala, 
Lexicon nominum semiticorum (1974), p.l3; G. Delling, 'Biblisch-jUdische 
Namen im hellenistisch-rttmischen Agypten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.9; E. 
Bemand, Recueil des inscriptions grecques du Fayoum i (1975), p.l7 n.53; A. 
Kasher, 'First Jewish military units in Ptolemaic Egypt', JSJ 9 (1978), 
pp.65-6; p. L^veque, 'Les inscriptions grecques du Fayoum', DBA 7 (1981), 
p.363; B.J. Brooten, Women leaders in the ancient synagogue (1982), p.10; A. 
Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), p.46; p.l27 n.67; 
SchUrer revised iii.i (1986), p.53; C. Sirat et al., La ketouba de Cologne 
(1986), p.34 n.l3; G. Mayer, Die judische Frau in der hellenistisch-rdmischen 
Antike (1987), p.l 13 no.350; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and 
Latin', ANRW 11.20.2 (1987), p.691 n.ll8; P. Trebilco, Jewish communities in 
Asia Minor (1991), p.259 n.28. 

On the names of the donor and his wife, see nos.42 and 67, above. Nikolaos 
(cf. nos.11 and 32, above) was also a common name in the Jewish Diaspora, 
e.g. Acts vi 5 (a proselyte of Antioch), CIJ 707 (from Macedonia). 

Pilcher, Launey and Tod dated the inscription to about 200 B.C. Other 
writers have been less specific, e.g. Juster (pre-Christian) and the revised 
SchUrer (Hellenistic). According to Bemand, the lettering is of *basse ^poque 
hell6nistique'. The attribution to the Fayum is due to Leftbvre. De Ricci 
supposed it to come from Tell el-Yehoudieh, but apparently without any 
evidence other than the names; he also said that the stone was in the Gizeh 
Museum. Gauthier, who saw it in the collection of the I.F.A.O. and was 
apparently unaware that it had already been published by Leftbvre, gave no 
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date or provenance. Leffebvre's information about provenance may therefore 
have come from someone other than Pierre Jouguet, the Director of the 
I.F.A.O., who provided him with a copy of the inscription. Other writers, 
including Bemand, have accepted the Fayum provenance. 

Robert (along with several earlier writers) saw i\yen&v as a military title, 
not a Jewish office. Kasher (pp.4S-6) paints out that the Fayum was an 
important area of Jewish military settlement, and also that there were high-
ranking Jewish officers in both Jewish and integrated units of the Egyptian 
army even before the time of Onias IV. There is much papyrological evidence 
for Jewish soldiers (CPJ i pp.147-178). Pilcher believed there was nothing to 
show if the title was military or religious, and CIJ took it as a Jewish 
religious title. It is in fact only Elea2ar*s Jewish name which has raised any 
doubt at all about his being a military officer, and there is no good reason for 
not taking fi7£n6v in the obvious military sense. It did not apply to a specific 
rank, but could be used by the commander of a small group of soldiers or of 
a significant unit (Bemand, p.140); it later became the designation of the 
Prefect of Egypt. Eraser's description (i p.283) of the inscription as 'entirely 
pagan' has no justification, given that the names include one which is clearly 
Jewish and two which were favoured by Jews, and that there was no reason 
why a Jew should not hold miUtary office in Egypt. 

Robert noted that there was also a sundial at the Delos synagogue (cf 
Juster, i p.498). S.L. Gibbs, Greek and Roman sundials (New Haven, 1976), 
lists five Egyptian sundials (nos.l040G, 3086G, 3087, 3089, 4015); none have 
inscriptions, and she does not mention this inscription. Sundials dedicated to 
divinities do occur (8003, 8004), and there is an example from Pergamum 
(8006) of an inscription merely giving the donor's name. The synagogue at 
Ostia had a well, originally outside, but incorporated within the 4th century 
building (M.F. Squarciapino, 'The synagogue at Ostia', Archaeology 16 (1963), 
pp.194-203). On the importance of the water-supply for a synagogue, cf. CPJ 
ii p.221. Other evidence for synagogues being built near rivers or being 
provided with cisterns is collected by W. Schrage, TDNT vii s.v. i3\)vay&yr\, 
cols.814-5; K.H. Rengstorf iTDNT vi s.v. jiorajiei;, col,602) points out that 
well-water might be preferred to river-water for some ritual purposes. 
Pilcher translated cppJctp as 'drinking fountain', but there is no reason to 
reject the word's usual meaning; icpf|vti would be a more natural term for a 
fountain, and a synagogue at Smyrna is recorded in a restored inscription as 
having one {CIJ 751). Wells dedicated to Egyptian divinities occur in SB iv 
8331 (Tentyris, reign of Trajan) and v 8036 (Koptos, 110/107 B.C.). Nothing 
in this inscription says that Eleazar made the donation to a synagogue, and 
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116 (Plate XXVII; CIJ ii no. l532): Fayum: 29 B.C. Stele; votive. 
National Museum, Warsaw (see no.59). 
Text follows 0 . Rubensohn, APF 5 (1913) no.lO, p.l63, with 
additional indications of doubtful letters shown by photograph 
provided by National Museum, Warsaw. 

Aiovuoioq I [K]aX ^nkp lou Av8p6(; 11 rAlpxoxpoLto^ xal | i5v 
T£KV(OV xax' EI&x^V.I (Itou^ p' Kataapou [sic], j ^oxpi q-'. 

To the greatest and highest God, on behalf of Epitychia also 
called Dionysia and on behalf of her husband Harpochras 
and their children, in fulfilment of a vow. In the 2nd year 
of Caesar, Phaophi 6. 

O. Rubensohn, 'Neue Inscriften aus Aegypten', APF 5 (1913), p.l63 no.lO 
(from the stone); U. Wilcken, 'Zum alexandrinischen Antisemitismus', ASAW 
27 (1919), p.785 n.3; L. Fuchs, Die Juden Aegyptens (1924), pp.128-9; CIJ ii 
(1952), pp.439-440 no.l532; CPJ i (1958), p.95 n.4; CPJ iii (1964), pp.163-4 
no.l532; E. Bernand, Recueil des inscriptions grecques du Fayoum, i (1975) 
p.l7 n.54; iii (1981), pp.143-4 no.210. 

A. Neppi Modona, 'La vita pubblica degli ebrei in Egitto neU'etli', Aegyptus 2 
(1921), p.271; A.B. Cook, 2kus. A study in ancient religion, ii.ii (1925), p.889; 
C. Roberts, T.C. Skeat & A.D. Nock, 'The gild of Zeus Hypsistos', HTR 29 
(1936), p.69 n.80; L. Robert, 'ReHefs votifs et cultes d'Anatolie', Anatolia 3 
(1958) = Opera minora selecta i, p.416 n.58; G. Zuntz, Review of CPJ iii, JSS 
10 (1965), p.292; S. Applebaum, 'The legal status of the Jewish communities 
in the Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.424; C. Balconi, 'Documenti 
grechi e latini', Aegyptus 56 (1976), p.270; M. Hengel, Jews, Greeks and 
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it is possible (as Fraser and Lewis note) that the sundial and well were for 
public use. However, it is apparent from other inscriptions actually found in 
synagogues (e.g. the mosaics from Apamaea in Syria, Lifshitz, Donateurs, 
nos.38-56) that the synagogue need not be mentioned on a donor's inscription 
which was meant to be read within the building or precincts. 

Limestone stele, 21 x 43 cm., inscribed frame, guide-lines above and below 
each line of lettering. Letter forms: A EI ^ T £2. 
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barbarians (1980), p.95 n.l5; G. Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der 
hellenistisch-riimischen Antike (1987), p.l27 no.760; M. Hengel, The 
interpenetration of Judaism and Hellenism*, CHJ ii (1989), p.l97 n.6. 

This inscription was in the collection of the Lyceum Hosianum at 
Braunsberg, and is now in the National Museum at Warsaw (cf no.59), 
inv,no.l98839 MN; Bernand's statement that it is not at Warsaw with the 
rest of the Braunsberg collection is incorrect. Rubensohn was the only 
previous editor to inspect the stone, but a new photograph has now kindly 
been supplied by the National Museum of Warsaw. 

Hengel is uncertain about the Jewish nature of this inscription (cf. his 
Judaism and Hellenism i pp.297f0. Rubensohn recognised that Theos 
Hypsistos is not always Jewish, but thought it was likely to be so in the 
Augustan period; the references he gives to the work of F. Cumont do not 
contain any evidence to support this. He noted that the dedicants might be 
proselytes or non-Jews. Rubensohn's views were followed by CIJ. Fuchs saw 
the inscription as a probable example of Egyptian syncretism, and compared 
it to the carefully worded thanksgivings by Jews at the Temple of Pan 
(nos.121, 122, below). Lewis (cf. CPJ i, p.95 n.4) is certain that the 
inscription is not Jewish. Theos Hypsistos is used in definitely (no,27) and 
apparently (nos.9, 105) Jewish inscriptions in Egypt fi"om the Ptolemaic 
period, but also in pagan inscriptions of the same period, e.g. SB i 1323, 
from Alexandria, to Theos Hypsistos, Helios and Nemesis, and 4th century 
Christian inscriptions, e.g. SB iii 6584. P.Lond. 2710 (published in HTR 29 
(1936), pp.39-88) concerns a guild of Zeus Hypsistos, and the discussion by 
Roberts, Skeat and Nock (pp.63-9) shows that Hypsistos is ofi;en found 
without Jewish influence, although they were undecided about the 
Jewishness of this inscription. \ii.ya<; \iiya^ (rather than a conventional 
superlative) was used for many minor Egyptian gods, e.g. Soknopaios (SB i 
4209), Sokonnobchnoubis (Bemand, Inscr. grecques du Fayoum i no.20), 
Phramaretis (SB i 5755); Bernand (i no. 14) notes the frequency of the 'double 
adjective' in the Fayoum. A proseuche dedication (no.l3, above) apparently 
refers (after restoration) to God as QzSn nty&Xm lm\Kl)m. A 2nd century A.D. 
inscription from Lydia (Robert p.411) to 6 £ $ {)\|/(m^ ml \iiyaJ^ 6ei<9 m̂qxxvet 
provides a close parallel to this inscription, and is not Jewish; another from 
Galatia (SEG xxxi 1080, 2nd or 3rd century A.D.) to TW pcydXa) eetp iiv^cn<$ Ka\ 
£novpavt(p is likely to be Jewish, or under Jewish influence, because of the 
use of npoaevxfl apparently in the sense of a building. In the case of the 
present inscription, the evidence is ambiguous but does not seem to justify 
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117 {CPJ iii no. l532a): Arsinoe-CrocodilopoHs (Medinet el-Fayum): 
246-221 B.C. Stele; honorific dedication of proseuche. 
Unknown. 
Text follows E. Bernand, Recueil des inscriptions grecques du Fayoum 
i no.l, p. 17, with additional indication of missing text. 

iiT(^ ^aoiXlax; I ntoXc^aiou xoO | OxoXc^aiou xal | ^oxsi'Kia<yi\q 
Bepevitcn^ '^c, yx>vaiKb<; xal ASeAxpfi*; xal xm I liKvm ol tv 

KpOK[o] 6tXo)v 7i6X£i 'Iou[8aT] oi x^v Tq)o[aex)xfiv] [ - - - - ] 

jTpotaeuxllv] (1.10): CPJ npo[a]e[vxt[v] 
missing text in 1.11 given only by CPJ, but apparent from 
photograph 

On behalf of king Ptolemy, son of Ptolemy, and queen 
Berenice his wife and sister and their children, the Jews in 
Crocodilopolis (dedicated) the proseuche 

A. Vogliano, 'La dedica della sinagoga di Crocodilopolis', RFIC 17 (1939), 
pp.247-251 (photograph and facsimile; from the stone) = 'Rapporto 
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rejection of the possibility that Theos Hypsistos is the Jewish God. 
One of the names, Dionysia, also occurs in CPJ 143 (Alexandria, 13 

B.C.). The phrase wxt' ê x̂ iv (1.8) occurs in a Jewish inscription from 
Panticapaeum on the Black Sea {CIJ 683), although it is not the normal 
formula for a votive offering in Jewish inscriptions from Egypt or elsewhere; 
cf ^nip e^xn? in no.l34, below, and in Christian inscriptions such as SB i 
1597. Dedications using ^vtp with the names of the dedicator and his or her 
family are common (see Formulae Index; there are also as many inscriptions 
using it with the names of the rulers), but it is not usual to find the wife 
named before her husband: there are parallels in SB i 4116 (a proskynema 
to Isis and Serapis) and iv 8331 (dedication of a well at Tentyris, reign of 
Trajan, specifically from the dedicator's own money); a Jewish parallel is 
Lifshitz, Donateurs no.55, from Syria. 

Limestone stele damaged at the top and on the left-hand side, 34 x 25 cm., 
with a raised border at the top. Traces of white paint in letters, guide-lines. 
Letter forms: A 6 C 00. Numeral: C-
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preliminare delle 5^ campagna di scavo a Madlnet Mâ I*, ASAE 39 (1939), 
pp.692-5 & pl.CXXX (with majuscule text); J. & L. Robert, BE (1940), p.234 
no.l99; BE (1954), p,l04 no.24; SB v (1955), p.362 no.8939; CPJ iii (1964), 
p.l64 no.l532a; B. Lifshitz, Donateurs (1967), pp.80-1 no.99; E. Bernand, 
Recueil des inscriptions grecques du Fayoum i (1975), pp.16-18 no.l, pl.2 
(photograph and facsimile); J. M^l^ze-Modrzejewski, Les juifs d'6gypte 
(1991), pp.76-8 (photograph). 

M. Launey, Recherches sur les armies helUnistiques i (1949), p.549 n.5; V.A. 
Tcherikover, Hellenistic civilization and the Jews (1959), p.297 n.3, p.303 
n.2S; A. Kasher, "Three Jewish communities of Lower Egypt', SClsr 2 (1975), 
p.116 nn.15,20; P.E. Dion, 'Synagogues et temples'. Science et Esprit 29 
(1977), p.55; M. Hengel, Jews, Greeks and barbarians (1980), p.95 n.l4; J. 
M6lfeze-Modrzejewski, 'Splendeurs grecques et misferes romaines', in Les juifs 
du Nil, ed. J. Hassoun (1981), p.27; A. Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and 
Roman Egypt (1985), p.llO n.7, p.l38, p.202 n.50; Schtirer revised iii.i 
(1986), p.52; G.H.R. Horsley, New documents iii (1986), p.l21; J.G. Griffiths, 
'Egypt and the rise of the synagogue', JTS n.s.38 (1987), p.3; L.H. Kant, 
'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.700 n.l81; 
H. Hegermann, "The Diaspora in the Hellenistic age', CHJ ii (1989), p.l37 
n.6, p.l51 n.3; M. Hengel, 'The interpenetration of Judaism and Hellenism', 
CHJ ii (1989), p.197 n.5; P. Trebilco, Jewish communities in Asia Minor 
(1991), p.260 n.38. 

This inscription, which was bought from a dealer at Medinet el-Fayum, can 
be compared to the other dedications of Egyptian proseuchai (see Buildings 
Index). The wording is particularly similar to nos.22 from Schedia and 27 
from Athribis. This inscription and no.22 both date from the reign of Ptolemy 
III Euergetes I (some years after his marriage in 246, in view of the 
reference to his children) and are the earliest proseuche dedications 
anywhere; this one is also the earliest dated inscription from Arsinoe-
Crocodilopolis (Bemand, p.l6). The stone is broken at the bottom, and 
Vogliano's photograph indicates that there was at least one more line of text, 
presumably specifying other buildings Uke no.9 or with a divine title in the 
dative like no.27. 

Arsinoe-Crocodilopolis was a significant centre of Jewish settlement. 
There is also papyrological evidence for a Jewish building there, from a land 
survey of the late 2nd century B.C. (CPJ 134) which refers to a proseuche 
built next to a canal and to the town boundary. The Fayum village of 
Alexandrou Nesos had a proseuche in 217 B.C. (CPJ 129) and there is a 
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118 (Plate XXVIH; CIJ ii no. l533): Area around Al-Minya: 2nd 
century A.D. or later. Plaque; epitaph (?); Hebrew. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows L.A. Mayer and A. Reifenberg, ASAE 33 (1933), pp.81-2 
(from Aim^-Giron's photograph). 

Aim^-Giron: pn 
Judan. 
The name is surrounded by numerous symbols (see notes) 

N. Aim^-Giron, 'Titulus fun^raire juif d'figypte', ASAE 22 (1922), pp.276-8 
and pi.6 (photograph; from the stone); L.A. Mayer and A. Reifenberg, *A 
Jewish titulus from Egypt', ASAE 33 (1933), pp.81-2; CIJ ii (1952), pp.440-1 
no.l533 (photograph); CPJ iii (1964), p.l64 no.l533. 

W.M. FHnders Petrie, 'Joumah', Ancient Egypt (1925), p.l22. 

The stone was moved by the Egyptian Antiquities Service from its store at 
al-Minya (on the Nile south of Oxyrhynchus) to the Cairo Museum during 
the First World War, but there was no record of where it originally came 
from. The stone is thin and irregularly shaped, and Aim6-Giron thought it 
had perhaps been fixed to the wall of a tomb. 

At the top of the stone, a menorah with a tripod is flanked by a shofar 
and a lulab, all engraved. There are two menorahs beneath, painted in red 
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contract between two Jews of Arsinoe-Crocodilopolis dated to 182 B C (CPJ 
23), and . By A.D.113, the town had at least two synagogues: a document 
dealing with charges for the supply of water (CPJ 432) refers both to the 
proseuche of the Jews of the Thebaid and to the eucheion. People with 
Jewish names were recorded on tax-lists from the town and surrounding 
villages in the 3rd century B.C. (CPR xiii, pp.43-4), and a papyrus of A.D.73 
(CPJ 421) lists 15 residents liable for the Jewish tax. 

Limestone stele with lower right-hand comer missing, 33 x 26.5 cm. Guide
lines, and a vertical line marking the left-hand edge. Letter forms: A E P Z 
Q. 
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119 (C/y ii no. l534): Antinoopolis: 2nd century A.D. or later. Stele; 
epitaph; Hebrew. 
Unknown. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no.l534, p.l65 (based on Euting's 
reading). 

ma itub [. 

•"nn 

11.1-2: CPJ i -irj)*? []2 'II'JB lap nrj 

.... (son) of Lazarus. May his soul rest in the bundle of life ! 

There are symbols below the text (see notes) 

J. Euting, 'Hebrfiische Inschriften aus Antinoe', ZASA 34 (1896), p.l64 
(facsimile; from the stone); A. Neppi Modona, 'La vita pubblica e privata 
degli ebrei in Egitto', Aegyptus 2 (1921), p.275; J. Gutmann, 'Antinoe', EJ ii 
(1928), col.917; C/J ii (1952), pp.441-2 no.l534; CPJ i (1958), p.l08 n.50; CPJ 
iii (1964), p.l65 no.l534. 

E. SchUrer, Geschichte iii (1909), p.48; L. Fuchs, Die Juden Aegyptens (1924), 
p.l 17; U. Fischer, Eschatologie und Jenseitserwartung (1978), pp.231-2; 
H.C.C. Cavallin, *Leben nach dem Tode im Spfttjudentum', ANRW II.19.1 
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and with tripods and crossbars; the one on the left is flanked by a shofar and 
an ethrog. There is a sign shaped like a phi between the two menorahs, 
which may be another ethrc^. The name is engraved above the lower right 
menorah. The use of the menorah probably implies a date after A.D.70, and 
Aim^-Giron suggested early 2nd century. Mayer and Reifenberg believed the 
name to be contemporary with the engraved menorah, while the painted 
symbols were added later. They read the name as the very well attested 
Judan (14 examples in EJ, mostly from the 2nd-4th centuries A.D.) rather 
than the otherwise unknown Haddan. 

Irregular limestone plaque, 29 x 30 cm. (broadest dimensions). 
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120 iCIJ ii no. l535): Antinoopolis: 2nd century A.D. or later (?). 
Stele; epitaph. 
Cairo Museum, 
Text follows G. Leffebvre, Recueil no. 189, p.37. 

Motpia ei)|Y<iTrip <I»[a|xocDei(; [ ixoN "Kz'. [ ^v etpfivn | [ f| Kotfi-nou; 

ooo. 
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(1979), p.322 n.582; Schtirer revised iii.i (1986), p.56; C. Sirat et al., La 
ketouba de Cologne (1986), p.34 n.l5. 

The stone was found in 1896 during the excavation of the Christian cemetery 
at Antinoopolis, where it had been re-used in a 5th or 6th century burial; 
Euting noted signs of fire on it. The form of the name (presumably a 
patronymic) is a variant of El(e)azar (see no.42, above); it is possible that an 
initial aleph has been lost. There are a menorah and a lulab beneath the 
text. The inscription is therefore likely to date from after A.D.70, and 
probably from after the foundation of Antinoopolis in 132, although 
Ptolemaic and Augustan remains have been found on the site (S. Donadoni, 
s.v. Antinoopolis in Lexicon der Agyptologie i (1975), col.324) and Euting 
favoured a 1st century A.D. dating. The formula is almost identical to one 
found on a 6th century tomb from Spain {CIJ 661, which also has 
similarities to no.l33, below) and another from Barce in North Africa which 
may even be medieval (A. Rowe (ed.), Cyrenaican expedition of the University 
of Manchester 1952 p.57). Wording based a in these epitaphs on I Sam. xxv 
29 was popular from the early Middle Ages onwards. The 2nd century dating 
suggested by Neppi Modona and CPJ i is treated only as a terminus post 
quern by Lewis and Sirat, and the revised SchUrer regards the date as 'quite 
uncertain'. The meaning of the formula is very unclear; Fischer raises the 
possibility that the soul is imagined to be awaiting resurrection. There is 
little other evidence for a Jewish community at Antinoopolis; see no.l20 
below for another inscription. CPJ 511 (c.A.D.570) has a Jewish dyer leasing 
a workshop there, and the ketuba published by C. Sirat et al. is from 417, 
written in Aramaic and Greek, in Hebrew characters; coincidentally, the 
name of the bride's father is the same as the patronymic here, "ITD*?. 
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Mapta eulydxTip 0|apoa)ei^ (11.1-3): de Ricci Ma[p]0a IineQ)[vo(;?] 

Maria daughter of Phamsothis, 35 years old. May your rest 
be in peace. 

S. de Ricci, 'Inscriptions grecques et coptes', Annaies du Musie Guimet 30 
(1902-3), p.l42 no.S, pl.I no.S (facsimile of copy in excavation notebooks); G. 
Leftbvre, Recueil (1907), p.37 no.l89 (from the stone); C/J ii (1952), pp.442-3 
no.l535; CPJ iii (1964), p.l65 no.l535. 

C. Clermont-Ganneau, RAO v (1903), p.371; S. de Ricci, 'Paleography*, JE ix 
(1905), p.473; E. SchUrer, Geschichte iii (1909), p.48; J. Gutmann, 'Antinoe', 
EJ ii (1928), col.917; G. Delling, 'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im hellenistisch-
rOmischen Agypten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.22; SchUrer revised iii.i (1986), 
p.56; G. Mayer, Die judische Frau in der hellenistisch-rdmischen Antike 
(1987), p.96 no.99; G.H.R. Horsley, New documents iv (1987), p.226. 

De Ricci received copies of inscriptions found during excavations at the 
Antinoopolis necropolis in 1902 from the excavator, M. Gayet, but noted that 
they were made in haste and often inexact. His own attempt to restore the 
text produced a version far removed from that published by Leftbvre, but a 
number of corrections suggested by Clermont-Ganneau produced a version 
very similar to that published by Leftbvre from his own reading. Leftbvre 
treated it as a Christian inscription, and Lewis regards it as not certainly 
Jewish. Like no.ll3, it may have been re-used in a Christian burial, as 
suggested in CIJ. The name Maria might be Jewish - a Jewish woman 
named Maria paid poll-tax at Apollinopolis Magna in A.D.114 and 116 (CPJ 
223 & 227) - but could well be Christian (or even Roman). The name 
Phamsothis does not occur elsewhere. However, the formula iv z\pi\v]] f\ 
Ko{\xT]aiq aov is a very strong argument in favour of Jewishness. It does not 
occur among Christian burials at Antinoopolis, and is not in SB, but it was 
commonly used by Jews, e.g. CIJ 85 and 90 from Rome, and 536, 540 and 
588 (with au-riî  instead of aou) from elsewhere in Italy; its Hebrew 
equivalent is found in no.l33, below; cf. no.ll4 1.8 on the significance of 
^Koî l̂ env- The only opinion expressed about the date of the inscription is in 
the entry for Phamsothis in Preisigke's Namenbuch, which calls it Byzantine. 
It is likely to be later than the foundation of Antinoopolis in A.D.132, and 
earlier than the use of Hebrew in no.ll9 above, but even these limits are far 
from certain. 

Limestone stele, 24 x 15 cm. Letter forms: K € C CJO. 
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121 (C/y ii no. l537): Temple of Pan, El-Kanais: 2nd or 1st century 
B.C. (?). Thanksgiving. 
Temple of Pan, El-Kanais (on a rock). 
Text follows A. Bernand, Le Paneion d'el Kanat's no.42, p. 106, with 
the spelling of the name as emended by J. Bingen, CE 48 (1973), 
pp.197-8. 

OeoC e-oXoyia' 0el3{o}5oTO(; A(opio)vo(; 'louSaTo^ ao)eeli; he 

TIE 

SB prints this inscription as a continuation of no.l22 
ee{>(o}5oto; 0.1): Bemand eev65oTo^, Oehler eeCeoToq, CIG BidBmoq 
ix ne\X(6.y)o\><; 01-3-4): Schwarz IK IlEXowjlioul, CIG IK 
[Tp(i>y]Xo[5]D[Tucfi(;], Lepsius IK (Tpa>Y]^[8Jt)[T5v], HEAOYS on the 
stone 

Bless God. Theodotos son of Dorion, the Jew, returned 
safely from overseas [or saved from the sea]. 

A.J. Letronne, Recueil des inscriptions ii (1848), p.252 (from a copy by J.G-
Wilkinson); K.R. Lepsius, Denkmdler aus Aegypten und Aethiopien, Abt. vi. 
Band xii, Blatt 81, no.l36 (facsimile; from the original); CIG iii (1853), 
pp.400 & 1217 no.4838c; W. Schwarz, 'Die Inschriften des WOstentempels 
von Redesiye', JKPk 153 (1896), pp.157-8 no.lO; OGIS i (1903), pp.125-6 
no.74; J. Oehler, 'Epigraphische Beitr&ge zur Geschichte des Judentums', 
MGWJ 53 (1909), p.452 no.231; L. Fuchs, Die Juden Aegyptens (1924), p.l29; 
CIJ ii (1952), p.445 no.l537; SB v (1955), p.253 no.8383; CPJ iii (1964), 
p.165 no.l537; L. Robert, Nouvelles inscriptions de Sardes (1964), p.30 n.2; A. 
Bemand, Le Paneion d'el KanaVs (1972), pp.105-9 no.42, pl.37.1 and 38.2 
(from the original and a squeeze; photographs of both); P.M. Fraser, 
Ptolemaic Alexandria ii (1972), p.302 n.353, pp.309-10 n.378; M. Guarducci, 
Epigrafia greca iii (1975), p.206. 

E. SchUrer, Geschichte iii (1909), p.50; M. Rostovtzeff, 'Foreign commerce of 
Ptolemaic Egypt', JEBH 4 (1932), p.743; M. Launey, Recherches sur les 
armies helUnistiques i (1949), p.546; ii (1950), p.l234; V.A. Tcherikover, 
Hellenistic civilization and the Jews (1959), p.339 n,25, p.352 n.45; L. Robert, 
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Hellenica xi-xii (1960), p.394 n.4; J. & L. Robert, BE (1973), p.201 no.530; J. 
Bingen, Review of A. Bernand, CE 48 (1973), pp.197-8; G. Delling, 'Biblisch-
jtidische Namen im hellenistisch-rfimischen Agypten*, BSAC 22 (1974-5), p. l l 
n.3; J.N. Sevenster, The roots of pagan anti-semitism (1975), p.74; G. Geraci, 
Review of A. Bemand, Aegyptus 56 (1976), pp.350-1; M. Hengel, Jews, Greeks 
and barbarians (1980), p.102; E. Bemand, Repertoire bibliographique des 
OGIS (1982) no.74 pp.21-2; Schtirer revised iii.i (1986), p.58; p.l38 n.l; L.H. 
Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW 11.20.2 (1987), p.685 
n.85; R.S. Kraemer, 'On the meaning of the term 'Jew* in Greco-Roman 
inscriptions', HTR 82 (1989), p.46; M. Hengel, 'The interpenetration of 
Judaism and Hellenism', CHJ ii (1989), p.205 n.4; P. Trebilco, Jewish 
communities in Asia Minor (1991), p.252 n.54. 

This inscription and nos.122-4, below, come from a temple of Pan in the 
desert east of Apollinopolis Magna (Edfu), on the road to Berenice and the 
Red Sea. The site has traditionally been referred to as Redesiyeh, but A. 
Bemand (p.xviii) argues that this is confusing and that El-Kanais is the 
correct place-name to use. The fact that someone who calls himself a Jew 
should give thanks at a temple of Pan has caused some comment; Kraemer 
writes: 'Perhaps this inscription demonstrates that Jews could and did 
honour other gods under some circumstances', and CIJ suggests that Pan 
was considered because of his name to be a universal god. In fact, the 
inscription is written on the rock face west of the temple, inside a frame, 
without the dedication to Pan Euodos which occurs in most of the site's 
inscriptions. A. Bernand suggests that the frame is intended to isolate the 
inscription from the neighbouring text, which is to Pan. By positioning and 
wording, this inscription suggests that the god referred to is not Pan. There 
was, a s Bingen notes, no obligation for Theodotos (or Ptolemy in no.l22) to 
indicate their Jewishness; their doing so was a positive statement. 

EuXoTia is found in many Jewish inscriptions, e.g. e^XoYia nSoiv in the 
synagogues at Aegina and Apamaea (Lifshitz, Donateurs nos.2, 38), tiXoyla 
T5 at Huldah, Palestine (Lifshitz no.81a). The translation 'Bless' follows 
the Septuagintal translation of by e.i>hiy£lv, as at LXX P s . cii 1, ciii 1 
'Bless the Lord', and the epigraphic correspondence between euXxr^a and 
Aramaic ^I0^3 (Dothan, Hammath Tiberias, pp.54, 59). In the dedicant's 
name, a small omicron appears to have been inserted later between the 
upsilon and delta, probably to replace the upsilon; otherwise it gives a new 
spelling otherwise unattested in Egypt. However, Bingen suggests that it 
might be a fault in the surface of the stone rather than a letter. Two Jews 
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122 (CIJ ii no. l538): Temple of Pan, El-Kanais: 2nd or 1st century 
B.C. (?). Thanksgiving. 
Temple of Pan, El-Kanais (on a rock). 
Text follows A. Bernand, Le Paneion d'el Kanais no.34, p.96. 

eiL)>.6yei T5V Oedv. nToXe îoio^ Atovudou 'Ioo5aTo(;. 

EuX6yei Tdv eE6v. (1.1): OGIS, CIJ, Guarducci ê Xoyei xdv ee6v 

Praise God. Ptolemy, son of Dionysios, the Jew. 
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named Theodotos are recorded at Apollinopolis Magna in the Flavian period 
(D. Rokeah, Prosopography, in CPJ iii), and Theodotos the husband of 
Mariam may have been a Jewish inhabitant of Trikomia in the Arsinoite 
nome in the 3rd century B.C. {CPR xiii 4.171), The forms Theodotos and 
Theudotos were both used by Jews in Cyrenaica, as was the father's name 
Dorion, which is otherwise unrecorded among Egyptian Jews. 

There have been many ingenious suggestions about what Theodotos was 
'saved' from; the idea that it was the Troglodytes derives from other 
inscriptions at the site (e.g. A. Bemand no.42), Dittenberger's restoration 
Ti£X<dy)ou<; seems much more plausible. Guarducci interpreted it as 'saved 
from shipwreck', but Dittenberger noted that the force of otoett̂  need be no 
more than "returned safely from*, without indicating immediate danger; cf. 
Bemand nos.72 and 96, where this sense is clear. Bernand points out that 
marks on the stone after the sigma are accidental, not traces of letters. 
Launey suggested that Theodotos and Ptolemy (no.l22) were members of a 
corps patrolling the Thebaid desert, like the dedicants in Bemand no.44; 
Letronne thought Theodotos was a merchant. In fact, there is no evidence at 
all to suggest how these Jews came to be at the temple. 

The only evidence on which to date the inscription is the writing. 
Bemand assigns it to the late Ptolemaic period (mid-2nd - late 1st century 
B.C), but acknowledges (p.30) the unreHability of such criteria, Fraser (p.302 
n.353) suggests, also on the basis of the lettering, that this inscription and 
no.l22 might be from the Roman period. 

Frame 12 x 37 cm., only partly filled. Letter forms: A 6 C CO. 
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AJ. Letronne, Recueil des inscriptions ii (1848), p.252 (from a copy by J.G. 
Wilkinson); K.R. Lepsius, Denkmdler aus Aegypten und Aethiopien, Abt.vi, 
Band xii, Blatt 81, no.l44 (facsimile; from the original); CIG iii (1853), p.400 
no.4838c; W. Schwarz, T)ie Inschriften des Wfistentempels von Redesiye', 
JKPh 153 (1896), p.164 no.28; OGIS i (1903), p.l25 no.73; J. Oehler, 
'Epigraphische Beitrflge zur Geschichte des Judentums', MGWJ 53 (1909), 
p.452 no.231; L. Fuchs, Die Juden Aegyptens (1924), p.l29; CIJ ii (1952), 
p.445 no.l538; SB v (1955), p.253 no.8383; L. Robert, Hellenica xi-xii (1960), 
p.394 n.4; CPJ iii (1964), pp.165-6 no.l538; L. Robert, Nouvelles inscriptions 
de Sardes (1964), p.30 n.2; A. Bernand, Le Paneion d'el Kanais (1972), pp.95-
6 no.34, pl.34, 1 & 2 (from the original and a squeeze; photographs of both); 
M. Guarducci, Epigrafia greca iii (1975), pp.205-6, pi.79 (photograph of 
squeeze). 

E. SchUrer, Geschichte iii (1909), p.58, p.l35; M. Rostovtzeff, 'Foreign 
commerce of Ptolemaic Egypt', JEBH 4 (1932), p.743; M. Launey, Recherches 
sur les armies helUnistiques i (1949), p.546, ii (1950), p.l234; V.A. 
Tcherikover, Hellenistic civilization and the Jews (1959), p.339 n.25, p.352 
n.45; P.M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria ii (1972), p.302 n.353; J. Bingen, 
Review of A. Bemand, CE 48 (1973), pp.197-8; J. & L. Robert, BE (1973), 
p.201 no.530; J.N. Sevenster, The roots of pagan anti-semitism (1975), p.74; 
G. Geraci, Review of A. Bemand, Aegyptus 56 (1976), pp.350.1; M. Hengel, 
Jews, Greeks and barbarians (1980), p. 102; E. Bernand, Repertoire 
bibliographique des OGIS (1982) no.73, p.21; SchUrer revised iii.i (1986), 
p.58; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 
(1987), p.685 n.85; R.S. Kraemer, 'On the meaning of the term 'Jew* in 
Greco-Roman inscriptions', HTR 82 (1989), p.46; M. Hengel, 'The 
interpenetration of Judaism and Hellenism', CHJ ii (1989), p.205 n.4; P. 
Trebilco, Jewish communities in Asia Minor (1991), p.252 n.54. 

See no.l21 for comments on the site and dating. This inscription is also 
written in a frame on the rock-face west of the temple of Pan. The reading of 
the text is certain, and the only doubt is whether Ptolemy is the subject of 
the verb EUXOYET or, as Bernand argues, the praise should be taken separately 
(as in no.l21) and the verb treated as an imperative. 

Frame 13 x 23 cm. Letter forms: A 6 C. 
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124: Temple of Pan, El-Kanais: 2nd or 1st century B.C. (?). Temple 
graffiti. 
Temple of Pan, El-Kanais (on a column). 
Text follows A. Bernand, Le Paneion d'el Kanats, no.24 pp.85-6. 

[ - - - x a l I A ( i ] ^ o t p [ o ] ( ; ( ? ) I ^fiXuBav ^ [ v T a u l O J a x p h o v 

YNt.. ..]Y[ ] 
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123: Temple of Pan, El-Kanais: 2nd or 1st century B.C. (?). Temple 
graffiti. 
Temple of Pan, El-Kanais (on a rock). 
Text follows A. Bernand, Le Panewn d'el Kanats, no.73, pp.147-8. 

A<i^ap[oi;l | i[K^\MQ]a. | Tpi[TOv]. 

I, Lazarus, came for the third time (?). 

A. Bemand, Le Paneion d'el Kanals (1972), pp.147-8 no.73 (from the 
original). 

J. & L. Robert, BE (1973), p.202 no.530; M. Hengel, Jews, Greeks and 
barbarians (1980), p.102; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and 
Latin', ANRW 11.20.2 (1987), p.685 n.85. 
The inscription is on the rock-face to the east of the temple (see no.l21). 
Bemand was unable to examine it closely because of 'un grand trou dans le 
sol'. He dates it according to the lettering. In view of the uncommonness of 
the name Lazarus in Egypt, he suggests that the same person is referred to 
in no.l24. For a Hebrew form of Lazarus used in Egypt, see no.ll9, above; 
no.l49 below has the name in both Hebrew and Greek. Various forms of the 
name Eleazar occur in Egyptian inscriptions (see Names Index; also CPJ 428 
col.1,8), and Lazarus can be regarded as another variant of that. Other 
dedicants also appear to have come three times (Bernand nos.87, 90), 
although t p u o q might also indicate 'with two others* (suggested by Dr D. 
Thompson). 

13 X 20 cm. Letter forms: A. 
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125 (Plate XXK; CJJ ii no. l449): Uncertain origin (bought at Cairo): 
145-116 B.C. (original). 47-31 B.C. (replacement). Plaque; 
proclamation of asylum (replacement copy); bilingual (Greek and 
Latin). 
Bode Museum, Berlin. 
Text follows CIJ ii, no. 126 pp.375-6. 

PotoiXlooTî  xal paoL X̂ ox; npoaTot^dvxov I dvd xr\q 

npoocvaxaIjî vTî  jtepi iryq dvaO^aelox; tfii; Tipoaeux^? W^'-, 'h 
<)no7EYpocpp^vTi I im.ypcupf\iciy [vacat] I PaoiXeu^ nToX£|j,aTo(; 

epY^TiiQ rî v jipooeuxt̂ v 5;auXov. Regina et rex 
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1.3: Bernand's majuscule text reads EAHAEeANC 
1.4: Schwarz nmpX 16 7i-uv[e6v£oeai (?), Bernand's majuscule text reads 
ATPITOriYN 

.... and Lazarus came here for the third time .... 

K.R. Lepsius, Denkmdler aus Aegypten und Aethiopien (1848-9), Abt. vi. 
Band xii, Blatt 81, no.l23 (facsimile; from the original); W. Schwarz, 'Die 
Inschriften des WUstentempels von Redesiye', JKPh 153 (1896), p.l70 no.58; 
A. Bemand, Le Paneion d'el Kanais (1972), pp.85-6 no.24, pl.29.3 
(photograph of squeeze; from the original and a squeeze). 
J. Bingen, Review of A. Bernand, CE 48 (1973), p.l97; M. Hengel, Jews, 
Greeks and barbarians (1980), p.102. 

This inscription is written on a column inside the Temple of Pan. Bernand 
dates it by letter forms. He reads a number of letters differently from 
Lepsius, and regards the apparently plural verb as necessitating another 
subject as well as 'Lazarus'. Bingen notes this inscription as an example of 
treatments in which Bernand only achieves a coherent text by altering his 
readings: for example, the upsilon of iXfĵ ueav appears in Bernand's 
majuscule transcription as epsilon, and the nu of tpitov appears as pi. The 
restoration of the name Lazarus must therefore be regarded as speculative, 
especially as the inscription was not written outside the temple like 
nos.121-3. 

8 x 12 cm. Letter forms: A £ C. 
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iusser(un)t. 

On the orders of the queen and king, in place of the 
previous plaque about the dedication of the proseuche let 
what is written below be written up. King Ptolemy 
Euergetes (proclaimed) the proseuche inviolate. The queen 
and king gave the order. 

E. Miller, 'Inscriptions grecques d6couvertes en 6gypte*, RevArch 30 (1875), 
pp.111-2 (from a squeeze); T. Mommsen, 'Aegyptus', Ephemeris Epigraphica 
4 (1881), pp.25-8; CIL iii suppl. (1902) p.l202 no.6583; OGIS i (1903), p.207 
no.l29, p.652; ii, p.544; J. Oehler, "Epigraphische Beitrftge zur Gfeschichte des 
Judentums', MGWJ 53 (1909), pp.451-2 no.228; IGRR i (1911), p.451-2 
no.1315; U. Wilcken, Grundzuge und Chrestomathie i (1912), pp.78-9 no.54; 
A. Neppi Modona, 'La vita pubblica e privata degli ebrei in Egitto', Aegyptus 
2 (1921), p.268 n.4; S. Krauss, Synagogale AlteHiimer (1922), pp.264-7, fig.4 
(photograph); E. Diehl, Inscriptiones latinae christianae veteres ii (1927), 
p.499 no.4936; CIJ ii (1952), pp.374-6 no.l449 (photograph); SB v (1955), 
p.347 no.8880; E. Gabba, Iscrizioni greche e latine (1958), no.8; CPJ iii 
(1964), p.144 no.l449; S. Safrai, 'The synagogue and its worship', in The 
world history of the Jewish people viii (1977), p.69, pl.l (photograph); J. 
Bingen, 'L'asylie pour une synagogue', Studia Paulo Naster ii (1982), pp.ll-
16; Schttrer revised iii.i (1986), p.47; G.H.R. Horsley, New documents iv 
(1987), p.201 no.110.3. 

U. Wilcken, Review of H. Willrich's Juden und Griechen, BPW 16 (1896), 
pp.1493-5; M.L, Strack, Die Dynastie der Ptolemaer (1897), p.262 n.l30; T, 
Reinach, 'Sur la date de la colonie juive d'Alexandrie*, REJ 45 (1902), p.l63; 
S. de Ricci, 'Paleograph/, JE ix (1905), p.473; E. Schttrer, Geschichte iii 
(1909), p.41, cf ii p.52; F. Cumont, The oriental religions in Bomara 
paganism (1911), p.252 n.59; L. Fuchs, Die Juden Aegyptens (1924), p.8 
nn.14-15; H.I. Bell, Juden und Griechen im romischen Alexandreia (1926), 
pp.45, 50; S. Krauss, 'Synagoge', RE iv (1932), col.1306 no.l26; E.R. 
Goodenough, Jewish symbols ii (1958), p.85; CPJ i (1958), p.249; V.A. 
Tcherikover, Hellenistic civilization and the Jews (1959), p.303 n.27, p.349 
n.23; SEG xx (1964), p.l72 no.695; A. Bernand, Le delta igyptien iii (1970), 
p.961; P.M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria i (1972), pp.283-4; ii, p.441 n.766; 
p.442 nn.770 and 772; S. Applebaum, "The legal status of the Jewish 
communities in the Diaspora', in Safrai and Stem i (1974), p.424; E. 
Bemand, Recueil des inscriptions grecques du Fayoum i (1975), p.l8 n.67; A. 
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126 (Plate XXX): Uncertain origin: 1st or early 2nd century A.D. 
Stele; dedication of proseuche. 
Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto. 
Text follows W.S. Fox, AJP 38 (1917) no.2, pp.411-2. 
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Kasher, Three Jewish communities of Lower Egypt*, SCIsr 2 (1975), p.116 
n.l9, p.l21 n.45; E.M. Smallwood, The Jews under Roman rule (1976), p.5l7 
n.49; S. Safrai, The synagogue', in Safrai and Stem ii (1976), p.9ll; P.E. 
Dion, 'Synagogues et temples*. Science et Esprit 29 (1977), pp.55, 57-9; J. 
M^Uze-Modrzejewski, 'Splendeurs grecques et mis^res romaines*, in Les juifs 
du Nil, ed. J. Hassoun (1981), p.48; E. Bernand, Repertoire bibliographique 
des OGIS (1982), p.30-1 no.l29; G.W. Bowersock, 'The miracle of Memnon', 
BASF 21 (1984), pp.31-2; A. Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and Roman 
Egypt (1985), p.llO n.6; p . l l l n.lO; p.l38 n.95; p.223 n.63; AE (1985), p.235 
no.838; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 
(1987), p.693 n.l32; J.G. Griffiths, 'Egypt and the rise of the synagogue', JTS 
n.s.38 (1987), p.lO n.42; H. Hegermann, 'The Diaspora in the Hellenistic age', 
CHJ ii (1989), p.l37 n.7; J. M^lfeze-Modrzejewski, Les juifs d'&gypte (1991), 
p.84. 

The king who originally granted asylum was probably Ptolemy VIII 
Euergetes II, since asylum was rarely granted in the third century (Fraser, 
ii, n.772, quoting part of OGIS 761, on Ptolemaic grants of asylum to 
temples); the grant will then be near the time of nos.24 and 25, above. The 
queen and king who ordered the republication of the grant were identified by 
Mommsen as Zenobia and Vaballathus of Palmyra, giving a date of 
A.D .269-71. This view was supported on the grounds of supposedly late 
features of the lettering, and its general carelessness, but these grounds are 
questioned by Bingen, especially pp.14-15, showing that the queen and king 
are more probably Cleopatra VII and her brother Ptolemy XIV (47-44 B.C.) 
or her son Ptolemy XV (Caesarion) (44-31). Bingen ascribes the Latin 
addition to the probable vicinity of a Roman camp, perhaps also to a sense 
that power is passing from the Ptolemies to Rome. Use of the term 
'proseuche' means that this is almost certainly a Jewish inscription (see 9, 
above, and 126, below). 

Alabaster plaque, 44 cm. high. Letter forms: A E O OC 00. 
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na7toC<; OIKO j 86|XT|OTi Tt|v I Jipooeuxilv j in^p ainov I KOI TTI*; 

(7)vvaiic6? (11.5-6) for tvvaiicoi; on the stone 
(0 ' (1-9) for V on the stone 

Papous built the proseuche on behalf of himself and his 
wife and children. In the 4th year, Pharmouthi 7. 

W.S. Fox, 'Greek inscriptions in the Royal Ontario Museum', AJP 38 (1917), 
pp.411-2 no.2 (from the stone); SB iii (1926), p.l56 no.6832; D. Noy, 'A 
Jewish place of prayer in Roman Egypt', JTS (1992), forthcoming. 

CPJ i (1958), p.8; M. Hengel, "Proseuche und Synagoge', Festschrift K.G. 
Kuhn (1971), p.159 n.6; E. Bernand, 'Au Dieu tr6s haut', Hommages d J. 
Cousin (1983), p.llO. 

The stele is scratched, and some edges are damaged, but the text appears 
complete. The Jewish nature of the inscription was not noted by Fox in his 
original publication, but V.A. Tcherikover included it in a list of references to 
Egyptian proseuchai in CPJ which was reproduced by Hengel and Bernand. 
Since proseuche here means a building, Jewishness is virtually certain: see 
no.9, above, for evidence that a building called a proseuche is almost always 
Jewish. There is certainly no evidence for the term being used by anyone 
other than Jews in Egypt. 

lst-2nd century A.D. dating was suggested by Fox from the lettering. 
The verb oiKo6o|i£ct) was used outside Egypt in synagogue inscriptions from 
the 1st century A.D., and in literary references to the building of synagogues 
(Lifshitz nos.l, 63, 79; Lk. vii 5; Josephus, Ant. xiii 67 on Onias' proposal to 
build a temple at Leontopolis). It occurs in two pagan dedications from the 
Fayum whose wording parallels Papous' inscription very closely: SB i 5957 
(59 A.D.) and 4227 (156 A.D.). Although it is the obvious 'building' verb, it is 
not used in the other, earlier Egyptian synagogue inscriptions. It thus 
supports the evidence of the lettering about date. It is also notable that there 
is no dedication to the Ptolemaic royal house, as there is in all the other 
complete proseuche dedications from Egypt. It seems unlikely that a new 
proseuche would have been inaugurated in Egypt soon after the crushing of 
the Jewish revolt of A.D.115-7, so that is a probable terminus ante quern. 

The building of a complete proseuche or synagogue by one individual or 
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127 (C/y ii no. l435): Uncertain origin (bought at Alexandria): late 
Roman (?). Fragment of marble plaque; dedication. 
Louvre (transferred from Mus6e Guimet in 1945). 
Text follows transcription by S. de Ricci, BSAA 11 (1909), pp.322-5, 
and some of his restorations. 

[ - - - ]|A.(o X Za|ioiir|>. 'AX[ - - ] [^]|inKXTi(eeî ) Bop^oxofploq 
. . . lk T(5(i) 6(e)M(i) K xS(i) 6.y[m\. itnlp 7r]|al5(cov) 9' xb oxi[ - - 1 

V(D TOUICOl. [ - - ] 

K (1.1): CPJ x(<)pio<;), Lifshitz x(at) 
...1^ xS(\) (11.2-3): de Ricci, C/J, CPJ, Lifshitz t<>xapilt"«5 
ic (1.3): de Ricci and Lifshitz K(ai), CPJ K^-opxm) 
&7[io)i] (1.3): Lifshitz Ayptp z6mo] 
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family was unusual, and implies substantial wealth. The only other Egyptian 
example is no.13, above; there are also instances from Palestine (Lk. vii 5; 
Lifshitz, Donateurs no.79), Aegina (Lifshitz no.l), Syria (Lifshitz no.63) and 
Asia Minor (Lifshitz nos.l3, 33). There is some rather confused rabbinic 
evidence about wealthy Jewish brothers from Alexandria called Lulianus and 
Pappus who were executed at Lydda in the reign of Trtgan (Sifra, 
B%uqqotay, pereq v 2 on Levit. xxvi 19; Midrash, Gen.R. Ixiv 10; E.M. 
Smallwood, The Jews under Roman rule p.425; G. Alon, Ga'on, ge'im' in 
Jews, Judaism and the classical world (tr. I. Abraham, Jerusalem, 1977), 
pp.346-7). However, there is no question of identification with the man 
commemorated in this inscription, since the name Papous (or the forms 
Papos and Pappos) was used quite widely by Jews, e.g. no.l32, below; a 
Hasmonean general killed fighting against Herod in 37 B.C. (Josephus, B.J. i 
333, 335, 342); a name on an ossuary at Jerusalem (C/J 1250); two other 
Talmudic examples (M. Jastrow, Dictionary, s.v.); as well as many non-
Jewish occurrences in Preisigke's Namenbuch and Foraboschi's Onomasticon. 
Leonides of Alexandria (1st century A.D.) addressed an epigram to a Pappos 
(A.P. ix 353 = Page, Further Greek epigrams, 11.1974-7). 

Brown sandstone stele, 40.2 x 34.2 cm., recessed field. Letter forms: A C C 
00. Numeral: 5. 
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.... I, Samuel also called Borzochorias, thank God, the 
lord, the holy, on behalf of my nine children .... 

or .... and Samuel also called Borzochorias, .... to God 
and to the holy (place?), on behalf of my nine children, the 

S. de Ricci, 'Notes d'6pigraphie ^gyptienne', BSAA 11 (1909), pp.322.5 nos.3-
4, fig.73 (facsimile); SB i (1915), p.52 no.616; CIJ ii (1952), pp.362-3 no.l435; 
CPJ iii (1964), p.l40 no.l435a; B. Lifshitz, Donateurs (1967), p.77 no.88. 

B.S.J. Isserlin, 'The names of the 72 translators of the Septuagint', 
JANESCU 5 (1973) p.l92, p.l95 n.21; S.M. Ruozzi Sala, Lexicon nominum 
semiticorum (1974), pp.12, 37; G. Delling, 'Biblisch-jOdische Namen im 
hellenistisch-romischen Agypten', BSAC 22 (1974-5), p.lO n.2, p.28; L.H. 
Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p.693 
n.l34. 

This dedication to a synagogue is one of a number of comparable 
inscriptions, three of which are certainly from Alexandria, as this may be 
(see 15, above). A late Roman date is suggested by similarity with CIJ 964 
(A.D.604). De Ricci bought this marble fragment and no.l28, below, in 
Alexandria in Spring 1905. He viewed them as two copies of the same 
inscription, and a combined minuscule text was printed in CIJ 1435; but 
Lewis, noting that the dedicants appear to have different patronymics and 
different by-names, concludes that it is safer to treat the two fragments as 
independent. The classification of the inscription as a thanksgiving depends 
on the restoration [ivxapilmm, suggested by de Ricci (who compared the 
Ascalon inscription now CIJ 964, restored as eixop[io-tovvTe^]), and adopted in 
CIJ 1435 and by CPJ and Lifshitz. The sigma might also be read, however, 
as the last letter of a title such as npeopfitcpo; or npoord-nî , or of a vow 
formula such as itnip £i>x^<i or {mip oojTTipta<;. xw(i) would then be understood 
as the article before e£5(i). The alternative translation offered above reflects 
the restoration Aypw xdncp] (1.3); for the phrase to God and to the holy place', 
compare Lifshitz, Donateurs no.70 * CIJ 964 (Ascalon), and no.72 = CIJ 966 
(region of Gaza), and see no.l6, above. Lifshitz combines this restoration 
with that of [ê x̂ P̂ l but must then translate *je remercie Dieu et le 
Saint Lieu'. This striking interpretation accords with his understanding of 
CIJ 964 and 966, and of his no.73a (Gaza) (see Lifshitz, Donateurs, p.89 
'Index grec', s.v. cuxapioxEiv); but in each instance it seems more likely that 
another verb of offering or renewal has (the deity and) the holy place as 
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128 (C/i i i no . l435): Uncertain origin (bought at Alexandria; see 
no. 127): uncertain date. Fragment of marble plaque; thanksgiving or 
dedication. 
Louvre (transferred from Musee Guimet in 1945). 
Text follows transcription by S. de Ricci, BSAA 11 (1909), pp.323-4. 

[ - - - l|XXeX(o ic Sa[nouTiX ( ? ) - - ] | N6vvou ^7i[iKXTieeL^ - -

]|plOT[ - - ] 

.... Sa(muel?) son of Nonnus(?), called ...rist... 

S. de Ricci, 'Notes d'^pigraphie ^gyptienne*, BSAA 11 (1909), pp.322-5 nos.3-
4, fig.74 (facsimile); SB i (1915), p.52 no.616; CIJ ii (1952), pp.362-3 no.l435; 
CPJ iii (1964), p.l40 no.l435b. 

For comment, see no.l27, above, piox (1.3); the upper part of rho is clear in 
the facsimile in de Ricci, BSAA 11 (1909), p.323, but pi is printed in CIJ ii 
1435 and in CPJ. A name compounded with 'Apiax- should perhaps be 
restored, or perhaps a part of Euxaptoxu, as in C/J 964 (see on 127, above), in 
which Nonnus also occurs as the name of the father of a dedicant. 

Marble fragment. Letter forms: A 6 X 00. 

129 (C/y i i no. l4S0): Uncertain origin (bought at Cairo): Ptolemaic 
(?). Plaque; honorific decree. 
Agyptisches Museum, Berlin (before 1st World War). 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no.l450, p. 144-5 (based on de Ricci's 
reading). 
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indirect object. Here, then, in view of the parallels, there is a good case for 
dyPcp X6TI(^], but it seems preferable to avoid the restoration teuxapilotm. Note 
T6 ot[1̂ X(ô a], 'the pillar* (see Judges ix 6, Aquila; Is. vi 13, Theodotion) as a 
tentative possible restoration of TO <m[ fl.4); the stroke transcribed as iota 
could perhaps also be read as the left-hand hasta of eta, since it is 
immediately followed by a break in the marble. 

Marble fragment. Letter forms: A X C CO. 
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[ }ILIU - - ] 

[...] XzKydoyy o-c[ - - ] [ 
[.... nA,fi]9o\)(; TSV TSI Te(j£[vEi - - ] 

[ Tojiq TeunTiK6[cn.v - - ] 

[ ] a u t w i 5 id Tou5[e - - ] | [ 

[ jeev* g5o[4E - - ] 
[ C!]xpa-n\y6v[ - - ] 
[ xlpuoSi aT£(p[<iva)i - - ] | 
[ ] iinb xSv p[o«JiX£o)v(?) - -

[ ][AOAETiiP[ - - ] 

.... (son) of Helkias, general (?) .... of the multitude of those 
in the sacred precinct .... to those who were honoured .... to 
him because of this .... : it seemed good .... general .... with 
a gold crown .... by the kings (?) .... (?) .... 

T. Reinach, TJn pr^fet juif il y a deux mille ans*, REJ 40 (1900), pp.50-4 
(from a squeeze); H. Willrich, T)er Chelkiasstein', APF 1 (1901), p.48-56 
(from the stone); S. de Ricci, Review of APF, RevArch 38 (1901), pp.304-5 
(facsimile; from a squeeze); M.L. Strack, 'Inschriften aus ptolemSischer Zeit', 
APF 2 (1903), p.554; J. Oehler, 'Epigraphische Beitrftge zur Geschichte des 
Judentums', MGWJ 53 (1909), p.451 no.229; A. Neppi Modona, 'La vita 
pubblica e privata degli ebrei in Egitto', Aegyptus 2 (1921), p.271; 3 (1922), 
p.24; CIJ ii (1952), pp.376-8 no.l450; E. Gabba, Iscrizioni greche e latine 
(1958), pp.36-8 no.XI; CPJ iii (1964), pp.144-5 no.l450. 

H. Willrich, 'Der historische Kern des III Makkabfierbuchee', Hermes 39 
(1904), pp.251-2, note; S. de Ricci, 'Paleography', JE ix (1905), p.473; E. 
SchOrer, Geschichte iii (1909), pp.42, 132; J. Juster, Les juifs dans I'empire 
romain ii (1914), p.267; L. Fuchs, Die Juden Aegyptens (1924), pp.16, 67; M. 
Launey, Recherches sur les armies helUnistiques i (1949), p.548; ii (1950), 
p.1235; P.M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria ii (1972), p.l68 n.336; M. Stern, 
'The Jewish EMaspora', in Safrai and Stem i (1974), p.l23; G. DeUing, 
'Biblisch-jUdische Namen im hellenistisch-rdmischen Agypten', BSAC 22 
(1974-5), p.l3; A. Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), 
pp.61, 125; SchUrer revised iii.i (1986), p.48; L.H. Kant, 'Jewish inscriptions 
in Greek and Latin', ANRW II.20.2 (1987), p,691 n.ll8; P. Trebilco, Jewish 
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130 (C/y ii no. l477): Uncertain origin (bought at Gizeh): uncertain 
date. Stele; epitaph. 
Unknown (Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg, in 1913). 
Text follows S. de Ricci, ReuEp n.s. 1 (1913) no.S, pp. 155-6. 

TeO(pvU I Apoeiov|o(; £TeX|e<)Tnae | ixw v ' | | fitopoi;. eu|v<)x*-

fiopoi; (1.6): 1. fiicopo^ 

Theophilos (?) son (?) of Arseion died at the age of 50, 
untimely dead. Be of good cheer. 
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communities in Asia Minor (1991), p.232 n.36, p.259 n.28. 

The name Helkias, corresponding to the Hebrew Hilkiah, is well attested in 
Egypt (Rokeah in CPJ iii, p.l95). In 1.2 the translation follows the 
restoration of ox[paTTiYoB] proposed by Willrich, presumably from comparison 
with 1.7. This fragmentary decree in honour of the son of a Helkias appears 
to describe the body conferring the honour as nX^Boi; (Kasher, p.l25); the 
word could denote a non-Jewish association, but is applied to Jewish 
communities in Letter of Aristeas 308, 310 (in Alexandria), Acts vi 2 
(Jerusalem Christians), and C/J 804 = Lifshitz, Donateurs no.89 (Apamea, 
late 4th century A.D.), c f D'ai as a term for the community, IQS vi 1-2 and 
elsewhere in Qumran texts (M. Weinfeld, The organizational pattern...of the 
Qumran sect (Fribourg, 1986), pp,14-16). xC^evoi; fl.3) is the word used for the 
temple-precinct of Leontopolis by Josephus, B.J. vii 430, 434 (Willrich, 'Der 
Chelkiasstein', p.51), but any connection of the inscription with the family of 
Helkias, son of the founder of the Leontopolis temple Onias IV (so Willrich 
(Helkias himself was honoured) and Reinach (his son was honoured)) or with 
the Jews of Leontopolis (Kasher) is uncertain; see Levris in CPJ iii, p.145; 
Fraser, ii, p.168, n.336; and Stem, Greek and Latin authors, i, no.99, pp.268-
70 (on Strabo as quoted on the sons of Onias IV by Josephus, Ant. xiii 284-
7). 

Fragmentary marble plaque. Letter forms: A E Z 0. According to de Ricci 
(1905), the stone comes from Heliopolis, but he gave no further information, 
and no other writer confirms this. 
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S. de Ricci, 'Inscriptions grecques d'figypte conserv^es k Saint-P^tersbourg*, 
RevEp n.s. 1 (1913), pp.155-6 no.5 (facsimile; irom the stone); SB iv (1931), 
p.9 no.7310; CIJ ii (1952), pp.396-7 no.l477; CPJ iii (1964), p.l50 no.l477. 

M. Stern, 'The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23. 

De Ricci said nothing about the provenance of the inscription, noting only 
that it was bought in 1898 at Gizeh; SB also gave no provenance. CIJ 
(p.396) attributed it to Tell el-Yehoudieh, apparently because of the name, 
but Lewis notes that the formulae are unparalleled at Tell el-Yehoudieh, and 
that there is no good reason to think it comes from there. There are 
consequently no adequate grounds for dating it. Various forms of the verb 
uXEm6i(o were commonly used on non-Jewish gravestones, sarcophagi and 
mummy-labels, and most dated ones are from the 2nd century A.D. or later, 
but it is also found at Tell el-Yehoudieh (see Formulae Index), tvy^x^ or 
ziy^X'^^ was one of the commonest formulae of all on non-Jewish gravestones; 
SB i has no less than 125 examples, and its use is discussed by M. Simon, 
'edpoei o<)6el; &e&vato<;', RHR 113 (1936), pp.188-206 and C. Spicq, Notes de 
lexicographie Nio-Testamentaire i (Pribourg, 1978), pp.337-8. 

The spelling of the name with Tev- rather than 0£o- was common in 
parts of Egypt; CPJ has six other examples of Te-GcpiXô  and only one of 
©E6<PIXO;. In Cyrenaica, the preferred spelling was BZM-. CD. Buck, TVie 
Greek dialects, p.40, notes -eu- for -eo- as a feature of Ionic dialect. Teuphila, 
a feminine form of the name, is found in no.78, above. The apparent mistake 
with the last letter of the name here could conceal a woman's name rather 
than a man's, since there is no other indication of the deceased's gender. 
O.Edfou 166 (lst-2nd century A.D.) has TewpiX^; as a woman's name. V.A. 
Tcherikover (CPJ i (1957), p.xix) notes that the name was almost confined to 
Jews in Hellenistic Egypt, but like other theophoric names it came to be 
used more widely in the Roman period. The name Arseion does not seem to 
be attested anywhere else. The Jewishness of the inscription is therefore 
questionable. The deceased is the oldest Egyptian Jew (if really a Jew) to be 
described as fitopo^ (see no.41 above). 

Undecorated sandstone stele, 20 x 15 cm. Letter forms: A 6 C. 
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132 (Plate XXXI): Uncertain origin (bought at Cairo): 3rd century 
A.D. or later (?). Stele; epitaph. 
Private collection in Cairo. 
Text follows G. Wagner and R.G. Coquin, BIFAO 70 (1971), p. 162. 

'loxrfitpoi; h&v I 5' xal Hdnno^ j feTwv 7 ' I h Siio nannvcolvo^ 

&o)pot{o) 11 KOL fiXuTioi. I [vacat] 
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131: Uncertain origin: 2nd century A.D. or later (?). Stele or plaque; 
epitaph (?). 
Alexandria Museum. 
Text follows E. Goodenough, Jewish symbols ii, p.63. 

'loCSa. 

Judah. 

There are symbols below the name (see notes) 

E. Goodenough, Jewish symbols ii (1958), p.63; iii fig.896 (photograph; from 
the stone). 

This inscription was noticed by Goodenough at the Alexandria Museum, and 
published by him apparently for the first time; it was either omitted from 
the earlier published collections of Greek inscriptions in the museum or 
acquired after their publication. Goodenough stated that there was no 
information about provenance. The stone has irregular edges, but the 
symbols (menorah with crossbar and tripod, shofar, lulab) and the name 
above them are complete. The menorah is extremely elaborate: triangular 
flames are shown coming from its branches, and above the crossbar (touching 
it at either end) there is an arc from which 15 short lines radiate outwards, 
perhaps representing rays. According to Goodenough, this representation is 
unique. There are clear similarities to no.ll8, above, where the name Judan 
was written in Hebrew characters; this stone too probably comes from the 
wall of a tomb. This Greek form of the name Judah is well documented in 
Palestine (e.g. BE (1946/7) no.218, (1964) no.503; SEG xvii 785) and 
Cyrenaica, and is used in the LXX, but it might also be a genitive from the 
nominative form 'lo-GSa; (see no.54, above). 

Letter forms: A. 
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<i (1.4): 1. oi 
Joseph aged 4 and Pappos aged 3, the two sons of Pappion, 
untimely dead, and having caused pain to no-one. 

G. Wagner and R.G. Coquin, 'Steles grecques et coptes d'figypte', BIFAO 70 
(1971), pp.161-2, pLXXXDC (photograph; from the stone); J. & L. Robert, BE 
(1974), p.323 no.676. 

The inscription is set within a rectangular frame. Guide-lines for six lines 
were filled, and there is a blank line beneath. The form ii for oi was 
widespread from the 1st century A.D., according to Wagner and Coquin, and 
also occurred in Ptolemaic times. There are no firm grounds for dating the 
inscription; Wagner and Coquin tentatively suggested 3rd-4th century A.D., 
and Robert noted the 'gravure tardive'. The first editors thought it might 
come from Tell el-Yehoudieh, but this is completely speculative. The 
likelihood of the inscription being Jewish depends mainly on the name 
Joseph, but Pappos was also much used by Jews in Egypt and Palestine (see 
no.l26, above), and there are two other Egyptian Jews named Pappion in 
inscriptions (nos.37, 89, above). 

The combination of the epithets fi>,unoi; and fitopoi; also occurs in nos. 59, 
70, 78 and 89, above, in association with other adjectives; Wagner and 
Coquin cite some non-Jewish examples. They suggest that the simultaneous 
deaths were due to something exceptional such as an epidemic, but it is not 
even clear that the deaths were simultaneous, only that they were 
commemorated together. 

Incomplete limestone stele, 34 x 36 cm., recessed field in a frame 25 x 22 
cm., guide-lines (one unused). Letter forms: A 6 C CO. 

133 (C/y ii no. l536}: Uncertain origin: 2nd centuiy A.D. or later (?). 
Mummy label; Hebrew. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no. 1536, p. 165, with verso indicated 
by J. Euting, Florilegium M. de VogU4, pp.235-6. 

[Recto]: mtUDn n-no'o 
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[Verso]: mio'o 

DVIJ) (1.3): Euting D"?© 

Recto: Sitorah, the worthy. Peace on her resting place! May 
her soul have eternal life! Verso: Sitorah. 

There is a menorah on each side of the label 

J. Euting, 'Notulae epigraphicae', Florilegium M. de Vogiii (1909), pp.235-6; 
CIJ ii (1952), pp.443-4 no.l536 (facsimile); CPJ i (1957), p.l08 n.50; CPJ iii 
(1964), p.l65 no.l536. 

E. Dinkier, 'Schalom - eirene - pax', RivAC 50 (1974), p,128 n.28; U. 
Fischer, Eschatologie und Jenseitserwartung (1978), pp.217, 222, 229 n.53; 
H.C.C. Cavallin, 'Leben nach dem Tode im Spatjudentum', ANRW II.19.1 
(1979), p.322 n.582; G. Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-
romischen Antike (1987), p.99, p.l03 no.9. 

According to Euting, the Cairo Museum received this wooden mummy label 
from Prof. Spiegelberg. CIJ labels it 'provenance inconnue en Moyen-figypte*, 
but this is not stated by Euting, and there is no indication of any other 
source of information used by CIJ. There is a menorah on each side with 
crossbar and tripod. Euting thought that the writing was from the 1st or 2nd 
century A.D., and noted that this was the first evidence for Jews practising 
mummification at that time; in fact, it is the only apparently Jewish 
mummy-label from Egypt. CIJ followed this dating, and Tcherikover in CPJ 
i classed it as presumably 2nd century. The menorahs imply a date after 
A.D.70, but the use of the writing for dating is suspect in view of the lack of 
securely dated Hebrew from Egypt in this period. Euting thought the name 
appeared more Greek than Hebrew, but suggested it might be a mistake for 
mijio, a form of Esther; Dinkier regards it as a hypocoristic form of that 
name. An alternative explanation is that it is the Greek name Satyra (there 
are several non-Jewish examples in Foraboschi's Onomasticon) put into 
Hebrew characters. Of the range of meanings for I D D listed by Jastrow, 
Dictionary, pp.677-8, the most appropriate in this context are 'worthy, 
honest, of noble conduct': he cites a passage from y Yoma III 41b (11.3-4) 
where it is applied to 'the worthiest of every generation'. In Esther viii 5, it 
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134: Uncertain origin (bought at Cairo): 4th-5th century A.D. Incense 
burner. 
Brooklyn Museum, New York. 
Text follows K. Herbert, Greek and Latin inscriptions in the Brooklyn 
Museum no.32, p.61. 

menorah uTtfep eî x̂ i'S Aii^dvovto^ [ e^Xoya, K('6pi)£, xapix6v 
OLTA I xal AN [vacat] 

On behalf of a vow of Auxanon. Blessed, 0 Lord, (thou who 
art) gracious (?) and .... 

Louvre (Mus^e des Arts Decoratifs), Exposition internationale d'art byzantine 
(1931), p.131 no.413; Brooklyn Museum, Pagan and Christian Egypt (1941), 
no.85; J.D. Cooney, Late Egyptian and Coptic art (1943), p.l9, pl.31-2; 
Walters Art Gallery, Early Christian and Byzantine art (1947), no.271, 
pl.XLIII; K. Herbert, Greek and Latin inscriptions in the Brooklyn Museum 
(1972), pp.61-3 no.32, pl.XIX (photograph; from the original); SB xii (1976), 
p.l96 no.lllOO. 

A. Piankoff, Review of Late Egyptian and Coptic art, BSAC 11 (1945), p.202; 
A. Piankoff, Review of Early Christian and Byzantine art, BSAC 12 (1947), 
pp.164-5. 

This bronze incense-burner (28.3 x 14.0 cm) has been published several times 
for artistic reasons, but it also has an important inscription in punchwork on 
the exterior of the bowl. On the rim of the bowl is a register of openwork 
rings, each surmounted by a conventionalized dove. The Jewish nature of the 
object is indicated by the menorah. Herbert takes 11.2-3 to be an attempt to 
render a Hebrew prayer into Greek by someone with a very imperfect 
knowledge of Greek; it seems impossible to make sense of the words 
grammatically, and the translation is far from sure. Compare the 18 
Benedictions, VI: 'Blessed art thou, O Lord, who art gracious and dost 
abundantly forgive'; (cf. Schtirer revised, ii, p.457). Such a Jewish prayer 

describes Esther's proposal: 'if the thing seem right before the king*. Of the 
standard Greek epithets, xp ôtfii; seems to be the nearest parallel. The first 
of the two Hebrew formulae is found frequently in Italy, and corresponds to 
tv elpl̂ v̂ i f\ KoijJTioiq (cf. no.l20, above). The second also occurs in Hebrew in 
epitaphs from Italy and Spain (CIJ 569, 661). 
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could also have been composed in Greek ab initio; see nos.l9, 121, above, on 
eiXoyia, eiXo-yew. The letter-forms are not legible from the published 
photograph. The name Auxanon is mainly attested in Asia Minor (e.g. SEG 
xxvi no.l357; xxviii nos.1058, 1206; xxxi nos.lWS, 1268, 1664), but is also 
found on a Jewish gold-glass from Rome (CIJ i no.732a). It might be 
regarded as 'he who gives the increase', corresponding to the Hebrew Joseph 
(Herbert, p.62); M. Cassuto, 'La corrispondenza tra nomi ebraici e greci 
nell'onomastica giudaica', Giornale delta Societd Asiatica Italiana 2 (1930), 
p.224, makes it correspond to Ephraim and derive from the root nno. It is 
also possible that xapitov or xopî iovoi; should be read as another name. Num. 
xvi 6-7 and Ezek. viii 11 describe censers being used for incense in Jewish 
worship; in II Chron. xxvi 19, a man is punished for incorrect use. M. Avi-
Yonah, Illustrated world of the Bible library v (Jerusalem, 1961), p.281, 
discusses and illustrates the shovel type of incense-burner, which was 
sometimes depicted in the mosaic floors of synagogues. 



APPENDIX 1: 
INSCRIPTIONS NOT CONSIDERED 

TO BE JEWISH 

135 (C/y ii no. l445): Athribis (Benha): uncertain date. Plaque; 
nature of inscription uncertain. 
Unknown. 
Text follows S. Reinach, REJ 17 (1888), p.236 (majuscule text; see 
no.27), as transcribed by D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no. 1445, p. 143. 

ol £K xfii; [ - - - jlTvomKfj^ [ - - - 1 I 656v ovi[ - - -
][oTrjTTiv[ - - - IIKT)' xoci - - - ] oiop[ - - - ] 

TKOTiKTi^ (1.2): CIJ toTpajTiomKfiq 

Those from the road 

S. Reinach, *La communaut^ juive d'Athribis', REJ 17 (1888), pp.235-8; S. 
Reinach, 'La communaut^ juive d'Athribis dans la Basse-figypte', BCH 13 
(1889), p.179 (identical with the foregoing apart from additional introductory 
paragraphs in REJ); CIJ ii (1952), p.371 no.l445; CPJ iii (1964), p.l43 
no.l445; A. Kasher, 'Three Jewish communities of Lower Egypt', SCIsr 2 
(1975), p.ll7. 

A. Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt (1985), p.119. 
So little can be established for certain about this inscription that it seems 
hazardous to classify it as Jewish. Because it was first published (see 27, 
above) with two Jewish inscriptions from Athribis, it has hitherto been 
treated as Jewish, but there is no information about whether the three 
stones were found together. Kasher accepts the CIJ restoration and connects 
it with the mention of police in no.21 as suggesting the military character of 
the Jewish settlement, but there is nothing either in the surviving text or in 
the restoration of an evidently Jewish nature. 

Marble plaque. Letter forms: E Z Q. 
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136 (C/J ii no. l448): Cyzicus, Asia Minor: 3rd century A.D. (second 
half) (?). Bronze or copper amulet. 
Unknown. 
Text follows CIJ ii no.l448, pp.373-4. 

{Obverse: Around the field]: MixocfiX, FappifiX,, OipiliX, 
'PowpafiX 6ioMp6Xo(4ov xhv (popouvta. 

{In the field]: hy\.Q<;, &YIO^. &7io<;. RPSS. mm 
{Reverse: Around the field]: hfitkoc, Apaacp. cpeCye pe^iuni|i£vTi, 
IoXop<Jjv oe 516x1. 

Obverse: Michael, Gabriel, Ouriel, Raphael, guard the 
bearer. Holy, holy, holy .... 

Reverse: Angel Araaph. Fly, hated woman ! Solomon 
pursues you ! 

A. Sorlin-Dorligny, 'Phylactfere alexandrin centre les epistaxis', REG 4 (1891), 
pp.287-96 (facsimile; from the original); C/J ii (1952), pp.373-4 no.l448. 

CPJ iii (1964), p.l44 no.l448. 

The obverse depicts a woman thrown down by a lion, busts of the Sun and 
Moon gods with a torch in front of each, and a vertical eye. Sorlin-Dorligny 
read three letters S, although from his facsimile the third seems more likely 
to be part of the lion's mane, and argued that they represented the numeral 
6 and together stood for 666, 'the number of the Beast'. The reverse shows 
the same woman thrown down by a spear-thrust from a galloping horseman 
preceded by an angel, each with a star. Sorlin-Dorligny explained the text by 
making ^eniorm^vii agree with G-ffikoq and deriving Apaap from 'nose
bleed'; the woman is supposed to represent the malady, which the amulet is 
intended to ward off. The association with Egypt was due to a suggested 
provenance from 'magiciens et empiriques juifs, syriens et ^gyptiens sortis de 
I'^cole d'Alexandrie', and the belief that the amulet is Jewish rather than 
Christian rested on interpreting niFII as an attempt to put mn' into Greek 
characters; in fact, the mark which has been read as the first pi is on the 
opposite side from the other three letters. The speculative nature of the 
arguments hardly requires further comment. 
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(6q) 0.2) for II on the stone 
[Exoui; ..] 0.3) is suggested only by SB, but the three letters <t>ap 
alone would not be enough to fill the gap indicated in the facsimile 

Eirene also called Sarapous, untimely dead, about 26 years 
old. In the .. year, Pharmouthi 16. 

S. de Ricci, 'Inscriptions grecques d'figypte conserv^es h Saint-P^tersbourg", 
RevEp n.s. 1 (1913), p.155-6 no.6 (facsimile; from the stone); SB iv (1931), 
p.9 no.7311; CIJ ii (1952), p.397 no.l478; CPJ iii (1964), p.l50 no.l478. 

M. Stern, "The Jewish Diaspora*, in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; G. 
Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch'romischen Antike (1987), p.95 
no.80, p.lOO, p.l27 no.759. 

This inscription was bought at Gizeh in 1898 with nos.66, 130 and 138. The 
left side is broken off below 1.2, but 1.3 appears from de Ricci's facsimile to be 
the final line. The field shows a praying woman with her arms raised in 
front of her face, which would be unparalleled in Jewish inscriptions. It 
should also be noted that the inscription does not come from Tell el-
Yehoudieh (as stated in CIJ) but the orans figure is typical of stelae from 
Kom Abu Billu. The name Eirene was used by Greeks as much as Jews (see 
Lewis in CPJ, ad loc.), and a Jew who used two names might be expected to 
have a Hebrew name for one of them. In all, there is no reason to think that 
the inscription is Jewish; the inclusion of this and no.l38 in CIJ seems to 
have arisen from a failure to note the provenance given by de Ricci. 

Another stele from the same site which has a possibly Jewish origin was 
published by J. Zeidler, 'Zwei Terenuthis-Stelen aus dem Kunsthandel*, 
Gottinger Miszellen 49 (1981), pp.91-4: it shows a young woman with raised 
arms in the 'orans' position, with a jackal on either side, and the name ZAPA 
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137 (C/y ii no.l478): Terenuthis (Kom Abu Billu): 2nd century A.D. 
(?). Limestone stele; epitaph. 
Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no. 1478, p. 150 (based on de Ricci's 
reading), with an additional restoration by F. Bilabel, SB iv no.7311. 

[E]lpf)VTi{i} fi Kol Zapa<n)oC(i;) I fio)po(;* ii(5v K ^ ' . | [ & C 0 0 5 

.. Ootp](x[o]C9(i) i^'. 
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138 (C/y ii no.l479): Terenuthis (Kom Abu Billu): uncertain date. 
Limestone stele; epitaph. 
Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no. 1479, p. 150 (based on de Ricci's 
reading). 

Eu[ IXoi; &apoc, cbq x̂ojv £'(?). E[ I9 fitcopo^ dx; iiGuv niv xe. 

e' (1.1): C/J omits letter; de Ricci's majuscule text shows another 
unclear letter, and his minuscule text is IxSv [..]; SB reads it as ix&v 
E^, with Z written as = 

Eu los, untimely dead, about 5(?) years old. E 
untimely dead, about five years old. 

S. de Ricci, 'Inscriptions grecques d'^gypte conserv^es h Saint-P^tersbourg*, 
RevEp n.s. 1 (1913), p.l56 no.7 (facsimile; from the stone); SB iv (1931), p.9 
no.7312; C/J ii (1952), p.397 no.l479; CPJ iii (1964), p.150 no.l479. 

M. Stern, The Jewish Diaspora', in Safrai and Stern i (1974), p.l23; G. 
Mayer, Die jiidische Frau in der hellenistisch-rdmischen Antike (1987), p.lOO. 

The facsimile shows guide-lines, including an unused one below the text; 1.3 
has only two letters at the extreme right. F. Bilabel in SB suggested that the 
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underneath. Zeidler dates the stele to the second half of the 2nd century 
A.D., and interprets the name as Idpa, which later became common among 
Christians in Egypt. CPJ 26, of 172/1 B.C., has a reference to a Jewish 
woman named I6pa, and there are also a number of occurrences of Idppa in 
the CPJ prosopography, including 41 and 378 (which uses the abbreviation 
Zap) which have no indications of Jewishness apart from the name. There is 
no evidence of Jewishness when the name is used as a matronymic in P.CoL 
1 recto la (A.D.134/5; the husband and son both have Egyptian names), and 
the abbreviation ZAPA could apply to either a man or a woman in BGU vii 
1599 col.lib (reign of Nero). F. Vattioni, 'I semiti nell'epigrafia cirenaica', 
SCO 37 (1987), pp.539-40, notes that both I<3tpa and l&ppa occurred in Punic 
and Phoenician too. In view of the lack of evidence for Jews at Terenuthis, 
the conventionally pagan depiction of the deceased, and the doubt about the 
significance of the name, it seems unlikely that this is a Jewish inscription. 
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139 {CPJ iii no. l538a): Apollinopolis Magna (Edfu): uncertain date. 
Nature of inscription uncertain. 
Unknown. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, C P J iii no. 1538a, p. 166 (based on 
Manteuffel's reading), with additional indications of lost text. 

[ - - ]LVI£ 7t£[ - - ] 

[ - - ]EUXII[ - - ] 

[ - - - 1 

[ - - ]ewxn (1-3)= Manteuffel fnpoajevxfi 
J. Manteuffel, l^s papyrus et les (Ktraca grecs', Fouilles Franco-Polonaises 
iii (1939), p.363 fragm. 1, pi. LII; CPJ ii (1964), p.l66 no.l538a. 

P.M. Fraser, 'Greek inscriptions 1952-3', JEA 40 (1954), p.l25 no.9. 

This fragmentary inscription was found in the ruins of a house in the 
northern sector of Apollinopolis Magna, and Manteuffel suggested the 
restoration of the word npoocvxfl. There are nine Jewish inscriptions from the 
town belonging to the pre-Ptolemaic period (W. Kornfeld, 'jQdisch-
aramSische Grabinschriften aus Edfu*), and the substantial Jewish 
community left a large number of papyri and ostraca from the 2nd century 
B.C. to 2nd century A.D., but the area it inhabited was in the south of the 
town. Thus the restoration, which would in any case be doubtful in view of 
the frequency of the word ĉ x̂  in Egyptian inscriptions, has no convincing 
support. Manteuffel thought that the form of the letter pi, with the right-
hand vertical stroke shorter and slightly rounded, suggested a date of the 
4th century B.C., but this too seems to be an argument based on totally 
inadequate evidence. The dating was rejected by Fraser, and both the dating 
and the restoration by Lewis, who nevertheless added the inscription to his 
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name in 1.1 might be Eior[6X]ejiO(;. The inscription was bought at Gizeh (see 
no.l37). The field shows two praying figures (cf.no.137), and it thus appears 
to fit into the Kom Abu Billu series. Like no.l37, it seems to have been 
misinterpreted by CIJ, and, as Lewis, notes, 'there is no reason whatever' to 
suppose that it is Jewish. 

http://cf.no.137
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140 (Plate XXXn; CPJ i i i no. l539a): Uncertain origin: uncertain 
date. Small terracotta column. 
Museum of Fine Arts, Budapest. 
Text follows D.M. Lewis, CPJ iii no. 1539a, p.l66,(based on Scheiber*s 
reading), with additional indications of doubtful letters. 

[first side] ET^ Qedq 
[second side] A T E O O 

[third side] lulab 
[fourth side] 6 (p)oTieSv 

1.4: OEHeilN on the stone 
God is one .... the helper. 

A. Scheiber, 'The mezuzah of the Egyptological collection', JQR 47 (1957-8), 
pp.6-12 (photographs; from the original); B.M. Leiser, "The 'mezuzah' column 
in Hungary's Egyptological collection', JQR 50 (1960), pp.365-70; CPJ iii 
(1964), p.l66 no.l539a. 

Z. Oroszlan & A. Dobrovits, Az egyiptomi gyujtemeny [The Egyptian 
collection) (1939), pp.120-1 no.46, p.l28; J.G. Szilfigyi, Antik muveszet. A 
Szipmuviszeti Muzeum kidlUtdsa [The art of antiquity, exhibition at the 
Museum of Fine Arts] {1988), p.l24. 

The possibility that this small terracotta column (10.5 x 2.9 cm., weighing 
127 gr.) was a forerunner or early form of the mezuzah was first suggested 
by I.T. Waldapfel, quoted by Oroszldn & Dobrovits; it was published in 
English, without acknowledgement, by Scheiber. The column has four 
inscribed sides, and is pierced with a hole at one end. el̂  ecd; is clearly 
legible on one side, and what appears to be A ^ 6 u v on another: beta is 
written as E, and omega could be a distorted omicron. Side 3 has a motif 
which Scheiber interpreted as a lulab, although it might also represent an 
ear of wheat; even if it is a palm, it need not be Jewish, as Leiser noted. 
Side 2 has five apparently unconnected letters; the first could also be read as 
beta. Scheiber interpreted it as filyiog, but as no more than two letters 
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collection in CPJ. 
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definitely match this reading, there is little to support it. It might be a 
magical word, a divine name or an abbreviation. The formula eT; eefti; 6 
poTieSv could be Jewish (cf Lifshitz, Donateurs no.61, from Dmer in Syria), 
but in Egypt it seems to occur only in Christian contexts, e.g. SB i 1596, a 
Byzantine epitaph from Antinoopolis; iii 6834, an inscription referring to a 
monastery fi"om the Thebaid; in i 159, the formula is followed by a dedication 
in another hand to Asklepios and other gods, and there are many examples 
of eT̂  3£d̂  applied to pagan divinities. The various usages are discussed by E. 
Peterson, Elq Qz6<; (1926). The hole in the object might be for a nail to attach 
it to a wall or doorpost, but in that case Leiser pointed out that one side 
should have been left blank; he suggested that it was instead meant to be 
worn as a pendant. Another possibility, suggested by Dr N. de Lange, is that 
the object might be a loom-weight: inscribed loom-weights are known fi-om 
elsewhere, although those found in Egypt (where they are not common, as 
the two-beam vertical loom which did not need weights was in general use) 
are mainly plain, made fi"om clay or stone. See further A.C. Mace, 'Loom 
weights in Egypt', Ancient Egypt 3 (1922), pp.75-6; H. Ling Roth, Ancient 
Egyptian and Greek looms (2nd ed., Halifax, 1951); M. Hoffmann, The warp-
weighted loom {Studia Norvegica 14 (1964)). 

The dating is totally uncertain. Lewis says it is no eariier than the early 
Roman period, but its interpretation as Jewish needs a pre-Christian date to 
support it. It is much more likely that the object is a Coptic amulet fi*om late 
antiquity or even the early middle ages. 

We are very grateful to Peter Hubai of the Museum of Pine Arts, Budapest, 
for the information he provided about the inscription, and the explanations 
he suggested. 
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141: Rome: 2nd century A.D. (?). Epitaph; metrical; biUngual (Greek 
and Latin). 
Unknown. 
Text follows G.H.R. Horsley, New documents iv (1987), no . l l 4 (based 
on the IG text), 

[£xo)v SJexoKTci) ^ovoyevTi KOI jiotpG^vov 

[0eo5o]ot{xv gea»}/E A(op6eeoi; na.Tf\p, 

[^v (j.]e>.X6vufj.(pov Tupl pT|v6<; elxASv 

[^Xeq, nJovTipfe Saipov, Si; T 6 V gpnaXiv 

[oT v6a]xov ovK EKXOXJOU;, &cmep i^^Taoe. 5 

[iiaoilKaiSe^^Trii;, tii izctpQtvoc, oloygveia 

[0Eo]6oova KELTai, A(opo6^ou Gvyd-rrip. 

[dXV w v]TiXE66upe Xdpov, i t ae x6oaov fvntu; 

tT̂ ](p)VE XiTiouoa naxpl ntvQoc; ATIELP̂ OIOV; 

[Theodosia quae et] Kalypso ann. XVIII. 10 

[-t£](p)H'c (1.9) for YH'E in IG majuscule text 

Dorotheus her father buried Theodosia, aged eighteen, his 
only child and a virgin. On the twentieth day of the month 
Tybi you took her, evil Power, when she was about to be 
married, and you did not destine for her a journey back 
home, as she had hoped. 

Eighteen years old, still a virgin, an only child, Theodosia 
daughter of Dorotheus lies (here). But 0 pitiless Charon, 
why did she in her gentleness so much delight you, leaving 
to her father grief unbounded ? 

Theodosia also called Kalypso, aged 18. 

G. Kaibel, EG (1878), no.566; IG xiv (1890), p.422 no.l648 (combining 
various readings of two fragments); IGRR i (1911) p.96 no.263; W. Peek, GV 
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142 (C/y i no.644): Milan: 5th century A.D. (?). Marble plaque; 
epitaph; bilingual (Hebrew and Latin). 
St Ambrose Basilica, Milan. 
Text follows CIJ i no.644. 

DI['?D] I hie requiesclet] | in pace bionae) miemoriae) I[os]\es 
Alexandinus qui vixet ann os plus menus [ - - - ] 

1.2: 1. requiescit, 1.4:1. Alexandrinus, 1.5:1. vixit, 1.6: 1. minus 

Peace. Here lies in peace Joses the Alexandrian, of good 
memory, who lived more or less .. years. 

There is a menorah in 1.1 (see notes) 
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(1955), p.619 no.l976; L. Moretti, Inscriptiones graecae urbis Romae (1979), 
pp.89-91 no.l231 (photograph of copy); G.H.R. Horsley, New documents iv 
(1987), pp.221-9 no.114. 

J. Carcopino, Aspects mystiques de la Rome paUenne (1941), pp.309-10 n.2. 

Horsley dates the inscription to the Hmperial period'; Peek suggested 2nd 
century AD., although apparently without any firm grounds. The inscription 
is now lost, and all editions are based ultimately on the copies of two 
fi-agments used by IG. The use of an Egyptian month shows that the family 
came from Egypt, and their names suggest (but do not prove) that they were 
Jewish. Moretti's suggestion that 11.4-5 refer to Jewish faith in resurrection 
seems somewhat far-fetched, however. The restoration of the woman's name 
as Theodosia is almost certain, although the form Theudosia may have been 
used. For epitaphs from Egypt consisting of more than one epigram, see E. 
Bemand, IM, nos.22, 33, 76, 97; in the last (HermoupoHs Magna, 2nd 
centuiy A.D.) iambics are followed by two elegiac couplets, as here. A 
Ptolemaic literary example (Peek, GV no.l968), also in these two metres, is 
discussed with comments on the genre by Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria, i, 
pp.611-2, and nn.426-9. The 'Power* (6AIH(BV, 'divinity* or 'spirif, 1.5) 
addressed in the masculine is perhaps Hades, personified as in no.31, 1.8, 
above (cf no.38, 1.8, and Wisd. i 14); Charon (1.8) does not appear in the 
otherwise comparably mythol<^cal nos.31 (incomplete) and 38. 
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143: Berea, Macedonia, but origin uncertain: 5th century A.D. (?). 
Plaque; epitaph. 
Byzantine Collection, Berea. 
Text follows D. Feissel, Recueil des inscriptions grecques chritiennes 
de Mac^doine, BCH suppl.viii no.294, p.234. 

p.'nia.otjpticov I 'loxjfii; A>x^ot8peo (̂̂ ) | lotox; napiYopl|ou. 

1.1:1. îip6piov 
1.2: 1. AU^av8p£(i>;; Orlandos ['I]oxivo[vl Kt 'A6p|ov; Robert (from 
Orlandos' photograph), C/J^ Av5p£ou 
1.3: 1. ulou 

Memorial of Joses the Alexandrian, son of Parigorius. 

There are symbols below the text (see notes) 

A.K. Orlandos, *Bepota5 femypacpal A V ^ K S O I O I ' , ApxaioXoY"c6v AeXtiov 2 (1916), 
p.l63, pl.l5 no.32 (photograph; from the stone); CIJ i (1975), pp.77-8 
no.694a; D. Feissel, Recueil des inscriptions grecques chritiennes de 
Macidoine du Ilf au Vf siecle, BCH suppl.viii (1983), p.243 no.294, pl.LXV 
(photograph; from the stone). 
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A.J. Letronne, Recueil des inscriptions ii (1848), p.252; E. Le Blant & E. 
Renan, *Sur une inscription trilingue ddcouverte k Tortose', RevArch 
(1860.11), p.348 n.l; CIL v (1872), no.6294 (from the stone); V. FoT«ella & E. 
Seletti, Iscrizioni cristiane in Milano anteriori al DC seoolo i (1897), p.70 
no.76 (from the stone); J. Oehler, *Epigraphische Beitrftge zur Geschichte des 
Judentums', MGWJ 53 (1909), p.448 no.201; E. Diehl, Inscriptiones latinae 
Christianas veteres ii (1927), p.501 no.4955; H. Leclercq, 'Judaisme', DACL 
viii.i (1928), col5.69, 218; CIJ i (1936), pp.461-2 no.644 (photograph). 

There is a menorah with crossbar and tripod in the centre of 1.1. The reading 
of the name as loses was adopted by Frey on the suggestion of Angelo 
Silvagni; Mommsen proposed D[iogen]es and Forcella & Seletti [Moysjes, but 
these names would only fit with difficulty into the available space. Milan is 
the furthest place from Egypt to provide epigraphic evidence for an Egyptian 
Jew. 
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L. Robert, Hellenica iii (1946), pp.104.5. 

The inscription has a nine-branched menorah, ethrog, shofar and lulab. 
Feissel dates it tentatively to the 5th century A.D. His reading of 
•AX£4a5p£ot»(0 is a new interpretation of 1.2: the letters AE are written over 
HAA, and the final £ is omitted. The deceased has an obviously Jewish name, 
and his father's name Parigorius (which corresponds to the Hebrew 
Menachem) was used mainly if not exclusively by Jews (CIJ i 497, ii 944-5; 
Beth She'arim nos.31, 61, 83, 208). 

Grey marble plaque, 52 x 30 cm., broken at the base and (after 1916) top 
right corner. 

144 (CIJ i no.696): Phthiotic Thebes, Thessaly: uncertain date. 
Epitaph. 
Archeological Museum, Almiros. 
Text follows CIJ i no.696, with some of Schwabe's revisions for the 
reverse. 

[Recto]: [̂ Jvfjpa Eluoeptou *A|[X]E4ocv8pl[g(i>;] ml ©eo I [5(&pa]i; 

yjCuvaiKd ]̂ au | [Tou] . 

[Verso]: shofar menorah lulab \ ^vopcotvto*;] | Beou. [ T © 
XaS] I xCô pEi-v]. 

Memorial of Eusebius the Alexandrian and of Theodora his 
wife. 

God is watching. Farewell to the people. 

A. Spyridakes, "Oepu'i 4 (1901), p.37 no.2; N. Bees, TlcvrfiKovxa XpionaviKMv 
Kai Bu^avTiaKwv 2mypa<pSv v£ai dtvayvcfioeî ', *E<pfinEpn; *ApxaioXoYiKli (1911), 
p.l05 no.40 (facsimile^; E. Peterson, E I^ ee6<; (1926), p.279; CIJ i (1936), 
pp.508-9 no.696; CIJ r (1975), p.79. 

M. Schwabe, Review of CIJ i, Qiryaih Sepher 14 (1938), p.512; L. Robert, 
Hellenica iii (1946), p.l03. 

Bees, followed by Frey, read iota and kappa on either side of a menorah as 
the first line of the reverse, and restored [E11K[(!&V1 | fevop5[vTOi;] | ecoC. 
However, Schwabe, using a squeeze sent to him by lannopulos, saw that the 
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145 (C/y ii no.902): Jaffa; necropolis: 2nd-4th century A.D, Epitaph. 
University of Oslo, Ethnographic Museum. 
Text follows CIJ ii no.902. 

Appo|iapi ulou Afi I AeuEiTn^ | BaP^Ti<; | dptoK6[no\)]. 

(Tomb) of Abbomaris son of Aha, Levite of Babylon, baker. 

J. Euting, 'Epigraphische Miszellen', SPAW (1885), p.684 no.72; C. Clermont-
Ganneau, Archaeological researches 1873-4 (1896) ii, pp.141-3 no.3; J. Oehler, 
'Epigraphische Beitrage zur Geschichte des Judentums', MCWJ 53 (1909), 
p.295 no.13; S. Klein, Jiidisch-paldstinisches Corpus Inscriptionum (1920), 
p.44 no.l20; CIJ ii (1952), p.l25 no.902 (facsimile); V.A. Tcherikover, The 
Jews in Egypt (1963), p.23 n.34. 

The names are both Aramaic in a Greek form: Ac from Bn», which was 
common in Palestine and Babylon, and Appofiapii; from 'lOMB or noaw. 
According to Clermont-Ganneau, followed by C/J, Bap̂ Xtii; is likely to refer to 
Babylon in Egypt, the future Cairo, but Tcherikover notes that there is no 
proof for this opinion. 

Marble slab, 80 x 54 cm., with the inscription in a frame shaped like a 
tabula ansata. 

146 (C/y ii no.918): Jaffa; necropolis: 2nd-4th century A.D. Epitaph. 
Unknown. 
Text follows CIJ ii no.918. 

'H^udoculS I 'Ia& (ppovuGltl AX£^avS|piou;. 

To Hezekiah son of Isa, phrontistes of Alexandria, 

C. Clermont-Ganneau, Revue Critique n.s.l5 (1883), p.142 n.l; C. Clermont-
Ganneau, Archaeological researches 1873-4 (1896) ii pp.133-7 no.l (facsimile); 

letters' were really a shofar and a lulab. From chi visible in another line of 
the squeeze he restored the T S XXX^ x«̂ p£̂ v formula which was much used by 
the Thessalian Jews, but his restoration of the previous lines as 'Evopoi[-nô  
(ptXo]|e£ou is very questionable, and it seems preferable to follow the earlier 
restoration there, treating the phrase £vopmvxô  eeov as a genitive absolute. 
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147 iCIJ ii no.920): Jaffa; necropolis: 5th century A.D. (?). Epitaph; 
bilingual (Greek and Hebrew). 
Unknown. 
Text follows CIJ ii no.920. 

©ocvoup uldi; [ Ziptovo^ £ V [ Y 6 V I V Bevuxjplv T O U KEv|Tr|vocpiov Tfj^ 

riapEnpoXiii;. t m*?D 

tvy6viv (11.2-3 ): 1. lyyovo; 
Thanoum son of Simon, grandson of Benjamin the 
centenarius of Parembole. Peace. 

C. Clermont-Ganneau, Revue Critique n.s.l5 (1883), p.143 n.l; J. Euting, 
'Epigraphische Miszellen', SPAW (1885), p.682 no.57; C. Clermont-Ganneau, 
Archaeological researches 1873-4 (1896) ii, pp.137-41 (photograph); J. Oehler, 
'Epigraphische BeitrSge zur Geschichte des Judentums', MGWJ 53 (1909), 
p.295 no.l2; S. Klein, Jiidisch-palastinisches Corpus Inscriptionum (1920), 
p.51 no.l55; CIJ ii (1952), p.l32 no.920. 

The marble titulus (27 x 28 cm.) comes from the Jaffa necropolis; Euting 
recorded it as being in the possession of the Russian archimandrite in 
Jerusalem. The deceased's name is the Greek form of the Hebrew Dinsn. His 
grandfather served as centenarius, but Jews were prohibited from enlisting 
in the militia after 418 (C.Theo. xvi 8.24); hence the dating to the second 
half of the 5th century suggested by Clermont-Ganneau. There are 
references to several places called Parembole ('camp') in Egypt, but this is 
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CIJ ii (1952), p.131 no.918. 

C. Clermont-Ganneau, PEFQS (1874), p.5; C. Clermont-Ganneau, 'La 
n^cropole juive de Monteverde*, RevArch (1920), p.365 n.3. 
Clermont-Ganneau bought this marble titulus (24 x 26 cm.) for the Palestine 
Exploration Fund in 1874. It is ornamented with a menorah and two lulabs. 
It is not clear if Hezekiah is to be understood as serving as phrontistes at 
Alexandria or elsewhere. L. Robert, Berytus 16 (1966), pp.35-6, regards Isa 
as the genitive of 'Icfâ  and derives it from Isis, but it has otherwise been 
assumed to be a form of Isaac. 
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148 (C/y ii no.928): Jaffa; necropolis: 2nd-4th century A.D. Plaque 
or stele; epitaph. 
Unknown (formerly von Ustinow collection). 
Text follows CIJ ii no.928. 

'louoTO^'Ptopfl I AXe^av5p|6(; ypuTOn|[&]Xou. 

11.2-3:1. A?L£̂ av8pe<i5 

Justus, son of Reuben, Alexandrian, rag-dealer. 

M. Lidzbarski, Ephemeris i (1900-2), p.313 no.l54; C. Clermont-Ganneau, 
RAO iv (1901), pp.147-8; S. Klein, Jiidisch-paldstinisches Corpus 
Inscriptionum (1920), pp.47-8 no.l35; CIJ ii (1952), no.928. 

J. & L. Robert, BE (1952), p.l72 no.l39; L. Robert, Hellenica xi-xii (1960), 
pp.422-3; L. Robert, Berytus 16 (1966), p.36 n.l7; J. Reynolds & R. 
Tannenbaum, Jews and godfearers at Aphrodisias (1987), p.117. 

The deceased man had a Latin name much used by Jews, and his father's 
name is a genitive form of'Pcoptî , a variant of the usual TovPl̂ . The nature 
of the employment of Reuben (if the genitive ending of the final word is 
correct) or of Justus is uncertain; it is an occupation of low status apparently 
concerned with rags or second-hand clothes, which also occurs as the 
designation of a Jew at Aphrodisias (Reynolds & Tannenbaum). The stone 
was in the von Ustinow collection at Jaffa, but it is unclear what happened 
to it when the collection was broken up after the First World War. 

149 (C/y ii no.930): Jaffa; necropolis: 2nd-4th century A.D. Plaque; 
epitaph; bilingual (Greek and Hebrew). 
Unknown (formerly von Ustinow collection). 
Text follows CIJ ii no.930. 
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probably the one just south of Syene on the upper Nile, mentioned as a 
statio in the Antonine Itinerary 161W (see H. Kees, RE xviii.4 (1949), s.v. 
Parembole). 
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'la& uloB Aa^dpou iepioq {•E)Yin('ut)o(\)). Elpf\vii. nTi)*? 

<'E>yin('rt)o(v) (1.2): CriFlO on the stone; 1. Alyunrtou 

(Tomb of) Isa, son of Lazarus the priest, of Egypt. Peace. 
Lazarus. 

H. Vincent, T)eux inscriptions de la n^cropole juive de Jaffa', RB (1912), 
p.116 (facsimile, provided by Baron von Ustinow); S. Klein, Jiidisch-
palastinisches Corpus Inscriptionum (1920), p.48 no.l37; H. Leclercq, 
'Judal'sme', DACL viii.i (1928), col.240, fig.6392; CIJ ii (1952), p.l36 no.930 
(facsimile). 

B. Brooten, Women leaders in the ancient synagogue (1982), p.97 n.73. 

The inscription is written on a triangular marble plaque 32 cm. wide and 16 
cm. at its highest; it was presumably part of the collection of Baron von 
Ustinow, who provided Vincent's information. Vincent's restoration of 
'EYintio-u was only proposed 'faute de mieux' and must be regarded as 
questionable; he suggested that the middle bar of the initial epsilon was 
erroneously omitted, the letter written 7T was a ligature of pi and tau, and 
the final upsilon was left out through lack of space. 

150 (C/y ii no.934): Jaffa; necropolis: 2nd-4th century A.D. Epitaph; 
bilingual (Greek and Hebrew). 
Unknown (formerly Russian Convent at Jaffa). 
Text follows CIJ ii no.934, 

HVTiiia j KuplXXou | m l 'AXf^dvSpou, | AĴ ĉcvSpfeojv. I Dl"?© 

Memorial of Cyril and Alexander, Alexandrians. Peace. 

J. Euting, 'Epigraphische Miszellen', SPAW (1885), p.681 no.53; J. Oehler, 
'Epigraphische Beitrfige zur Greschichte des Judentums*, MGWJ 53 (1909), 
p.295 no.9; S. Klein, Jiidisch-palastinisches Corpus Inscriptionum (1920), 
p.49 no.l41; CIJ ii (1952), p.l38 no.934. 

C. Clermont-Ganneau, Archaeolc^ical researches in Palestine 1873-4 (1896) ii, 
p.l36. 
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151: Tiberias, Palestine: uncertain date. Epitaph. 
Unknown. 
Text follows B. Lifshitz, Euphrosyne 6 (1974), pp.23-4. 

[HVTip.Tov(?) Oul'i(?)]ou Tou I ['EX]idpou T O U | [0]<iiTou dnd 
{'AXel̂ otSplo';. 

Memorial of Vitus son of Eliabus son of Vitus from 
Alexandria. 

M. Schwabe, Sepher Johanan Lewy (1949), pp.208-11 (Hebrew); B. Lifshitz, 
'Varia epigraphica', Euphrosyne 6 (1974), pp.23-4 no.l; SEG xxvi (1976-7), 
p.391 no.l685. 

J. & L. Robert, BE (1976), p.569 no.730. 

The restorations are from Lifshitz' translation of Schwabe's work. The name 
'EXiapo; also occurs in Josephus, Ant iii 200 and vi 161; the LXX form is 
'EXtap (Exod. xxxv 34). O^ito; is the Greek form of Vitus, a common name 
among the Jews of Venosa (C/J i 569, 570, 593, 611). Robert noted that the 
name of the deceased man and his grandfather could also be restored as 
AoviTo^ for Avitus. 
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Euting recorded the stone as being in the Russian convent at Jaffa. The form 
of the epitaph suggests (but does not prove) that the deceased men were 
brothers. 

A fragmentary Hebrew inscription from Jaffa pubhshed as C/J ii no.895 
(formerly in the von Ustinow collection, now in the Ethnc^aphic Museum at 
Oslo) refers to someone who may Alexandrian. The text as restored by Klein 
reads: OICPO] nm[303'?»I ] D D -i[iBb] 'an p n'aan (Hananiah son of Rabbi Lazarus 
from Alexandria. Peace.), but the restorations are clearly speculative. Two 
Greek inscriptions from Jaffa mention people from cities which could be in 
Egypt but are more likely to be homonymous places in Palestine or Syria. 
CIJ ii no.956: Sfî covô  | v\ov 'laicfi) | Aioo7ioWT(o)t) | lulab Di'Jffl menorah 'Tomb 
of Symon son of lako the Diospolitan. Peace'. CIJ ii no.957: [(?) Mvfina 
M]avaj[1ino\) (?) xlai *EX|l£6i;apo\)] NeanjloXixlcov 'Memorial of Menachem and 
Eleazar the Neapolitans'. 
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pno' (1.1): Klein "swio' 

Peace on Yeshurun for ever. (Tomb) of Abraham son of the 
blessed Rebel, of Pharbaithos. 

H. Vincent, "Notes 6pigraphiques', RB 11 (1902), pp.436-7 (photograph; from 
the stone); S. Klein, Jiidisch-palastinisches Corpus Inscriptionum (1920), 
pp.54-5 no.l63 (also in Yediot 2 (1923), p.29 no.6); SEG viii (1937), p.20 
no.l45; CIJ ii (1952), p.222 no.ll75 (photograph). 

The stone was found in a tomb with a decorated entrance, and is in a semi
circular form which suggests a tympanum. A dove is drawn on each side of 
the text. In 1.1, Klein proposed to read the common formula " S K H O ' ho D I * ? D , 

but Vincent's reading is supported by his photograph. Yeshurun presumably 
has the sense of 'Israel' here; on the biblical usage of the word, see M.J. 
Mulder in TDOT vi (1990), s.v. The deceased man apparently came from the 
Egyptian town of OdppaiSoi; (modern Hurbeit), a nome-capital and later 
bishop's seat in the Eastern Delta, about 30 miles north-east of Athribis: see 
RE xix.2 cols.1818-9; Lexicon der Agyptologie ii, p.l276. There have been 
wide variations in the suggested dates: 1st century A.D. (SEG), early 
centuries A.D. (Klein), 6th century A.D. (Vincent). 

153 (C/y ii no. l256): Jerusalem: 1st century A D . (?). Ossuary; 
Bilingual (Greek and Hebrew). 
British Museum. 
Text follows CIJ ii no. 1256. 

dord Tcov too NeiKd|vopo^ A^^otv8p^a>; | Tcoifioocvroi; xdq Qdpaq. 
HOD*?!* "lapa 
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152 (C/y ii no . l l 75 ) : Khirbet Hebra (between Yavne and el-Miighar): 
uncertain date. Epitaph; bilingual (Greek and Hebrew). 
University of Oslo, Ethnographic Museum. 
Text follows CIJ ii no. l l75 . 

Appot̂ i uloij TOO (ittKoptou 'PcoP i[X Ooppeetxi^. 
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6cn5. Twv (1.1): Sukenik 6(n&i(o)v, Meyers dordxiav 

Bones from those of Nicanor Cor Ossuary of Nicanor) the 
Alexandrian who made the gates. 
Nicanor the Alexandrian (?). 

M. Lidzbarski, Ephemeris i (1900-2), pp.197-8; C. Clermont-Ganneau, 
'Archaeological and epigraphic notes on Palestine no.22', PEFQS (1903), 
pp.125-31 (see also p.93) (photograph; from a squeeze); G. Dickson, "The tomb 
of Nicanor of Alexandria', PEFQS (1903), pp.326-3l (from the original); C. 
Clermont-Ganneau, RAO v (1903), pp.334-40 (translation and amplification 
of PEFQS article); OGIS ii (1905), pp.295-6 no.599; S. Klein, Judisch-
pal&siinisches Corpus Inscriptionum (1920), pp.17-18 no.9; P. Thomson, 'Die 
lateinische und griechische Inschriften der Stadt Jerusalem', ZDPV 44 
(1921), pp.118-9 no.200; E.L. Sukenik, Jiidische Grdber Jerusalems urn 
Christi Geburt (1931), pp.15-17; C. Watzinger, Denkmdler Paldstinas ii 
(1935), p.60, Taf 30 Abb.69 (photograph); SEG viii (1937), p.30 no.200; CIJ ii 
(1952), pp.261-2 no.l256; N. Avigad, 'Jewish rock-cut tombs in Jerusalem 
and in the Judean hill-country', Eretz Israel 8 (1967), pp.119-24 no.l 
(Hebrew), pl.KD nos.1-2 (photograph); U. Rappaport, 'Nicanor's gate', EJ xii 
(1971), cols.1133-5 (photograph). 

R.A.S. Macalister, 'Further observations on the ossuary of Nicanor of 
Alexandria', PEFQS (1905), pp.253-7; P. Roussel, 'Nicanor d'Alexandrie et la 
porte du temple de Jerusalem', REG 37 (1924), pp.79-82; R. Dussaud, Review 
of Roussel, Syria 6 (1925), pp.99-100; E. Wiesenberg, 'The Nicanor gate', JJS 
3 (1952), pp.28-9; E. Stauffer, 'Das Tor des Nikanor', ZNTW 44 (1952/3), 
pp.44-65; E.M. Meyers, Jewish ossuaries: reburial and rebirth (1971), pp.50-
2; P. Figueras, Decorated Jewish ossuaries (1983), pp.13, 15, 17; E. Bammel, 
'Nicanor and his gate', in Judaica (1986), pp.39-41. 

The ossuary (measuring 30.5 x 82.6 x 29.7 cm.) was found by Gladys Dickson 
in 1902 in a tomb on the north slope of the Mount of Olives. Clermont-
Ganneau argued that the reference to 'gates' in 1.3 concerns the Gate of 
Nicanor in the Temple: this was a bronze gate (see no.32, above) brought 
from Alexandria perhaps in the mid-lst century A.D. and mentioned in a 
number of rabbinic sources (notably b Yoma 38a). This has been accepted by 
most later writers, but CIJ followed Roussel in rejecting it and treating the 
gates as those of the tomb. The identification of this Alexandrian Nicanor 
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with the donor to the Temple is of course very attractive, but ultimately 
unprovable. 

There has been considerable discussion as to whether the first seven letters 
of the inscription should be taken as two words, 6ota T S V , i.e. 'the bones of 
Nicanor's relatives' (leaving the deceased anonymous) or (OGIS) "bones from 
the (bones) of Nicanor', or as one word denoting 'ossuary*: Meyers notes the 
similarity to the Persian word astodan. A simpler but rather drastic solution 
(Klein) is to delete xwv altogether. The Hebrew text at the end appears to 
refer to 'Nicanor the Alexandrian' with his ethnic in an abbreviated form, 
but Lidzbarski suggested that in fact it consists of the names of two sons of 
the Greek Nicanor, inserted later. (*OD'?K is a known name, and could also be 
taken as a patronymic (OGIS). 



APPENDIX 3: 
JEWISH NAMES IN PAGAN INSCRIPTIONS 

154: Ptolemais (el-Mansha): 138/7 B.C. Honorific dedication of shrine; 
list of names. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows G. Leftbvre, ASAE 13 (1913-14), p.216. 

(l:To\)(^ {XYf'. I VKlp ^axsiH&q ntoAfpalou K O I pooiXlocnii; 
KXeondTpou; xr\q dL^eh^q K O I ^oimTlooriq | KXeondTpou; -rfiq 
YUvaiK6(; ©ewv Eu^yexSv j m l Toiv TOOTCOV X ^ K V C O V , riotvloKO^ 

AUK6<PPOVO<; | [ BepeviKeu^ t&v dpxujcoiaaTOcpuXdKwv m l 

in(n)dtpxTii; I iJ^' AvSpcov m l foiifiEXriTT^^ K<a)i o l auvoSitai, (c&)v 
xd. 6v6^axa I unfiKcnai, 0pim.6i KoX6cvea(i) Hccvl B E O U ; ouvvdou; 
T6 lep6v. 

col.b 1.19 "Appap 'AXoxjpaOouToq 

In the 33rd year. On behalf of king Ptolemy and queen 
Cleopatra the sister and queen Cleopatra the wife, the 
Benefactor Gods, and their children, Paniscus son of 
Lycophron of the deme Berenice, one of the chief-
bodyguards, cavalry-officer on active duty and president, 
and the members of the association whose names are listed 
below, (dedicated) the shrine to Triphis, Kolanthes, Pan, 
and their fellow gods. 

... Abram son of Alosmathous ... 

G. Lefebvre, 'figypte gr^o-romaine IV, ASAE 13 (1913-14), pp.215-226 
(photograph; from the stone); SB iii (1926), p.27 no.6184. 

F. Bilabel, T)er Gott Kolanthes', APF 8 (1927), p.62; M. Launey, Recherches 
sur les armies helUnistiques i (1949), p.548; ii (1950), p.l232. 

The stele is made of black granite, 165 x 80 cm., with a pediment and 
acroteria at the top. In the pediment are two holes which Leftbvre suggested 
may have been for bronze ears. There are 23 lines of text occupying about a 
third of the field; the rest is empty. 28 names are listed in two columns. 
Leftbvre noted that 1.19 could also be read 'Appap.a\o}i; Madou-cô  since the 
patronymic is unknown in either case, but that would give two unattested 
names instead of just one. Foraboschi's Onomasticon follows Leffebvre's 
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165: Hermopolis Magna (eI-Ashm\inein): 80-69 B.C. (probably 79 
B.C.). Honorific dedication of shrine; list of names. 
Cairo Museum. 
Text follows M. Launey, Reckerches sur les armies helUnistiques ii, 
p.975 (introduction); J.G. Milne, Greek inscriptions no.9296, pp.25-7 
(names). 

<)nlp paoiUtoi; nToXepatou xod. pffoiXioaTT; K[X£OJHixpo«; -riî  xal 
Tpu(paivT](; 0EWV OiXo|naT6p]o)v xai OikaSiX<^ ol 
napE<p[e5p]e[<iov'cle(; 'Ep îou ndXn [^voi AnoXXoviatoo, xal ol | 
cn)pjroA.iTlei)6p£voi xtvoxai 5v xd 6v6[|iaxa -OnfixeLxai AJI6XX(OVI 

xal Au xal loic, oweaxioi^ GeoT̂  xo l£p6v | x]al x6v nepipoXov xal 
td a\)VK{upovxa ndvxa- (Exou^ p' - - - ] 

col.I 1.19 'YpKovo^ nxoX^potioo 

col l i 1.121 Xdpoo; *Hpo{p©vxoi; 

col l i 1.124 A7roXX6So)poi; Zapp5fiXou 

col l i 1.134 nxoXepdiog AaxJiOfiou 

On behalf of king Ptolemy and queen Cleopatra also called 
Tryphaina, the Father-loving and Brother-loving Gods, the 
foreign soldiers of ApoUonia (?) on guard in Hermopolis and 
their fellow-citizens, the founders, whose names are listed 
below, (dedicated) to Apollo and Zeus and the associated 
gods the shrine and the precinct and all the appurtenances. 
In the 2nd year, ... 

... Hyrcanus son of Ptolemy ... Chabas son of Herophon ... 
Apollodorus son of Zabbdelos ... Ptolemy son of Dositheus ... 

P. Jouguet, 'Inscriptions grecques d'figypte', BCH 20 (1896), pp.177-88, 196; 
21 (1897), p.l66 (firom the stone and a squeeze); M.L. Strack, Inschriften aus 
ptolemaischer Zeit', APF 1 (1901), pp.207-8, no.21; OGIS i (1903), pp.263-6 
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preferred reading and treats the father's name as the genitive of 'AXowjiaeoB?. 
On the name Abra(ha)m, see no.39. 
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no.l82; M. Lidzbarski, Ephemeris ii (1903-7), pp.338-9; J.G. Milne, Greek 
inscriptions (1905), pp.25-7 no.9296 (facsimile; from the stone); SB i (1915), 
pp.293-7 no.4206; M. Launey, Recherches sur les armies helUnistiques i 
(1949), pp.549, 555-8; ii (1950), pp.974-6, 1243-4. 

F. Zucker, Doppelinschrifi spdtptolemSischer Zeit aus der Garnison von 
Hermopolis Magna (1938), passim; U. Rapaport, *Le8 Idum^ens en figypte*, 
RPh 43 (1969), pp.75-6; P.M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria ii (1972), p.438 
n.750; E. Bemand, Repertoire bibliographique des OGIS (1982), pp.34-5 
no. 182. 

This marble stele topped with a pediment was found in December 1895. The 
inscription and no.156 below (as well as SB 599, from the 2nd century B.C.) 
refer to a group of soldiers in Hermopolis Magna who have been identified by 
Fraser and others, on the grounds of the proportion of names derived from 
Qos and Apollo, as the koinon of Idumaeans. A papyrus of the 2nd or 3rd 
centuiy A.D. iP.Giss. 99) contains part of the acts of the association, and 
mentions both this inscription and no.l56; it gives an approximate copy of 
this inscription, which enables a number of the lacunae in the introduction 
to be filled. The dedicators appear to define themselves as 'men of Apollonia', 
which Zucker took to be the town of that name on the coast between Jaffa 
and Caesarea, but Rapaport suggests that the restoration should be 
'AnoXXtoviaoTat, 'worshippers of Apollo'. It seems that they were not all of 
Idumaean nationality, and a number had names which suggest Jewish 
origin. The fact that they took part in collective dedications to pagan gods, 
perhaps with little choice in the matter, need not exclude the possibility that 
they still considered themselves to be Jews. 

Zucker notes 'YpKav65 as a non-Hebrew name much used by Jews, and 
ZdppSnXoq as a possible derivative fi-om the Hebrew or Arabic root zbd 'et = 
'God gave*. In addition, Lidzbarski took X&^a<; (where he improved on 
Jouguet's reading) as a possible Hebrew name, and Dositheus was an almost 
exclusively Jewish name in Ptolemaic Egypt (V.A. Tcherikover, CPJ i, p.19). 
As well as Dositheos, Launey also thought that these could be Jews or 
Samaritans: 182 Ao)p69£oq A(opoe£ov, 198 FTdxptov Aopoê ô ), 204 Moyoaio; 
Mowaato'u, 219 Mouoaiot; 'Anp.wvto'u. Zucker lists the following other cases of a 
father's and/or son's name which is probably or certainly Semitic: 31 Zapivaq 
^Ximiov, 41 KoTiicov B îoaxo;, 44 Koxxiwv ApSfiou?, 50 "ApSoKcBi; 'Axouov, 100 
rfiwoioi; Zt\v(t>voi;, 152 'Hpa; MiXt̂ o"". "̂̂ ^ AicanivTii; *Ap5€ou;, 203 'Axaid^ 
NiKoXdou, 205 A-n'itov ASatoi), 214 AiSlmv Aio<i>(ivou, 222 ZapivS^ Atinato^ 228 
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156: Hermopolis Magna (el-Ashmunein): 78 B.C. Honorific dedication 
of shrine; list of names. 
Cairo Museum (?). 
Text follows F. Zucker, Doppelinschrift, p.l , with restoration of 1.4 by 
M. Launey, Reckerches sur les armies kelUnistiques ii, p.976. 

[ujî p pa]oiX£co<; n-toXepatou xal paotXXoTii; KXeoTidTpô  Tfji; xal 
Tpotpatviiq 0EWV I [OiXo7ra]T6p(i)v xal 4>iXa6gX<pO)v ol 
7ictp[E]<pe5peuovTE9 bf 'EppoO n6X£i ^£voi A7to>.X4D|[viaTai] ml ol 
auv7toXiTeu6pevov [xlTiotai cov id 6v6paTa {)n6xEixai An6XXci)vi | 
[xal All] xal xoi^ ouveaxloi^ O E O T ^ T6 UpSv xal T6V TiEpipoXov xal 
id <TuvxOpovTa ndv-ra. (groot;) y' TuPi i^'. AYaep T-uxn. 

col.I 1.65 ATYIWV XpDolnnou 

col.II 1.88 Kaivtoiv Kooaxdpou 

col l i 1.93 XEXKIO.; Aiovuolou 

col l i 1.112 Ayytov Zuv^dxo^ 

col.III 1.179 M1X1X05 BapAxou 

On behalf of king Ptolemy and queen Cleopatra also called 
Tryphaina, the Father-loving and Brother-loving Gods, the 
foreign soldiers of Apollonia (?) on guard in Hermopolis and 
their fellow-citizens, the founders, whose names are Hsted 
below, (dedicated) to Apollo and Zeus and the associated 
gods the shrine and the precinct and all the appurtenances. 
In the 3rd year, Tybi 16. For Good Fortune. 

... Aggion son of Chrysippus ... Kainion son of Kosakabos ... 
Chelkias son of Dionysius ... Aggion son of Symmachus ... 
Milichos son of Barakos ... 
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'Ayydxo<; IcXe^KOV, 240 'OPaTo? Al5̂ î ov, 241 MiXixoi; ©pfiamvo;, 250 At6«H0(; 
MiWxov. 252 AXaipav KetpAXravô . There are also some other theophoric names: 
116 riaxi? 0Eo86pou, 117 'Hp(&6iiq ecoSd&pou, 236 6£66mpo<; ApT£ni6<fipoo. 
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F. Zucker, Doppelinschrift sp&tptolem&iscker Zeit (1938), passim (photograph; 
from the stone); F. Zucker, 'Nachtrfige zur Doppelinschrift spatptolemaischer 
Zeit\ Aegyptus 18 (1938), pp.279-84; SB v (1955), pp.179-82 no.8066. 

J. & L. Robert, BE (1938), p.479 no.50; M. Launey, Recherches sur les armies 
helUnistiques i (1949), p.555; ii (1950), p.976; U. Rapaport, l ^ s Idum^ens en 
figypte', RPh 43 (1969), pp.75.6; J. & L. Robert, BE (1970), pp.480-1 no.655. 

This limestone stele, which is topped with a pediment and measures 164 x 
84 cm., was found by G. Roeder in 1932, broken in two pieces. There are 
three columns of names, each containing between 68 and 70, but as the 
bottom of the stele is broken more are clearly lost; two fragments adding 
some more names were subsequently bought by Roeder. The date is 25th 
January 78 B.C. See no.155, above, for comments on the nature of the 
association. 

Of the names above, Zucker notes ' A Y Y I W V as the equivalent of Haggai, 
B6:paK0(;/B6paK0i; as a possible equivalent of Barach (but more probably from 
an Arabic root), Kaivlcov a possible derivative of the Hebrew or Arabic Qain 
(but could also be Greek), and XeXydac, as a Canaanite name - in fact it was 
commonly used by Jews. Kaivlcov may have been the name meant in the 
otherwise unattested patronymic of a Jewish military settler in the Fayum, 
Acooieeoi; Kaifii&i(vo(;) {CPJ 29.6, mid-2nd century B.C.). Zucker lists the 
following other names as containing a father's and/or son's name which is 
probably or certainly Semitic: 7 [..iKXciSiit; ZdpSou o<}pa(y6<0, 3 2 Ai&upô  
Baava66vot), 3 3 'AKO^.X^VIO.; BaXi6pov, 3 4 Zap5t(0v <t»iXô £vou, 35 'I6o<)pow 
(tiXxiypoD, 4 2 *HpaKXei6ii5 ZapSdSou, 43 Bavvifflv 'HpaKXetBov, 59 ApSnq [ ]ov, 69 
Bdpyoq 'AnoXXoivtou, 81 Maiom^dpo^ MevdvSpov (nevniKfivTapxô ), 94 Aim 
*05v8flXoM, 95 Arinaq AlBipfiXou, 129 MiXixo"; 'ApYOioo, 174 'HpoKXctSii; Naeivatoi;, 
181 <I>iX*jv Naeivato;, 201 AifiSoxoi; Ftwaiou. From one of Boeder's additional 
fragments: 76g M6xsvXKo(; Mao-OXXov, 76h 'ApSoKw.; 'AnoXXtovpou], 76k Avowiwv 
Ma<rfX[Xo\)]. There are also some theophoric names: 39 Bt65oio<; 'EXiASov, 194 
@E&6a)poq BcoS^pov. 
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I. DETAILS OF INSCRIPTIONS 

a. PROVENANCE OF INSCRIPTION 

FROM EGYPT 

Alexandria 16; 17; 18; 19(?); 20(?); 21 
Chatby 1; 2 
Gabbary 13 
Hadra 9; 10 
El-Ibrahimiya 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8 
Kom el-Shukafa 14 
Mustafa Pasha 11; 12 
Roman Tower 15 

Antinoopolis 119; 120 
Arsinoe-Crocodilopolis (Medinet el-Fayum) 117 
Athribis (Benha) 27; 28 
Demerdash 106; 107; 108; 109; 110; 111; 112; 

113; 114 
Fayum 115(?); 116 
Hermopolis Magna (el-Ashmunein) 155; 156 
El-Kanais, Temple of Pan 121; 122; 123; 124 
Leontopolis (Tell el-Yehoudieh) 29; 30; 31; 32; 33; 34; 35; 36; 37; 38 

39; 40(?); 41; 42; 43; 44; 45; 46; 47 
48; 49; 50; 51; 52; 53; 54; 55; 56; 57 
58; 59; 60; 61(?); 62; 63; 64(?); 65(?) 
66(?); 67; 68; 69; 70; 71; 72; 73; 74 
75; 76; 77; 78; 79; 80; 81; 82; 83; 84 
85; 86; 87; 88; 89; 90; 91; 92; 93; 94 
95; 96; 97; 98; 99; 100; 101; 102(?) 
103(?); 104(?); 105 

Al-Minya 118 
Naucratis 26 
Nitriai 25 
Ptolemais (el-Mansha) 154 
Schedia (Nashwa) 22; 23 
Xenephyris (Kom el-Akhdar, near Damanhur) 24 
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Uncertain origin 
bought at Alexandria 
bought at Cairo 
bought at Gizeh 

FROM OUTSIDE EGYPT 

Berea, Macedonia 
Jaffa 
Jerusalem 
Khirbet Hebra, Palestine 
Milan 
Phthiotic Thebes, Thessaly 
Rome 
Tiberias, Palestine 

126; 131; 133 
127; 128 
125; 129; 132; 134 
130 

143(?) 
145; 146; 147; 148; 149; 150 
153 
152 
142 
144 
141 
151 

b. DATE OF INSCRIPTION 

EXACT DATES 

138/7 B.C. 
117 B.C. 
79 B.C. 
78 B.C. 
58/57 B.C. 
55 or 4 B.C. 
54 or 3 B.C. 
52 or 1 B.C. 
37 B.C. 
34 or 33 B.C. 
29 B.C. 
28 B.C. or A.D.16 
28 B.C. 
27 B.C. 
26 B.C. 
26/25 B.C. 

154 
30 
155(?) 
156 
96(?) 
60 
90 
93 
13(?) 
113 
116 
67C?) 
55 
84 
100(?) 
68 
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23 B.C. 
21 B.C. or A.D.23 
17 B.C. or A.D.27 
6 B.C. 
5 B.C. 
4 B.C. 
A.D.1 
A.D.3 
A.D. 4 
A.D.5 
A.D.8 

69; 70(?) 
72 
71 
73 
74(?); 89(?) 
75 
65(?) 
18 
76 
43(?); 86 
40 

APPROXIMATE DATES 

Ptolemaic 
early Ptolemaic 
246-221 B.C. 
late 3rd-mid-2nd century B.C. 
2nd century B.C. 
145-116 B.C. 
140-116 B.C. 
late Ptolemaic 
2nd or 1st century B.C. 
mid-2nd-lst century B.C. 

23 B.C.? 
mid-2nd century B.C 

12 B.C.? 
11 B.C.? 
10 B.C.? 
4/3 B.C.? 

mid-2nd century B.C 

30 B.C.? 
28 B.C.? 
27 B.C.? 
26 B.C.? 
25 B.C.? 

14; 129C?) 
3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8 
22; 117 
10 
9(7); 115(?) 
125 (original) 
24; 25 
K?); 2C?) 
27; 28; 121(?); 122(?); 123C?); 124(?) 
33 
68 

early 1st century A.D. 42 
41 
61 
98 
51 

early 2nd century A.D.31; 34; 35; 36; 37; 38; 
39; 44; 45; 46; 50; 52; 54; 57; 62; 66; 
87; 88; 91; 102; 103; 104; 105 
48 
56 
92 
64 
85; 94 
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22 B.C.? 63; 97 
21 B.C.? 32 
20 B.C.? 47 
18 B.C.? 49 
14 B.C.? 101 
13 B.C.? 53 
7 B.C.? 99 

late Ptolemaic 23C?) 
late Ptolemaic or 21 B.C. 12(?) 
late Ptolemaic or A.D.3/4 IK?) 
late Ptolemaic or Roman 20(?) 
1st century B.C. or A.D. 29; 107; 110 

49 B.C.? 114 
47 B.C.? 106 
44 B.C.? 108 
43 B.C.? 109 
39 B.C.? 111 
38 B.C.? 112 

47-31 B.C. 125 (replacen 
30 B.C.- A.D.14 26 
27 B.C. or 1st century A.D. 95 
late 1st century B.C.- early 1st century A.D. 

83 
late 1st century B.C.- early 2nd century A.D 
Roman 
1st century A.D. 
1st or early 2nd century A.D. 
2nd century A.D. 
2nd century A.D. or later 
2nd—4th century A.D. 
3rd century A.D. or later 
4th-5th century A.D. 
5th century A.D. 
late Roman 
uncertain date 

59 
17; 19; 21 
153C?) 
126 
141(?) 
118; 119; 120C?); 131(?); 133(?) 
145; 146; 148; 149; 150 
132C?) 
134 
142(?); 143(?); 147(?) 
15; 16; 127(?) 
128; 130; 144; 151; 152 
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c. NATURE OF INSCRIPTION 

Amphora with owner's name 21 
Column base 15 
Column fragment 19 
Dedication 20; 105(?); 127 
Donation 115 
Epitaph 1; 2; 3; 6; 7; 8; 10; 11; 12; 23; 29; 30 

31; 32; 33; 34; 35; 36; 37; 38; 39; 40 
41; 42; 43; 44; 45; 46; 47; 48; 49; 50 
51; 52; 53; 54; 55; 56; 57; 58; 59; 60 
61; 62; 63; 64; 65; 66; 67; 68; 69; 70 
71; 72; 73; 74; 75; 76; 77; 78; 79; 80 
81; 82; 83; 84; 85; 86; 87; 88; 89; 90 
91; 92; 93; 94; 95; 96; 97; 98; 99; 100 
101; 102; 103; 104; 106; 107; 108 
109; 110; 111; 112; 113; 114; 118(?) 
119; 120; 130; 131(?); 132; 141; 142 
143; 144; 145; 146; 147; 148; 149 
150; 151; 152 

Honorific decree 18C?); 129 
Honorific dedication 14(?) 

Honorific dedication of shrine 154; 155; 156 
Honorific dedication of proseuche 13; 22; 24; 25; 27; 117-

Proseuche dedication 9; 126 
Honorific dedication of part of proseuche 28 

Incense burner 134 
Lintel (part) 17; 
List of names 154; 155; 156 
Metrical 23; 29; 30; 31; 32; 33; 34; 35; 36; 37; 

38; 39; 40; 114; 141 
Mummy label 133 
Ossuary 153 
Painted stucco 3; 4; 5 
Proclamation of asylum (replacement copy) 125 
Sarcophagus 11; 12 
Statue base 20 
Statuette base 26(?) 
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d. LINGUISTIC FEATURES 

Aramaic 3; 5 
Aramaic or Hebrew 4 
Hebrew 118; 119; 133 
Bilingual (Greek and Hebrew) 15; 17; 147; 149; 150; 152; 153 
Bilingual (Greek and Latin) 125; 141 
Bilingual (Hebrew and Latin) 142 
Doric dialect 38 

II. PERSONAL NAMES 

a. NAMES WRITTEN IN THE GREEK ALPHABET 

A[..]ei9 106 
Act 145 
Appipa 19 
Appopapi^ 145 
Apitlfflv 104 
'APpofi 152; 154 
"APpotpô  39 
A7aeoKXfi9 36; 46 
Ayylov 156 
AM...1 127 
AX£̂ ocv5po5 30; 150 
AXtvTi 38 
"AXunoi; 13 

Temple graffiti 123; 124 
Thanksgiving 121; 122 
Thanksgiving or dedication 128 
Tomb wall 52 
Votive 15; 16; 17; 19; 116 
Fragmentary 14; 45; 127; 128 
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'AXG)Ona9oi)i; 154 
26 

'AjioX>̂ 5ci)po9 155 
•ApvOT[...l (?) 128 
'Apujiopô JXri 10 (notes) 
Apiot6pouXoi; 45 
ApnoxpS^ 116 
Apa£ici)v 130 
Apci,v6Ti 33 

Apaiv6a 38 
AptS|j.(i)v 20 
Aooi)a[...] 83 
Aiĵ (iva)v 134 

24 
156 
15 

Bopxto^ 43 
Beviaptv 147 
Bop^oxoplai; 127 
BopoOx 15 
BpaalSou; 18 
RXAUKTOCI; 47 
AE^(p6vioi; (?) 92 

30 
Aiovxiaia 116 
A 1 O V 6 0 1 0 9 122; 156 
Ao[....] 45 
Aa)pa<; 29 
A(opitov 121 
Ao)p66eo(; 141 
Acooiipiv 85 
Aoxi«^ 78 
Aoxj9ta)v 93 
AcooiOto 23 
AoxjiGeô  34; 71; 72; 155 
Elpai; 52 
Etpî vTi 32; 67; 115 
Elodic 19 
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EtodKK; 1 0 7 
'EKSTIJIO; 1 0 8 
'EXd^otpoi; 5 5 
*EX£d[^apO(; 4 2 ; 6 2 ; 1 1 5 ; 1 5 0 (notes) 

1 5 1 
'EVT6XIO9 1 5 
'EmicfiSTiq 2 7 

1 1 6 
'Epptou; 2 8 
Ei5aepto(; 1 4 4 
Ei^poo6vT| 6 
Zapp&nXo^ 1 5 5 
" H8iwa 1 0 
•H^uda 1 4 6 
'HXdpiov 7 0 
'HXioSSpcx; 7 
'HpaKXe\.STi(; 1 8 
'Hpocpcov 1 5 5 
BaKU) 2 3 ( ? ) 
©avovji 1 4 7 
©eoSooia 1 4 1 
6eo5di)pa 1 4 4 
0e68copo(; 2 4 
©eOSoTog 1 2 1 
6E\)6<6pa 5 3 ( ? ) 
Qtm 1 1 4 
©Tl56<jioi; 3 8 

8 7 
'IdKOupoi; 5 6 ; 8 1 
'IaK6 1 5 0 
'IaK&Po<; 1 0 7 
' ITIOOU^ 3 4 ; 6 5 
'lodcvii^ 5 7 
*Io<)5a 1 3 1 
'lo<)bcu; 5 4 
"louXicevSq 1 9 ; 2 1 
' I o < ) O T O ( ; 1 4 8 

] 2 
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' l o o u d u v 

'loxriicpoi; 
K[ ] 
Kaiviojv 

KoodKapO(; 
KDpUX,0(; 

Ad^apO(; 
Mavaf ipo^ 
Mdpccvi^ 
Map8oxaio^ 
MdipEiv 
M a p l a 
MotpidnTi 
MApiv 
MApiov 

Nap5l<ov 
NeiKdvo)p 
NeSdviv 

NiKdvtop 
N I K T ) 

NiKoXdo^ 
NtKopfiSiii; 
NtKfflV 
N6wo<; 
OlK[....] 
'OXviutidq 
*OvfiOLpo5 

146; 149 
102 
6 
12 
1 
143 
110; 132 
77 
156 
99 
156 
150 
111 
123; 124(?); 149 
150C?) (notes) 
101 
10 
100 
120 
11 
84; 103 
74 
40 
41 
156 
96 
153 
88 
41 
67 
61 
11 (notes); 32; 115 
73 
20; 75 
128 
23 
11 (notes) 
46 
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"Ovtoi; 38 
O&ltoi; 151 

114 
Ooovitov 97 
HctnoC^ 126 

37; 89; 132 
nditno^ 132 
napiyoploi; 143 

99; 111 
Hxeppltov 69 
riToXeiiaLO^ 11 (notes); 27; 122; 155 
Oupeltov 94 
•?l..]Xio 50 

36 
'Pova 15 
*Po)Pfi 148 
•PcopfiX 152 

49 
86 

Sdppaeo.; 60 
lappaToi 96 
lappaxoio^ 40; 58; 93; 98; 106 
SaPpaTai9 108 
lappdxiov 95 
Zappatlojv 59 

48 
Ia|Xpd9iv 76 
ZcqaPoiot; 65 
Sapo<)TiX 127; 128(?) 
Idpa 137 (notes) (?) 

63; 109 
7 

Zi{xo)v 147 
Eop.of|Xo9 29; 58 
Zo-6oava 12 (notes) 

72 
150 
156 
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Taoiniv 66; 90 
TeteOpiov 96 
Teutpta 82 

78 
130 

TEUcpiXtwv 104 
Tp<)(paiva 52 
'YpKocv6q 155 
<I>aP£T<; 33 

34 
tpapoojGl^ 120 

70 
<I>iXoT p̂a 28 
OiX,0D|j£vn 40 
^iXoiji; 91 
<&iXo<)uv 80 
<1>1>.0)V 2 
<I>o\)po\5vL9 110 

155 
XaipfiiiMV 23 
XeXtdoi; 129(?); 156 
Xpuoinno^ 156 
M'ovoveui; 109 

8 
'fipoaa 32 
[...]9epoq 79 
[...]va[.]iov 64 
[...Jovtoi; 44 

b. NAMES WRITTEN IN THE HEBREW ALPHABET 

O'uv'̂ B (Elioenai) 3 
[:...]i'?D» (Apollo...?) 4 
-ijim (Demetrius?) 5 
n'iin (Hananiah) 150 (notes) 
pv (Judan) 118 
•^^o'? (Lazarus) 119; 149; 150(?) (notes) 
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lip: (Nicanor) 153 
m i D ' D (Sitorah) 133 
n'npiJ (Akabiah) 3 

c. NAMES WRITTEN IN THE LATIN ALPHABET 

loses 142 
Kalypso 141 

d. NOTABLE FEATURES OF THE NAMES 

Double name 
Both names Greek 116; 141 
Both names Hebrew 127 
Greek and Hebrew names 6; 128(?) 
Hebrew and Latin names 19 

Relatives' names of differing origin 
Father Egyptian, son Greek 72; 114 
Father Egyptian, daughter Hebrew 120 
Father Egyptian, son Hebrew 109; 110 
Husband Egyptian, wife Greek 99; 115 
Father Greek, son Hebrew 34; 40; 108(?); 115; 128; 

132; 143 
Father Greek/Hebrew, son Hebrew 147 
Mother Greek, son Hebrew 40 
Father Hebrew, daughter Greek 10 
Father Hebrew, son Greek 29; 41; 93 
Father Hebrew, son Greek/Hebrew 147 
Husband Hebrew, wife Greek 115 
Father Hebrew, son Latin 148; 151 
Father Latin, son Hebrew 151 

Relatives* names of same origin 
Father and son Egyptian 111 
Father and daughter Greek 7; 38; 67(?); 70; 141 
Father and son Greek 2; 18; 20; 27; 46; 104; 121; 

122; 130; 132 
Father and son Hebrew 3; 19; 43; 54; 57; 58; 65; 
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107; 145; 146; 149; 152 
Husband and wife Greek 28; 40; 78; 144 
Mother and daughter Greek 32; 38; 52 

Homonymous father and son 43; 54; 57 
Patronymic 

f) in patronymic 
TOO in patronymic 
papponymic 

Name erased 

2; 3; 7; 10; 15; 19; 20; 23; 26; 27; 29 
40; 41; 43; 44(?); 45; 46; 54; 57; 58 
65; 67(?); 70; 72; 79; 93; 104; 106 
107; 108; 109; 110; 111; 114; 115 
119; 120; 121; 122; 127; 128; 130 
132; 143; 145; 146; 147; 148; 149 
151; 152 
10 
40; 46; 151; 152 
15(?); 147; 151 
77 

III. PERSONAL DETAILS 

a. FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS 

GREEK VOCABULARY 

A8eX<p6(; 
ASe^o l 

Yeveri 

ytwt[caq 
ytvoc, 

yiv&. 
7 0 V E U 5 

yovfeg 

yuvaiKdi; 

83 
32 
116 
39 

38 
29 

29 

35 
28; 78; 99 
43; 67; 115; 126; 144 
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2770vo^ 
hr(6viv 147 

15; 32; 52; 120; 141 
Kolipa 38 

101 
37; 40; 52; 83; 101 

pilTp6<; 30; 33 
vGpxpvô  

v6(i(pie 57 
nau; 

naT6a 23 
28 

Tcai6<ov 127 
TiapdKOiTn^ 

notpdKomv 30 
nariip 33; 44; 83; 141 

natpt 141 
naTp6q 31 

7ip(inot6KO(; 
JlpCOTOTdKOV 33 

o\)vai|iou 23 
OUVOLKOi; 31 
T^KVOV 34; 38 

T^KVa 30; 39 
T̂ KVOU 33 

43; 116; 126 
17; 147; 152 

iol<j*; 143 
ui6v 29; 35 
mou 145; 149 

146 

(piXoii; 29 
<p69 34 

HEBREW/ARAMAIC VOCABULARY 

p 150 (notes) 
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13 3 

RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN INSCRIPTIONS 

father 
and children 33; 39; 127 
and daughter 31; 32; 33; 141 
and son 18; 29; 34 
adoption 34C?) 

mother 
and child 33; 101 
and daughter 23; 32; 33; 52 
and son 30; 37; 40 
childbirth 23 
death in childbirth 33; 85; 99; 106 

parents 
and children 28; 30; 43; 116; 126 
and daughter 38; 83 
and son 35 

grandmother and grandchild 101 
brothers 132; 150(?) 

and sister 83; 96C?) 
husband and wife 23; 28; 32; 33; 38; 67(?); 78; 99; 115; 

116; 126; 144 
marriage 23; 33; 38; 57 

marriage ceremony 31 
unmarried 32; 35 
unmarried (about to marry) 141 

childlessness 34; 38; 50; 65; 76; 101(?); 110 

b. AGE AT DEATH 

about 1 year old 96 
about 2 years old 96; 102; 103 
3 years old 132 
about 3 years old 87 (?); 93 
4 years old 132 
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about 4 years old 96 
5 years old 35; 40 
about 5 years old 79(?); 104 
about 6 years old 70 
9 years old 83 
about 11 years old 56 
about 15 years old 80 
about 16 years old 86; 94 
18 years old 48(?); 141 
about 18 years old 78 
19 years old 76 
20 years old 31; 38 
about 20 years old 42; 73 
about 22 years old 77; 81; 95 
about 23 years old 49; 68; 74; 110 
25 years old 23; 71; 99(?) 
about 25 years old 85; 90 
27 years old 37; 51(?) 
about 27 years old 82 
about 28 years old 97 
30 years old 32; 55;61(?) 
about 30 years old 36; 54; 57; 58; 
about 30 (+?) years old 89; 112 
33 years old IK?) 
34 years old 1 
35 years old 100; 120 
about 35 years old 41; 72; 106 
about 37 years old 111 
about 38 years old 36 
40 years old 46(?) 
about 40 years old 91(?); 98 
about 40 (+?) years old 75 
about 45 years old 69; 109; 113 
about 46 years old 92 
about 49 years old 66 
50 years old 2; 130 
about 50 years old 43; 84 
53 years old 39 
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60 years old 34 
about 60 years old 60; 108 
102 years old 47 
about ? years old 59; 142 

c. EPITHETS 

d.yaQ6<; 
dyoGoO 39 
d7aefiw 39 

Q-ijK dv̂ pctOTOi; 39 
dYvoTpacpfi^ 

dyvoTpcttpgt; 33 
alv6popo5 

alv6popov 33 
&KX.ripo(; 32 
dKp,oao^ 

dKpaiav 83 
6.K\ioir\v 31 

&X\inoq 74; 98 
bXovnt 59 
dXoinoQ 78 
a w 43; 57; 70; 84; 89 
dXunoi 132 

dvtyKA.r|Tog 
dv^KXtixe 30 

dvEUippccvxoi; 32 
dvfip 116 
dpioxo^ 114 

dpeotog 35 
hxEKvoc, 38; lOlC?) 

dTetcve 50; 65; 76; 110 
&iEK0<; 34 

dTuxfl? 32; 33 
auotiipd^ 

a^oTiipdv 30 
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270 

Stcopoq 31; 62; 78; 106 
&ope 50 
ftopov 61 
ftopo^ 130 
ftcope 12; 35; 41; 42; 45; 49; 56; 57; 58; 59; 

63; 65; 70; 71; 72; 76; 77; 80; 89; 94; 
95; 103; 104; 107; 109; 110; 111 

ftwpoi 132 
&o>pov 97; 102 

|ioie6(; • 30 

6\)onevto 34 
5i3ap.opo5 

6ftonopov 33 

tUwd 30 
il£xvoi6.vr\c, 30 

ivr\f\<; 141 
tvToXioq 

bnoXiov 15(?) 

e^kcTfryiov 19 
Kop\|/6q 

Kopv^ 56 
K\)baX\\i6q 

K\)6aXipSc; 35 
ic6pa 

KDpa^ 15 
idjpio.; 127(?); 128(?) 
^ o G o a 99 
X6xo\>q 85 
^ox<i> 106 
(xaKtipio^ 152 

p-aKopioTdToi) 15 
paKopioTOTAxou 39 

peX,X^vv)i<(>ov 141 
HiKp65 

(oeiKpd 33 
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H£iKp£ 93 
neiKp6v 37 
pvKpd 86; 100 
mKpdv 64 
\UKp6v 97; 102 

fj,ovo7Evf|(; 
(xovoYevfj 141 

viav 83 
vTiXe6eu(j.o(; 

vt\>>£6B\}\i£ 141 

vfija' 30 
oloy^vEia 141 

d îfiXiKa 35 
6p(paviK6(; 

6p (pavLid i 33 
6p<pav6(; 

Apqxxvg 93 
navdpLoxoi; 

Tiotvdtpicrre 35 
nav^S-upoi; 

7iav65t)pe 35 
nopegvo^ 141 

notpefivov 31; 141 
naol(piXo(; 55; 62; 74; 78; 91; 108 

nacUpiKa 100 
jiaowpiXe 30; 41; 42; 45; 49; 53; 57; 59; 60; 63; 

69; 70; 71; 73; 76; 77; 80; 84; 88; 89; 
92; 104; 113 

nocat(piXTi 95 
notowpiX-nv 36 
naoupiXov 64; 97 

oenv6TaTov 30 
ovvfeTaipo^ 

ovvfitaipov 35 

file:///UKp6v
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d. PROFESSIONS AND STATUS 

medicine 30(?); 40(?) 
tipxn 

Apxfi 39 
dpxwpoat(5nTi(; 18 
ApXiovvdycoyo^ 18 
dpTOK6no5 

dpTOKdnov 145 
YpuTon^Xoi; 

ypoxojcAXou 148 

272 

0<iXpp(i)V 
a&(ppova 36 

Tpaupaxla^ 
Tpau^atla 93 

(piXd$eX(pô  114 
<piXA5EX<pe 86; 113 

(piXtixfi 99 
(pî oTittov 84 
<piXo<; 

(piU 109 
(piXoi 35 

(pLX6T£Kve 47; 113 
XPTIOT6^ 55; 62; 78; 114 

xnpotfe 63 
XPTlo-t̂  30; 41; 42; 43; 45; 47; 49; 57; 58; 59; 

60; 65; 68; 69; 71; 72; 73; 75; 77; 89; 
92; 94; 96; 104; 107; 108; 109; 110; 
111; 112 

XPnoxf[ 11; 23; 53; 66; 70; 74; 76; 79; 80; 84; 
91; 95; 96; 100; 101; 106; 113 

Xpnorriq 67 
n-.03 (worthy) 133 
bonae memoriae 142 
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Up£o5 
Upioa 

KEVTiivapto^ 
KeVTTlVapLOV 

AeuELTTii; 
Tiaxfip 
noXiTopxiSv 
TipooTAxriQ 

npooTdvTtov 
OTpaTriY6(; 

atpav[\y6v 

(ppovTiorfii; 
(ppovTiaii 

27 
115 

149 
84 

147 
145 
44C?) 
39 
20 
24 

129 
26 

146 
150 (notes) 

IV. GEOGRAPHY 

a. PLACE-NAMES 

Alexandria 
Arimathaea 
Athribis 
Babylon 
Crocodilopolis 
Diospolis 
Land of Onias 
NeapoUs 
Nitriai 
Parembole 
Schedia 
Teberkythis 

146; 150(?) (notes); 151 
10(?) (notes) 
27 
145 
117 
150(?) (notes) 
38 
150(?) (notes) 
25 
147 
23 
98 
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Xenephyris 24 

b. ETHNICS 

•AXê avBpe'iH; 
'AAx^aSpeou^ 
'AXe^av8pg(; 
'AXe^avBp^tov 

Alexandrinus 
Alexandinus 

'lov5aToi; 
'louSoioi 

LiScovia 

149 

143 
148 
150 

144; 153 

142 
121; 122 
14; 22; 24; 25; 27; 117 
7 
152 

V. RELIGION 

a. JEWISH DIVINE TITLES 

IkyiQc, 
Tw AYIW 16; 127 

tS dyio) ToO 'lopdriX 17(?) 
134(?) 

ee(5v 122 
eeov 121 
eemt 127 
Bedi; poTiefit; 16; 17 
ivopSfvioq GeoO 144 
eeffii fooiKdoM. 13 
6ecai |ieYdX«)i 13 
Gecoi lieydXci) (leydXo) uiinat^ 116 
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9; 27; 105 
idipioi; 127(?); 134 
OOLOl 

33 
JiavSandTcop 39 

134(?) 
Xwpo^ eiKTepf|5 

Xopov-xuceP^a 35 

b. NON-JEWISH DIVINE AND MYTHOLOGICAL REFERENCES 

AI6TI.; 31 
AEISOV 34 
AtSao 38 
'At6Tiv 39 

Adea<; 38 
MoTpa 33 
n o v T i p o i ; Saljitov 

novTipfe 5at(xov 141 
Xdptov 

Xdpov 141 
Rape of Proserpina 31 

c. JEWISH RELIGIOUS AND COMMUNAL TERMINOLOGY 

01 •looSoiot 14; 22; 24; 25; 27; 117 
'\<sp&r]X 17 
veopTivuxml fm^pai 18(?) 
nocv6f||4.o5 SGVIKA; 

nocvSî ô) Ôvitcf) 39 
nXiieog 

nXfiGoû  129 

n6h.v 30 
cruvaytwyfi 

ouvaycoyfi 20(?) 
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OVV68G) SanpaeiKfi 26 
p-iO' 152 

d. JEWISH BUILDINGS AND MONUMENTS 

fiiyiog x6no<; 
Ayifi T6n<i> 16(?); 17; 127(?) 

dvaefeu; 125 
IkovXov 125 
e4g5pa 

i^t^pav 28 
8<>pa 153 
iepbc, nepipoXo^ 

'i£p6v TiepipoXov 9(?) 
MTip6piov 

JiTlpoOpTlOJV 143 
[xvfipa 144; 150 
p-VTllifjOV 

pvTipfio) 114 
6atATOv 153(?) 
nXd^ 125 
npoaeuxfi 

npooeDXTJi 28 
npooeux îv 9; 13; 22; 25; 27; 105(?); 117; 125; 126 
npooeuxTl'; 24; 125 

TwXwva 24 

G-i&la 38 
OTÎ XTIV 35 

ODyjcupfeo) 
o^Yidipov'ta 9; 25 

cmvaYcaryfi 20C?) 
TtSwpoq 32; 33 

xdipov 39 
Td(pou 31 
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TEn£vei 129 

34 
115 

wpoXdyiov 115 

e. PRAYERS AND BLESSINGS 

popoi)^ papaxta 15(?) 
Yoiotv 2x01-9 X̂owppdv dq xdv &iavTa xp^vov 39 
yfî  fKctippou; tiyxpiq 109; 113(?) 
E X £ O U I ; £X.7ti5a (icyaOfiv iyia npoaS^xopai 36 
E-uXoyla 121 

EuX^yei 122 
EUXOtptOTW 127(?) 
euxfi 16; 19 

mt' EVJx̂ iv 116 
^jiEp E<jxnc, 134 

iT| o o i KO^qKX x6^v 6. (peij^oio <p\)\dKX(op 38 
KaTeiitpTipoiv tdia (ppdoo^ 6i7a9t 39 
001 (p^poi mprtdv dnd oTax^wv 38 
Tou(i6v fixoi; <P̂ £ 114C?) 
Hebrew prayers 119; 133; 152 

f. SYMBOLS 

ethrog 118; 143 
lulab 118; 119; 131; 143; 144; 146; 147; 149 
menorah 21; 118; 119; 131; 133; 134; 142; 143; 

144; 146 
shofar 118; 131; 143; 144 
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VI. RULERS AND DATES 

a. MONARCHS 

Ptolemy III Euergetes I 22; 117 
Berenice II 22; 117 
Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II 24; 25; 125 
Cleopatra II 24; 25 
Cleopatra III 24; 25 
Cleopatra VII 13(?); 125 
Ptolemy XIV or XV (Caesarion) 125 
Ptolemy XV (Caesarion) 13(?) 
Ptolemy and Cleopatra 27; 28 
Augustus 18; 26; 40; 55; 68; 69: 
Kings (names lost) 129 
Queen (name lost) 14 

b. REGNAL YEARS 

1st year 48 
2nd year 96 
2nd year of Caesar 55; 116 
3rd year 56; 67; 87(?) 
3rd year of Caesar 84 
4th year 92; 95; 102; 114; 126 
5th year 64; 94 
5th year of Caesar 68; 100(?) 
6th year 85; 106 
7th year 58; 70 
7th year of Caesar 69 
8th year 63; 103; 108 
9th year 97 
10th year 12; 32; 47; 72; 109 
10th (+?) year 110 
11th year 20 
12th year 66 
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13th year 
14th year 
15th year 
16th year 
17th year 
l8th year 
19th year 
I9th/3rd year 
20th year 
23rd year 
25th year 
25th year of Caesar 
26th year 
27th year 
29th year 
30th year 
33rd year 
33rd year of Caesar 
34th year 
35th year 
37th year of Caesar 
40th year 
54th year 
..th year 
..th year of Caesar 

49; 71; 111 
112 
13 
35; 38 
lOK?) 
53 
41 
113 
61(?); 98 
96; 99; 104 
33; 73; 89 
74(?) 
60; 75 
51(?); 90 
93 
65 
IK?) 
18 
76; 86 
43 
40 
46(?); 91C?) 
30 
77 
26 

c. MONTHS 

Thoth 14 
Thoth 18 
Thoth 23 
Thoth 27 
Thoth 30 
Phaophi 6 
Phaophi 11 
Phaophi 18 
Phaophi 19 

56 
95 
72 
104 
92 
116 
41 
114 
97 
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Phaophi 21 66 
Hathyr 1 101 
Hathyr 3 30 
Hathyr 8/18/28 12 
Hathyr 9 85 
Hathyr 10 67 
Hathyr 11 61; 106 
Hathyr 18 18 
Choiak 1 43 
Choiak 3 32 
Choiak 5 32 
Choiak 7 32 
Choiak 8 73(?) 
Choiak 9 53 
Choiak 15 96 
Choiak 19 109 
Choiak 28 76 
Choiak .. 48 
Tybi 2 100 
Tybi 3 49 
Tybi 4 64 
TVbi 20 141 
Tybi 22 71 
Tybi 68 
Mecheir 2 33 
Mecheir 16 69 
Mecheir 20 55 
Mecheir .. 13 
Mecheir/Mesore .. 42 
Phamenoth 7 58 
Phamenoth 10 26 
Phamenoth 18 40 
Phamenoth 21 111 
Pharmouthi 7 126 
Pharmouthi 21 112 
Pharmouthi 27 65 
Pharmouthi 30 99 
Pachon 5 113 
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e<j)0o 56 
Xo(iaK:) 73 
Xv&K 96 
Mextp 55 
<l>afi(ev66) 58 
<I>ap€V&T 111 
<I>ap(po09L) 112 
riavi 108 
naoTv[iJ 96 

96 
'E7ll<p 70 

90 
Mecn)pfi 94 
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Pachon 16 93 
Pachon 19 89 
Payni 12 47 
Payni 13 84; 96 
Payni 14 108 
Payni 21 38 
Payni 25 102 
Payni 27 60 
Payni 29 35 
Payni 30 74; 103 
Payni/Pachon 10 (?) 86 
Epeiph 5 70 
Epeiph 15 98 
Epeiph 25 90 
Epeiph 30 96 
Mesore 9 (?) 63 
Mesore 11 94 
Mesore 29 75 
^ (day 10) 4 
... 22 110 

Variant spelHngs and abbreviations 
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VII. LITERARY REFERENCES 

a. OLD TESTAMENT 

Genesis 
iv 26 36 
X V 13 33 
xx 2 39 
X X 14 39 
xxiii 2 35 
xxvi 7 32 
xxix 17 32 
X X X 21 10 
xxxi 10 33 
xxxvii 15 34 
xxxix 6 32 
xlvi 24 48 
xlix 3 33 
xlix 25 16 
1 10 35 

Exodus 
xii 43 114 
xvii 9-10 34 
X X 6 36 
xxxv 34 151 

Leviticus 
xxvi 19 21 

Numbers 
xii 7 29 
xvi 6-7 134 
xxiv 16 27 

Deuteronomy 
V 10 36 
X X 5 28 
xxviii 11 36 
X X X 9 6; 36 
xxxii 8 27 
xxxii 36-43 36 
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xxxii 39 39 
Judges 

ix 6 127 
Ruth 

iv 20-1 48 
I Samuel (I Kingdoms) 

ii 6 39 
vii 12 16 
X X V 29 119 
xxxi 11-13 32 

II Samuel (II Kingdoms) 
xxiii 1 29 

I Kings (III Kingdoms) 
vii 7 (44) 28 

II Kings (IV Kingdoms) 
X V 10 48 
X V 13 48 

I Chronicles 
ii 11 48 
iii 23-4 3 
X 12 32 

11 Chronicles 
vi 4 13 
vii 15 13 
xxvi 19 134 

Ezra 
ii 2 10 
viii 4 3 
X 15 58 
X 22 29 

Nehemiah 
iii 30 43 
vii 7 10 
vii 48 48 
viii 7 58 
xii 3 6 
xii 41 3 

Esther 
i i 5 10 
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xiii 4-7 34 
Job 

ii 9 36 
vii 9-10 38 
xiv 1-2 38 
xiv 7-12 114 
xvii 13-16 38 
xvii 15 36 

Psalms 
vi 6 38 
xvii (xviii) 3 16 
xlviii 12 34 
liii (liv) 6 16 
Ixix (Ixx) 5 16 
Ixxxvii (Ixxxviii) 12-13 38 
cxiii 25 (cv 17) 38 

cxlvi (cxlvii) 11 36 
Proverbs 

iii 22 29 
Ecclesiastes 

ix 10 38 
xii 5 34 

Song of Songs 
vi 3 (5) 32 

Isaiah 
v 14 31 
vi 13 127 
xix 18 106 
xxxviii 18 38 
xHx 21 50 
Ixv 20 41 

Jeremiah 
ix 16-19 34 
xviii 21 50 

Ezekiel 
viii 11 134 
xiii 1 28 
xliv 19 28 
xlvi 19-20 28 
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Daniel 
xii 2 114 
xii 13 32 

Amos 
vi 10 32 

b. APOCRYPHA 

I Esdras 
v 8 10 
ix 14 58 
ix 48 56; 58 

Tobit 
i 17-19 32 
ii 3-9 32 
xii 12-13 32 
xiii 2 39 

Judith 
viii 7 32 

Wisdom of Solomon 
i 14 31; 34; 141 
iii 4 36 
iii 9 36 
i v 5 41 
iv-v 35 
ix 15 39 
vii 27 33 
viii 15 39 
viii 19 39 
xii 21-2 36 
xvi 13 39 
xvii 13 (14) 34 
xvii 14 34 

Ecclesiasticus 
Prologue 14 30 
Prologue 36 30 
i 27 29 
ii 7-9 6; 36; 38 
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c. PSEUDEPIGRAPHA 

III Maccabees 
i 8 20 
ii 19 36 

286 

xi 14 39 
xiii 17 33 
xiv 16 38 
xvii 1 39 
xvii 27-8 38 
xxiii 5 36 
xxxv 18-xxxvi 17 38 
xxxviii 3 30 
xxxviii 6 30 
xxxviii 16 32 
xxxviii 16-23 36 
xxxviii 24 30 
xxxviii 31 30 

xxxviii 33 30 
xxxix 6 30 
xxxix 10 30 
xl 12 29 
xl 17 29 
xiii 9 33 
xliv 19 39 
xliv 19-20 114 
xiv 4 29 
1 27 34 

I Maccabees 
xiv 35 29 

II Maccabees 
ii 7 36 
iv 37-8 32 
ix 19 114 
xii 7 30 
X V 14 113; 114 
X V 36 10 
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d. NEW TESTAMENT 

Matthew 
ix 23 34 
X 3 70 
X 28 39 

Mark 

Luke 

xiv 3 70 

i 21 20 
iii 18 70 
v i 3 54 
vi 17 70 

i 26 36 
i 3 8 36 
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iii 7, 25 34 
i v 2 32 
iv 6-8 31 
iv 11 22 
v 3 1 30 

IV Maccabees 
V 34-7 33 
ix 21 39 
xiii 21 113 
xiii 23 113 
xiii 26 113 
xiv-xvi 47 
xviii 1 39 
xviii 9 33 
xviii 20 39 
xviii 23 33 

Psalms of Solomon 
vi 8-9 36 
xii 8(6) 33 
xiv 2(3) 33 
xiv 6(9-10) 6; 33; 36 
xvii 50 36 
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Acts 
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iii 13 70 
iii 30 54 
vi 14 70 
vii 5 126 
xxiv 18 99 

i 43 70 
xiv 18 93 
xix 25 99 

vi 2 129 
vi 5 11; 70 
ix 11 54 
xvi 13 9 
xxi 37-8 3 

Romans 
xvi 12 52 

I Corinthians 
i 8 30 
X V 20 114 

II Corinthians 
vii 11 33 
xi 29 32 

Colossians 
i 22 30 
iv 9 46 
iv 11-12 30 
iv 14 30 

I Thessalonians 
iv 13 36 

U Thessalonians 
ii 16 36 

I Timothy 
iii 10 30 

II Timothy 
iv 10 30 

Titus 
i 6-7 30 
i i 5 33 



INDEX 

ii 13 36 
iii 12 20 

Philemon 
10 46 
24 30 

Hebrews 
vi 19 33 

New Testament Apocrypha 
Acts of John 75 39 

e. JEWISH TEXTS 

GREEK 

Artapanus 
frag. 3.35 114 

Letter of Aristeas 
16 39 
47-50 29; 38; 58 
48 48 
48-9 65; 107 
49 39 
50 42; 104 
308 129 
310 20; 30; 129 

Ezekiel Trag. 
148-150 33 

Theodotus 
Frag.8 39 

SibylHne Oracles 
iii 501 39 
iii 502 33 

Philo 
iii 513 33 

Abr. 7-16 36 
A6r. 98 33 
Abr. 179 47 
Abr. 202 43 
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Cher. 86 43 
DetPot 138-40 36 
Place. 47 30 
Heres 45 34 
Jos. 50 36 
Jos. 219 113 
Leg. 49 34 
Z.eg. 133 20; 39 
Leg. 156 28 
Le^. 195 36 
Le^. 283 38 
Leg.Ali iii 74 54 
A/os. ii 30 113 
Opif. 104 41 
Post.Caini 26 36 
Praem. 13-14 36 
Praem. 139 36 
Quaest.Gen. on iv 26 36 
Quod Om.Pr. 20 
5omtt. 199 33 
Somn. i 151 34 
SpecLeg. i 116 43 
SpecLeg. i 124 114 
SpecLeg. iii 59 36 
V.Mos. i 7 114 
V.Mos. ii 137 33 
Virt. 67 36 
Vtrt. 75 36 
Vir^ 119 114 

lUS 

An^ ii 161 113 
Ant. ii 221 11 
An^ ii 226 11 
Ant. in 200 151 
Aa^ iv 26 113 
Ant. vi 161 151 
Ani. vi 377 32 
Ant viii 134 28 
Ant. xii 365 54 
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Ant. xii 388 38 
Ant. xii 392 54 
Ant xiii 67 13; 126 
Ant. xiii 75 38 
Ant. xiii 284-7 129 
Ant. xiii 285-7 3 
Ant. xiii 287 38 
Ant. xiii 348-55 3 
Atti. xix 342 3 
Ant. XX 163 29 
B.J. i 33 30; 38; 39 
B.t/. i 190 38 
B.J. i 333 126 
B .J . i 335 126 
B.J. i 342 126 
B.J. ii 479 7 
S . J . iii 437 34 
B.J. V 194 114 
S . J . V 203 28 
B.J. vii 426 38 
B.J. vii 430 129 
B .J . vii 434 129 
Vita 54 9 

HEBREW AND ARAMAIC 

Qumran texts 
IQS vi 1-2 129 

Targum 
Judg. iii 24 28 
I Sam. xxxi 12 32 

Mishnah 
Berakhoth iv 3 3 
Eduyoth v 6-7 3 
M.K. iii 8-9 34 
Oholoth vi 2 28 
Parah iii 5 3 
Sotah viii 3 28 
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Aboth de-Rabbi Nathan 
version A, vi 36 

Babylonian Talmud 
Yoma 10a 19 
Yoma 38a 153 

Palestinian Talmud 
Yoma HI 41b 133 

Midrash 
Sifra on Lev. xxvi 19 
(B®huqqotay, pereq v 2)21; 126 

Amidah 

Deut. 194 
Gen.R. Ixiv 10 
Lev.R. xxxii 4 
Cant.R. iv 12 

Benediction VI 

28 Midrash Rabbah 
126 
21 
21 

134 

f. CHURCH FATHERS 

Athanasius 
PG xxvii 1352 15 
PG xxviii 849 15 

Basil 
Ep. 70.1 15 

I Clement 
xxxvi 1 30 

Clement of Alexandria 
Paed. hymn. 12 39 
Stromata vi 16.144 41 

Epiphanius 
Pan. Ixxx 1 9 

Eusebius 
H.E. iii 13 30 
H.E. v 13.2 40 
H.E. V 19.2 15 
P.E. ix 22.10-11 39 

Gregory Nazianzenus 
Ep. 249.5 15 
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Gregory Nyssenus 
PG xxxii 178.14 83 

Irenaeus 
Haer. iii 3.3 30 

Minucius Felix 
Oct. viii 4 32 
Oct. xxxiv 10 32 

Palladius 
Lausiac History vii 1 25 

Rufinus 
H.B. xi 23 28 

TertuUian 
Praescr. xxx 40 

g. GREEK LITERATURE (excluding categories e and 0 

Aeschylus 
Ag. 440 32 

Amyntas 
P.Oxy. 662 38 

Anacreon 
i 51,4 83 

A.P. 
V 106,6 34 
vi 217,2 30 
vi 223,4 30 
vii 1,4 30 
vii 2,3 30 
vii 162 32 
vii 163-4 38 
vii 164,5 23 
vii 165,4 23 
vii 182 31 
vii 186 31 
vii 188 31; 83 
vii 221 83 
vii 229 34 
vii 275,2 30 
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vii 287,2 30 
vii 382,4 30 
vii 466 32 
vii 470 109 
vii 476 83 
vii 548 38 
vii 549 23 
vii 661,5-6 39 
vii 711 31 
vii 712 31 
ix 213 33 
ix 245 31 
ix 435 36 
xii 14 83 
Planudean Anthology 147 33 

Callimachus 
Epigr. X V 38 
Epigr. xvii 1 38 

Cassius Dio 
Ixviii 32.2 20 

Epictetus 
Diss, ii 41 29 

Euripides 
Ale. 127 39 
Ale. 463-4 109 
I.T. 685 32 
Med. 985 33 

Homer 
Iliad ii 731-2 40 
Iliad xix 410-1 33 
Iliad xxiii 250-4 32 
Od. xi 490 32 
Od. xxi 213 39 
Od. xxiv 293 32 

Lucian 
Cat 6 93 
Tim. 17 83 

(Moschus) 
Lament for Bion 99-104 114 
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Pausanias 
ii 30.5 32 

Plato 
Phaedo 67B 36 
Phaedr. 116a 93 
Rep. vi 496E 36 

Plutarch 
Alex, xix 2 30 
Ant. 85 52 
Bru. xiv 2 28 
Bru. xvii 1 28 
Phil. 1 108 

Polybius 
X 22 108 

Sophocles 
Ant. 604-10 39 
O.T. 1092 39 
Phil. 714 39 
P/n7. 1467 39 

Strabo 
Geog. xvii 1.16-22 22 
Geog. xviii 1.8 28 

Theocritus 
Epigr. xi,5-7 39 
Epigr. xiv 36 
/d. vii 119 34 

h. LATIN LITERATURE (excluding category 0 

Catullus 
vii 3-6 39 

C.Theo. 
xvi 8.24 147 

Horace 
Od. iii 11 31 

Juvenal 
iii 296 9 
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Martial 
ii 16,5 40 

Ovid 
Heroides xiv 31 

Propertius 
ii 1,59 40 

S.H.A. 
Alex.Sev. 28 18 

Tacitus 
Ann. xvi 6 32 
Hist. V 5 32 

Vitruvius 
V 11.2 28 
vii 9.2 28 

i. FORMULAE 

ADDRESSES TO PASSERS-BY 

doTEol Kai ^^voL 36 
^Ewe 31; 32; 38 

^ ^ e 30 
65otnop£ 32; 33 
napoSeLta 34 

3} napoSEixa 29 
S nap65oi 40 
dXXd ou, m jiapoSma, ib6w 39 
Eiai5^ pou OTf|>.riv, napo8iTa 35 

dXKdi. TtotpaaTEixovxE^ 656v Tf^v8E €inaxE n&vxEq 23 
5ei>p' T8i Kai £p6nioov 29 
p.fl napidr\<; 114 
Ei 8i. e^X î̂ , yvSvai S^vaaai 29 

LIFE AND DEATH OF THE DECEASED 

fi y6po<; o^K i^%r] 32 
oti5fe 7(5cpov p^toxo^ 35 
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(i£LKp6v iyoii tXaxov tcOtcXov 

cl)9 £T6)V 

plus minus 

ToO GavdcTou td T^XOI; 

KeL^tai 

KELXai 

ICLTai 
xu; 6 / lOjavauY^'I TLIPPCOI 

hie requiescit in pace 
tic, TtoTandi; 

INDEX 

WISHES FOR THE DECEASED 

f!>\\fvtxi 130 
XOipe 12; 48; 56; 93 

Xpnoxl xaTpE 30; 43; 45C?); 47; 49; 57; 58; 65; 75 
77; 92; 94; 96; 107; 108; 110; 112 

Xpnotfe xâ PE (divided) 41; 59; 60; 69; 71; 72; 73; 89; 104 
109; 111 

XPTioTfi xdtpe 11; 23; 53; 66; 70; 76; 80; 91; 95; 96 
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33 
38 
33 
33 
32 
30; 41; 42; 43; 49; 54; 56; 58; 59; 60 
62; 64; 66; 68; 69; 70; 72; 73; 74; 75 
76; 77; 79; 80; 81; 82; 84; 85; 86; 87 
89; 90; 91; 92; 93; 94; 95; 96; 97; 100 
102; 103; 106; 108; 109; 110; 111 
112; 113 
142 
99; 101 
130 
95; 99 
40 
32 
141 
32 
30 
23 
114 
30; 141 
35 
35 

KEiaat; 38 
142 
29 
33 
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106; 113 
XpTio-rfi xdxpE ( d i v i d e d ) 76; 84 
XpTioT?! X"^PE ( i n v e r t e d ) 79 
XpTiatd^ x<capt 78 
Xatpe •C>7t6 yuvaiKd^ KOI TSKVOIV 43 

£ v e t p f j v T i f | Kotftnoi^ 120 
EtpfivTi 149 
^KOtfl-fieTlV 114 
iv elpf|VTi fi Koiixiiou; o o u 120 

DibD ' 15; 17; 142; 147; 150 

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE BEREAVED 

SdKpuoov 31 
SdKpioi TaKpOTdtoi^ tuppo) npox^eiv 34 
5dKp\)a XeXpE 32 
SaKpiJoate 40 

Kax&KKai pc 34 
KaraK^xxiiaaTe ndvxe^ 36 
Kkae 37 
KXde 83 
KAXXUOOV d0Xf|oo«; 35 
KXavoov foaord.; 33; 37; 83 
KKaOoox; dnt 35 
Kka-doaii pe ndvxe^ 99 

KXaikjexfi p£ ndvtei; 101 
KXa<>caTe ndvTCi; 34; 37 
Kka<xsaxe 30; 64; 83; 97; 102 

Kbvfax. nevTdKi 35 

OTHER FORMULAE 

x & XJOM x<*^peiv 144 
a{>ToO 78; 126 

Onfep JauToO 115 
acoTtiploi; 15 

6n£p 116; 127 
(OT£P w i t h r o y a l n a m e s 13; 22; 24; 25; 27; 28; 117 



INDEX 

VIII. LINGUISTIC 

a. ABBKEVIATIONS 

6XM(ne) 70 
lxSi(y) 66 
e P 17 

e p with bar 16 
0(e)w(i) with bar 127 
kappa with bar 127; 128 
Kaio(otpoq) 74 

Katoap(o<i) 40; 55; 69; 84; 100 
Kaioapo{<^ 68 

KNEM 1; 2 
nat8((ov) 127 
%i for xoapE 108 
^(<0 66 
m 106 
hgature for o\) 16 
Hgature for np 20 

b. VARIANT SPELLINGS 

a- for E- 34 
a- for T)- 38 

-a- for -au- 108 
-a- for -Ti- 38 

-a for -£ 34 
-a for ~r\ 38; 100 

-ao for -ov 38 
-o^ for -£<; 34 

-aq for -lot̂  15 
-Pil- for -ne- 35 
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-8- for -v8- 143 
-E- for -EE- 30 

-E- for -Tl- 33 
-Ei- for -e- 31; 32; 38 

-ei- for -i- 33; 37; 39; 93; 114 
-eo- for -eo- 53; 99 
-ei for -I 34 
-Eoi for -01 36 
-£(; for -on; 29 
-ETE for -axe 101 
£o>; for (b̂  76; 89 
11- for e- 35; 82 
-Ti- for -£l- 96 
-r\Gi- for -10- 143 
-Tiv for -t) 33 
-r|(; for -i<; 38 
I- for £1- 35; 38 
voi- for ui- 143 
-i- for -€i- 35; 36; 84; 110 

-i- for -ri- 30 
-i- for -la- 54 

-IV for -eiv 31 
-vv for -oq 147 

-ica for --uoi 34 
for icai 17 

-K- for -X- 40 
-(j. for -v 23 
-X- for - p - 35 
-v- for -p- 38 

-V- for - w - 57 
-vK- for -yic- 25; 34 
-vv- for -V- 36 
-0 - for -01- 13 

-o- for -co- 50; 61; 130 
-ov- for -o- 82; 143 

-ou- for -0)- 56; 81 
-OL- for -\>- 59; 78; 96 
-oio for -oi 132 
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-o\) for -oq 
m- for n-
-71 for -(p 
-o- for -aa-

-o- for -T-
-ao- for -o-
TEU- for 0eo-
-T- for -VT-
-T for -e 
i> for ol 
-u- for -01-

for 
-0) for -00 
-ax; for -oq 

116 
39 
96 
69; 84 
38 
110; 141 
78; 82; 104; 130 
39 
111 
132 
96 
35 
107 
35; 143 

c. NUMERALS 

numeral as word 

numeral with digits reversed 
numeral marked with bar 

£TWV in full 

iiioiv in full 
txovq in full 

L omitted 
superfluous L 

23; 31; 34; 35; 37; 38; 39; 40; 54; 64; 
69; 74; 77; 79; 82; 83; 85; 93; 102; 
109; 110; 113; 141 
18; 76; 84; 102 
11; 17; 26; 32; 33; 36; 40; 41; 43; 47; 
48; 49; 55; 56; 58; 60; 65; 66; 68; 69; 
72; 74; 75; 76; 85; 89; 90; 92; 93; 94; 
95; 96; 97; 98; 103; 109; 110; 111; 
114; 116; 130; 132 
40; 41; 43; 47; 49; 54; 56; 58; 60; 64; 
68; 69; 70; 71; 72; 74; 76; 77; 79; 81; 
82; 84; 85; 87; 89; 90; 91; 93; 95; 97; 
100; 102; 106; 108; 109; 110; 113; 
120; 130; 132 
39 
58; 71; 76; 106 
68; 78; 109 
87(?); 91(?); 97 
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3 0 2 

IX. FULL INDEX OF GREEK WORDS 

dYae6i; see III.c; V.e 

6rfaXKonAvT\v 3 1 

dyyexXeiv 3 2 
dY^poaxo^ see III.c 
dyicx; see V.a; V.d 
dyvorpacpfii; see III.c 
&y<ii see Vll.i 
&&e\(p6<; see III. a 
dew© see Vll.i 
AiYU7C'tio(; see IV.b 
'AL6TÎ  see V.b 
alv6p,opo(; see III.c 
alp&o) 

e t ^ q 1 4 1 
al(pvi61tO(; 3 1 

ai(ov6v 3 4 
SKXTIPOI; see III.c 
dKpcao^ see III.c 
dicpfi see Vll.i 
dXY05 

dXYEOi 2 3 
'AXê ocvSpeO^ see IV.b 

AWoyevidv 1 1 4 
dXvno<; see III.c 
dppotpocvlii; 3 9 
dmpiKoXtnto) 

dpcpiKoA-tm-aq 3 9 
dvdYKTi 

dvdvicii 3 4 
dvaG^oî  see V.d 
dva-rCOripi 

dv êrpcev 78 



INDEX 

see IILc 
dve()(ppavT05 see in.c 
Avf|p see III.a; 
&V605 see Vll.i 

Avept&jtojv 30 

dvixjotvta 39 
see also ̂  
32 

fiinocoi 18 
fineipi see V.e 
dcmp^aioq 

dneipfoiov 141 
Anipxopoa 

34 

32 
duoevfiaKO) 

dpfieovTi 35 
(3tnoq)9ivti) see Vll.i 
Apexfj 

dpEtfii; 35 
Scpiatcx; see III.c 
dpTtd^o) 

llpnaoEv 39 
dpTi 35 
dpxil see Ill.d 
dpxirepooTdTri';, dpxiowdyojyo^ 
dpToicdTTO^ see Ill.d 
doxd^ see Vll.i 
douXov see V.d 
dTEKvo; see III.c 
dTuxfi<; see III.c 
au^dvd) 

39 
see III.c 

oĉ t-npi 
6upd<; 30 

see Ill.d 
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AK66|a£Vo<; 40 
see V.e 
see III.c 

patvo) 
38 
38 
see also Vll.i 

ptou 23 
poTie^o) see V.a 
poi96(; see III.c 
PouXfi 

PouAmoiv 114 
yaia see V.e 

23 
y6.\ioc, see Vll.i 

39 
yEvtn\(; see III.a 
YEvvfioou; see III.a 

see III.a 
V\ see V.e; Vll.i 
Yiipoc; 30 

see Vll.i 
70Ep6<; 

7oep6v 38 
see III.a 

7p6 | i ( j .aTa 23 
YpuTOTH&Xoq see Ill.d 

see ni .a; Vll.i 
5aipci)v see V.b 
56icpu, 5aicp1J(o see Vll.i 

6an(5cvTiv 18; 39 
33; 39 

61^70 
bv&yeiv 34 
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SiScopi see Vll.i 
610069 

5vaowv 39 
6OK6O) 

gSo ê 129 

56|j.o\)9 38 
5poaep6<; 

SpOCEpCttOl 31 
Stvotpai see Vll.i 
5oapevti(; see III.c 
Suopopov see III.c 
lyyowq see III.a 
iQiX<o see Vll.i 
tOviKdq see V.c 
Eipi see also Vll.i 

i<ijv 31 
eTnov see Vll.i 
elpfivrj see Vll.i 
eloopdo) see Vll.i 
^Xa(pp69 see V.e 

see III.c 
E^O^ see V.e 

ilXmoE 141 
iXitiq see V.e 
t\maKw 141 
ivlnan 

NcTtE 38 
£vnfi9 see III.c 
ivop&<o see V.a 
bnokioq see III.c 

39 
34 
see V.d 

33 
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39 
see V.a 

125 
tKiKuXtca 

SmKXTiGeli; 127; 128 
^TaKfiSeio*; 33 

18 
see Ill.d 

fepxopai 
123 

tXf[XvQa\f 124 
riXQov 34 

see Vll.i 
ttoc, see Vll.i 
t\)Xoyr\x6c, see III.c 
euX-oyta see V.e 
ei3>.oyo(; see V.a 
EVKJEPT|<; see V.a 
E\)xo(piotco see V.e 
eî xli see V.e 

see Vll.i 
see Vll.i 
see also V.e 

gxei 29 

36 
^eiiyvupi 

33 
Cei3xeiiv 38 

^TiToCmv 35 
fiyEp(&v see Ill.d 
fipfpa see V.c 
f|vtKa 31 

30 
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31 
Bdcvato^ see Vll.i 
ednrci) see Vll.i 

see V.a 
23 

OvydtTrip see Ill.a 
eupa see V.d 

see I Il.d 
Up6q see V.d 

35 
'louSmoQ see IV.b; V.e 
'lapdiTiA, see V.e 

33 
see V.e 

KataKXxxlw see Vll.i 

KaxeMvnavet; 38 
see V.e 

K n p a i see Vll.i 
KEv6<; 

KEvd 36 
Kcvtrivaptoi; see Ill.d 
Ke<)9(i) 

39 
KTJTKH; 

31 
see Vll.i 
38 

KX^OO) 
141 

KOipdo}, Kom^ioiq see Vll.i 
K6AJ[09 

33 
see III.c 

K6nT© see Vll.i 
KO-Gpa see III.a 
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KoOcpoq see V.e 
KptvD) 

KEKplH^VOV 3 6 

Kp-67ITO) 
Kp<Mrcei 3 3 

see Vll.i 
ia)6aXip6(; see III.c 
K(>KKO(; see also Vll.i 

K1>KXOV 3 9 

see III.c 
see III.c; V.a 

K6|J.(0V 3 1 

Xayxdvo) see also Vll.i 
2 3 

3 1 

Xaplidvco 
3 1 

see Vll.i 
see Vll.i 

3 3 

XiTtouaa 2 3 ; 1 4 1 

AeueiTTiq see Ill.D 

2 3 

XexoOaa see III.c 
see V.B 

1 8 

X6xou(;, Xox6i see III.c 
paKdpio^ see III.c 
PDPPT] see Ill .a 
plYttpot 

p£Y*5tpOLOlV 2 3 

see also V.a 
2 9 

pcY^Xoioiv 3 1 

3 0 8 
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plXaOpoc; see also ^ 
31 
31 

fipeXXev 31 
(i£XX(6vup((K)<; see III.c 

31 
peraPaivo) 

34 
see Vll.i 

p T i i x d p i o v see V.d 
ptivuifip 

pavfixeipa 38 
p f l T i i p see Ill.a 
piKp6(; see III.c; 
pipvfioKO) 

114 
p v T i p a , pvTipfiov see V.d 
P07EP69 

poyepc*; 40 
MoTpa see V.b 
povoYEvfî  see III.c 

\ivx6v 34 

ve)cuci>v 38 
veopTiviaK6q see V.c 

see III.c 
vnX€69\)poi; see III.c 
v^moq see III.c 
v6aT09 

v6(nov 141 

VOTtoiV 31 
vOpcpioi; see III.a 
vuptpoKop^d) see Vll.i 
v\)p(poK6|iO(; 

vupjtpoKfipou; 31 
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VU(K|)tOV 
31 

VUV 29 
see Vll. i 

23 
6865, 65oui6pO(; see VH.i 
65upn6i; 29 
OIKO8O(I£(O 

olKoSdpiiaTi 126 
o loygve ia see III.c 

31 

6W7OV 36 

SXioOou; 38 
see III.c 

6po(ppooOvii 
6|iO<ppOOWTl9 114 

6pdo) see Vll.i 
6p(pavta 

6p(paviTi 114 
6p(paviK6^, 6p(pocv6(; see III.c 

see V.a; Vll.i 
38 

6OT6OV 
153(?) 
see V.d 

TiaTc, see Ill.a 
navdpioTEuq see III.c 
rtccvSapdTcop see V.a 
notvSfifxo^ see V.e 
n<ivioTe 35 
TiotV(S)8\)poi; see III.c 
ItOpdKOVTTl̂  see Ill.a 
notpooTelxo) see Vll.i 
notpetSov see Vll.i 
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ndpeopev 32 
napQtvoq see III.c 
napo8tTTi9 see Vll. i 
naq see also Vll.i 

n a o i 114 
nOKTlV 32 
n&vca 32; 33; 39 
n&vTtq 29 

35 
nacupikoc, see III.c 

35 
n&xayoq 31 

see IILa; Ill.d 

ndxpav 38 
n^Xayoi; 

121 
neve£a> 

29 
36 
141 

7i£ptpoA.09 see V.d 
Tt^pT\ 

rt^Tpti-; 23 
see also Vll.i 

TIllCpOTdTOK; 23 
JltltX-Tlpl see Vll.i 

29 
rtXd^ see V.d 

33 
see V.c 

7tXT|oto<; 
JIXTIOIOV 114 

23 

13 
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312 

noiliaocvToi; 153 
n6Xi<; see also V.e 

jix6A,iv 39 
jtoAitapxSv see Ill.d 
7IOXITTI<; 

noXenau; 114 
noXi3(; 

noXK&v 30 
7iovTip6(; see V.b 
7i6oo(; 

n6aan 29 
noTGtn6q 29 
jipajiii; 

7ipa7il6(ov 33 
nplv 31; 39 
npoavaKeip-ai 

npootvaica^ilvTi*; 125 
irpoXclno) 

jipoXiTt6vTa 30 
7ipoo5gxopat see V.e 
npooeuxii see V.d 
np6aeev 23 
j i p o o T d o a t o 

npooTo^dvTcov 125 
jipooid-niQ see Ill.d 
nponoTdKoi; see Ill.a 
npoiftdyta 

npo<puYoCoa 23 
npox^ti) see Vll.i 
TiuXoiv see V.d 
Tiupfio) 

TieniJptoKOcv 32 
7ien\)p(0(jivTi 37 
7n)p(%ievoi 83 

^650^ 
[J68ov 31 

ooupo^ 32 
£appa6iK6<; see V.e 
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oenv6i; see III.c 
ar\pa 23 

see IV. b 

34 

0K0T6ev 38 
oo(pia 

oocpiai 30 
oopta 39 

07aX<ii; see Vll.i 
see V.e 

oT^<|)avo9 
OTetpdvioL 129 

18 

39 
see V.d; Vll.i 

31 
0'tpaTnY69 see Ill.d 
OT\)YEp6i; 

OToyepot) 31 
ovyidJpovTO see V.d 
awayojyfig see Ill.d 
ouvaytoyfi see V.c: V.d 
cOvaipcx; see Ill.a 
GW^xaipoi; see III.c 
auvoSoi; see V.c 
O'UVOLK0(; see Ill.a 

121 
aoipa 35 
oconipta see Vll.i 
a<!o(ppo)v see III.c 

see V.d 
Tdxo9 see Vll.i 
Î KVOV see Ill.a; Vll.i 
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teXewdo) see Vll.i 
see Vll.i 
see V.d 

141 
Tf\K<0 

TriK6(i£vo(; 29 
see Vll.i 

fTEt|J.(0 39 
Texi(iTiK6aiv 129 

see also V.d 
1611 cov 39 

t6aGov 141 
T p a u i i a x i o i ; see III.c 

xpiTov 123; 124 
Tpo(|)6<; 38 
T07xdv(o see V.e 
T<î po<; see V.d; Vll.i 
uyiffli; 18 
m6i; see Ill.a 
ttiaoToc; see V.a 
Oappeetii^ see IV.b 
<p â) see V.e 

(potnioOd 38 
(pGivo) see V.e 
qjiXdSeXxpoi; see III.c 
(|)iXTiTf|(; see III.c 

(pBip v̂oî  23 
(piXla 

(piXlccv 30 
(piXoYtxcov see III.c 
cpUoq see Ill.a; III.c 
(piX6TeKvo9 see III.c 
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<Pp(î o) see V.e 
(ppfiop see V.d 
(ppovTiotfi^ see Ill.d 
(pvXaKtrnq see Ill.d 
(pvXamt&p see V.e 
fpdq see Ill.a 
(p6o> 

l(|m 39 
<)7[OYpd(p(o 

•OTtcyyeypapp^vTi 125 
zaipo) see Vll.i 
X<ipi<; 29; 33 

X&pioi-v 39 
Xopix6q see V.a 
X6p(ov see V.b 
XEip 

XEpotv 35 
X06v see V.e 
X6p09 see V.a 
XpTiatfii; see III.c; Vll.i 
Xp6vo<; see also V.e 

Xp6wov 36 
Xpvo6q 

Xp-uotoi 129 

X<5pov 38 
VUX̂  39 

TOfji 29 
vuxii? 39 

^vaq 23 
d)poX6YLov see V.d 
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The following CJZC inscriptions have not been included in 
the index: 17-25 (Roman inscriptions referring to the Jewish 
revolt but not concerning Jews); 28 (association with 
Cyrenaica highly doubtful); 29, 35, 36, 39 (from outside 
Cyrenaica); 77, 78 (papyri); 32d, 37, 38 (not thought by 
Luderitz to be Jewish); 76, 79 (literary texts). For nos. 6-9 
(lists of names, including ephebe lists) and 71 (Jews 
honouring a non-Jew), only people who are likely to be Jewish 
have been indexed; this includes all those with theophoric 
names, and their fathers or sons. SEG xxxvii (1987) no.l702 
was not included in CJZC. 
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I. DETAILS OF INSCRIPTIONS 

a. PROVENANCE OF INSCRIPTION 

'Ain Targunya C 30 bis 
Apollonia C 1; C 2; C 3; C 4; C 5 
Balagrai C 30 
Berenice (Benghazi) C 70; C 71; C 72; C 73 
Cyrene C 6; C 6 (graffiti); C 7; C 8; C 9; C 

10; C 11; C 12; C 14; C 15; C 16 
road to Apollonia C 13 
south of the agora C 26b 
south-east of the agora C 26a 
near Cyrene C app.l 

near Gernada C app.2 
Ptolemais C 31; C 32; C 33; C app.4; C app.5; C 

app.6; C app.7; C app.8 
Wadi Ziuani C 34 

Teucheira C 41; C 42; C 42a; C 43; C 44; C 45; 
C 46; C 47; C 48; C 49; C 50; C 51; C 
52; C 53; C 54; C 55; C 56; C 57; C 
58; C 59; C 61; C 62; C 63; C 65; C 
66a; C 66b; C 67; C 68; C 69; C 
app.9; C app.lO; C app.l l ; C app.l2; 
C app.l3; C app.l4; C app.l5; C 
app.l6; C app.l7; C app.18; C app.l9; 
C app.20; C app.21; C app.22; C 
app.23; C app.24; C app.25; SEG 
xxxvii 1702 

gymnasium C 41d 
Umm el-Hnaar C app.3 

b. DATE OF INSCRIPTION 

EXACT DATES 

11 B.C. or A.D.34 C 46c 
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10 B.C. or A.D.35 C 50g; 50j(?) 
A.D.3 C app.l2g 
A.D.3/4 C 7a 
A.D.9/10 and later C 13d(?) 
A.D.24 C 71 
A.D.25 and earlier C 6 (graffiti) 
A.D.32 C 52b(?) 
A.D.34 C 63b(?) 
A.D.35 C app.l2i(?) 
A.D.39 and earlier C 7b-c 
A.D.42 C 30 
A.D.48 C 4 
A.D.50 C 53c(?) 
A.D. 55 C 72 
A.D.57 C 50b(?) 
A.D.59 C 50b 
A.D.59/60 C 67e 
A.D.60/61 C 8 
A.D.62 and 69/70 C 2 
A.D.65 C 50a 
A.D.66/67 C 52c 
A.D.67/68 C45c 
A.D.69 C 58e(?) 
A.D.69/70 C 4 4 f 
A.D.70 C app.20i 
A.D.71 C 5 6 b 
A.D.73 C 57h; C 63e; C app.20d; C app.20h 
A.D.74 C 5 8 a 
A.D.76 C 44h; C 44i; C 44j; C 50c; C 51e 
A.D.78 C 43d(?) 
A.D.79/80 C app.21(?) 
A.D.80 C 56a; C 58d; C app.9b; C app.l2b 
A.D.82 C 53b 
A.D.86/7 C app.3 
A.D.9V92 C 11 
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APPROXIMATE DATES 

1st century B.C. (late) C 6 
1st century B.C. (late) or A.D. C 31a; C 44d; C 44g; C 44k; C 

app.lSd; C app.24d; C app.24e; C 
app.24f 

Roman C 3; C 12; C 14; C 33; C 47; C48; 
C49; C 61; C 62; C 66; C 68; C app.4; 
C app.5; C app.6; C app.7; C app.8; C 
app.lO; C app.l l ; C app.l2m; C 
app.l3; C app.l4; C app.l6; C app.l7; 
C app.22 

30 B.C.-A.D.14 C 70(?) 
30 B.C. or 1st century A.D. C 31d 
30/29 B.C. or 1st century A.D. C 44b 
29 B.C. or 1st century A.D. C 50e; C 50i; C app.181 
28 B.C. or 1st century A.D. C 45e; C app.l5a 
28/7 B.C. or 1st century A.D. C 50h 
27 B.C. or 1st century A.D. C 45b; C app.lSg 
26 B.C. or 1st century A.D. C 44c; C app.24g 
25 B.C. or 1st century A.D. C 31b; C app.lSb 
25 B.C.- A.D.80 C 43a 
24 B.C. or 1st century A.D. C 43b; C 43c; C 44a 
23/2 B.C. or 1st century A.D. C 45d 
22 B.C. or 1st century A.D. C 43e; C 45a; C 50d 
21 B.C. or 1st century A.D. C 45g; C 50f; C 65; C app.l5g; C 

app. 18i 
20 B.C. or 1st century A.D. C 31c; C 44e 
19 B.C. or 1st century A.D. C 46a 
18 B.C. or 1st century A.D. C 46b 
16 B.C. or 1st century A.D. C app.24b 
14 B.C. or 1st century A.D. C 45f 
11 B.C. or 1st century A.D. C app.l5f 
1st century A.D. C 13a-c; C 16; C 32a-c; C 51a-d; C 

51f; C 52a; C 52d-h; C 53a; C 53d-e; 
C 54; C 55; C 57a-g; C 58b; C 59; C 
63a; C 63c-d; C 63f; C 67a-d; C 67f; C 
app.Oa; C app.l2a; C app.l2c-f; C 
app.l2h; C app.l2j-l; C app. 19; C 
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c. NATURE OF INSCRIPTION 

Epitaph C 1; C 2; C 3; C 4; C 5; C 10; C 11; C 
12; C 13; C 14; C 15; C 16; C 30; C 
31; C 32; C 33; C 34; C 42a; C 43; C 
44; C 45; C 46; C 47; C 48; C 49; C 
50; C 51; C 52; C 53; C 54; C 55; C 
56; C 57; C 58; C 59; C 61; C 62; C 
63; C 65; C 66; C 67; C 68; C 69; C 
73; C app.l; C app.2; C app.3; C 
app.4; C app.5; C app.6; C app.7; C 
app.8; C app.9; C app.lO; C app.l l; C 
app.l2; C app.l3; C app.l4; C app.l5; 
C app.l6; C app.l7; C app.18; C 
app.l9; C app.20; C app.21; C app.22; 
C app.23; C app.24; C app.26 

Graffiti C 41 
Grave-altar C 14 
Honorific decree of the Jewish politeuma C 70; C 71 
Lamp (small fi-agment) C 26 
List of donors C 72 
List of ephebes C 6; C 7a 

graffiti C 6 (graffiti); C 7b-c 
List of names C 9 
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app.23; C app.25 
1st- early 2nd century A.D. C 41 
A.D.20-29 C 58c 
1st century A.D. (second halD C 58f 
1st (second half) - early 2nd century A.D. C 1 
A.D.70-115 C 42; C 42a 
late 1st century A.D. C 56c 
A.D.115-117 C30bis(?) 
4th century A.D. SEG xxxvii 1702 
uncertain date C 5; C 9; C 10; C 15; C 26a; C 26b; C 

34; C 68; C 69; C 73; C app.l; C 
app.2 
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List of noraophylakes C 8 
Menorah engraved into the stone of the Roman road C 30 bis 
Prayer SEG xxxvii 1702 

II. PERSONAL NAMES 

a. NAMES WRITTEN IN THE GREEK ALPHABET 

AYa9oxX.Tiq 
Aydewv 
Ayepfiva 

AYf|(i(ov 
A56i8aiO(; 
AxCXa*; 
AXê ou; 
AXĉ AvSpoq 
AX-tdSotpoi; 
A p o a o t w o q 
A|xeX,not(; 
Apuowta 
Ap|4.6vio9 
A|x<)VTa<; 
Av8p6|iaxoi; 
Av6p6vixoq 
Av5poae6/ii<; 

Avnydva 
AVTIYOVO^ 
Avu^Xoi; 
A7ioW.65oL)poi; 
A7toXX6vu)5 
AnoXojvtSoK; 
ApC(4a[....] 

50f; C 51e; C Old; C 
C app.ief; C app.l9k; 

C 72 

C 7a; C 10 
C app.22a(?) 
C 10; C 11; C 
69; C app.lSg; 
C app.23i 
C 71 

41c(?) 
47a 
52h 
1; C 44g; 
69 

C 47a; C 47b 
C 63ft?) 
C app.121 
C 7 2 ; C a p p . l 2 h 
C 63d 
C 70; C 71 
C 52c 
C app.ieb; C app.lOc; C app.l6g(?); C 
app.l7 
C app.l2i 
C 72 
C 6 
C 7a; C 52d 
C 66a; C 71 
C 69 
C 70 
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C app. 13a 
'Apipaioi; C 41c(?) 
Aptfiotveo^ C app. 11a 
Aptmioh; C 45c; C 45e; C 45g<?); C 54b; C 54c; 

C 54e; C 58d; C 69; C 70 
Aptoov C 41c(?) 
ApKnfeo^ C 52a 
Apioxe^^ C 52b(?) 
ApioTHi; C 52bC?) 
"ApiOTl̂  C 44h; C 51b; C 52c; C app.l9r 
ApiOTtO)V C 45f; C 45g(?) 
ApLOT6PoX,09 C 53c 
'ApiaT65apo9 C 44h 
AplOTOKpdTn^ C 54a; C 54c; C 54d; C 54e; C 63e 
'ApLOTCOV C 70;C 71 
Apcav6a C 59b;C 67f 
'ApTdtq C app.lib 
'Aptdtpav C 69; C app.l2c; C app.l2i; C 

app. 12k; C app. 121 
'ApTEpcic, C 57b; C 57c; C 57d 
'ApTEpiStJ^oi; C 13d 
Apxtaq C 72 
Ao[ ] C app.23i 
"AoKhmoc, C app.24g 
AooiTpa C app.lSK?) 
AuXoq C 3; C 31a 
A'tooXfivoi; C 3 
Al5TOKX,fi9 C 71 
A(ppo5ioxa C 52h 
BaX^pu; C33b 
Bapo[....] C app.9b 
Btiaoi; C 57b 
BAaaioq C 57a; C 57c; C 57d; C 57g 
BEpeveiKa C 4 
BiXXifiva C app. 12b; C app.l2g; C app. 12m 
BlXXlTlVO^ C app.l2d; C app. 13c 

C 12; C 32a; C 51f; C 70; C app.l3a; 
C app.22g 
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Veiil^ C 57h 
TvaTo^ C 70 
AdSo^ C 69 
Aa|il(>>v C 56c 
Aap6 C 14b 
Â KHO.; C 70 
Aiipou; C app.l9d 
AiipTiTpia C 58c 
Atmf|Tpio<; C app.20h 
AiSSunaTo^ C 53e(?) 
Ai65oTO(; C 44b; C 44c; C 44i; C 44j; C 69 
Aioviicaoi; C 70 
A6pKa C app.7 
AopK<5«; C 45g(?) 
AOOIOEO^ C 41d 
Awpitov C 70 
A(opoe£o<; C 2; C 14a 
Aoxja<; C 54a 
A(oaeteeo(; C 72 
Aoxjie^a C 33c; C 58a 
AcoolGeoq C 41a; C 41b; C 44d; C 44e; C 44k; C 

50e; C 50g; C 50h; C 50j; C 51b; C 
51e; C 52c; C 52b; C 72; C app.9b; C 
app.l9r; C app.20i 

'EyX6yti C 3 
Eî ttKOu; C 63a(?) 
ElTioou^ C 52d 
Elpf)va C 33d; C 52a; C 73; C app.9a; C 

app.lO(?) 
ElpTivoLo^ C 6; C 7b-c 
ElpT^va^ C app.2 
EtpiivTi C 2; C app. l le 
El0i86pa C 72 
Elal5(i)po(; C 72 
•EXA ôp C 7a; C 8 
•EXcSô op C 7a 
'Efyxwiia C 58d 
*Em.KX-ii5 C 44a 
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'Epfwioq C 4 9 
" Ep(j.o>v C 56a 
"Epox; C 51c 
mi ] C app. 191 
ECptoTo*; C 69C?) 
Ei&SoplSoi; C app. 14b 
EvKkdBcxq C 13d 

C 50e 
C 61d 
C 10; C 69 

£6710X19 C 13c 
C 5 2 g 

E-^Tipdowo^ C 67c; C 67e; C app.25a 
EuTfepjrr] C 6 8 
Eu(ppdv(op C 7a; C 32c; C 46c; C 52f; C 71; C 72; 

C app. 16a; C app.l9e; C app.23j 
Eu(ppocrijva C app.21 
Eu(ppocr6voi; C 67b 
ZeXaiog C 70(?) 

C 63d; C app.23e 
Zfiaiva C 45e(?) 
ZTIVI(I)V C 72 
ZTiv68a^09 C 72 

C 71; C app.4c 
Z(inXo9 C 72 
ZcooipT) C 72 
' HpaKX£l5t]9 C 72 
'HpaKXI5Ti9 C 72 
'HptXoxoq C app.4b 
6aXiotpxo9 C 72 
SaXXoOi; C 63e; C app. 14b 
eEio66TO9 C 3 4 
QeoYttojv C 63c 
QedSoTOi; C 32c; C 41b; C 50a; C 50b; C 50c; C 

7 1 ; C a p p . l l d ; C a p p . l l e 
0EOX67O5 C 69 

C 63a 
©euSoota C 68 
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0eD56cno(; C app.l 
0e65oTOi; C 7a; C 7b-c; C 30; C 45b; C 68 

C 57h 
©e<)5o)po(; C 7a; C 7b-c; C 15; C 53b; C 66b; C 

app.6; C app.l8i 
9et)K>.fii; C 66b 
©euKptoLoi; C 7a 
0e\)(piXo(; C 33b; C 72 

C 7a; C 7b-c; C app.22g 
0\)6v C 69 

C 6 6 b 
Mdotov C 6; C 7a; C 7b-c; C 8; C 15; C 72 

C 7a 
C 1; C 6; C 7a; C 45d; C app . l4a; C 
app.l5a{?) 

*lo6vT|(; C 32b; C 55a(?); C 55b; C 55d; C 55e; 
C55g 
C 63b 

*I60T|7I09 C 63b 
'lovbac, C 7b-c; C 45f; C 54b; C 62a; C 

app. 13c 
'Iou5a<; or "louSaS C59c 
'lo^Sai; or 'IOUSOL^ C 59c 
'lo'OSiov C 32c; 
'louSiow C 2(?); C 55b 
*looX.ia C 45a; C 58f; C app.24b 
*Ioi)XiO(; C 7a; C 32a; C 51a; C 65; C app. 13a; 

C app.24e; C app.24f 
' [jiTaoa^ C7b-c 
'InnovlKa C app.l id; C app. 12b; C app.l2g; C 

app. 15f 
' ITCTOVIKOI; C app.l2d 
'Ipfjva C 67a; C 67b; 
'IpTlvaToi; C 9 
'Iprivdo^ C 7 a 
'loiBtKa C 62a(?) 
'lowpSv C 5 8 b 
'loXivTi^ C 32c; C app.5 
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'ImaOaq C 72; C app.l 
C 50i; C 55c; C 71; C app.7; C 
app.25c(?) 

*I(oafi9 C 12; C app.8 
'loxjlnoi; C app. 16a 
KaXap^pa C 4 8 
KoXXiKXaa C50b 
KOXXIKXTII; C 52e 
KaXkiq C43d 
KoXXioG^tii; C 69; C app.l la; C app.llb; 
KaKX6i C 55c 

C 49; C app.l3a; 
KOTttTO) C31a 
Kotpv^Soi; C 7a; C 72 

C 6 
KopTiXia C 31b; C 31c 
KotpitXio^ C 31a; C 31d 

C 72 
KX£ocv6po(; C 71 
KXeimdtpa C 30; C 57g 
K01VT05 C 12 
KopvJiXioq C 72 
Kpaxeta C app.22g 
Kpivi<; C 7b-c 
KpiOTÔ  C 12 
Kpu6Xa C46b 
KptTWV C 7b-c; C 61a; C 61b; C 61c; C KptTWV 

app.22f 
AoaWoi; C 71 
Acfi:̂  C 52c 
Afiaiva C 45e(?) 
Ae^Kotom*; C 7b-c 

C app.l2d 
Aeuidjmo^ C app.23k 
AIKO^ C 53c 
AouKOu; C 3 
Aouido^ C 51a 
AOm C 12; C 33a; C app.6 
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C 67c; C 67e 
AlKJOCVlOtq C 67f; C 61c; C 69; C 72; C app.lSg; 

C app.l6f; C app.22a; C app.22f 
Aixita^ C 46b; C 46c; C app.lSa; C app.lSb 

C 4 5 b 
C app.24b 

Mocyawoi; (gen.) (?) C 53d 
C 62c 
C 67a; C 67d 

Map[ ] C 72 
Mdpa C 50d 
Mdpea C 55d 
Motpla C 65;C 66a 
Mdpiv C 1; C 52f; C 67a; C app.3 

C 69(?) 
Mdpiov C 2 
Mapioiv C 3 3 a 
MdpKo^ C 33d; C 45c(?); C 67d; C 67f; C 71 
MaTitivo*; C 69(?) 
Me76i C 56b 

C app.23f; C app.23l 
MeveXdo^ C 51d 
Mrivctq C app. 9a 
MTjTpOCpdVTÎ  C 47b; C 62b 
Mvao6 C 14a 
Movacaoq C 67b; C 67e 
MupTOl C 4 4 b 
Mupxt) C 59c 
MUPT6 C 13d; C 31b; C 52c 
Nat,..l C 52c 
Naioi; C 67c; C 57d 
Ndoow C 59c 
Neijcayopot̂  C app.4a 
NeiKato^ C 58e 

C app. 16c 
NriKOvSpo^ C app.4a 
NeondXî  C 7a 

C 52e; C 58f 
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NiK<5cvo)p C 7a 
C 51e 

NlKO^ C app.l2f 
Niidaq C 48; C 70; C app.l2f; C 
NiKoSloxa C44c 
NIKOJV C 58b; C 58e 
N6wa C 44k(?) 
Hev[ ] C app.24g 
Ztvw C 51d 
'Ovacdtov C 71 
'Ov6jjfi(pxo5 C 69 
OuaX£pLO<; C 70 

C 7a 
C 59b; C app. 12c 

n€[ ] C app.231 
C app.22f 
C 61b 
C 31c 

U66(av C 7a 
rioXwipxoi; C 58a; C 58c 

C 72 
HoneXia C 13a 
ridnXioi; C 43a 

C app.l9q 
Upafyf.y6pa C app.5 
TlpaTvi; C 72 
npaTO|if|5Ti5 C 72 
npiOKO^ C 43bC?); C 43e 
UpStpoq Capp.l9d;Capp. l9e(?) 
riptinitov C app. 15b; C app.l5f 
nTOXEpOlOq C 50b; C 50c; C 50* 

app.l2m; C app.l8g 
UvoXrk, C app.181 
HivXpaioi; C 57f; C app.l8i 
'P0869 C 14b 
'Po6<po9 C 45a; C app.l8d; C app. 

C 62b 
lotXpia C 33c 
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lxxkr\ C app.l4c(?) 
IMi C 1 

C app. 12a 
16pa C l l ; C 3 1 d ; C a p p . 4 a 
£apanlo)v C 70 
Idppa C 10; C 12; C 43c; C 46a; C app.l9f 
TxxopUax; C 7a 
LeK6v6a C 43b; C 51c; C 5111?); C 59c; C 68 

C 16 
C 53a; C 53c; C 72 

Jxpa(pl(i)v C 53b 
C 43a 

Si&6vi0(; C 16 
2XX105 C 59d; C 67e; C app.21 
SipuKo^ C 69(?) 
Zlptov C 7a; C 7b-c; C 10; C 11; C 13b; C Zlptov 

13d; C 14a; C 61a; C 67b; C 68; C 70 
LvxMOj; C 43a; C 43b; C 43c 
Z7ie6oav5po5 C 13a; C 13b 
Si:paT6viK05 C 71 
Ztpai6 C 69 
LTpdTtOV C 13c; C 71; C 72 

C 50a; C 50b; C 50f; C 50g; C 50i; C 
50j;Capp.l8g{?) 
C app.3 

E<OKpdTri<; C 72 
Z(S)viKO<; C 71 

C 72 
C 7 1 
C 52c; C 71 

S<i)x6X.Tiq C 7b-c 
TemoKpdTTî  C 44j(?) 
TeXeoiaipdio^ C 4 6 a 
TeXeocii C app.23f 

C app.23e 
Tepn6Xi05 C 72 
Tepita C app.8 
Tlp(xpxo<; C 5 3 d 
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Tiolpaxo^ C 7a 
Toupioi; C 54d 
Tp^cpaiva C 55b 
Tp6(p(ov C 1 
T6811; C 69 
Ti)(p(ov C 57e 
'YdKivScK; C 42a 
"Ypaeu; C 69 
"Ypctreî  C 6 9 
<I>L>.dpY\)po(; C app. 17 
OiX^ptô  C app.l9j 
<I>lXf|pO)V C 32c 
•tlXurnot; C55f;Capp. l4a(?) 
OiXoKpdtTni; C 56a; C 56c 

C 2 
OiXo '̂flva C 5 5 g 
OiXoOi; C 63c; 63f 

C 6; C 10; C 33a; C 43d; C 44a; C 
52g; C 68; C 69; C app.l9p 

C>LXO)VI5TI9 C 71 
OXaKtda C 62c 
Xcaploi; C 7b-c 
XuXSoLog C 41c 
'OptCtJV C 7b-c 
[ loc? C app.21 

C app.23k 
[ 10109 C 55a 

C app.l9p 
[....]oawaiq C 59d 
[...]aYpi05 (?) C app.l9j 
[..Japxoq C 9 
[...]Kpdni<; C app.lSd 
[..]eo8apo(; C 59c 
[.]aupO(; C app. 4b 
[Jnat ] a C app.20h 
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c. NOTABLE FEATURES OF NAMES 

Double name 
Both names Greek C 14a; C 42a(?) 

Relatives' names of differing origin 
Father Greek, son Greek/Hebrew C 7a; C 7b-c; C 13b; C 13d; 

C 67b 
Father Greek, daughter Hebrew C 1; C 2; C 10; C 46a; C 

50d; C 52f; C app.3; C app.4a 
Father Greek, daughter Hebrew/Latin C 66a 
Father Greek, son Hebrew C 1; C 2; C 6; C 8; C 32c; 

C 52d; C 54d C 63a; C 71; C 72; C 
app.l; C app. 14a 

Father Greek, son/daughter Hebrew C 62b 
Father Greek, daughter Latin C 13a; C 51c; C 58f 
Father Greek, daughter Libyan C 48 
Father Greek, son Latin C 45c; C 57b; C 72 

b. NAMES OF ROMAN CITIZENS 

Cn. Bassius Artemas C 57c; C 57d 
Billiena Hipponica C app. 12b; C app.l2g 
L. Billienus Hipponicus C app.l2d 
Billienus Judas C app. 13c 
Cartilia Myrto C 31b 
Cartilia Petronia C 31c 
A. Cartilius Capito C 31a 
C. lulius C 32a 
C. lulius Aretas C app. 13a 
C. lulius Candidus C app. 13a 
M. Laelius Onasion C 71 
Salvia Dosithea C 33c 
P. Sedius Scaeva C 43a 
C. Valerius C 70 
D. Valerius Dionysius C 70 
Valerius Theophilus C 33b 

father non-citizen, son citizen C 71 
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Mother Greek, son Latin C 67a 
Father Greek/Hebrew, daughter Greek C 10; C 14a; C 67b 
Father Greek/Hebrew, son Greek C 61a 
Father Greek/Hebrew, daughter Greek C 11 
Father Greek/Hebrew, daughter Latin C 68 
Father Hebrew, daughter Greek C 55b; C 55c; C 55g; C 59c; 

C 62a; C app.5; C app.7 
Father Hebrew, son Greek C 7a; C 7b-c; C 45f; C 50i; 

C 54b; C 59c; C app.9b; C app. 15a; C 
app. 16a 

Father Hebrew, daughter Latin C 59c; C app.8 
Father Hebrew, son Latin C 7a; C 59c 
Father Latin, daughter Greek C 57g; C 57h; C 67f; C 72 
Father Latin, son Greek C 33d; C 53c; C 67e; C 70; 

C app. 13a; C app.lSd 
Father Latin, daughter Hebrew C 12; C 31dC?); C 43c(?); C 

57a 
Father Latin, daughter Hebrew/Latin C 65 
Father Latin, son Hebrew C 12 
Father Libyan, daughter Greek C 56b; C app.l2i; C app.121 
Father Libyan, son Greek C 47b; C 69; C app. 12c 
Father Libyan, son Latin C 47a 

Relatives' names of same origin 
Father and daughter Greek C 3; C 13d; C 14b; C 30; C 

33a; C 44b; C 44c; C 44k; C 45e; C 
45g; C 46b; C 50b; C 50f; C 51e; C 
52a; C 52c; C 52h; C 58a; C 58c; C 
58d; C 59b; C 61b; C 61d; C 63c; C 
63e; C 63f; C 68; C 69; C 72; C app.6; 
C app.9a; C app.l lb; C app.lld; C 
app. l le; C app.l4b; C app.l5f; C 
app.l5g; C app. 16c; C app.l6f; C 
app.21; C app.22f; C app.22g; C 
app.23e; C app.23f 

Father and son Greek C 6; C 7a; C 7b-c; C 10; C 
13c; C 15; C 16; C 32c; C 44a; C 44h; 
C 44i; C 44j; C 45b; C 46c; C 50a; C 
50b; C 50c; C 50e; C 50g; C 50h; C 
50j; C 51b; C 51d; C 52b; C 52c; C 
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app.l2f; C 
app.ieb; C 
app.lSi; C 
app.lQj; C 
app.22f; C app.23j 

Father and son/daughter Greek C 43d 
Father and son Greek/Hebrew 
Father and daughter Hebrew 
Father and son Hebrew 
Father and daughter Latin 

C app.24b 
Father and son Latin 

52e; C 52g; C 53b; C 53c; C 54a; C 
54c; C 54d; C 54e; C 55f; C 56a; C 
56c; C 57f; C 58b; C 58e; C 61c; C 
63d; C 66b; C 67b; C 67c; C 67e; C 
69; C 70; C 71; C 72; C app.2; C 
app.4a; C app.4b; C app.l la; C 

app,12h; C app. 15b; C 
app.l7; C app.l8g; C 

app.l9d; C app.l9e; C 
app.l9r; C app.22a; C 

C 13d 
C 55d 
C 7a; C 55b; C 55e; C 63b 
C 43b; C 45a; C 51f; C 62c; 

Father and son Libyan 
Homonymous father and son 

Patronymic 

C 3; C 12; C 49; C 51a; C 
67d; C app.l9q; C app.22g 

C 69; C app. 12k 
C 7a; C 12; C 13d; C 44i; C 50h; C 
54d; C 55e; C 55f; C 69; C 71; C 72; 
C app.2; C app.l2h; C app.l2k; C 
app. 16b; C app.22g; C app.23j 
C 1; C 2; C 3; C 6; C 7a; C 7b-c; C 8 
C 9; C 10; C 11; C 12; C 13a; C 13b 
C 13c; C 13d; C 14a; C 14b(?); C 15 
C 16; C 30; C 31d(?); C 32c; C 33a; C 
33d; C 43b; C 43c(?); C 43d; C 44a; C 
44b; C 44c; C 44e; C 44g(?); C 44h; C 
44i; C 44j; C 44k; C 45a; C 45b; C 
45c; C 45d; C 45e; C 45f; C 45g; C 
46a; C 46b; C 46c; C 47a; C 47b; C 
48; C 49; C 50a; C 50b; C 50c; C 50d; 
C 50e; C 50f; C 50g; C 50h; C 50i; C 
50j; C 51a; C 51b; C 51c; C 51d; C 
51e; C 51f; C 52a; C 52b; C 52c; C 
52d; C 52e; C 52f; C 52g; C 52h; C 
53b; C 53c; C 53d; C 53e(?); C 54a; C 
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54b; C 54c; C 54d; C 54e; C 55a(?); C 
55b; C 55c; C 55d; C 55e; C 55f; C 
55g; C 56a; C 56b; C 56c; C 57a; C 
57b; C 57f; C 57g; C 57h; C 58a; C 
58b; C 58c; C 58d; C 58e; C 58f; C 
59a; C 59b; C 59c; C 59d; C 61a; C 
61b; C 61c; C 61d; C 62a; C 62b; C 
62c; C 63a; C 63b; C 63c; C 63d; C 
63e; C 63f; C 
67a; C 67b; C 
63e; C 63f; C 65; C 66a; C 66b; C 
67a; C 67b; C 67c; C 67d; C 67e; C 
67f; C 68; C 69; C 70; C 71; C 72; C 
app.l; C app.2; C app.3; C app.4a; C 
app.4b; C app.5; C app.6; C app.7; C 
app.8; C app.9a; C app.9b; C app.l la; 
C app.llb; C app.lld; C app.l le; C 
app. 12c; C app.l2f; C app.l2h; C 
app.l2i; C app.l2k; C ' r ' '7 ' - r *^ J ir I J — 

app.l2i; C app.l2k; C app.l2l; C 
app.l2m(?); C app. 13a; C app. 14a; C 
app. 14b; C app. 15a; C app. 15b; C 
app.l5f; C app.l5g; 
app. 16b; C app. 16c; 
app.l7; C app.l8d; C app.lSg; 
app.l8i; C app.181; C app.l9d; 
app.l9e; C app.l9j; C app.l9p(?); 
app.l9q; C app.l9r; C app.20h; 
app.21; C app.22a; C app.22f; 

app.l6f; C 
C 

app.22g; C app.23e; C app.23f; 
app.23i; C app.23j; C app.23k; 
app.231; C app.24b; C app.24e 

TOu in patronymic C 70; C 71 
\)l6i; after patronymic C 71 
Matronymic C 67a(?) 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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III. PERSONAL DETAILS 

a. FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS 

GREEK VOCABULARY 

T^KVOV 

vi6c, 

C 32d(?); C 67c(?) 
C 42a 
Capp.l3a; C 7 1 

RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN INSCRIPTIONS 

father and daughter 
mother and son 
brother and sister 

brothers 

C app.4a(?) 
C 67a(?) 
C !(?); C 32c{?); C 55bC?); C 59c(?); C 
app.21(?); C app.22f(?) 
C 32cC?); C 54d(?); C 69(?) 

b. AGE AT DEATH 

1 year old 
3 years old 
4 years old 

5 years old 
5 years and 10 months old 
6 years old 

7 years old 

8 years old 

9 years old 
10 years old 
11 years old 

C app.l9p 
C 50a; C app.121; C app.l3c(?) 
C 12; C 13b; C 44j; C 53c; C 53d; C 
54d; C 58b; C 59c(?); C app.l5b(?); C 
app.24g 
C 4; C 13d; C 52a; C 52h; C 63a 
C app.6 
C 45c; C 51e; C 58a(?); C 58e; C 63e; 
C 66a 
C 44g; C 45b; C 45d; C app.22f; C 
app.24e 
C 1; C 47b; C 52d; C 59c(?); C 
app. l i b ; C app.22g 
C 45f(?); C 55e; C 62a; C app. l la 
C 31d; C 55b; C 69; C app.l9n 
C 5 1 d ; C 56b; C app.21 
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12 years old 
13 years old 

14 years old 
15 years old 

16 years old 
17 years old 
18 years old 
19 years old 
20 years old 

20 (+?) years old 
20 or 23 years old 
21 years old 
22 years old 
23 years old 

24 years old 
25 years old 
26 years old 
27 years old 
28 years old 
30 years old 

32 years old 
33 years old 
34 years old 
35 years old 

38 years old 
39 years old 
40 years old 

C 32c; C app. 19m 
C 41d (not an age at death); C 45a; C 
53b; C 55b; C app.5 
C 10; C 31b; C 32b; C 52b; C app.23i 
C 12; C 14a; C 44e; C 47a; C 66b(?); 
C 69; C app.l2i; C app. 16c; C app.22f 
C 14b; C 45e; C 59c(?) 
C 42a; C 43c; C app.4a; C app.24b 
C 12; C 48; C 52c; C 57c(?); C app.21 
C 49; C app. 191 
C 44d(?); C 44k; C 54d; C 55f; C 61b; 
C 67a; C 67b; C 67f; C 68; C app.2; C 
app.l9q; C 52c; C app.22g 
C app.231 
C 58f 
C 2; C 54b; C app.l ld; C app.20h(?) 
C 50d; C 57d; C 65 
C 52e; C app. 15a; C app. 17; C 
app. 22a 
C 50i; C 59d(?) 
C 11; C 44h; C 62c; C 67e; C app.8 
C app.l6g 
C 32c; C 63f 
C 10; C app.23j; C app.24g 
C 13c; C 30; C 46c; C 55g; C 56c; C 
61d; C 67b; C 67e 
C 67d; C app.23f 
C 50f; C app.7; C app.l8i 
C 57e 
C 2; C 32c; C 43d; C 44i; C 46b; C 
50b; C 51c; C 52c; C 54a; C 58d; C 
app.l le; C app.l2k; C app.l5g; C 
app.lOf; C app.l9j 
C 52g; C 56a(?) 
C 13a; C 13d; C 33b 
C 52f; C 59b; C 63d; C app.3; 
app.4a; C app.8; C app. 12b; 
app.l2h(?) 

C 
C 
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42 years old 
45 years old 
46 years old 
48 years old 
50 years old 

51 years old 
55 years old 
57 years old 
58 years old 
60 years old 
60 (+?) years old 
62 years old 
63 years old 
64 years old 
65 years old 
66 years old 
67 years old 
68 years old 
70 years old 
70 (+?) years old 
71 years old 
73 years old 
79 years old 
80 years old 
82 years old 
85 years old 
87 years old 
98 years old 
100 years old 
? years old 

C app.l2g 
C 1 
C 57b 
C 33c; C 62b; C app.4b 
C 44a; C 57h; C 61a; C 63c; C app.9a; 
C app. 25a 
C 51e; C app.l2in 
C 51b 
C 2 
C 12; C 55c 
C 43a; C 44b; C app.l9r 
C 13d; C 50e 
C 61c 
C 54c 
C 5 0 g ; C 5 0 j ; C 5 5 a 
C app.l; C app.23e(?); C app.23k 
C app.l2i(?) 
C app.l6b(?) 
C 10 
C 54e; C 57a; C app.lSg 
C 31c 
C app. 181 
C 58c 
C 52c 
C 50b(?); C 50c 
C 67c 
C 55d; C app.l2f 
C 1 
C 4 6 a 
C 63b 
C 32c; 
51f; C 

C 33d; C 44c; C 45g; C 50h; C 
57g; C app.4b(?); C app. 12c; C 

app. 14a 

c. EPITHETS 

C 4 2 a 
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dcvfip KoXbq Kol dyaQ6<; 

no9r|t69 

C 70 
C app.4a 
C 7 0 
C 4 2 a 

d. PROFESSIONS AND STATUS 

ephebe 
slave (?) 

AXeiTo^pyriToq 
ftpXtov 
5T|po(n6vTiq 
iepEu^ 
vopo(pt)Xa^ 
ol TuoXixai 
naxf\p 
npeoputepoi; 
npoaf\h)Xo<; 
npooTocoia 

C 6; C 7a; C 7b-c 
C 4; C 12; C 31d; C 43b; C 43c; C 
67a; C app. 12m 
C 70 
C 7 0 ; C 7 1 ; C 7 2 
0 4 
C 7 2 
C 8 
C 70 
C 32d(?); C 67c(?) 
C 7a 
C 12 
C 71 
SEG xxxvii 1702 

IV. GEOGRAPHY 

a. PLACE-NAMES 

Berenice C 70; C 71; C 72 

b. ETHNICS 

Ai8opoao<; 
'Iou6aioq 

'louSoaoi 

C 53e(?) 
C 59c(?) 
C 70; C 71; C 72 
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o l 'louSaTot C 70; C 71; C 72 
XenoupTla C 70 
voupTivta C 70; C 71 
o l TtoXlTttl C 70 
noXlTCD(ia C 70; C 71 
oxnvojni'yla C 71 

C 72 
o^voSo^ C 70; C 71 

C70; C 71 

d. JEWISH BUILDINGS AND MONUMENTS 

dlKpiefetTpOV C 70; C 71 
Av<pi9&xtpov C 70 

ISoupoi; C 70 
im.aKE\>i\ C 72 
axf\Xr\ U9o\) naploo C 70; C 71; C 72 
oovayeyyfi C 72 
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Zib^ioc, C 16(?) 

V. RELIGION 

a. JEWISH DIVINE TITLES 

KOpio(; SEG xxxvii 1702 

b. NON-JEWISH DIVINE AND MYTHOLOGICAL REFERENCES 

Adonis C 42a 

c. JEWISH RELIGIOUS AND COMMUNAL TERMINOLOGY 
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TOixoi C 70 

e. PRAYERS AND BLESSINGS 

Merioov SEG xxxvii 1702 

f. SYMBOLS 

ethrog or ivy leaf C 73 
leaves C 12 
lulab C 26b(?); C app.3 
menorah C 26a; C 26b; C 30 bis; C 42 
rosette C 62b; C app.4b 
wreath C 12; C 41d 

laurel wreath with ribbons C 14a; C 14b 
wreath of leaves with ribbons C 1; C 10 

VI. RULERS AND DATES 

a. MONARCHS 

Augustus C 7a 
Nero C 72 

b. REGNAL AND OTHER YEARS 

Year 1 C 31d; C 48(?); C 67b; C app.6; C 
app.l9jC?) 

Year 2 C 32c; C 33a; C 44b; C 50e; C 50i; C 
52e; C 54e; C 57a; C 61d; C 67c; C 
app.25a 

Year 2 of Nero C 72 
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Year 3 C 45e; C 51c; C 51d; C 52d; C 55d; C 
55g; C 67a; C app.4a; C app.9a; C 
app. 181; C app.24d 

Year 4 C 50b; C 50h; C 57b(?); C 59b; C 61a; 
C app. l la; C app.l ld; C app.15a; C 
app.l6g; C app.lSg; C app.l9q; C 
app.21(?); C app.25c 

Year 5 C 44c; C 45b; C 51f; C 56c; C 57f; C 
63c; C 63d; C 63f; C app.4b(?); C 
app.l2d; C app.l6b(?); C app.23fl?); C 
app.24g 

Year 6 C 31b; C 49; C 57e; C 67b; C 67e; C 
app.4a; C app.l2k; C app.l5b 

Year 7 C 44a; C 54c; C 55b; C 55e(?); C 57d; 
C 57g; C app.l le; C app. 12a; C 
app.l9d; C app.23e 

Year 8 C 32c; C 43b; C 43c; C 54d; C 57c(?); 
C app.231 

Year 9 C 45d(?); C 47a; C 50d; C 67d; C 
app.l lb; C app.l3c(?); C app.l4d(?); C 
app.22g(?) 

Year 10 C 43e; C 45a; C 45g; C 50fi:?); C 
52h(?); C 53a; C 53c; C 55c; C 68; C 
app.7; C app.l4c(?); C app.l5g(?); C 
app.l6f; C app.l8i; C app.l9e(?); C 
app.l9p; C app.22f 

Year 11 C 44e; C 52a; C 54a; C 54b; C 58b; C 
58f; C 62a; C 65; C 66b; C 67f; C 
app. 12e; C app. 12m; C app. 17; C 
app.l9f 

Year 12 C 31c; C 46a; C app.5; C app. 19k 
Year 13 C 6 (graffiti); C 32c; C 46b; C 62c; C 

app. 12c; C app.l2h; C app.l9r; C 
app.23k 

Year 14 C 47b; C 51b; C 53d; C 66a; C app.8; 
C app. 13b 

Year 15 C 55f; C 61b; C 62b; C app. 13a; C 
app. 191 
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Year 16 C 52g; C app.24b 
Year 18 C45f ;Capp . l2 f 
Year 19 C 52b 
Year 20 C 63b 
Year 21 C 6 (graffiti); C 46c; C 50g; C app.l5f 
Year 22 C 52fi:?) 
Year 25 C app.23i(?) 
Year 30 C 6 (graffiti) 
Year 34 C 7a; C app.l2g 
Year 40 C 13d(?) 
Year 50 (+?) C 58c 
Year 54 C 6 (graffiti); C 7b-c 
Year 55 C 6 (graffiti); C 7b-c; C 71 
Year 58 C 7b-c 
Year 66 C app.l2i(?) 
Year 69 C 7b-c 
Year 72 C 30(?) 
Year 78 C 4 
Year 80 C 53c(?) 
Year 89 C 50b 
Year 90 C 8; C 67e 
Year 91 C 8 
Year 93 C 2 
Year 95 C 50a 
Year 97 C 52c 
Year 98 C45c 
Year 100 C 2; C 44f; C 58e(?) 
Year 101 C 56b; C app.20i(?) 
Year 103 C 63e 
Year 104 C 57h; C app.20d; C app.20h 
Year 105 C 58a 
Year 106 C 50c 
Year 107 C 44h; C 44i; C 44j; C 51e 
Year 108 C 43d(?) 
Year 110 C 56a; C app.21(?) 
Year 111 C58d;Capp .9b;Capp . l2b 
Year 112 C 53b 
Year 117 C app.3 
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Year 122 C 11 
Year .3 (?) C 70 
Year .. C 13d; C 32c(?); C 43a; C 44g; C 50j; 

C 53e; C 55a; C 63a; C 67b; C app.4b; 
C app.lO; C app.l4b; C app.l6c; C 
app.22a 

c. MONTHS 

Thoth .. C app.l2e; C app. 13b; C app.l6g; C 
app.l9j; C app.231 

Thoth 1 C 43b; C 45a; C 67b; C app.l5f; C 
app. 17 

Thoth 2 C 51e 
Thoth 3 C 44h; C 44j; C 57d; C 66a; C app.181 
Thoth 5 C 5 2 g 
Thoth 12 C app.9b 
Thoth 13 C 44i 
Thoth 15 C app.l4c(?) 
Thoth 19 C app. 12b 
Thoth 20 C 45f 
Thoth 22 C 61b 
Thoth 27 C 67a 
Thoth 28 C 54d 
Thoth 30 C 58d 
Phaophi .. C 68; C app. 15a 
Phaophi 4 C app. l lb 
Phaophi 5 C 43e(?); C 62c 
Phaophi 11 C 46c 
Phaophi 15 C 4 7 a 
Phaophi 16 C 54c(?) 
Phaophi 20 C app.24e(?) 
Phaophi 25 C 71 
Phaophi 28 C app.24b 
Hathyr .. C 44g(?); C 45b; C 50b; C app.20d; C 

app.20h; C app.23k 
Hathyr 2 C 2; C 54b 
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Hathyr 7 C 5 4 d 
Hathyr 10 C 58eC?) 
Hathyr 12 C 52d 
Hathyr 13 C 67b 
Hathyr 15 C 67c 
Hathyr 16 C app.l9p(?) 
Hathyr 17 C 55d 
Hathyr 18 C app.l6f 
Hathyr 25 C 66b(?); C 67f 
Hathyr 27 C app.l9r 
Hathyr 28 C 52b 
Hathyr 29 C 63c 
Choiak .. C 32b; C 32c; C 43a 
Choiak 1 C app.4a 
Choiak 5 C app.l2i 
Choiak 6 C 72(?) 
Choiak 8 C app.l2g; C app.23e 
Choiak 10 C 48; C 65 
Choiak 11 C 43c; C app.l9f 
Choiak 15 C app. l le 
Choiak 16 C app.7 
Choiak 18 C app.20i 
Choiak 20 C app. 14b 
Choiak 22 C 62b 
Choiak 27 C 31c 
Choiak 29 C 58a 
Tybi 1 C 57h(?) 
Tybi 6 C app.l9d 
Tybi 9 C 55bC?) 
Tybi 11 C app.l3c(?) 
TVbi 14 C 54a; C 57b 
TVbi 20 C 51c; C 52e 
Tybi 27 C 4 5 e 
Mechir .. C 5 0 f ; C 5 8 c ; C a p p . l 6 c 
Mechir 5 C 52h; C 53b 
Mechir 7 C app.23i 
Mechir 8 C 50e 
Mechir 17 C app.24g 
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Mechir 18 C63d;Capp. l5g(?) 
Mechir 20 C 52a 
Mechir 23 C app.22g 
Mechir 25 C 63a 
Mechir 28 C 30 
Mechir 30 C app.22g(?) 
Phamenoth „ C 53a; C app.l2f; C app.24g 
Phamenoth 5 C 70; C app.l2d; C app.23j 
Phamenoth 7 C 63e 
Phamenoth 9 C app.l9k(?) 
Phamenoth 10 C 63f 
Phamenoth 20 C 5 7 g 
Phamenoth 22 C 56c 
Phamenoth 23 C 44e 
Phamenoth 24 C 50j 
Pharmouthi .. C app.24d 
Pharmouthi 4 C app.5 
Pharmouthi 5 C 61a; C app.l2c 
Pharmouthi 8 C 55f 
Pharmouthi 10 C app. 9a 
Pharmouthi 13 C 56a(?) 
Pharmouthi 14 C app.24f 
Pharmouthi 15 C 57f 
Pharmouthi 18 C 56b 
Pharmouthi 20 C 32c; C 43d 
Pharmouthi 20 C 58m 
Pharmouthi 21 C 62a(?) 
Pharmouthi 22 C 55c 
Pharmouthi 23 C 4 
Pharmouthi 26 C app. 19e 
Pharmouthi 27 C app. 12a 
Pachon .. C app.l2h; C app.l9q 
Pachon 3 C 4 6 a 
Pachon 4 C app. 15b 
Pachon 6 C app.l6a(?) 
Pachon 7 C 31b 
Pachon 13 C app. 191 
Pachon 20 C 57a 
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Payni .. C 44c; C app. 13a 
Payni 1 C app.25c 
Payni 2 C 4 5 g 
Payni 4 C 44a 
Payni 5 C31d 
Payni 18 0 55e 
Payni 19 C app.21 
Payni 28 C app.21 
Epeiph .. C 47b; C 50b; C app.lO 
Epeiph 3 C 54e 
Epeiph 4 C app.25a 
Epeiph 11 C app.l2i 
Epeiph 12 C 4 9 
Epeiph 15 C 33a;C 46b 
Mesore .. C 55a; C app.l8g 
Mesore 2 C 63b 
Mesore 3 C 50i; C 58b 
Mesore 6 C42a;Capp.l6b(?) 
Mesore 10 C 50c; C 55g; C 57c(?); C app.l5g(?) 
Mesore 14 C 59b 
Mesore 19 C 61d; C app.lSi 
Mesore 21 C app.23fi:?) 
Mesore 24 C 50g 
Mesore 25 C 53c 
Mesore 26 C 51d 
Epagomenae .. C 50d; C 55b 
Epagomenae 2 C app.l ld 
Epagomenae 3 C 50a 
Epagomenae 5 C app. l la 

27 C app.l4d 

variant spelHngs 
C 43e; C 71 

X6iaxi C 43a; C 58a; C 62b; C 72; C app.4 
C app.7; C app. 14b; C app.20i; 
app.23e 

X6axi C app.l2i 
X6iax C 32b; C 43c; C app. l le 
X6iaxi (?) C 32c 
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V I I . F O R M U L A E 

L I F E A N D D E A T H O F T H E D E C E A S E D 

gnXiiaev KOI dn^ectve C app.25a 
^^iioev KOI {Jtn^eavE C 67e 

g^TloEv C 67d; C 67f 
^eUiJTTiOE C 33b; C 33d 
T^evTiKEv C 42a 

I N S T R U C T I O N S T O T H E B E R E A V E D 

doue euyiixL C 42a 

O T H E R F O R M U L A E 

K' 01&5' bXr\c, fjn^ou; C 42a 
axttpavtx; Djdivdc, KOI XTI|IVIOKO(; C 70; C 71 

V I I I . L I N G U I S T I C 

a. A B B R E V I A T I O N S 

i-i(wv) C 33b 
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X6LaK C 31c; C 48; C 65; C app.l2g 
Mexeip C 50fi:?); C 53b 
MoxELp C 30 
<I>ap£vai C 57g(?); C app.24g 
notovvL C 44a; C 45g 

Ilauv C app.21; C app.25c 
*E7ti(pi C 33a; C 47b; C 49; C 54e 
*Enei(pi C 50b 
'EnL(pi C app.25a 
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b. VARIANT SPELLINGS 

-a- for -ai- C 7a; C 51e 
-a ending in gen. C 7a; C 7b-c; C 13d; C 14b(?); C 

app.22a(?); C 43b; C 43c; C 45c; C 
45e; C 45f; C 46b; C 47a; C 47b; C 
48; C 52a; C 52h; C 54b; C 54c; C 
57b; C 58d; C 59b; C 61d; C 62a; C 
63d; C 63f; C 69; C 70; C 72; C app.2; 
C app.4a; C app.9a; C app.l2f; C 
app. 14b; C app. 15a; C app. 15b; C 
app.l5g; C app.l6f; C app.181 

-afor-n C 4; C 59b; C 67f; C app.l2i; C 
app.21 

P for Latin v C 33b; C 33c 
-yX- for 'Kk- C 3 
Aoo- for Aax5- C 41d 
-55- for -6- C 53e 
Et- for '1- C 52d; C 72 
-El- for -L- C 4; C 44j; C 58e; C 72; C app.4a; C 

app. 16c 
-eio- for -£o- C 34; 
-eu- for -EO- C 7a; C 7b-c; C 30; C 33b; C 45b; C 

53b; C 57g; C 57h; C 63a; C 66b; C 
68; C 72; C app.l; C app.6; C app.lSi; 
C app.22g 

-EO- for Latin u C app.l2d 
-e? for -aq C 72 
-C,- for -o- C 63a 
-Ti- for -EL- C 61b 
-e- for -te- C 69 
*I- for El- C 7a; C 67a; C 67b 
-L- for -ei- C 61d 

-L- for -11- C app. 16a 
-I- for -D- C 53c 
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• \ ' for - U -
N- for Latin Gn-
-v(p- for -p(p-
-o- for -OM-

-o- for -0)-

-01 for -0) 
-0 for -ti> 
•n- for -(p-
-p- for -pp-
-o- for -oo-
-o;- for 
-\>\- for -oXe-
-v for -03 
-(p- for -71-
-u ending in gen. 

-ci)i for -a> 

C 57h;C 69 
C 57c; C 57d 
C 70 
C 53c; C 63b 
C 32b; C 55a(?); C 55b; C 55d; C 55e; 
C 55g; C 63b 
C 44b; C 56b 
C 14b 
C 67c; C 67e; C app.25a 
C 11; C 31d; C app.4a 
C 57b 
C 7a 
C 5 7 f ; C app.lSi 
C 59c 
C 53b 
C 2; C 6; C 6 (graffiti); C 7a; C 7b-c; 
C 9; C 16; C 32a; C 44c; C 44g; C 
44h; C 44i; C 44j; C 50i; C 51a; C 
51d; C 51e; C 51f; C 52c; C 52d; C 
53b; C 53c; C 57a; C 57h; C 58a; C 
58c; C 59d; C 63b; C 66a; C 67d; C 
67f; C 69; C 72; C app.3; C app.6; C 
app.7; C app.l8d; C app.l9d; C 
app.l9q; C app.20h; C app.21 
C app.l2a; C app.23e 

c. NUMERALS 

age at death includes months 
numeral as word 
numeral with digits reversed 

C app.6 
C 42a; C 50i 
C 49; C 52d; C 52e; C 52fl;?); C 54a; C 
54d; C 56a(?); C 56b; C 56c; C 57f; C 
57h; C 59b; C 62a(?); C 62b; C 63a; C 
63d; C 63c; C 66a; C 66b; C 67a; C 
67b; C 67c; C app.7; C app. 12m; C 
app. 13c; C app. 14c; C app.l4d; C 
app.l5g(?); C app.l6f; C app.l8i; C 
app.l9e; C app.l9f; C app.l9p(?); C 
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app.l9r; C app.21; C app.24b 
in full C 33d; C 42a; C 44b; C 44c; C 50i(?); 

C SW); C 57f; C 69; C app.l; C 
app.4b; C app.l2f; C app.l2i 

Itn in full C 67d; C 67e; C 67f; C app.25a 
ETOU^ in full C 71 

privt in full C 53b 
L omitted C 59c(?) 
superfluous L C 66a 
numeral: F' C 57e; C 58a(?) 

FI' C 54c 
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